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CHAPTERR 1

Introductionn to this thesis

1.11

Introduction

Thiss thesis groups together four quite diverse essays. The first essay deals with consumer
theory,, the second with a bargaining experiment, the third with timing aspects of the intrahouseholdd allocation of time, and the fourth with an optimal matching analysis of these same
timingg aspects. These four essays do, however, have two things in common: they are all
outgrowthss of a review of the economic literature on the intra-household allocation of time,
andd they can all be interpreted as supplements to the broader field of the economics of
householdd behavior. In order to explain how the essays presented in this thesis originated
fromfrom one and the same background and how they supplement the literature on the economics
off household behavior, this introductory chapter briefly discusses a school of thought which is
nott dealt with extensively in the rest of this thesis, but which has played an important if not
decisivee role in determining its content. I am referring to the theory of household production
andd its application to the intra-household allocation of time as developed by Gary Becker1.
1.22

Background to this thesis

Inn 1965, Becker wrote his by now seminal article on 'A theory of the allocation of time', an
articlee which shares insights with work by Kelvin Lancaster (1966) and Richard Muth (1966),
andd whose essentials are said to have originated in the earlier work of Wesley Mitchell (1912)
andd Margaret Reid (1934). With this article, Becker provided a new 'household production'
foundationn for the theory of household behavior and extended the traditional approach to
consumerr theory in two ways. First, he viewed goods and services no longer as direct sources
off utility, but as instrumental in the production of 'commodities', a rather abstract concept
whichh is used to refer to e.g. a meal or a trip, or, in later work, to children, health and prestige.
Householdss cannot buy these commodities on the market, but have to produce them 'in
11
See, for more general work on Becker's contributions, e.g. Shackleton (1981), Rosen (1993), Sandmo
(1993).. In 1992, Becker received the Nobel prize for 'having extended the domain of microeconomic
analysiss to a wide range of human behavior and interaction, including nonmarket behavior* (www.nobel.se).
Seee also chapter 2 of this thesis.
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house'' using market goods and services, and time as inputs in the production process. Second,
followingg Jacob Mincer (1962), Becker explicitly broadened the set of inputs available to
householdss to include time inputs in addition to market goods and services. Thus, he was
instrumentall in opening up a whole new area of research that till then economists had hardly
consideredd worthy of serious study.
Later,, in his 1981 A Treatise on the Family, Becker extended his approach to multipersonn households, treated as entities with a single utility function, and extensively discussed
issuess related to the intra-household allocation of time. Thus, for example, he formulated his
byy now well-known theorem that 'if all members of an efficient household have different
comparativee advantages, no more than one member would allocate time to both the market
andd household sectors. Everyone with a greater comparative advantage in the market than this
member'ss would specialize completely in the market, and everyone with a greater
comparativee advantage in the household would specialize completely there' (Becker 1991
[1981]:: 33). He showed that even two intrinsically identical individuals can increase their
efficiencyy to the benefit of both through co-operation by moving from being Jacks-and-Jillsof-alll trades to more specialized workers. With this household production approach, Becker
laidd the foundations for a comprehensive neo-classical approach to the study of both market
andd non-market activities, and earned himself the title of founding father of 'new home
economics',, a field studying household issues which up till Becker's pioneering work had
hardlyy ever been considered as issues worthy of economists' attention.
Inn recent years, Becker himself has contributed to the further, mainly theoretical
developmentt of the study of the division of labor (as for example in his 1985 'Human capital,
effort,, and the sexual division of labor') and more generally to the economics of household
behaviorr in his Accounting for Tastes (1996). In addition, he has inspired many others to
contributee as well, either within the household production framework as developed by him, or
inn more or less adapted versions of this framework2. In these latter instances, the contributions
oftenn resulted from criticism of Becker's approach, which was used constructively to
formulatee slightly different approaches or more extensive changes of the theory3. All in all, at
leastt three lines of research in the economics of household behavior can be said to have
resultedd - in part anyway - from the study of Becker's household production approach. These
are,, first, historical work on the antecedents of Becker's work, second, bargaining work on
intra-householdd interactions, and third, empirical work on the intra-household allocation of
time. .
22

See e.g. Cigno (1991), Schultz (ed., 1974) for approaches within Becker's framework. See Gronau (1997,
alsoo 1986) for a general overview on the economics of household production. See Kooreman & Wunderink
(1997),, Bergstrom (1997) for more general overviews of the literature of the economics of household
behavior.. See Juster & Stafford (1991) and Klevmarken (1999) for overviews of the economics of time-use.
33
On some of these criticisms, see also Becker's introduction to the new and enlarged edition of his A
TreatiseTreatise on the Family (1991). See also, e.g., Pollak & Wachter (1975), Ferber & Birnbaum (1977), Gronau
(1977),, Ben-Porath (1982), Hannan (1982), Berk & Berk (1983), Folbre (1986), Blaug (1992 [19801), and
Kuiperr (forthcoming).
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Ass to the first line of research, Becker's approach has stimulated a small body of research on
itss antecedents. In recent years, Margaret Reid's contributions to economics have been
highlightedd in particular. Whereas previously her work was only acknowledged in footnotes
discussingg Becker's approach to household behavior, today Reid's work is studied in its own
right,, and taken as a starting point for further research. Thus, for example, Yun-Ae Yi (1996)
summarizess Reid's contributions to the conceptualization of the household as a production
unit,, to possible ways to quantify the economic value of unpaid housework, to the
developmentt of the Milton Friedman's 'permanent income hypothesis', and to the
transformationn of the curricula of home economics4.
Ass to the second line of research, criticism of Becker's assumption of a single, stable
householdd utility function has been the starting point for a considerable amount of bargaining
researchh which focuses on intra-household interactions, ranging from non-cooperative to
cooperativee bargaining models, and including combinations of these two5. All these
contributionss point out that a conceptualization of the household as a homogeneous decisionmakingg unit is problematic and prohibits any analysis of how changes in the intra-household
balancee of power may affect 'household' preferences and the division of the household
product6.. In addition, some also stress it is methodologically unsound to use a concept such as
thatt of a single 'household utility function', given mat the whole foundation of microeconomicc analysis rests on the assumption of an individual rational decision-maker as the
basicc unit of analysis (cf. Chiappori 1992; Woolley 1993: p. 493). In the context of research
onn the intra-household allocation of time, especially interesting contributions are Notburga
Ott'ss (1992, 1995) and Kai Konrad & Kjell-Erik Lommerud's (1995, 1996) dynamic or twostagee bargaining models. These models incorporate the possibility that bargaining power not
onlyy depends on exogenous factors, but also on decisions made within the household - in
particular,, on decisions regarding labor supply and fertility which affect the stock of
relationship-specificc human capital and more general, 'market-specific' human capital and
earningg power. They allow for the possibility of analyzing the intra-household allocation of
timee not as an outcome determined by comparative advantages only, but also as one
determinedd by strategic factors related to the distribution of the household product.
Finally,, as to the third line of research, criticism of the difficult empirical applicability
off Becker's framework due to a lack of information on the commodities produced by the
household,, has stimulated a wealth of empirical research based on slightly or more
44

On Margaret Reid's contributions to economics, see especially Yi (1996) and Forget (1996) in a special
issuee of Feminist Economics, dedicated to the memory of Margaret Reid. Also see Van Staveren (1998,
1999),, and chapter 2 of this thesis.
55
See e.g. Manser & Brown (1980), McElroy & Homey (1981), McEIroy (1990), Chiappori (1988, 1992),
Kooremann & Kapteyn (1990), Lundberg & Pollak (1993), Pollak (1994), and Dobbelsteen & Kooreman
(1997).. See e.g. Agarwal (1997), Bergstrom (1997), and Behrman (1997) for overviews.
66
On the possible ways to represent household preferences by a single household utility function, see e.g.
Beckerr (1973), Becker (1991, chapter 8), Samuelson (1956). Also see Hirshleifer (1977: pp.501-502), Pollak
(1985,, especially the discussion on pp.598-600) and Manser & Brown (1980: pp.37-41).
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extensivelyy adapted household production frameworks. In the field of research on the intrahouseholdd allocation of time, especially noteworthy contributions have been made by Reuben
Gronauu (1977) and Robert Pollak & Michael Wachter (1975). In his 'Leisure, home
production,, and work: the theory of the allocation of time revisited', Gronau formulated a
moree practical approach to the study of household production, clearly distinguished household
workk from leisure, and assumed that household products and market goods are perfect
substitutes.. Pollak & Wachter in their 1975 article on 'The relevance of the household
productionn function and its implications for the allocation of time' in turn discussed the
problemss of joint production and commodity prices in Becker's household production
framework,, and proposed an alternative focus not on household production functions and
commodities,, but on the underlying activity or input demand functions as an alternative.
Thesee two contributions in particular have served as accelerators for the advance of empirical
researchh on the intra-household allocation of time in the spirit of the household production
framework,, and were important inputs for more recent work on intra-household time
allocation7. .

1.33

Outline of this thesis

Thee four essays in this thesis have in common that they all in one way or another relate to one
off the three lines of research that can be said to have at least in part originated from Becker's
approachh to the economics of household behavior. However, despite this common ground, the
questionss addressed and approaches taken are diverse.
Chapterr 2 of this thesis can be interpreted as a supplement to the literature on the
antecedentss of Becker's work and discusses 'The consumer and the good life: Hazel Kyrk's
approachh to consumer theory'. Using archive material and biographical references, and
reviewingg contributions to consumer theory, the chapter focuses on the work and life of Hazel
Kyrk,, a hitherto fairly little-known Chicago-economist writing as early as the 1920s and
1930s.. The original motivation behind this essay is derived from the observation that it seems
somewhatt odd that Kyrk's work on consumer theory and household behavior is not
acknowledgedd as one of die antecedents to Becker's 'new home economics', whereas that of
Mitchelll and Reid - which shows important overlaps with that of Kyrk - is. The research
presentedd in this chapter is an elaboration of an attempt to answer the question of why this
mightt be die case. It aims to contribute to a discussion of Hazel Kyrk's work and life by
presentingg a more comprehensive discussion than hitherto could be found in the few
referencess to Kyrk. To accomplish this, the chapter contains a biographical sketch as well as a
synopsiss of her main theoretical contribution, A Theory of Consumption (1923), which
focusess around die concept of the good life, and combines ethics and economics in the study
off consumer behavior. The chapter discusses the historical context in which Kyrk formulated
77
See e.g. Kooreman & Kapteyn (1987), Maassen van den Brink (1994), Grift (1998), Kerkhofs (1999), and
thee references in Klevmarken (1999) & Jenkins & O'Leary (1995).
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herr approach, and compares it to other approaches to consumer behavior, ranging from the
approachh of the early home economists to that of'new consumer theorists' such as Becker.
Chapterr 3 of this thesis, 'Investing for the greater good; an experimental study of
bargainingg with endogenous pie size and disagreement payoffs', can be interpreted as a
supplementt to the bargaining literature on intra-household decision-making. Specifically, it
aimss to contribute to this literature by providing experimental evidence to fill part of the gap
betweenn the often highly elaborated theoretical bargaining models developed and the
empiricall work available. In order to do so, the chapter presents the results of an experiment,
thee design of which was inspired by the dynamic bargaining approaches formulated by Ott
andd Konrad & Lommerud. More specifically, the chapter reports on an alternating offer
bargainingg experiment designed to investigate bargaining behavior when the size of the gains
too be distributed and the disagreement payoffs are determined endogenously. One of two
playerss chooses whether both will subsequently bargain over the division of a large 'pie' or a
smalll 'pie'. Choosing the large pie deteriorates the chooser's payoffs in the event of
disagreementt during the bargaining stage. Two main research questions are addressed. First,
underr what conditions is a player prepared to choose a large pie? Second, does it matter for
thee bargaining process whether a player or the experimenter has 'chosen' a large pie, i.e. does
endogeneityy matter?
Chapterss 4 and 5 of this thesis, finally, can be regarded as supplements to the empirical
workk on the intra-household allocation of time. These essays are not firmly based in the
householdd production framework, but instead aim to contribute with more exploratory
analysess of issues not usually dealt with in the empirical and theoretical literature on the intrahouseholdd allocation of time, i.e., timing issues. Chapter 4 of this thesis, 'Synchronizing
rhythmss of work and leisure; an analysis of the timing of market work, household work, and
leisuree of dual-earner couples in the Netherlands' follows Daniel Hamermesh (1996) and
pointss out that, although there are some exceptions, most research on the intra-household
divisionn of labor focuses on 'integrated' aspects of this division. These studies are based on
time-usee data integrated over a relatively long time interval of a day, week, or year and focus
onn questions such as 'how do couples divide market and household work?'. Instantaneous
aspectss related to couples' time-use during particular, narrow time intervals within the broader
intervall chosen are not usually analyzed, and questions such as 'to what particular times of
dayy do couples allocate their work and leisure hours?' are not asked. The purpose of chapter 4
iss to fill part of this vacuum, and to analyze timing aspects of the division of labor of dualearnerr couples in the Netherlands. It specifically focuses on the daily rhythms of dual-earner
coupless and the degree of synchronization in both partners' work and leisure time, and uses a
simplee two-limit tobit model to estimate how differences in Dutch dual-earners'
synchronizationn of work and leisure relates to family type. The contribution made by this
chapterr is twofold. By providing empirical evidence for the Netherlands using relatively little
analyzedd time-budget data produced by Statistics Netherlands, it complements the scarce
quantitativee literature on timing aspects of work and leisure of dual-earner couples. In
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addition,, following Jacob Mincer (1962) and Gronau (1977), it extends the timing literature
thatt is available and makes a distinction between 'leisure' broadly defined to include
householdd work, and leisure as a complement of work broadly defined to include household
workk as well as market work.
Chapterr 5, 'Towards a typology of couples' time-use sequences: an analysis of couples'
time-usee using Optimal Matching Analysis', continues the study of timing aspects of the
intra-householdd division of labor, but moves even further away from more standard methods
off analysis. In fact, the chapter can truthfully be characterized as 'measurement without
theory',, and tries to come to grips with all the complexities of sequence characteristics of
time-usee using a data-exploratory method called Optimal Matching Analysis (OMA). OMA, a
techniquee only recently imported into the social sciences from molecular biology and
computerr science, is a heuristic, data-exploratory technique that makes it possible to classify
dataa expressed as sequential lists of events - such as DNA molecules or sentences, but also
workk histories or daily activity patterns - into different clusters. The analysis consists of two
steps:: a sequence alignment phase that produces information about similarities and
dissimilaritiess between pairs of sequences, and a clustering phase that generates an empirical
groupingg of the data into clusters. Because OMA does not necessitate the formulation of a
prioripriori criteria in order to group observations, it has been shown to be useful in exploratory
phasess of research on sequence issues. The research presented in chapter 5 focuses on the
questionn of whether OMA can also successfully be used in research on couple's time-use, and
presentss an OMA-generated empirical typology of the way couples time their household
work,, market work, and leisure using couple time-diary data for the Netherlands and the
Unitedd Kingdom.
Chapterr 6 summarizes the mainfindingsand conclusions of the preceding chapters.

CHAPTER2 2

Thee consumer and the good life: Hazel Kyrk's
ethicall approach to consumer theory

2.11

Introduction

Shee approached consumer theory as a theory of human behavior. She argued that goods and
servicess are not the end of production but merely instrumental in the production of welfare.
Shee stressed the importance of what goes on in the household as a field worthy of economists'
attention.. And she emphasized the importance of conceptualizing the consumer not in a
timelesss and spaceless world, but as a human being with a past and a social context. Because
off this, some say that - writing in the first half of the twentieth century as she did - she 'was a
pioneerr in the field of consumer economics', 'broadened the economics curriculum to include
consumerr topics', 'established Chicago as the premier university for the study of family and
consumerr economics', did constructive work on 'the borderland between economics and
homee economics' and that her contribution to economics was 'great' and 'significant' .
Mostt economists, however, say nothing about her. When asked who best fits the above
descriptionn of a Chicago pioneer approaching consumer theory as a study of human behavior,
Garyy Becker would come to their minds, were it not for the fact that he is not a she, nor
writingg in the first half of the twentieth century. Becker developed the concept of a
'householdd production function' and that of 'human capital', laid the foundations for a
comprehensivee (neo-classical) approach to the study of both market and non-market activities,
andd is generally conceived to be the founding father of 'new home economics', a field
studyingg issues of the family and consumer which up till Becker's pioneering work were
hardlyy ever considered as important by those that mattered in the realm of the discipline. For
thiss great contribution to economics, 'having extended the domain of microeconomic analysis
too a wide range of human behavior and interaction, including nonmarket behavior', he
receivedd the Nobel prize in 1992.
Off course, most of those who credit Becker with his pioneering role, do recognize - in
wayss similar to Michael & Becker (1973) - that his approach to consumer theory did not
11

See Reid (1972), Hartmann (1974), E. Nelson (1980), Hirschfeld (1996), Beller & Kiss (1999). Also Yi

(1996). .
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materializee out of the blue. They often acknowledge that some of Becker's contemporaries
weree engaged in the study of similar issues (i.e. Mincer 1962, Lancaster 1966; Muth 1966),
andd that parts of his work - specifically the part that recognizes that goods in and by
themselvess do not provide a lot of utility but are used by consumers as inputs into a
'householdd production function'- can be traced back as far as Jeremy Bentham's discussion
onn 'pleasures' and 'pains' in his 1789 An Introduction to the Principles of Morals and
Legislation.Legislation. In addition, they refer to her own contemporaries, Wesley Mitchell (1912) and
Margarett Reid (1934), as forerunners.2 In particular Reid, also a Chicago economist, is now
recognizedd as 'one of the pioneers in several areas of consumer and household behavior' and
'thee mother of home economics'.3
Butt they do not mention her. To be sure, there are some references to her work, but only
aa fan of close reading, darker corners of libraries, and dusty archives will find these . You
wouldd certainly not stumble upon these references when reading some handbook, reference
bookk or overview of the field of consumer theory and new home economics. Of course, there
mayy be good reasons as to why this is the case. A publisher may once have found the material
offeredd interesting, but the target audience may, for good reasons, not have agreed, despite the
claimss of an ignorant few who label the work 'pioneering', 'great' and 'significant'. Not all
thatt is written deserves mention, and not all that is said to be 'pioneering', 'great' and
'significant'' can, in retrospect, be judged to be so. However, in her case, the explanation may
nott be that simple. For if one were to stumble accidentally upon her work, a quick scan would
showw that there are important overlaps between her work and that of Mitchell and Reid. What
iss more, in ways similar to Mitchell and Reid, there are clear links to be drawn between her
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Thus, for example, Nerlove (1974: 528), in a classic volume edited by Theodore Schultz on Economics of
thethe Family, writes: 'This theory [of household production] was developed in its modem form by Gary Becker
(1965)) and others, but most of its essentials originated in the much earlier work of Margaret Reid (1934), and
itt owes a good deal to Wesley Mitchell's seminal observations in his essay (1912) on "The Backward Art of
Spendingg Money'". Richard Berk (1980: 144), discussing the relevance of the 'new home economics' for
sociologistss writes, in a footnote, 'Actually, the "new" [home economics] perspective owes a great deal to the
earlyy work of Margaret Reid (1934), who basically staked out the household as an important territory for
microeconomics.. Unfortunately, her insights went largely unnoticed until quite recently'. And Blau & Ferber
(1992:: 34), in their textbook treatment on The Economics of Women, Men, and Work, also refer to Reid in a
footnote,, and write: 'An early pioneer was Margaret G. Reid [...], but her interesting ideas had little impact
onn economists before they were revived in the 1960s, a time when large numbers of women were entering the
laborr market'. A final example is Bruyn-Hundt (1996: 24-25), who in The Economics of Unpaid Work
writes:: 'One of the first authors, before Becker, who proposes to extend the production boundary to unpaid
labourr was Margaret Reid (1934)'. In a footnote to this remark, she mentions that 'A first start in this
discussionn was given by Wesley Mitchetl'.
33

See on the belated recognition of Reid's contribution, e.g., a special issue in her honor of Feminist
Economics,Economics, Volume 2, No.3, 1996 and Van Staveren (1998), who refers to Reid as the 'mother of home
economics'. .
44
See the references mentioned in note 1. More casual references to Kyrk (sometimes together with Margaret
Reid)) are found in for example Burk (1968: 8), Folbre (1994: 25), R. Dimand (1995: 9).
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workk and that of economists working in the field of 'new approaches to consumer theory'. If
Mitchelll and Reid's contributions are acknowledged, why not hers?
Thiss chapter is about Hazel Kyrk and her approach to consumer theory. The original
motivationn behind the study presented was one of curiosity and a desire to understand why
Kyrk'ss contribution has not been recognized, whereas those of others working in the same
fieldd have. Gradually, however, a second motivation developed. In the course of my research,
II quickly discovered that among the few strands of literature that do refer to Kyrk's work and
life,, none provides a more thorough, overall discussion. There are at least two biographical
articless which make interesting reading (cf. E. Nelson 1980; Beller & Kiss 1999), and at least
onee more theoretical paper on Kyrk's contribution to economics (cf. Hirschfeld 1996), but
nonee of these contributions aim to provide a more comprehensive discussion. Even without
havingg to qualify Kyrk's contributions as great or significant, this almost total lack of any
seriouss consideration of her work, seems uncalled for and stands in the way of any serious
discussionn of its quality and contribution to the history of economics.
Thee ultimate aim of this chapter thus became to contribute to a discussion of Hazel
Kyrk'ss work and life, present a synopsis of her theoretical argument, and suggest some ways
too interpret her work compared to that of others, both contemporaries and later writers. To
accomplishh this, this chapter continues in section 2.2 with a brief biographical sketch of
Kyrk'ss journey to the University of Chicago, where she wrote her main theoretical
contribution,, A Theory of Consumption (1923). Section 2.3 discusses the historical context in
whichh A Theory of Consumption was written, and presents a synopsis of Kyrk's approach to
consumptionn theory as presented in A Theory. Section 2.4 continues with a description of
Kyrk'ss life, and discusses both her scientific work as well as her work as a government
advisorr in the 1930s and the 1940s. In section 2.5, Kyrk's approach is compared to other
approachess to consumer behavior, ranging from the approach of the early home economists to
thatt of the new consumer theorists such as Becker. Section 2.6 concludes this chapter, and
offerss some ideas for further research. Among those is the suggestion that the study of Kyrk's
workk be continued and linked to that of a prominent contemporary of hers, pragmatist
philosopherr John Dewey. To me, the lesson to be learned from what follows is that Kyrk's
contributionn to consumer theory is especially worthwhile when interpreted as an attempt to
combinee pragmatist philosophical ideas to the economics of consumer behavior. Seen in this
light,, the approach focuses around the concept of the good life, a higher level of living, and on
thee role of consumers, economists and philosophers in trying to attain it. It combines ethics
andd economics in the study of consumer behavior, and is Hazel Kyrk's ethical approach to
consumerr theory.
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2.22

From Ashley, Ohio to Chicago, Illinois: 1886-1920

Hazell Kyrk was born in Ashley, Delaware County, Ohio (US) on November 19th, 1886s. She
wass the only child of Elmer Kyrk, a laborer, and Jane (Benedict) Kyrk, a housewife, who died
whenn Kyrk was three years old. After graduating from high school at the age of 17, Kyrk
enrolledd at Ohio Wesleyan College in 1904. She was self-supporting and earned her living
workingg as a mother's helper in the home of one of the economics professors at the college. In
retrospect,, this non-academic work activity appears to have been of great - albeit indirect importancee to her academic work career. For this economics professor was Leon Carroll
Marshall6,, who was soon to move to the University of Chicago to become dean of the College
off Commerce and Administration7. In 1908, two years after Marshall's move, Kyrk also
movedd to Chicago, again worked for the Marshall family and enrolled at the University of
Chicago,, where she gained her Bachelor's Degree. She thus ended up at a place now known
too have been 'a seedbed for new ideas in the social sciences' (E. Nelson 1980), 'remarkable
ass a source of women economists' PhD's' (M.A. Dimand 1995: 47) but also 'initially liberal
butt increasingly conservative' (Rossiter 1982: 109) with respect to full coeducational policies
att the undergraduate and graduate level .
Kyrkk obtained her BA in Economics in 1910, and was admitted to the Beta section of
thee Illinois Chapter of the Phi Beta Kappa Society, a US undergraduate honors organization.
Shee enrolled as a graduate student in the Department of Political Economics during the
autumnn term of 1910, but in 1911 left the university to take up employment for a time as an
instructorr in economics at Iowa State College (1911) and at Wellesley College (1911-12), one
off the more independent women's colleges at the time. In 1912, she returns to the University
off Chicago to resume her graduate work. She combined this work with teaching jobs at the
ss

The biographical information mentioned in this section on Hazel Kyrk is taken from Nelson (1980), Beller
&& Kiss (1999) as well as from Kyrk's own resumes as found in her Biographical File, Department of Special
Collections,, the Joseph Regenstein Library, University of Chicago.
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Leon Carroll Marshall (1879-?) joined the University of Chicago faculty in 1906 and later on became the
deann of the College of Commerce and Administration. In addition, Marshall was dean of the School of Social
Servicee Administration (1918-1924), chairman of the Department of Political Economy (1918-1928) and
Directorr of Work in Economics (1924-1928). Marshall left the University of Chicago in 1928 to go to the
Johnss Hopkins University (Beller & Kiss 1999: 13).
77
This College is now known as the Graduate School of Business of the University of Chicago, and at one
timee or another included among its faculty scholars such as George Stigler, Ronald Coase, Gary Becker,
Miltonn Friedman, Robert Lucas and Edward Lazear. Marshall was dean from 1909 to 1924 and is said to be
'thee man who truly shaped the business school's philosophy (...) providing the school with a lasting vision'
(AA Centennial Report, University of Chicago Magazine, December 1997).
88
When founded in 1892, the University of Chicago was said to be most liberal with respect to admitting
womenn on an equal basis with men. Soon after its establishment the university became one of the largest
'producers'' of women PhDs in the US. As for undergraduate women, Margaret Rossiter remarks that they
'becamee so numerous that by 1902 they constituted one-half of the student body, an alarming jump since
1892,, when they were one-quarter of the total. Administrators, afraid of feminizing learning entirely, put
sharpp limits on the women by organizing a separate college for them within the university' (Rossiter 1982:
109). .
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Universityy of Chicago (1912-1914) and, from 1914 on, having completed her course work for
thee PhD, at Oberlin College, Ohio, a college which pioneered in co-education and enrolled
womenn students alongside men from its opening in 1833.
Inn the academic year 1918-1919, she was granted leave to finish her thesis. However,
shee instead decided 'to join the war effort' (E. Nelson 1982: 405). President Woodrow
Wilson,, who in 1917 had finally declared it time for the United States to enter what was to
becomee World War 1, argued that the world had to be 'made safe for democracy'. Cheered on
byy Wilson's considerable propaganda effort (which replaced the word 'hamburger' by 'liberty
sandwich'),, 'with these emotional overtones ringing in their ears, the American people went
too war in a mood of the highest idealism. They fought - or at least great numbers of them so
believedd - for the survival of democracy and for peace on earth' (Hicks et al 1970: 577; also
Johnson,, 1997: 646ff). Kyrk, it seems, was one of the many people Wilson's principles
stronglyy appealed to. In 1918, she followed her PhD advisor James Alfred Field9 on a Mission
off the War Shipping Board to London, where she worked as a statistician for the American
Divisionn of the Allied Maritime Transport Council. In 1919, she returned to her teaching
positionn at Oberlin College and only then finished her thesis.
Inn 1920, the year in which American women obtained the right to vote and a peak year
inn terms of the percentage of PhD dissertations in economics by women10, Kyrk, at the age of
33,, received a doctor's degree magna cum laude for her thesis on 'The consumer's guidance
off economic activity', later published as A Theory of Consumption (1923). In this work, Kyrk
placess the consumer as an active force in the economy within full view of economists. She
denouncess the view of consumers as merely passive users of goods, and instead argues tiiat
theyy are among the 'responsible agents' in the economy who, by choosing, buying and using
goods,, guide and control the productive process (cf. the original title of the thesis). Because
off this, she argues, the consumer should be studied. In A Theory of Consumption Kyrk sets
outt to do so, and studies 'the world behind the demand curve'. The book relates consumer
behaviorr to social psychology and philosophy and is, by those who read it, judged to be 'a
99
James Alfred Field (1880-1927) started work at the Department of Political Economy of the University of
Chicagoo in 1908 and obtained a full professorship in 1918 (for information on Field, see Hohman 1931). He
wass one of the first to devote a course at an American college or university exclusively to population issues,
andd is said to have made a distinctive contribution in the field of population studies (especially in the study
off birth control), standards of living and statistical methods (see his Essays on population and other papers.
Chicago,, Illinois: University of Chicago Press (1931)). Hohman writes that '(t)roughout his life he continued
too ask, not "How shall the economic system be geared to produce the maximum wealth?" but "How may
humann beings reconcile the aspiration for rich and full living with an economic system which offers its
rewardss only in return for the most intense and self-exploiting specialization?" (Hohman 1931: xvi). In his
civicc life, Field was vice-president of the National Consumer League and president of the Illinois BirthControll League. It seems likely that Kyrk was influenced by Field, but further research should confirm this.
100

Forget (1995: 26) says that '[i]n economics (...) PhD dissertations [in progress, according to the table
providedd by Forget, SvV] by women, as a percentage of the total number of dissertations in economics,
seemedd to reach their peak in 1920 [19 percent] and then show a general decline until 1940', when the
percentagee amounted to 7.
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classicc exposition of the social basis of consumer behavior (E. Nelson 1980: 405; also Reid
1972). .
Herr ideas on the matter got her career off to a good start. In 1921, Kyrk was awarded
thee Hart, Schaffher & Marx Prize, an honor she shares with for example Frank Knight'' and
withh later Nobel Prize winner Simon Kuznets12. Winning this prize was a 'notable event' (R.
Dimandd 1995: 9), not only because it entailed a money prize of $ 1000 - a sizeable amount of
moneyy at the time - or because it enabled the winners to publish their book as a dissertation. It
wass especially notable because the winners had the honor of having their work recognized by
aa panel of highly distinguished economists. In Kyrk's case, this panel included John Bates
Clark,, said to have been an admirer of historians and institutionalists13, and the
aforementionedd Wesley Mitchell, who must have seen in Kyrk a promising scholar to
continuee his line of work on the 'Backward art of spending money'1415.
111
Frank Hyneman Knight (1885-1972) received the prize for his dissertation 'A theory of business profit'
(1916),, a revised version of which appeared under the title Risk, Uncertainty, and Profit as a Hart, Schaffher
andd Marx prize essay in 1921. He tater worked on capital theory, and on methodological and philosophical
questionss in relation to economics. He received his PhD from Cornell University, and taught at Cornell,
Chicago,, Iowa, and, again, Chicago (from 1927 to 1955). Knight and Kyrk both spent a considerable part of
theirr career at Chicago, where they both worked from 1927 on. However, they may have met earlier, if not in
19177 when Knight first came to work at Chicago, then maybe in 1924-1925, when both were associated with
thee University of Iowa.
122

Simon Smith Kuznets (1901-1985), Russian bom, received the prize in 1930 for his 'Secular movements in
productionn and prices; their nature and their bearing upon cyclical fluctuations'. He studied at Columbia
University,, receiving his PhD, with Wesley Mitchell as his advisor, in 1926. He then joined the National
Bureauu of Economic Research, headed by Mitchell, to embark upon his study of national income, and, in
19300 took up a teaching position at the University of Pennsylvania, where with only a short interruption
duringg World War 2, he stayed until 1954. He later (in 1971) received the Nobel Prize for "his empirically
foundedd interpretation of economic growth, which has led to new and deepened insight into the economic
andd social structure and process of development". He is also known as the father of the Gross National
Product. .
nn

John Bates Clark (1847-1938), together with Richard Ely and Henry Carter Adams, issued the call that led
too the formation of the American Economic Association to give a sympathetic hearing to the critics of laissez
faire.. Although said to be an admirer of the work of historians and institutionalists, Clark himself contributed
mostt in his theoretical work on modern capital theory and 'was last of the claimants to independent discovery
off the principle of marginal analysis' (Schumpeter 1997 [1954]: 868).
144
Wesley Clair Mitchell (1874-1948) was at that time at Columbia University and Director of the National
Bureauu of Economic Research, which he had helped to found in 1920. He was at the University of Chicago
fromfrom 1892 to 1903, and, while there was influenced by Thorstein Veblen, although he worked on his PhD
thesiss under the guidance of James Laughlin. In 1903, he started teaching at the University of California; he
wentt to Columbia in 1913. He is best known for his work on business cycles, but is especially important in
respectt to Kyrk's work because of his article on 'The backward art of spending money' (1912). M.A. Dimand
(1995:: 44) mentions that Mitchell was one of the two male academics (the other one being the
aforementionedd Richard Ely, previous footnote) who seem to have supported women economists to some
extent. .
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The other members of the committee were James Laurence Laughlin (1850-1933), teacher of both
Thorsteinn Veblen and Mitchell, Edwin F. Gay and Theodore E. Burton (Kyrk 1923: preface).
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A theory of consumption

AA Theory of Consumption is written from a welfare perspective and is fundamentally
concernedd with the prevention of what Kyrk labels 'waste' of productive resources. This
conceptt of 'waste' is a broad one, and includes the more common notions of uneconomical
usee of resources (tied to non-use of productive resources) as well as ineffective and inefficiënt
usee due to a faulty valuation of resources as good or best for reaching specified ends. In
addition,, however, it includes two ethical notions not usually considered in the economic
literaturee on welfare. First, it includes the notion of a distributional flaw such that resources
aree used to fulfill the not-so-urgent whims and fancies of some, while the urgent needs of
otherss are not met. Second, it includes the notion of a faulty direction of resources resulting in
thee fulfillment of what Kyrk labels 'unwise' ends that do not lead to desirable ends embodied
inn 'the good life'. Kyrk argues that, if one is concerned with human welfare, an important,
generall question to ask is how to best prevent all these manifestations of waste, that is, how to
preventt uneconomical, inefficient, ineffective and unwise use of resources and guarantee that
everyonee is able to fulfill their most urgent needs. It is the desire to answer this question
whichh forms, in my opinion, the motivational force behind Kyrk's theory.
2.3.11

Consumers' power of choice in times of 'industrial turmoil*

Thee general question of how to prevent waste and maximize welfare, however, is broader
thann the one specifically addressed in A Theory of Consumption. Assuming that in almost all
butt the direst of circumstances, waste can best be prevented in the context of a market
economy,, Kyrk narrows the more general question down to address the prevention of the
wastee that results from giving consumers, at least nominally, the power to direct the use of
productivee resources in a market economy. That is, the question central to A Theory of
ConsumptionConsumption is how to strengthen the effectiveness of consumers' power of choice as a
meanss to prevent waste of economic resources.
Inn my view, two developments served as a background to this specification of the
researchh problem. The first is the shift from a market economy to a war economy during
Worldd War 1, which involved the state taking over the management and even the ownership
off whole industries (see chapter 2 of A Theory of Consumption). In the course of the war, six
wartimee agencies had taken over chief responsibility for guiding productive resources.
Amongg them were the Shipping Board - Field and Kyrk's employer in the war - which could
'buildd ships faster than the [German, SvV] submarines could sink them', and the War
Industriess Board, the most powerful of all, which 'took full command of American
production'' (Hicks et al 1970: 583).
Theirr work was to reorganize the industrial order by exercising authoritative
controll over economic activity and resources. They were to see that there was no
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waste,, no diversion of labor and capital to non-essentials, and that all powers were
concentratedd upon the single purpose (Kyrk 1923: p.32)16.
Theyy seemed to work, as '(i)t was generally acknowledged that the system performed near
miracless in the production of vital war goods. According to the German General Ludendorff,
Americann industrial production, as much as any other single factor, accounted for the Allied
victory'' (Hicks et al 1970: 584). Kyrk concluded from this success that authoritative control
overr economic activity and resources is not in all cases objectionable, and - if circumstances
aree as dire as those during the war - that it can be a good way to prevent waste. Drawing on
Johnn M. Clark's work on 'The basis of war-time collectivism'17, Kyrk argues that if there are
onlyy a few, clearly defined common purposes - as supposedly there are in wartime -, then one
cann develop a test of what is and what is not a dispensable use of resources18. In that case,
benevolentt authoritative control over productive resources may be better able than a market
mechanismm to prevent waste. Because
too make [the market mechanism, SvV] serve the war purpose with a maximum of
efficiencyy (...) is not only a case of having the heart right, but the head also (p.31).
However,, the war also made Kyrk realize that only in a very few instances are the conditions
underr which authoritative control is to be preferred fulfilled. In most cases, 'if there is no
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Unless otherwise noted, the highlighted quotes in this chapter are taken from Kyrk's 1923 A Theory of
Consumption. Consumption.
177
John Maurice Clark (1884-1963), son of John Bates Clark, published on anti-trust legislation, the business
cycle,, the economic costs of war, the problem of post-war demobilization, the macroeconomics of demand
management,, inflation theory, the labor market, and the future prospects of capitalism. He is said to have
seenn 'his life-work as that of developing the dynamic implications of economic theory', and is best known for
hiss Toward a Concept of Workable Competition (1940). He also wrote Studies in the Economics of Overhead
CostsCosts (1926), in which he investigated the role of internal economies of scale in accounting for the growth of
monopolies.. Clark is a contemporary of Kyrk, and it is not unlikely that they knew each other personally. He
graduatedd from Columbia University, after which he went to the University of Chicago to become a lecturer.
Hee stayed there from 1915 until 1926, when he left Chicago to become a professor of economics at Columbia
University. .
188
The same argument was used in World War 2. As a slightly ahistorical illustration of the practical
problemss to be dealt with when determining what is and what is not essential in wartime, consider an
anecdotee provided by John Kenneth Galbraith in his interesting and amusing Name-Dropping from FDR on
(1999:: 37-8). Galbraith was in charge of price control and rationing at the Office of Price Administration in
1941-1942,, when it became evident that the Japanese were going to overrun the rubber plantations in Malaya
andd Indonesia. Because synthetic rubber manufacture was not an option yet, a shortage of rubber loomed.
Galbraithh recalls: '[At short notice, 1] froze all retail and wholesale stocks of rubber tires and put into effect a
stringentt rationing system. If a tire was to be sold, it had to be essential for the national defense, for medical
personnel,, for public transportation or for other similarly compelling need. The test of such need was severe.
Onn the implementation of the edict, a message came to me personally from Roosevelt asking what congenital
idiott had supposed that ministers of the Gospel were not essential. Particularly, he asked, had I never heard of
Southernn Baptists and their political impact? In a day or two, ministers became essential'.
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primaryy social need, clear cut and definite, to which all others are subordinated', freedom of choice
iss to be preferred.
Whenn the group as a whole is conscious of no such supreme purpose to be
accomplished,, it would seem to be necessary to allow individual choice to
determinee the uses of social resources. If the judgments and standards of those in
authorityy are imposed, we have the very antithesis of individual freedom. Control
byy the price system, upon the other hand, places the productive powers of society
underr control of the interests and attitudes represented by consumers, as those
interestss have been developed and organized in the course of the life process.
Withinn the limits set by the conditions of the pecuniary organization itself, each
groupp or class is free to work out its own concept of welfare. There is opportunity
forr experimentation and changing standards. Over against the risks and inevitable
wastess of giving freedom of choice to the individual must be placed the possible
gainss which attend such an arrangement (pp.3 7-8).
Kyrkk spends some time stressing this point (see Idem: 39fF). In particular, she argues against
thee Fabian Society, a society of socialist intellectuals founded in London in the middle of the
1880s,, who maintained 'that experts with a view to service rather than to profits could
rationalizee and standardize consumption' and sketched a picture of 'a great economy without
"waste"'' (idem: 39). Kyrk admits it to be an 'alluring picture', but points out that it is a
deceptivee one. It assumes that an authority can work out what is and what is not a wise use of
resources,, whereas Kyrk takes a more pragmatic approach and argues that this is impossible
becausee there is unlikely to be agreement on what makes for wise consumption. Science can
speakk with some authority about the requirements for physical growth, nutrition, or health.
Butt it can never give similar expert advice where rules on how to attain anything above a
certainn minimum standard, let alone on how to attain 'the good life' are concerned. For one,
nott all experts agree and we do not agree with all experts about what constitutes the good life.
Consequently,, authoritative implementation of experts' ideas on what makes for, e.g., 'good'
clothes,, 'sufficient' heating and 'wholesome' food would imply the use of productive
resourcess to impose the judgments and standards of those with authority on others who might
nott share their judgments and who might hold different standards. Second, even if we were to
agreee on the fundamental values sought, authoritative control of resources remains
problematicc because
(t)hee good life is imposed upon the individual from without (p.40).
Thiss can never be optimal, because neither we nor our experts know all there is to know about
howw to attain and pursue the good life, as we can only discover this tentatively when groping
forr new experiences (see also section 2.3.3 below). If we did know all there is to know, then
perhapss planning might have been an efficient model. Since we do not, we have to allow each
individuall or group the freedom to work out its own concept of the good life and how to attain
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andd pursue it. Except in the direst of circumstances, then, those interested in human welfare
shouldd not focus on the study of the success or failure of social engineering, but on whether,
inn 'choosing the instruments of material life', consumers are able to use their formal freedom
off choice, to express themselves, and to exercise their individuality.
Thee second, related development that is likely to have served as a background to Kyrk's
specificationn of the research problem is the increasing complexity of the US market economy.
Att the beginning of the twentieth century, the expression of consumer choice had become an
increasinglyy complex process. The separation of production and consumption in factories and
homess respectively and the introduction of money as a means of exchange, had resulted in a
consumptionn process of choosing, budgeting, and buying in a very complex market with an
increasingg amount and an increasing diversity of goods. It was a time of 'industrial turmoil',
withh Big Business enthusiastically awaiting the 'Roaring Twenties', which were just minutes
away.. Due to technological innovations and the improvement of the labor process, industrial
productionn had changed character. Henry Ford, the industrialist, had picked up on the ideas of
managementt consultant Frederick Taylor on the improvement of industrial efficiency, and
hadd used his ideas to make standardized products for mass markets. His unrelentless pursuit
off the policy of standardized machine production changed the character of industrial
production.. Whereas production had only influenced the consumers of the nineteenth century
indirectlyy via the production of capital goods, railroads, bridges and the like, at the beginning
off the twentieth century the new industries were geared to the mass production of consumer
articles,, to be sold directly and in ever increasing quantities (Hicks et al, 1970: 625; Hartmann
1974). .
Too all contemporary observers, it was clear that the character of production had
undergonee all those changes. Most of them, especially those that were forward-looking, also
suggestedd there was ample room and opportunity to boost production volume even more.
Somee of them, including Kyrk, posed a question. They wondered, with all those changes and
moree to come, to what degree this mass of products satisfied or would satisfy the wants of the
masss of consumers. And if it did not, what could be done to improve the situation. In what is
noww known as the Progressive Era, President Woodrow Wilson realized that the road not to
takee was to try to turn Big Business into little businesses and, as it were, turn back the clock.
Instead,, what was needed, according to Wilson, was a benevolent government as opposed to
laissez-fairee capitalism to defend 'the ordinary man and woman against the excesses of
corporatee power' (Johnson 1997: 636). Thus, he focused attention on the development of
ruless for 'fair competition' to control monopolistic practices, prevent mislabeling,
adulteration,, and price-fixing activities, and on the design of a 'Magna Carta' for labor,
legalizingg strikes, picketing, peaceable assembly, boycotts, and the collection of strike
benefits.. Against the background of the turbulent industrial times of the early twentieth
centuryy and with the tacit consent of the political leadership, the question of whether and to
whatt degree the freedom of choice granted actually is 'real freedom, the effective exercise of
thee power which has nominally been granted' (Kyrk 1923: 42), seemed of sufficient and
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pressingg importance to try to formulate an answer. A Theory of Consumption, as I read it, is
thee result of an attempt to do so.
2.3.22

Other approaches to consumer choices

Thee analysis of the effectiveness of consumers' power of choice and possible ways to
strengthenn it, is based on Kyrk's 'own' theory of consumption. Kyrk admits that there are
otherr economic theories dealing with related issues, but argues that none of them seem
especiallyy suited for the particular purpose. According to Kyrk, none of the available theories
paidd sufficient attention to the active role of consumers in the economy and its relation to
consumerr welfare.
Classicall economists are preoccupied with the maximization of production per se19.
Theyy often seem to be interested merely in the goods produced without mentioning how
goodss relate to consumer welfare. Some of them appear to want to reduce the consumer's
placee in economic theory to a minimum and explicitly state that they do not want to focus on
thee behavior of consumers. If they do acknowledge a link with consumer welfare, they only
acknowledgee one possible motive of consumers, i.e. that of maximizing wealth.
Formallyy the consumers' existence was recognized; they were always there, a sort
off bottomless pit into which a continuous and ever-increasing stream of
commoditiess must be keptflowing(p. 13).
Forr Kyrk's purposes, this approach to the consumption process will not do: the consumer
playss an active role and is one of the 'responsible agents' which, by choosing goods, guides
andd controls the productive process.
Itt is in the capacity of "chooser" rather than as "user" of goods that the economist,
interestedd in the control of economic activities, becomes interested in the
consumer.. In that capacity, he appears as an active force, with needs and purposes
whichh he attempts to realize through the organized economic processes (p.5).
Kyrkk also dismisses die use of the marginal utility framework, even though the marginal
utilityy school clearly acknowledges that consumers are in a position of control of economic
activityy and, with William Stanley Jevons20 as its master, firmly bases economic theory on a
subjectivee value theory. Consumer choices, in the marginal utility view, are the result of
rationall attempts to secure a maximum psychic income in the form of pleasures, and it is the
anticipatedd pleasures to be derived from goods which explains why mey are wanted.
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See on this also, for example, Hennipman (194S: 7-8).
William Stanley Jevons (1835-1882) is one of the founders of neoclassical economics. His Theory of
PoliticalPolitical Economy (1871), whose roots go back to Bentham's 'felicific calculus' of pleasures and pain, is
consideredd to be one of the main contributions to the take-off of the 'marginal revolution'. After this
revolution,, economic theory becomesfirmlybased on a subjective value theory, changes its focus from
productionn and distribution to consumption, and acquires a mathematical character.
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Assumingg perfect markets and 'the law of indifference' which says that two prices may not
existt for one good at the same time, the marginal utility school establishes a theory of
exchangee with the equality of marginal utility of goods exchanged as its keystone. At the
samee time, Kyrk argues, it also unduly stresses the mathematical character of economics and
focusess on the similarities with hard sciences while it ignores those with the social,
philosophical,, and political sciences. Thus, it applies Jeremy Bentham's calculus of pleasure
andd pain, and explicitly does not address moral issues. Instead, it focuses on more material
needs,, also known as 'the lower feelings' or 'the ordinary wants of man'21.
Voicingg the criticism also raised by some of her contemporaries and quoting Thorstein
Veblen22,, Mitchell, John M. Clark and John Dewey23, Kyrk points out that, as a result,
marginall utility theory is based on demonstrably false ideas on human behavior, as if men
weree isolated, self-interested, pleasure-calculating machines, whereas a whole body of
literaturee dealing with human behavior argues the exact opposite, i.e. that human behavior is
inherentlyy social. This might be a useful basis for analyzing relative prices and rates of
exchangee of commodities, and might also be useful in an analysis of firms. However, 'it does
nott in itself involve an understanding, or even an interest, in the consumers' attitudes which
liee back of choice' (1923: 17). Thus, she ends her review of marginal utility theory by saying
thatt perhaps 'a very thoroughgoing, critical analysis of the original theory' would allow the
usee of marginal utility theory as a starting point for an analysis of the effectiveness of
consumers'' power of choice. However, apparently in contrast to later writers informally
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Thus, in his The Theory of Political Economy (1871), Jevons writes that '[i]t is the lowest rank of feelings
whichh we here treat. The calculus of utility aims at supplying the ordinary wants of man at his least cost of
labour.. Each labourer, in the absence of other motives, is supposed to devote his energy to the accumulation
off wealtiY (as quoted in Hennipman 1945: 193).
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Thorstein Bunde Veblen (1857-1929) was an odd man who, according to Heilbroner (1980: 216), 'must
havee been neurotic'. He was also the father of institutional economics, in that he attracted Mitchell and
Commonss as his followers. His most well-known book is A Theory of the Leisure Class (1899), in which he
embroideredd on the thesis that the leisure class advertised its superiority through conspicuous consumption
andd conspicuous leisure, and formulated his theory on the nature of economic man and the social character of
consumption,, making use of anthropological and psychological insights. Veblen was educated at Carleton
Collegee Academy, where John Bates Clark was his teacher, and at Yale, where he in 1884 graduated with a
PhDD in philosophy. After an unlucky search for an academic position which lasted seven years, he eventually
endedd up in Chicago with the help of James C. Laughlin (1850-1933), one of the commission members who
awardedd Kyrk the Hart, Schaffher & Marx Prize. Veblen stayed at Chicago for 14 years, and left the
universityy in 1906, thus missing Kyrk by two years.
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John Dewey (1859-1952) was a pragmatic philosopher and educator. He received his PhD from Johns
Hopkinss University where he studied philosophy and psychology. He taught philosophy at the Universities of
Michigann and Minnesota before going to the University of Chicago (1894-1904). At Chicago, he became
chairmann of the Department of Philosophy, Psychology and Pedagogy and, in 1896, established a Laboratory
Schooll to put his educational ideas into practice, and, together with James Tufts (see below), formed a strong
pragmaticc center. After a falling-out with the Chicago administration, he went to Columbia University to
becomee a professor of philosophy, and establish a strong pragmatic center there (1904-1930). By this time,
hee was gaining a reputation as one of the leading exponents of pragmatism.
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knownn as the 'New Consumer Theorists' or 'New Home Economists' with Becker as their
leadingg proponent (see sections 2.5.2 & 2.5.3), Kyrk is not optimistic that this possibility will
leadd to any interesting results. Following Mitchell's arguments in 'The backward art of
spendingg money' closely, she argues that
Thee ends toward which expenditure for consumption is directed cannot be exactly
formulatedd nor can the means for attaining them. The household, the center for
consumption,, is run not for profit, but for the comfort and convenience and wellbeingg of its members. But "comfort", "convenience", and "well-being" are vague
andd undefined, if not undefinable, terms. It is difficult to carry out these purposes
uponn the market and express them in concrete goods (p. 188).
Ass a result, 'spending money cannot conceivably be reduced to such system as making
moneyy until someone invents a common denominator for money costs, and for all the
differentt kinds and degrees of subjective gratifications which money can procure for people
off unlike temperaments'(Mitchell 1912: 277). Kyrk gladly forgoes the opportunity to invent
thiss common denominator. She clearly favors a second road: to start 'de novo' and build a
neww theory which acknowledges the social nature of choices from scratch.
2.3.33

Synopsis of A Theory of Consumption

Kyrk'ss A Theory of Consumption is a survey of the problems consumers face in translating
theirr formal power of choice into the effective power of choice of 'responsible agents' who,
byy choosing, buying and using goods, guide and control the productive process.
Too understand the present-day problems of consumption there must be a survey of
thee ways in which the present industrial system promotes the effectiveness of the
consumer'ss power of choice and of the practical limitations it imposes upon his
freedomm (p.45).
Kyrkk divides this survey into two parts, each of which focuses on a different set of factors that
influencee the effectiveness of consumers' power of choice. The first part focuses on
'economicc factors'. It discusses the adequacy of the market mechanism through which
consumers'' marketing and spending activities are carried out, and it focuses in the spirit of
Woodroww Wilson's politics on ways to adapt this mechanism and expand consumers' power
off choice. The second part focuses on 'social factors', such as custom, tradition, and
convention.. In this part, Kyrk no longer takes for granted consumers' preferences as
manifestedd in their marketing and spending activities, and undertakes 'an analysis of the
forcess which call the preferences into existence and which strengthen or change them'. In
whatt follows, I shall discuss Kyrk's argument in both parts of A Theory.
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Economicc factors influencing the effectiveness of consumers' power of choice
Inn what is basically the first part of the book (after an introduction in chapters 1 and 2), Kyrk
discussess how 'economic factors' influence the effectiveness of consumers' power of choice.
Inn chapter 3, she begins this analysis with a discussion of income inequality in a market
economyy and links the concept of waste in such an economy to an ethical judgment related to
thee distribution of resources. This ethical judgment is different from the nowadays wellknownn principle of Pareto-optimality because it rules out any distribution of resources as
optimall which allots anyone less than a 'minimum of consumption requirements'. This time
shee quotes the Fabians approvingly, and argues that, if anything, production involves waste if
itt implies 'the preparation of senseless luxuries whilst there is need for more bread'. To
preventt this type of waste, 'the uneconomical application of productive powers to wants
whichh result from inequality of income', society has to establish 'a minimum of consumption
requirements',, a minimum without which no one is able to command for him/herself 'the
materiall basis for a civilized healthy life'.
Whenn society establishes such a minimum, it is saying that in certain basic
essentialss there must be equal opportunity for consumption regardless of the way a
"free"" market valuation has distributed purchasing power. This is the root of the
matterr whether it is sought through minimum wage orders, through price fixing and
rationing,, or through provision for socialized consumption, free or at cost. But to
establishh a minimum standard of living we must know what the basic human needs
are.. Here is the real difficulty in formulating public policy. Can society with its
lifelongg experience in consumption say positively what are the minimum
requirementss for a tolerable life? Yet this decision must be made (p. 63).
Whereass it is neither necessary nor likely that all agree on the resources needed to attain 'the
goodd life' (see the discussion in the above), from a welfare perspective one cannot and should
nott avoid reaching some sort of agreement as to what constitutes the very minimum of
consumptionn requirements and as to how this minimum can best be attained. Here, Kyrk
argues,, there is a clear role for science, which can help formulate these basic needs, and for
publicc policy, which can be formulated so as to guarantee their provision without needlessly
diminishingg 'individual initiative and responsibility'.
However,, a guarantee of minimum standards is not a sufficient condition for the
effectivenesss of consumers' power of choice in a market economy. Even where it concerns
otherr than basic consumption requirements, this effectiveness may be hampered. Thus, in
chapterss 4 and 5, Kyrk moves on to discuss how the vast expansion of industry and the
growingg separation of consumers and producers has had both positive and negative results.
Onn the positive side, the expansion led to a greater sum total of attainable goods. It led to a
vastlyy expanded range of choice, in terms of both the quantity and the variety of goods
available.. The production of consumer products and cars in particular increased, the latter
mainlyy thanks to Henry Ford's production of Model T. When this car was first launched in
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1908,, 5,986 were sold. By 1916, this had risen to 577,036, only to increase to over 15 million
byy 1927, by which time it had become, together with its rivals, standard equipment for the
Americann family (Johnson 1997: 606). As a result, the concept of the standard of living,
whichh 'epitomized the prosperity and driving force, that, to many contemporaries, was
Americann capitalism', emerged as one of the major economic and popular concepts of the
earlyy 20th century (Hartmann 1974: 132-3). However, on the negative side, the quality of the
greatt variety of goods did not increase to the same extent, and in some cases 'cheapness' was
securedd by virtue of mass production. In addition, with the increasing separation of
consumptionn and production, the intermediate process of expenditure grew in importance.
Consumptionn now involved a marketing process to bring new products to the attention of
consumers,, and its success depended heavily upon consumers' success in handling mass
marketing,, a new industry into which enormous sums of money flowed. Thus, for example,
whereass in 1902 the annual advertising revenue of the Saturday Evening Post amounted to
aboutt $300,000, twenty years later it was over $18 million (Hicks et al 1970: 628).
Inn this changed economy, the influence of producers on the effectiveness of consumers'
powerr of choice cannot be ignored. Kyrk argues that, although producers do not have the
powerr some claim they have, they are surely also not altogether passive beings and do not
simplyy produce what consumers ask for without attempting to modify or change consumer
demand.. For producers, like consumers, are also active forces in the productive process and,
likee consumers, try to achieve their own wants. Consequently, an analysis of the effectiveness
off consumers' power of choice must deal with the possibility that consumers encounter
producerss who are tempted to defraud them, 'by short measure, or downright
misrepresentation'.. And the state must undertake some action to prevent the waste which may
resultt from this. That is, again there is reason for state intervention in the market, and for
publicc policy to be devised such as to prevent the misuse of monopoly power, to prevent
fraudulentt and deceptive practices, to provide consumers with information such as 'quality
stamps',, and to prohibit misstatements of facts, etc.
Nevertheless,, these interventions alone are not enough to strengthen consumers' power
off choice in order to prevent waste. First, because a definite quality standard can be
establishedd only for a few goods. In most cases, nothing can be specifically prohibited and
nothingg is required except as a safeguard against fraud. Second, and most important, because
theree are obvious limitations upon the state's scope to protect the consumer from errors of
judgment. .
Iff the consumer misconstrues the trade name, thinks, for example, that "flannel"
meanss all wool, or deduces from the unquestioned fact that a soap floats that it is
superior,, he has no protection against his own bad logic (p. 128).
Thee first part of the book ends by pointing out that there are several ways for public policy or
legislationn to strengthen the effectiveness of consumers' power of choice and prevent waste of
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productivee resources. At the same time, it also concludes that there are clear limits to the
degreee to which these measures can do this. Summarizing, Kyrk argues that only for the most
essential,, basic needs is it efficient for the state to jump in and guarantee, one way or another,
thee satisfaction of these needs. For all other needs, waste is best prevented if their fulfillment
iss left up to consumers' own choices, as much as possible aided by public policy or legislation
too ensure that the consumer is provided with instruments to combat fraud

and

misrepresentationn by producers. However, hardly anything can reduce the danger of errors of
judgment.. How to prevent the waste which results from these errors is the problem that Kyrk
addressess in the second part of her thesis.

Sociall factors influencing the effectiveness of consumers' power of choice
Thee second part of A Theory of Consumption focuses on the way social factors such as
customs,, tradition and convention influence the effectiveness of consumers' power of choice.
Thiss second part is necessary, because, she argues,
Thee significance of the consumers' marketing and spending activities lies in the
attitudes,, preferences, and purposes which they manifest and to which they are but
incidentall and mediatory. A complete theory of consumption cannot take these for
grantedd and ask merely how adequate is the mechanism through which they are
carriedd out, but must undertake the analysis of the forces which called them into
existencee and which strengthen or change them. (...) We go then from a study of
thee consuming process as affected by the current industrial system to its study as a
problemm of human behavior (p. 131).
TheThe valuation process
Kyrkk starts from scratch, and, in chapters 7 and 8, embarks on an explanation of the valuation
processs in which she applies concepts deriving not only from economics but from cognitive
theoryy and social psychology as well (cf. section 2.3.2). This explanation involves a number
off steps. First, Kyrk follows Dewey's general argument on the process of valuation as laid
downn in his Human Nature and Human Conducr4. She denies that values are independent
propertiess of things, but instead uses
thee concept of values as "instrumental," of valuable objects as those which are
goodgood for something, of the valuation process as the making of practical judgments
(pp.. 153-4. Italics in original).
Thee valuation process is the 'constant attempt of human interests'(meaning primary instincts
suchh as the need for food, clothing and shelter right up to the desire for distinction, prestige,
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Kyrk refers here to Human Nature and Conduct (1921), which may indicate she had access to an earlier
versionn than the one published in 1922. It may also simply be a mistake.
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creativityy and comfort) 'to realize themselves through the means at hand'. It involves a
responsee to stimuli or situations, but it is not necessarily a rational process, or one only of
feelingg or desire. Its main characteristic is that it involves a choice in valuing goods as being
goodd or not good from the perspective of human interests and purposes.
Second,, she argues that when these choices are made in the context of scarcity, values
acquiree an economic aspect. Referring to Wicksteed in his The Common Sense of Political
EconomyEconomy2525,, she contends that
Economicc activity is not bound up with any one type of needs or purposes. It is not
concernedd with satisfying the "lower" wants, or the purely material needs. Rather,
itt should be said that economic activity arises whenever any human purpose or
interestt is thwarted in its fulfillment (and most of them are to some extent), by
limitationss upon resources. Economic activity arises to assist us in carrying out our
purposes,, whatever they may be (p. 186. Italics in original)
Third,, she holds that these economic values are ordered. For to value goods and services
whenn there are only limited resources, choices between alternatives have to be made. Given
incompatiblee ends and limited resources, consumers have to decide what it is they really want,
ass it is not enough to value goods and services as being 'good' for the fulfillment of needs.
Givenn the choice between for example two alternatives, consumers thus have to indicate
whichh of the two they value most. In order to do this, they form a 'scale of values'. They
makee moral choices as to which of two alternatives is better such that 'a hierarchy of interests,
aa range of preferences between different ends and purposes' results. In addition, they compare
'objectss valuable for the same purpose' and arrange them into good and better means to reach
thee same purpose. The result of these two comparisons of values is a qualitative ordering of
preferencess for goods and services, identifying what are the most pressing wants, what are
'necessities'' and what are 'luxuries' (Kyrk 1923: 161) 26 .
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Philip Henry Wicksteed (1844-1927) was an English writer on theology, literature and philosophy, who
onlyy turned to economics in middle life, influenced by socialism and his membership of the Fabian Society.
Hiss The Common Sense of Political Economy was published in 1910.
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Note that this systematization does not imply a need to express everything in absolute, monetary values.
'Pecuniaryy value is the only common, exact measure of economic values that we have, and such a measure is
necessaryy as a guide to production. (..) The limitations, inadequacies, and imperfections of this common
denominator,, this measure that has been chosen to express those values that involve an economic problem,
needd not be developed here. Market values or prices tell us no more about commodities or services than
yards,, tons, or gallons, or other modes of measurement, but they are tools which enable the present economic
organizationn to exist. Market values or ratios of exchange are the exact, calculable form that economic values
mustt take in order to influence the productive organization' (Kyrk 1923: 166-7). Kyrk thus explicitly argues
forr the now much more standard ordinal preference ordering as opposed to an absolute one based on a
commonn denominator for all, and focuses on the choice-aspect at a time when this was definitely not the
mostt accepted point of view. Pareto's work on ordinal utility was still developing, and Hicks & Allen's
theoryy of choice which was to give full recognition of the methodological consequences of Pareto's work,
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Fourth,, referring to the sociological and social psychological literature on human behavior,
shee contends that values are not the result of merely individual processes, resulting in separate
andd distinct universes for each individual. Individuals have a past and a social context and do
nott make value judgments in a timeless and spaceless world.
Thee responses and attitudes of individuals are socially determined. The stimuli or
situationss to which the individual responds and the meaning or value which they
shalll have for him are earmarked and made known to him (p. 169).
Whatt is good is pointed out by others and accepted by us because we are 'gregarious
animals'.. The group is a value in itself to individuals, and individuals thus accept models
offeredd by the group for value judgment. Therefore, 'judgments of value are thoroughly social
inn process'.
Fifth,, and finally, values are also 'formed into scales of higher and lower'. They are
tentativelyy systematized such as to give us some direction in which to lead our lives because it
iss 'the business of intelligence to give life as a whole some coordination and plan' (idem: 170)
.. In ways similar to moral and aesthetic values, our economic values are organized, unified
andd harmonized into ideal standards including 'all things hoped for', systems in which the
wholee is greater than the sum of its parts, which help us to distinguish between wise and
unwisee ends and show us directions of change (cf. Kyrk 1933: 374).
StandardsStandards of living
Kyrk'ss approach to the valuation process leads to a clear angle for her analysis of 'world
behindd the demand curve', that is, an analysis of concrete standards of consumption. Because:
Justt as in the realm of ethics wefindmoral values organized in elaborate codes of
rightss and duties, so in the realm of economic values, we find standards of
consumption,, organized systems of the essential, the proper and the required
(p.170). .
Thesee standards, based upon custom, tradition, convention, and fashion, differ from our ideal
standardss and are what consumers deem to be 'minimum requirements for a "decent" living',
andd the ends comprehended by the standards are those which it is incumbent upon one to
realize.. By the time consumers are grown adults, they govern their consumption patterns with
'aa considerable degree of force and binding power'. Thus, consumers are constrained in their
freedomfreedom of choice not only in terms of income or price levels, but also in terms of their
standardd of living. In fact, Kyrk argues, the problem of the consumer,

wass only to appear as 'A reconsideration of the theory of value' in 1934 (see e.g. Hennipman 1945: chapter 9
andd Schumpeter 1997 [1954]: 1062-1066).
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iss not one of absolute income alone, not even of income relative to the general
pricee level, but it is these two taking into consideration his own code of what
constitutess the minimum requirements for "decent" living. His problem as a
consumerr would be solved, or would become less acute, either if his money income
shouldd go up, or if prices should come down. Of course, if his standard changed in
suchh a way as to exert less pressure upon his resources the result would be the
same,, but of the three contingencies this is most remote and out of his control
(p.. 173).
So,, in chapters 9 and 10 of A Theory of Consumption, she sets out to analyze concrete
standardss of living.
Byy analyzing these standards, how they come to be and how they change, we shall
att one and the same time explain the concrete facts of consumption and
expendituree as they appear in the market place and within the household, and also
throww much light upon the nature of economic values and the direction in which
theyy guide economic activity (p. 171).
First,, in chapter 9, she discusses how standards of living, which vary 'from period to period,
fromfrom country to country and from class to class', come into existence . She distinguishes two
sourcess of variation, i.e. differences in economic power and differences in cultural legacy. As
too the first, she argues that individuals' range of choice and concepts of what is and what is
nott essential are always bound by the existing state of the arts and sciences, and by the
resourcess available in their time and place. One cannot have what does not exist, and
'inventionn is the mother of necessity'. Similarly, as income and price levels differ between
sociall groups, so does the standard of living. As to the second, she argues in line with
Veblen'ss argument in A Theory of the Leisure Class (1899) that differences in cultural legacy
furtherr ensure that, even with the same economic resources at hand, standards of living differ.
Thus,, an individual's cultural legacy - via his ancestors, his teachers or public opinion teachess him which are the really good recipes, which are the best clothes to keep him
comfortablee and which are the best ways to keep his house or apartment clean. In addition, his
culturall legacy teaches him how to best 'keep up appearances' to belong to a specific social
group.. It furnishes him with symbols of status and achievement, such as the academic cap and
gown,, or, if he belongs to the upper classes, 'conspicuous leisure and consumption'. Finally, it
suppliess him with values which denote the changing levels, the twists and turns of human
thought,, whether it marks the ideals of Catholicism, Protestantism, anarchism, asceticism or
capitalism. .
Whatever,, in short, expresses the group's concept of welfare will be for the
individuall an essential activity and will shape and modify his whole standard of
consumptionn (p.233).
277

Kyrk uses the concepts of'standards of living' and 'standards of consumption' interchangeably.
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Consumerr behavior, however, is neither predetermined nor unchangeable. For, as Kyrk
continuess in chapter 10, the fact that standards can be interpreted as constraints on adult
behaviorr does not imply that they do not evolve. For thanks to the human creative impulse,
evenn though standards are persistent and cannot be changed overnight, they are variable and
theyy do evolve. She quotes James Tufts28 to illustrate her point of view:
[Choice]] represents not merely a process of evaluating ends which match actually
definedd desires, but also a process in which the growing self, dissatisfied with any
endss already in view, gropes for some new definition of ends that shall better
respondd to its living, creative capacity (p.246, quoting Tufts).
Thee 'growing self gropes by means of experimentation, and the more favorable the
circumstances,, the more it does so. Kyrk lists a number of these favorable circumstances, and
indicatess that the factors favorable to experimentation are a personal inclination to innovation
andd experimentation, a relatively large amount of contact and communication with other
standardss and manners, the spread of the scientific spirit and scientific knowledge, a market
environment,, the existence of a surplus above what is sufficient to maintain one's own
standards,, and a democratic social spirit which surpasses class barriers and class distinctions.
Iff experimentation is deemed successful, a good or activity is added to the standard of living
andd goes from non-essential to essential, from luxury to basic item.
TheThe good life
Thee final chapter of A Theory of Consumption, chapter 11, discusses 'What is a high standard
off living?'. In this chapter, Kyrk returns to the main question of her thesis, what can be done
too prevent waste of productive resources, and concentrates on the waste which results from
badd logic and choices for 'unwise' ends that do not lead to desirable ends embodied in 'the
goodd life'. Or, as she formulates it by then:
Wee are interested in how and when we choose wisely, in what are intelligent and
sociallyy desirable modes of consumption. We are interested not only in what our
standardss are, but in whether they are high or low (p.279).
Thee approach she takes in answering this ethical question can be described as a pragmatic
one.. For to be sure, she argues that it is neither necessary nor possible to provide an absolute
definitionn of a high standard of living, as there is 'no certain and unmistakable test that can be
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James Hayden Tufts (1862-1942) was at the University of Michigan when he met Dewey. He went to the
Universityy of Chicago in 1894, a move followed by Dewey. Tufts' quote is taken from his contribution on
'Thee moral life and the construction of values and standards', in a volume of Dewey et al, Creative
Intelligence.Intelligence. Essays in the Pragmatic Attitude (1917). Dewey and Tufts also wrote Ethics (1908), a book
Kyrkk also frequently refers to in A Theory.
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applied'.. All we need and all we have is our tentative working concept of an ideal standard to
givee our life some direction. She reiterates:
AA tentative working concept of what constitutes a high standard is necessary in
orderr that we may take an active part in the world about us. This tentative concept
iss the product of our experience, and, while subject to change and revision, is
alwayss available to furnish the basis for judgment when two different standards are
inn question (p.286).
Thiss tentative working concept allows us to order our lives according to some plan, and to
passs judgment upon the mode of living of others. In short, it tells us 'what are the proper ends
too seek and proper scheme of life to carry into effect', what are 'wise' and 'unwise' ends.
Thee question to be answered, then, is whether in the practice of everyday life consumer
choicess are wise choices, i.e. choices that are based on consumers' tentative concepts of 'what
iss worth while doing and having and being in life'? Kyrk's main worry is that most choices
aree not based on these tentative concepts. Instead, she fears that consumers resolve choice
situationss by reference to me judgments or standards of value they bring with them in a
specificc situation, without re-evaluating these standards and critically examining them. That
is,, she fears that consumers use 'old' concepts firmly established in our standards of
consumption,, which are not suitable to the new choice situation. She fears that consumers are
pronee to errors of judgment, to false valuations and to inefficient, wasteful use of resources to
fulfilll 'unwise' ends 9 .
Iff this is indeed true, the solution, she hastens to repeat, is not to give consumers a
prescriptionn on 'how to attain the good life' (cf. also section 2.3.1).'Wise ends of
consumptionn are as diverse as qualities in people', and neither science nor experts can provide
ruless by which consumers may govern their expenditure. And as she adds in a later book on
EconomicEconomic Problems of the Family:
Too attempt it is to attempt no less than the reduction of the secret of human welfare
too a spending pattern; to seek it is to ask for a formula in financial terms which men
onlyy need to follow to attain the good life (Kyrk 1933: 405-6).
Onlyy consumers themselves can determine what are wise uses of productive resources and
formall tests of the effectiveness of consumers' power of choice cannot be developed.
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Thus, valuations may not be the result of critical valuation processes based on independent judgments on
consumers'' part. Rather, consumers may take the easy way and simply purchase more of the same, or
superlativess in quality. Furthermore, consumers may follow tradition or custom not only when circumstances
calll for specific traditions and customs, but also when they do not and following traditions and customs may
bee outdated, pointless, or even harmful. Or they may follow the elite, not only when this elite engages in
whatt consumers themselves deem to be truly worthwhile activities to further the good life, but also when it
engagess in conspicuous consumption and leisure with no value to the good life at all.
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Withh this, it seems that at the end of A Theory of Consumption, Kyrk's analysis of the social
forcess influencing consumer choice has led to the same conclusion as the one formulated at
thee end of the first part of her book. That is, with the exception of only the most basic needs,
wastee is best prevented if production is left to be geared by consumers' own choices, aided by
publicc policy or legislation to ensure that consumers are provided with instruments to combat
fraudd and misrepresentation by producers. Of course, this does not prevent consumers from
makingg errors ofjudgment, but hardly anything can be done about this.
However,, Kyrk's pragmatic stance allows A Theory of Consumption to end on more
positivee note with thee argument that there are some policies to be pursued by both individual
consumerss and the state that can help further 'the good life'. As it happens, Kyrk argues, the
expressionn and attainment of a high standard of living is the product of a number of 'fairly
definitee circumstances', to wit, education and time, as well as room for experimentation such
that,, directly or indirecdy, discrimination, self reliance, and independence of judgment on the
partt of consumers will increase.
Thee consumer must learn to consult his individual need, to form his own
judgments,, to desire for himself and to respect in others a creative, experimental
attitudee toward the various means that are offered him for the enhancement of his
healthh and comfort, or the enrichment of his experiences (Kyrk 1933: 396).
AA concrete activity along these lines would be for consumers, aided by impartial inquiry and
practicall science, to engage in critical analyses of their existing standards and compare them
withh others.
Thiss is the business of human intelligence - to criticize and to remake human
valuations.. Our valuations come to us in large part ready-made; our attitudes and
reactionss follow established behavior patterns. But life upon the level of
intelligencee means that we examine and, if necessary, remake our valuations. This
iss the scientific spirit applied to life; this is scientific knowledge and human
experiencee applied directly to the problems of living (p.287-8).
AA second related activity consumers can engage in - again aided by advice 'upon the whole
artt of living from sages of the past and present' - is the formulation of 'the good life' and the
schemee of life to be put into effect. Once they do so and give ample thought to the ends to be
promotedd through the consumption of goods and services, they will be able to analyze their
standardss of living in terms of the fundamental values sought and secured. As a result, many
valuess now entrenched in consumers' standards of living can disappear, as consumers will
havee discovered they entail waste, and hamper the effectiveness of their power of choice.
Thee lesson A Theory of Consumption ends with, then, is that consumers' power of choice can
bee strengthened, that waste can be prevented, and that economic activity can be geared
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towardss the good life. In short, what Mitchell labeled 'the backward art of consumption' can
bee improved, and there are two ways to do so. First, by limiting the harmful effects of
economicc factors, enabling consumers to fulfill their most basic needs regardless of the initial
incomee distribution, giving them access to a wide variety of goods and services on the market,
andd protecting them against fraud and misrepresentation by producers. Second, by
encouragingg consumers to formulate their own wants in terms of the good life, and teach them
thee 'life-long, continuous process of learning how human personality seeks to express itself
andd what experiences, activities, and ends human beings seek' (1933: 406). Kyrk concludes A
TheoryTheory of Consumption hoping for 'a higher level of human life':
Whatt must be guarded against in the spending of a surplus is its disbursement in an
irrationall imitation of the mode of living of a class of a high social grade, or in
otherr ways requiring no time or thought. If instead, this expenditure is the
expressionn of individual interests and tastes, native or acquired, if it is the tentative
reachingg out of new impulses for realization through economic goods, there is hope
thatt the direction of the developing standard will be toward a higher level of human
lifee (p.293).
2.44

From Chicago, Illinois to Washington D.C.: 1920-1957

Afterr the completion of her thesis, Kyrk engaged in a number of activities all of which may be
succinctlyy described as aimed at reaching the good life, the 'higher level of human life' she
concludess her thesis with. She did this in at least three different areas. First, she continued her
academicc work and focused on the 'practical science' and 'impartial inquiries' necessary to
aidd consumers with the analysis of their existing standards. Second, she acted as an advisor to
thee government and helped to formulate public policy to strengthen consumers' power of
choice.. Third, she became active in the consumer movement, to 'educate' consumers so that
theyy could further develop the skills necessary to improve the art of consumption. Her first
activityy after having finished her PhD, however, was tofinda job.
2.4.11

A 'suitable' job

Kyrkk obtained her doctorate at a time when it was not that uncommon for women to secure
suchh a degree. In fact, by 'the early twentieth century academic feminists could rejoice that
theirr efforts had played some role in inducing most of the American and German graduate
schoolss to open their highest degrees to women' (Rossiter 1982: 50). At the same time,
however,, Kyrk was also looking for a career in academia. To secure that was uncommon for
women.. Especially after World War 1, it soon became clear that, 'when the more liberal
universitiess were agreeing that it was "only fair" to award women die same degrees as men,
theyy were also rapidly institutionalizing a separate and decidedly unequal employment policy
forr women, if they hired them at all' (Rossiter 1982: 50; also R. Dimand 1995: 9). The fact
thatt the end of the war had brought a severe business recession did not help either. By the
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summerr of 1920, economic distress was everywhere apparent and 'with nearly 3.5 million
menn out of work, the country faced for the first time in many years a serious problem of
unemployment'' (Hicks et al 1970:614).
So,, Kyrk entered the academic labor market with, arguably, her informal network as her
greatestt asset, rather than her magna cum laude and soon to be awarded prize. Her former
employer,, Marshall, was the dean of the School of Commerce and Administration and
chairmann of the Department of Political Economy and appears to have been especially
supportivee and helpful in Kyrk's quest for an academic position. On August 9 1921 she wrote
too 'My dear Mr. Marshall':
Forr your information I wish to report that I have resigned from my Oberlin position
[wheree she had been working since 1914, SvV]. I say "for your information", but
myy motive is not, of course, simply to add to the sum total of your knowledge. It is
ratherr that you may have in mind my present status as one of the great army of
unemployedd if, by any chance, opportunities for employment suitable for my sex
andd capacities come to your knowledge30.
Thee letter marks the start of a long quest for a 'suitable' job, whichfinallyended in 1925 with
aa faculty appointment at the University of Chicago. Before this appointment became a reality,
however,, Kyrk was confronted with the effects of unequal employment policies for women.
Inn his communications with Kyrk, Marshall - who was clearly trying to help Kyrk secure a
positionn - wrote: 'There has really been a very heavy demand for men though at rather low
salariess and practically nothing for women' (August 15th 1921). And: 'Jobs for next year
don'tt seem plentiful. I have mentioned your name in two or three cases where they said they
wantedd a "man" but nothing definite has happened yet' (March 14th 1922). And in June 1923:
'Matterss are really very unsettled there [in Texas, SvV] and part of the unsettlement is
apparentlyy some question on the part of one member of the staff about the appointment of a
woman'' (June 14th 1923).
Consequently,, before the faculty appointment at Chicago materialized, Kyrk was forced
too move around. In 1923, after having worked as a research assistant at Marshall's School of
Commercee and Administration for some time, she started work at Stanford University as a
memberr of staff at the Food Research Institute (1923-1924). From her communications with
Marshalll we now know that, even before she started work there, she was not especially
enthusiasticc about the job.
Hee [Mr. Davis, one of the directors of the institute] has a way of interesting himself
inn unimporatnt [sic] details that is most annoying, and I know that his judgment
aboutt the problems that are really worth undertaking is not always to be trusted.
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Thee main study of the Institute up to date seems to have been of stale bread losses
inn the baking industry. I can just see myself counting the crumbs under the dining
tabless of America and showing the results in tabular and graphic form (June 9th
1923)31. .
Itt is therefore hardly surprising that when she was offered a full professorship in Economic
Sciencee and Household Administration at Iowa State College, she decided to quit Stanford
andd set up camp in Iowa (1924-1925). She was clearly more enthusiastic about this
opportunity,, and Marshall congratulated her swiftly, saying: 'Of course, I have never been
ablee to get out of my head the notion that you would some day do a big piece of constructive
workk on the borderland between economics and home economics' (March 24th, 1924). And
indeed,, it was at Iowa that Kyrk's academic career began to take shape. Although the one year
shee stayed there was hardly enough to do a very 'big' piece of work, it was nevertheless a
notablee period. For as J.J. Thomas (1989: 14) mentions, it played an important role in the
earlyy development of consumption studies and laid the foundations for work which was later
onn extended by Elizabeth Hoyt32 and Margaret Reid (see below).
Thee biggest piece of constructive work, however, she ended up doing at the University
off Chicago, where she was finally appointed as a faculty member in 1925. This appointment
apparentlyy was to have been a joint appointment as an associate professor in home economics
andd economics. The idea had already surfaced in Marshall's reply to Kyrk's first letter on
Augustt 9th 1921 in which he mentioned contacting Katherine Blunt, head of the Home
Economicss Department at Chicago, who 'may possibly be interested in a combination with
us'' (August 15th, 1921). Four years later, however, in 1925, the appointment intended to be a
jointt one in practice seems to have been an appointment at the Home Economics Department
only.. Most likely, this was not in line with both Kyrk and Marshall's ambitions. Still, it was
quitee in line with general developments in universities at that time. With the unequal
employmentt policies discriminating in favor of men starting a career in most sciences, it
seemss that the only field which offered good opportunities for 'ambitious young women
interestedd in science' (Rossiter 1982: 70) was home economics. 'It was the only field where a a
womann scientist could hope to be full professor, department chairman, or even a dean in the
1920ss and 1930s' (idem). Only in 1929, when Kyrk was finally 'officially listed as a member
off the University of Chicago economics department' (Folbre 1998, as quoted in Beller & Kiss
1999),, the 'famous joint appointment' as an associate professor of home economics and
economicss finally materialized. In 1941 Kyrk obtained a full professorship.
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As irony has it, she did write one report that year. Its title shows that she proved unable to avoid the bread
crumbss entirely. Hazel Kyrk & Joseph Stancliffe Davis (1925): 'The American Baking Industry, 1849-1923,
ass shown in the census reports'. Stanford Univ, Ca: Stanford University Press (Food Research Institute,
Stanfordd University, Ca. Misc. Publication no.2, September 1925).
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Elizabeth Hoyt (1893-1980) had come to Iowa State in 1925 after securing her PhD on Primitive Trade, fts
PsychologyPsychology and Economics at Radcliffe, a dissertation combining anthropology and economics. Her n
book,, Consumption of Wealth, was written at Iowa and published in 1928 (see Thorne 1995).
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2.4.22

The borderland between economics and home economics

Chicagoo offered Kyrk a 'suitable' job: a job at her own university, close to Marshall, and with
thee prospect of an appointment not only in home economics but also in economics, her own
fieldd of study. Thus, the time was ripe for Kyrk to start to develop the borderland between
economicss and home economics. In a 1927 memorandum to Marshall, Kyrk began to
formulatee her approach to the 'development of the field of consumption'33. According to her,
off first and foremost importance is development 'through surveys of the field, statement and
analysiss of problems, organization of existing material'. There is a special need for an
emphasiss on this as opposed to an emphasis on research of more specific problems, because:
Althoughh for one hundred andfiftyyears economists have off and on been saying,
"Wee must emphasize the field of consumption," and that it is an important part of
economicc science, they have seemingly been very uncertain as to what they should
includee in their discussion. (...) The other reason there needs to be a thorough
mappingg out of this field is to promote research in the specific problems. There is
noo point of departure, or background for research, in this field (p.2).
Inn a 'tentative outline' attached to the memorandum to Marshall, she provided the first
sketchess of the field as she saw it. In all likelihood, it is this outline which formed the start of
herr second major publication, an outgrowth of a course introduced at the University of
Chicagoo in 1925, and one of the major textbooks used at that time for courses in consumer
economics,, Economic problems of the family (1933) (cf. Yi 1996: 20).
EconomicEconomic Problems of the Family
Kyrkk herself summarizes the contents of the 500-odd pages of Economic Problems of the
FamilyFamily as 'an analysis of (the) economic position (of American families) in terms of incomes,
pricess and standards of living' (Kyrk 1953: v). The work describes the economic situation of
Americann families in the 1920s, the years characterized by both a consumer boom - in part
thankss to the new electrical industry which fuelled the production of electric household
appliancess such as the vacuum cleaner - as well as a substantial increase in the numbers of
gainfullyy employed women and what Paul Johnson (1997: 723-4) describes as 'liberated
housewives,, the "Blondies," to whom their appliances, their cars, and their husband's high
wagess had brought leisure for the first time'.
Afterr two introductory chapters on the history and contemporary setting of me
Americann family, the book is structured around the 'economic problems of families', that is,
aroundd problems either incidental to direct production, to earning, or to spending of money
(Kyrkk 1933: 41). The first part of the book, chapter 3 to chapter 6, deals with the 'utilization
off the time, energy and skills' of family members in direct production. In this part, Kyrk
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discussess the character, efficiency, and future of household production as well as the
economicc status of the women engaged in it. She refers to Reid's work (see section 2.4.2
below),, accepting her definition of household production as the most practical, and discusses
somee efficiency aspects of household production, this time not so much referring to Mitchell,
butt more to John M. Clark's Studies in the Economics of Overhead Costs (1923). And in a
chapterr on 'Have home-keeping women a full-time job?', she addresses the many factors
whichh may influence the choice between household work and market work. Thus, for
example,, she refers to the waste which may result from traditional norms and customs if they
preventt women with 'too little housework' to do in their 'deserted workshop' from finding
part-timee or full-time employment. She lists numerous factors which may explain why
Veblen'ss 'ladies of leisure' or Johnson's 'Blondies' are such not by choice but because they
cannott do much else, for example because of employers' hostile attitudes, the difficulty of
combiningg paid work with household work, etc. Thinking particularly of those who try to
combinee paid work and family life, she points to possible solutions, such as contracting out
partt of the household work, 'an equal sharing of the household activities by husband and wife
andd other members of the family in proportion to their ability', and 'the abandonment of
familyy life in independent households' (Kyrk 1933:106-7).
Thee second part of Economic Problems, chapter 7 to chapter 15, deals with problems
relatedd to earning money. It begins with a discussion, lively then and lively today when
discussingg what to include in the National Accounts and how to compare family incomes34,
onn the importance of the concept of real income. Kyrk defines this as
thee flow of commodities and services used or available for use during a period of
time.. It is made up of loaves of bread, pounds of meat, quarts of milk, kilowatts of
electricity,, pairs of hosiery, the services of houses and furniture, doctors and
chauffeurss (p. 108)
andd includes not only goods that may be purchased with money, but also goods that may be
availablee without money income, the most important element of which is 'services of
housewifee and other members of the family' but which also comprises for example public
goods.. She points at the dangers of comparing money incomes alone as indicative of family
welfare,, and, as in A Theory of Consumption but in more detail, she again discusses the
possibilitiess and impossibilities of reducing all commodities and services to a common
denominator,, and expressing everything in monetary terms35. She presents several ways to
calculatee die monetary value of 'the services of housewives', and concludes that
theree is no practical method of reducing all the items to a common denominator.
Totall incomes can only be roughly compared from family to family, place to place
andd time to time (p. 119).
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See, for example, Bruyn-Hundt (1996, chapters 5 and 6), and the references included there.
Also see Kyrk's article on 'Capitalism and equality of income1 (1950).
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Kyrkk goes further, and focuses on money income, as 'there are more and more goods and
servicess which can not be obtained without it' (Kyrk 1933: 123). Economic

Problems

providess many empirical data, discusses who contributes to a family's income, and what
factorss determine the - increased - labor force participation of married women. She focuses
onn wage-earning women with family responsibilities, who, because there is a customary
assumptionn 'that all the unpaid work of the household should be done by women regardless of
itss extent or other activities they may be carrying on', carry a 'double burden' (Kyrk 1933:
157).. A critical analysis of the standards involved may provide a solution, she suggests, and
providess a general principle for the formulation of this standard:
Forr able-bodied adults the general principle would seem to be that they should be
att least self-supporting and, if living as members of a family group, should pay
theirr "proportionate share" of the joint expenses. No society and no family is
economicallyy sound that violates this principle. Furthermore, parents should share
thee support of their children. How the burden of support is to be divided between
themm may be decided on the principle that the parent who can make the larger
financiall contribution and the parent who can make the larger contribution in forms
otherr than money with the least sacrifice should make that contribution. In case the
moneyy income with the burden so distributed is inadequate it is for each family
memberr to decide what policy will involve the least sacrifice of values, and for
eachh society where this situation exists to ponder ways of mitigating undesirable
consequencess (p. 163).
Inn passing, Kyrk repeats what she stated earlier, i.e. that among the solutions proposed are
'thee development of agencies' such as child-care services, laundry services, and 'cooked-food
shops'' to relieve over-burdened women, the sharing of housework by all members of the
family,, and, also, a family wage system. Furthermore, she discusses who controls the family
(money)) income, and who should control it36.
Kyrkk also uses the money-angle to analyze whether families are able to attain the
'minimumm of consumption requirements' discussed in A Theory of Consumption. Referring to
Engel'ss family expenditure studies37 and Sydenstricker & King's now well-known work on
thee expenditure of South Carolina mill families in 1916-1917, she considers the possibilities
off constructing what we now refer to as equivalence scales and focuses on ways to define 'the
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Here, her argument favors a legal system of joint control by husband and wives as opposed to some system
basedd on benevolent despotism. Kyrk argues that neither the uses of money nor the uses of time should be
determinedd by either one of the partners alone, because they directly influence the family's standard of living.
Theirr distribution is a matter in which the whole family is interested, and in which all have a right to be heard
(Kyrkk 1933: 184).
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The statistician Ernst Engel (1821-1896), bom in Germany, was, according to Stigler (1954: 98), the first
too provide 'an empirical generalization from budget data', now known as Engel's Law: 'The poorer a family,
thee greater the proportion of its total expenditure that must be devoted to the provision of food'.
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minimumm tolerable level' of living38. From this perspective, she finds of little use
Sydenstrickerr & King's suggestion that the standard of living of a household should be
determinedd on the basis of what households do spend on maintenance, but instead argues in
favorr of a standard on the basis of what households should spend in order to satisfy their
needss according to expert opinion (cf. Folkertsma 1996: 23).
(F)orr the purpose of this discussion something that approaches as nearly an
absolutee standard as possible is desired as a measuring stick, a standard that will
nott vary from class to class but that will represent common requirements (...) a
minimumm standard below which no family should fall (p. 198-9).
Itt is a stand which fits in nicely with her approach as developed in A Theory of Consumption,
andd allows her, in the spirit of Engel's work, to focus on whether or not families can satisfy
basicc needs, as opposed to whether families can obtain what they consider to be 'essentials' to
keepp up their own standard of living. In this analysis, she also includes a discussion of the
problemss associated with the risks of disability, unemployment and old age. She further
pointss out that the greatly increased number of families largely dependent on wages or
salariess do not have a secure financial position: their income does not allow for a cut-back
withoutt lowering their standard of living below the minimum level tolerable. And at a time
whenn less than one percent of workers was adequately covered, she discusses the need for
unemploymentt insurance, to be paid for not by employees only, but by some sort of riskpoolingg of employees and employers combined (Kyrk 1933:289).
Finally,, in the third part of the book, chapter 16 to chapter 23, Kyrk discusses economic
problemss of the family associated with spending money. She discusses what factors determine
thee purchasing power of the dollar, 'the level of the prices at the time and the place where [a
family]] lives', and the causes of inflation, as well as 'special price problems of today'. The
latterr are related to monopoly control over supply and costs associated with the expenditure
phase,, 'marketing costs' such as consumers' and producers' search costs, transportation and
storagee costs, and advertising and certifying costs. Next, she presents detailed empirical
informationn on 'how family incomes are spent', not 'to show the need for income advances or
costt of living adjustments', but to fulfill 'the need for investigations which will have as their
primaryy purpose the study of the expenditures themselves, the relationships between them,
andd the factors influencing them'. That is, again in line with her approach as developed in A
TheoryTheory of Consumption, she starts to collect data and engages in practical science herself, so
ass to provide consumers sufficient information to engage themselves in critical analyses of
theirr existing standards (see section 2.3.3 in the above). To aid a possible 'revision of
expenditures'' and in order to analyze how standards of living differ from 'period to period,
fromfrom country to country and from class to class', she provides numerous tables with
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expendituree data for different types of families, and looks both at differences between families
inn different income classes, of different sizes, living at different times, and at different places.
Kyrkk ends Economic Problems of the Family with chapters on the importance of setting one's
ownn standard of living to determine the 'good life', and on the importance of budgeting, to
ensuree 'the family's getting what it wants most'. Again, her treatment of these issues is
similarr to but also more practical and detailed than her treatment in A Theory of Consumption.
Thus,, for example, in Economic Problems she actually provides a list of 'wise uses of time
andd money'. Not as a prescription to govern expenditure, but as an example in the hope that
'eachh family may attempt such an analysis' (also see section 2.5.5 below).

Teachingg Monroe and Reid
AA large part of Kyrk's development of the borderland also took place through her work with
students,, as a teacher, and as an inspirational force. And 'persons receiving the degree of
Doctorr of Philosophy at the University of Chicago under her direction spread throughout the
Unitedd States' (Reid 1972: 184). The most notable studies this resulted in are those by Day
Monroe,, Kyrk's first student to receive the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, and those by
Margarett Gilpin Reid, perhaps Kyrk's most well-known student who in 1980 became a
Distinguishedd Fellow of the American Economic Association - the first time for a woman
economist^^

.

Dayy Monroe obtained her PhD in 1930 with her thesis on 'Chicago families: a study of
unpublishedd census data' (published 1932), using information gathered for the 1920 census.
Shee was 'the first to study the economic characteristics of families through the use of census
data.. Her thinking in this study did much to expand the flow of economic data on families'
(Reidd 1972: 184). Kyrk and Monroe continued to work togemer, the results of which can be
foundd in Food Buying and Our Markets (1938), a revised and expanded version of Monroe's
bookk with the same title published in 1927, as well as in their joint work for the Consumer
Purchasess Study (see section 2.4.3).
Ass for Margaret Reid, her well-known - or at least well-cited - PhD thesis published as
EconomicsEconomics of Household Production (1934) was written under Kyrk's supervision and

Forr information on other students belonging to 'Kyrk'sfraternity'(Beller & Kiss 1999), see Reid (1972).
Thornee (1995:69,62) also portrays Kyrk as a stimulating mentor, and writes: 'When I was a graduate student
att the University of Chicago, Dean Ava M. Milam of Oregon State interviewed me for a teaching position in
thee school of home economics [and would hire me only if I took some course in foods and clothing. A PhD
inn economics would be insufficient]. Afterwards, Hazel Kyrk assured me I did not have to take foods and
clothingg to be an economist in a home economics faculty'.
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In honoring Reid, the American Economic Association acknowledged her contributions on the concept and
measurementt of permanent income, the statistical analysis of the demand for housing, and the systematic
studyy of the economics of the household's use of time (in The American Economic Review, 1980, cover page,
ass referred to in Yi 1996: 28-9).
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undertakenn at her suggestion41. The book focuses on the concept of household production and
itss economic significance, and suggests a definition of household production in terms of what
iss now known as the 'third person criterion'42. Reid also analyzes, in line with Kyrk's
approachh to standards of living, how household production differs as a function of, for
example,, income, geographical differences, education, and stages of the life cycle. Other
chapterss in the book are similar to those in Economic Problems of the Family. In fact, Reid
andd Kyrk frequently refer to one another, and both have chapters on subjects such as 'how
familyy standards and other factors affect household tasks', 'how household production affects
thee economic status of women', 'economic history of the family', 'household production
today',, 'the family income today', 'how gainful employment of women affects household
production,, 'economic aspects of household production', 'cost and value of goods produced',
'buyingg problems of the consumer'. Both frequently refer to the importance of standards of
living,, and the values embodied in people's thinking43.
Afterr her graduation in 1931, Reid went on to teach at Iowa State College (1930-1943),
Kyrk'ss former employer, and, after a break during which she worked as a government
consultant,, the University of Illinois (1948-1951). The studies Reid engaged in the course of
herr career at these universities were, I suggest, strongly influenced by Kyrk's work as
developedd in A Theory, both in terms of her focus on consumer behavior, the importance of
'normss or standards', as well her ethical quest to shape 'the more efficient society' without
waste44.. It is only when Reid returned to the University of Chicago in 1951, just before
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The original PhD thesis was accepted in 1931 under the title 'Household production, a study of its
economicc characteristics' .
422
Reid (1934: 11) defines household production as 'those unpaid activities which are carried on, by and for
thee members, which activities might be replaced by market goods, or paid services, if circumstances such as
income,, market conditions, and personal inclinations permit the service being delegated to someone outside
thee household group'.
433
As already mentioned in the Introduction to this chapter, the great similarity between Kyrk and Reid's
bookss raises the question of why Reid's Economics of Household Production (1934) is as often referred to as
ann antecedent of the New Home Economics, whereas Kyrk's work is hardly mentioned at all. The facts are as
follows:: the books are remarkably similar, although Kyrk's work is somewhat broader in scope; Kyrk's book
wass published before Reid's; Reid can be given credit for the definition of household production (see also
Kyrkk 1933: 46); and Kyrk deserves credit for the approach taken by both, i.e. for analyzing differences in
householdd production within a standard of living framework. I return to the question of references at the end
off this chapter.
444
See, e.g., Forget (1996), who surveys Reid's work and points out that she focused on solutions to the
'inefficiencyy of consumers' by means of 'critical evaluations of alternatives' and legislation (in Consumers
andand the Market (1938)), and on the presumed benevolence of the laissez-faire market economy and the
importancee of consumer protection and consumer education in order to enable more informed decisionmakingg (in Foodfor People (1943)). Also see Van Staveren (1998, 1999) & Yi (1996). Again it is interesting
too note that neither one of these studies refer to Kyrk, although their discussions of Reid's work clearly
suggestt its relevance. A comparison of bom Kyrk and Reid's work might be interesting, as it can clarify how
Reidd makes use of Kyrk's framework as developed in A Theory of Consumption. This is left for further
research. .
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Kyrk'ss retirement, that Kyrk's influence appeared to diminish as Reid shifted her publications
andd teaching towards mainstream economics. Nevertheless, it does not seem too far-fetched
too claim some influence by Kyrk's work even in this later period, i.e. in Reid's work on me
Permanentt Income Hypothesis where it concerns the limits of the regular income concept as
ann indication of welfare45.
2.4.33

Advising on public policy

Fromm the information available, it seems as if from the middle of the 1930s on, Kyrk's work
graduallyy shifted from the academic towards the area of public policy. This shift coincided
withh a shift in the political landscape and the beginning of the Roosevelt era. The Roaring
Twenties,, when it was possible to buy goods on the installment plan and there was adequate
foodd and shelter and even some luxuries and hours of leisure in which to enjoy them, abruptly
endedd under the rule of Republican Herbert Hoover (1874-1964) with the Great Panic in
Octoberr 1929 and the ensuing Great Depression. Although there is still no agreement as to the
precisee causes of the depression, among the multifarious causes usually listed are a
phenomenall growth in productivity made possible by unprecedented increases in capital
investments,, a failure to pass on the fruits of this productivity growth to consumers, an
overexpansionn of credit which made borrowing too easy, and the failure of banking and
financiall ethics, in some cases manifested by outright fraud and theft. As the boom continued
andd prices failed to fall, it became harder for consumers to keep the boom going. By the end
off the 1920s, many working-class families found it hard to keep up with their installments,
whereass at the same time, non-wage-earners were thriving, stimulating speculation (Hicks et
all 1970: 657-659; Johnson 1997: 730ff.).
Thee economic result: by March 1st 1933, the value of all stocks listed on the New York
Stockk Exchange was set at only $19 billion, less than one fifth the inflated values of October
1st,, 1929. By the end of 1930 6 to 7 million people were out of work, two years later the
numberr had doubled (Hicks et al 1970: 656-7). The political result: Hoover, who in World
Warr 1 had been a member of Wilson's war team, nicknamed 'The Great Engineer' and
perceivedd to be of high intellect, tried to fight the depression but failed (Johnson 1997:
739ff.).. And, in part because he did not provide any direct relief to the unemployed, he
becamee indelibly associated in the public mind with 'Hard Times' and 'The Depression Made
Flesh*466 and was massively defeated in the 1932 elections by Franklin D. Roosevelt (1882455

See Reid's (1962) 'Housing and income', and Kyrk's earlier mentioned 'Capitalism and equality of
income'' (1950).
466
Johnson (1997: 744) illustrates the mood of public opinion against Hoover: 'New words based on his name
havee entered the vocabulary. What was a "Hoover blanket?" It was an old newspaper used to keep warm a
mann forced to sleep in the open. And a "Hoover flag?" An empty pocket, turned inside out as a sign of
destitution.. "Hoover Wagons" were motor wagons, with no gas, pulled by horses or mules, a common sight
inn the summer of 1932. And on the outskirts of cities, or in open spaces within them, "Hoovervilles" were
growingg up, shantytowns of homeless, unemployed people. In the autumn of 1932 hitchhikers displayed
signss reading: "Give me a ride - or I'll vote for Hoover"'.
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1945),, who now had for the first time since the beginning of the 1860s, a majority in both
Housess of Congress to support him. Roosevelt was the Democratic candidate who promised a
Neww Deal in government providing both relief, recovery and reform. He argued that 4(t)he
mainn task before the country was not to further "discovery or exploitation of natural resources
orr necessarily producing more goods", but rather the job of "adjusting production to
consumption,, of distributing wealth and products more equitably'" (quoted in Hicks et al
1970:: 673). In this speech, he added that government should intervene and direct the economy
'onlyy as a last resort', but it appears that as early as 1933 he felt that he could only provide the
promisedd relief, recovery and reform by becoming a major partner in the shaping of the
economy.. Within some hundred days, the New Deal legislation was drafted and the programs
launched,, among which the Works Progress Administration to provide work for all
employables,, and the Public Works Administration to build post offices, harbors, and dams in
thee hope that such a large construction program would provide much new business for heavy
industriess and for the construction trade (Hicks et al 1970:670-3).
Kyrk'ss involvement with the New Deal started in the summer of 1937, a year after the
publicationn of Keynes' The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money47, when she
workedd as principal economist at the US Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economics in
thee Department of Agriculture48. According to John Kenneth Galbraith (1999: 12), this
departmentt was a focal point of New Deal thought and action. Here, from 1937 to 1942 on,
shee contributed to the Bureau's massive Consumer Purchaser Study with publications on
familyy housing and facilities and family expenditure on housing and household operation49.
Thiss study, undertaken in cooperation with and funded by the Works Progress
Administration,, was the first large-scale study of the American standard of living, and,
publishedd in more than twenty volumes, the most comprehensive consumer survey ever
attempted.. It established base year prices for the cost-of-living index (the forerunner of the
477

(Lord) John Maynard Keynes (1883-1946), the British economist whose ideas are said to have 'captivated
Mr.. Roosevelt', is generally considered to be the most important economist of the first half of the 20th
century.. He attended Eton and studied at King's College, Cambridge. He published a large body of work,
amongg which Economic Consequences of the Peace (1919) in which he argued that the reparation clauses of
thee Treaty of Versailles were too severe, and Tract on Monetary Reform (1923), in which he attacked
adherencee to an international gold standard. His best known work is the General Theory (1936), inspired by
thee inability of the available (neo-classical) theories to explain the Great Depression. In it, Keynes introduced
diee concept of a demand-determined equilibrium and argued that if business was not able to expand,
governmentt must take up the slack either directly by stimulating investment, or indirectly by supporting
consumers'' purchasing power.
*** Kyrk's curriculum vitae mentions that she was also consultant to the New York State Department of Labor
inn die spring of 1937.
499
Hazel Kyrk, Day Monroe, Maryland Y. Pennell & Edith Dyer Rainboth (1940). 'Family housing and
facilities,, five regions'. Washington DC: US Govt.print.off (Miscellaneous publication (United States
Departmentt of Agriculture), no.399); Hazel Kyrk, Day Monroe, Kathryn Elizabeth Cronister, Margaret
Minorr Perry, Dorothy (Stahl) Brady, Colette Rosenstiel & Edith (Dryer) Rainboth (1941). 'Family
expendituress for housing and household operation, five regions' (two volumes). Washington D.C.: US
Govt.print.off.. (Miscellaneous publication (United States Department of Agriculture), no.432, etc.).
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Consumerr Price Index), an important economic barometer and, increasingly, a reference point
inn labor-management negotiations (see Reid 1972; E. Nelson 1980).
Herr work on the Consumer Purchases Study led to her appointment in 1943 as
chairmann of the Consumer Advisory Committee to the Office of Price Administration (OPA),
'aa solid Roosevelt instrument, but, more important, it was one of the two wartime
organizationss [the other being the Treasury, SvV] with the greatest public reach' because its
actions,, including price control, rent control and consumer rationing, would affect every
citizenn (Galbraith 1999: 34). In her position as chairperson of this committee in 1943-1946,
shee forcefully represented the consumer's point of view, and argued in particular for standards
inn consumer goods, for more gradual price decontrol and for a revision of the CPI to reflect
postwarr inflation. She did so again later, in 1951, as a member of a similar committee, the
Consumerr Advisory Panel in the Office of Price Stabilization, (Nelson 1980; Reid 1972)50. In
1947,, finally, she chaired another committee, the Technical Advisory Committee of the
Bureauu of Labor Statistics. This Committee, in response to a congressional request, undertook
too formulate the City Worker's Budget, an attempt to estimate the content of a 'modest but
adequatee level of consumption' and for more than thirty years the 'yardstick for measuring the
economicc health of American families and for setting levels of income tax exemption' (E.
Nelsonn 1980: 406; Reid 1972: 185; Beller & Kiss 1999)5I.
2.4.44

Teaching consumers the art of consumption

Thee third and last area on which Kyrk focused is that of the consumer movement, 'educating'
consumerss to learn the art of consumption and develop themselves as critical consumers.
Thus,, in the early years of her career, she taught at the Bryn Mawr summer school for
workingg women (1922-1925), and served on the board of the Chicago Women's Trade Union
League.. Later on, she engaged in what she would label 'enlightened social action' (cf. Kyrk
1944),, arguing for the establishment of a permanent consumer service bureau, as well as
consumerr advisory committees in each federal agency. She lobbied for the inclusion of
consumerr education, consumer choices and rights, and she was also an early organizer and
activee board member of a consumer cooperative in the Hyde Park section of Chicago (cf. E.
500

As it happens, gradual price decontrol turned out to be politically impossible. Although proponents of
graduall price decontrol argued that 'if the great backlog of purchasing power built up during the war were
turnedd loose, the resulting competition for the limited amount of goods available would produce a violent
inflationn of prices. But their opponents, led by the National Association of Manufacturers, held that, if
controlss were taken off, prices might rise temporarily, but would decline eventually as the volume of goods
increased.. The people were clearly tired of government restraints, and over the protest of President Truman
[presidentt after Roosevelt's sudden death in 1945, SvV] Congress emasculated the act under which the
Officee of Price Administration had operated. Finally, yielding to irresistible pressure, the President
announcedd by radio on October 14, 1946 that all controls, except on rents, would have to go. The effect was
startling.. By the end of the year the consumers' price index was 55.5 per cent higher than in August 1939,
andd 31.7 per cent higher than in December 1945' (Hicks et al 1970: 749).
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Kyrk's curriculum vitae mentions that she acted as a consultant to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics both

inn 1947 and in 1952.
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Nelsonn 1980). In addition, she focused on ways to further 'enlightened individual action',
wrotee for more popular consumption - mostly in publications of the American Home
Economicss Association - and gave public lectures, such as those on women's rights and on
'familyy responsibilities'52 (see e.g. Kyrk 1944; Kyrk 1952).
2.4.55

Retiring

Inn 1952, when the Department of Home Economics at the University of Chicago was reduced
too the level of a 'committee' unable to make faculty appointments, members of the faculty
weree encouraged to leave or retire53. Against this background and four years before the
program'ss termination in 1956, Kyrk retired from the university at the age of 66, leaving
behindd a revised and extended version of Economic Problems, now entitled The Family in the
AmericanAmerican Economy54. One year later, in 1953, Ohio Wesleyan College - the university where
Kyrkk started as a student herself in 1904 - honored her with the degree of Doctor of Humane
Letters,, citing her 'accomplishments as an inspirational teacher, as a scholar who made
'unusuall and outstanding contributions to thefieldof home economics', and as a government
advisor'' (Beller & Kiss, 1999: 12). By that time, Kyrk had moved to Washington D.C., 'the
centerr of much of her professional activities apart from the University of Chicago and the
homee of many of her friends' (Reid 1972: 186), a move symbolizing the change in focus from
thee pure academic work at Chicago in the early period to the more policy-oriented work from
thee 1930s on. On August 6th, 1957, having been in ill health for two years, Kyrk died of a
strokee while vacationing in Brattleboro, Vermont. She was buried in Ashley, Ohio, her
birthplace. .
2.55

Kyrk's approach compared

Despitee the honor bestowed on her A Theory of Consumption early on in her career and the
widee use of the several editions of Economic Problems of the Family in courses throughout
thee United States, Kyrk's approach to consumer and household studies did not attract a large
numberr of followers. The lack of such a following does not make it easy to give Kyrk's work
aa proper place in the history of economics. Hardly any systematic thought has been given to
5252

For press releases on these two lectures, see Kyrk's biographical file at the Department of Special
Collections,, the Joseph Regenstein Library, University of Chicago.
533
Rossiter (1997: 101) writes: '(B)y the late 1940s President Robert Maynard Hutchins (...) could find no
fundss or intellectual space at die University of Chicago for home economics (....) By 1952, the "department"
wass reduced to the level of a "committee" unable to make faculty appointments. This shakeup, as well as new
tenuree rules adopted about the same time, encouraged home economics faculty to leave or retire. By 1956,
whenn Porter [the head of the program as of 1944, SvV] resigned to accept the deanship at Michigan State
University,, the chancellor at the University of Chicago announced the program's termination'.
544
According to Reid (1972), The Family in the American Economy (1953) was so much in demand that in
19677 the University of Chicago Press published a revised version that incorporated new findings and
descriptionss of institutional changes. Ruth Bonde, Chairman of the Department of Home Economics at
Northwesternn University, prepared the revision (Reid 1972; cf. Beller & Kiss 1999: 8).
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thiss issue, and most references to Kyrk's work are confined to the remark that Kyrk
contributedd 'greatly' to consumer and household economics.
Theree are, of course, some worthwhile exceptions, most notably Heidi Hartmann's and
Maryy Hirschfeld's discussions of Kyrk's work. Hartmann (1974) refers to Kyrk's Economic
ProblemsProblems (and to Reid's Economics of Household Production) as precursors of neoclassical
approachess to the household. She characterizes Kyrk's work as an institutional approach that
iss 'more reasonable' than the approach developed by 'followers' like Becker for two reasons.
First,, it actually analyzes consumption and household work activities and second, although it
stressess individual choices, it also acknowledges the many restrictions placed upon them by
culturall norms, traditions, etc. She also, in my opinion unconvincingly, argues that 'in the
traditionn of the neo-classical economists, both [Kyrk and Reid, SvV] accepted the family as
thee fundamental production unit for such activities as meal preparation and childcare'
(Hartmannn 1974:28).
Inn a more recent contribution, Hirschfeld (1996) focuses on Kyrk's A Theory of
ConsumptionConsumption and highlights her 'methodological stance', interpreting Kyrk's work from
feministt methodology perspective based on Julie Nelson's work on Feminism, Objectivity and
EconomicsEconomics (1996). Hirschfeld argues that whereas 'most economists write from the
perspectivee of a potential policy maker who might be interested in shaping or controlling the
economyy or aspects of the economy', Kyrk 'writes as though her principal purpose is to offer
informationn and insights up to the participants within the economy which they can use for
theirr own ends'. This is, according to Hirschfeld, not a 'control stance' but a 'democratic
stance',, which is feminist in the sense that it values 'feminine' characteristics such as
'intuitive',, 'vague', 'non-scientific', 'verbal' and 'informal' (idem: 2-10).
Neitherr of these contributions, however, discusses clearly what I consider to be the
mainn characteristics of Kyrk's work, although Hirschfeld's contribution in particular goes a
longg way. To more fully understand the nature of Kyrk's work and to add to the few strands
thatt are available, this section contains an attempt to provide a more extensive review of the
relationshipp between Kyrk's work and that of others, both contemporaries and later writers.
2.5.11

Kyrk and the Early Home Economists

Ann important characteristic of Kyrk's approach is her belief that consumption is important as
ann economic activity, and should thus be studied. Of course, Kyrk and her students were
neitherr the first nor the only writers to address the specificities of consumption, household
work,, or, perhaps more generally, 'woman's work'. In particular, the work of the 'early home
economists',, such as Catherine Beecher, Ellen Richards and Christine Frederick, resembles
thatt of Kyrk in that they share a focus on household work and household management.
Homee economics can be traced back to Catherine Beecher, who provided a wealth of
technicall details regarding the efficient management and performance of household labor in
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herr Treatise of Domestic Economy (1841) . Writing in the middle of the nineteenth century
longg before the term home economics was actually established, Beecher thus provided 'the
firstt comprehensive book on managing a home without servants, the first suitable text on the
subjectt for public schools, and a source of energy-saving, scientific information for American
women,, eager to read it' (Vincenti 1997: 321). With it, she also spread her Victorian view on
domesticityy which held as ideal the woman who, educated in 'domestic economy' and thus
veryy well prepared for her profession as wife and mother, presided over a cultured, wellmanagedd household (cf. Folbre, 1991; Apple 1997; Stage 1997).
Somee decades later, it was Ellen Richards - now known as the 'mother of home
economics'' - who really established the field56. Writing during the Progressive Era, Richards
politicizedd Beecher's domesticity concept to expand women's political power and to broaden
theirr duties to include social reform. In a cunning way, she used Beecher's view on women as
havingg a moral authority on household matters and redefined the home to encompass 'that
largerr household, the city'. She also emphasized women's new role as consumers and focused
onn economic and social issues instead of housekeeping and decoration. Furthermore, having
inn mind a professional field for educated women, she emphasized the role of experts and
introducedd a move towards more rigorous research, similar to that in the natural and social
sciences.. In fact, she 'looked forward to the day when the college woman would apply
scientificc principles "not only in her own home, but in all work for the amelioration of the
conditionn of mankind'" (Richards as cited in Stage 1997:25).
Inn the 1920s, the emphasis in home economics changed again. It lost its focus on social
andd economic issues and returned to the household Beecher had had in mind, i.e. the
householdd as the very specific and concrete realm of women's moral authority. Experts
remainedd important, however. As Glenda Matthews (1987: 151) notes: 'one of the most clearcutt themes to emerge [was] the importance of overruling the palate - what the family likes inn favor of nutrition - what experts deem to be good for people'. And Sarah Stage (1997: 20)
adds:: 'Rather than training women for careers in social service and municipal housekeeping,
homee economics now trained professional experts whose job it was to promote "standards of
"" Catherine Esther Beecher (1800-1878) was an educator and a writer. She was educated at home and at
privatee school. In 1823 she founded the Hartford Female Seminary, launching a life-long campaign as
lecturer,, author, and advocate of women's education. Among her books was the above-mentioned Treatise of
DomesticDomestic Economy (1841). In 1869, she and her sister Harriet Beecher Stowe collaborated on a new edition,
retitledd The American Women's Home, which became quite an influential guide for generations of American
housewives. .
5656
Ellen Henrietta Richards, bom Swallow (1842-1911), studied astronomy at Vassar College, and, after
graduation,, entered the Massachusetts Institute of Technology as a special student in chemistry, the first
womann student to be enrolled. She became the first woman to hold an MIT degree (a baccalaureate of
science)) but was refused a doctorate. In 1884, when MIT established a chemical laboratory for the study of
sanitation,, Richards was appointed to the position of instructor in sanitary chemistry, a post she held till her
deathh in 1911. She conceived and directed the Lake Placid Conference on Home Economics (1899-1908),
whichh coined the term 'home economics1 and developed standards for training professionals. She was elected
ass the first president of the American Home Economics Association, founded in 1909.
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homee living", presumably for a legion of housewives to uphold in the home'. Scientific
management,, already popular for shops and workplaces, gained particular popularity among
homee economists, in no small part thanks to Christine Frederick, who stereotyped female
consumerss as 'essentially emotional, intuitive, and hence malleable' (Goldstein 1997: 276),
andd saw it as her task to try and upgrade women's workplace by scientific management and
invention,, in much in the same way her male counterparts worked to streamline production
(Stagee 1997: 32; also Matthews 1987:169)".
Whenn Kyrk started to teach home economists in the 1920s, most of her colleagues were
infatuatedd with the Frederick approach to home economics in particular, and were trying to
constructt a rationalized, scientific discipline58. Kyrk explicitly set her work apart from that of
thesee more dominant home economists of her time59. For example, in the Preface to her
EconomicEconomic Problems, she warns her readers:
Inn no respect can the book be considered a manual of "whats" and "hows" for the
home-maker.. Nor should the title "Economic Problems of the Family" be construed
ass "Home Economics" in the broad sense, covering technical and practical
questionss of nutrition, child care, care of the house and selection of clothing,
furnituree and household equipment. The problems dealt with are "economic" in the
academicc sense of that term (Kyrk 1933: xix).
Kyrk'ss work shows more overlap with that of the more progressive home economist
Richards,, as both stress the importance of a broadening of home economics to include
economicc and social issues, and because both discuss social reform issues. However, other
characteristicss of Richards' work are more similar to Beecher and Frederick's work than to
Kyrk's.. For instance, whereas Richards in ways similar to Beecher and Frederick argues
explicitlyy from the perspective of women's moral authority on household matters, Kyrk
577
Christine Frederick received her B.Sc. degree in 1906 from Northwestern University, where she studied
advertising.. Although she had no formal training in the field of home economics, she was an early
spokeswomann for home economics as scientific management in the home. She became known as the national
authorityy on 'Mrs. Consumer' in 1929, when she published her best-seller Selling Mrs. Consumer, a book
thatt instructed male manufacturers and advertisers on the importance of female buying power and how to
manipulatee it (cf. Goldstein 1997: 274).
588
They not infrequently found themselves engaged in what Matthews (1997: 165-6) calls a 'reductio ad
absurdum'' approach. Matthews provides us with the following example, an excerpt taken from a workbook
usedd in what was evidently a college-level course in home economics. The book gives drills for opening and
closingg a sewing bag and using a thimble. This is the sewing bag drill: 1. Open the bag, 2. Take out work, 3.
Arrangee work on the desk, 4. Hold up the work. The example is from 1932, about the same time as Kyrk was
teachingg at the Chicago home economics department.
599
Also see Beller & Kiss (1999: 10): 'In a 1929 article Kyrk argued for the inclusion of "social studies" in
homee economics and suggested that rather than organizing research and instruction on a commodity basis
(i.e.. food, clothing, housing), that it be organized around the economic and social problems of the home'.
Theyy refer to 'The place of the economic and social studies in the home economics curriculum', Journal of
HomeHome Economics, Vol. 21, pp.488-494.
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insteadd focuses on these matters as economically important activities that might be organized
alongg different lines (cf. Folbre 1991: 467). And whereas Richards and the other early home
economistss in the main focus on education for girls and women (Apple 1997: 90ff.), Kyrk
explicitlyy stresses the relevance of the field for both women and men:
Althoughh designed to constitute an integral part of the curriculum of all women
majoringg in home economics it has not been assumed that these women differ from
otherr members of the university except in their interests. Men and other women
interestedd in the modern family or in those economic problems that most directly
touchh the family might also, it was hoped, find here an approach that would be
illuminatingg and thought-provoking (1933: xix).
Andd finally, although both Richards and Fredericks as well as Kyrk favor the application of
'thee scientific method', Kyrk's approach in this respect differs markedly from that of Richards
andd Fredericks. The latter mean to carve out a niche for scientifically trained expert women,
whoo could serve housewives or larger communities with their knowledge, and prescribe what
theyy ought to do. Kyrk, on the other hand, refers to the scientific method in a Deweyan, more
democraticc way, and urges all consumers, women and men alike, to 'apply the scientific spirit
too life', and scrutinize and if necessary remake their own valuations (also see section 2.5.4
below). .
Itt is because of all these differences that Kyrk's work can be clearly distinguished from
thatt of the early home economists, despite their shared interest in consumer and household
issues.. In fact, by situating her work and that of her students on the borderland between
economicss and home economics, Kyrk, along with Reid and Hoyt, helped to establish a new
linee of research for home economists, and shifted them away from the earlier focus on
householdd management to consumption and household economics. Furthermore, her focus on
consumptionn and household issues as economically important activities helped to change the
mannerr in which these issues were perceived in the discipline of economics. As an economist
workingg in the borderland between economics and home economics, Kyrk was among the
firstfirst to put what was traditionally seen as women's work on the agenda of economists (cf. Yi
1996:28). .
2.5.22

Kyrk and the New Consumer Theorists of the 1960s

AA comparison of Kyrk's work with that of consumer economists working in the tradition of
whatt is now known as the 'Chicago School' highlights other characteristics of Kyrk's work.
Ass was pointed out in section 2.3.2, Kyrk's approach to consumer behavior and consumer
welfaree can be typified by a lack of belief in the power of the marginal utility approach of her
dayy to explain either. Kyrk argued that marginal utility theory might be a useful tool for those
interestedd in how to explain exchange rates, but not for those interested in how to further the
goodd life. Rather than explaining the motives of economic behavior in terms of simple desires
andd pleasure-calculations, we should see them in terms of both higher and lower ends,
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includingg primary instincts such as self-defense and nutrition as well as nobler ends such as
affectionn and friendliness. And rather than formulating a theory based on concepts judged in
termss of their own internal consistence, we should try to capture die complexities of actual
consumerr behavior.
AA valid theory of consumption will not be divorced from reality, - it will interpret
thee facts; and it will not assume a type of human behavior in this field radically
differentt from that in other lines, without at least showing due cause for departure
(Kyrkk 1923: 22).
Off course, we now know that in die second half of the 1960s, near the end of the US postwar
growthh spurt in output and consumption, several articles were published all of which
presentedd new approaches to consumer theory and tried to accommodate the complexities of
humann behavior. These articles were Gary Becker's 60 'A theory of the allocation of time'
(1965),, Kelvin Lancaster's 61 'A new approach to consumer theory' (1966), and Richard
Muth's 622 'Household production and consumer demand functions' (1966).
Thee approaches presented in these articles are similar to Kyrk's approach, because, like
Kyrk,, they go beyond Jevons"lower feelings' and assume that 'fundamental values' (Kyrk
1933:: 378), 'fundamental pleasures' (Michael & Becker, 1976: 145), 'fundamental
characteristics'' (Lancaster 1966) or simply 'goods' (Muth 1966) or 'commodities' (Becker
1965;; Michael & Becker 1976) such as health, prestige, safety, and entertainment are the end
goalss of consumption. As a corollary, all see market goods (and time and effort) only as
instrumental,, and the preferences for these goods as derived from the meta-preferences for the
moree fundamental values, the ends of life. In addition, the new theorists and Kyrk both agree

Garyy Stanley Becker (1930), winner of the 1992 Nobel prize in Economics, is currently professor of
economicss and sociology at the University of Chicago. He is recognized for his contributions on human
capital,, the economics of the family, the economic analysis of crime and discrimination, population
economics,, and for his work on preference formation. It is said that with his PhD thesis on 'The economics of
raciall discrimination1 (University of Chicago, 1955), the expansion of Chicago economics beyond the
traditionall boundaries of the discipline began. Except for twelve years at Columbia University (1957-1969),
Beckerr has spent his entire career since hisfirstteaching appointment in 1954 at Chicago.
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Kelvin John Lancaster (1924-1999), Australian born, studied geology, mathematics and English literature
att Sydney University. In 1958, he obtained a PhD in Economics from the University of London. He
emigratedd to the United States in 1961 to become a professor at the Johns Hopkins University, where he
wrotee his 'New approach to consumer theory'. From 1966 onwards, he taught at Columbia University where
hee remained for the rest of his career. In Who's Who in Economics, he describes himself as 'a modeler, one
tryingg to model reality as accurately as possible but yet retain a general form'. Among his work is 'The
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(1971). .
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thatt habit, custom, tradition and other social aspects cannot be ignored in any valid theory of
consumption.. Thus, all suggest ways to incorporate these social aspects into their theories63.
Butt whereas Kyrk explicitly states that she wants to start from scratch, and rejects the
approachh offered by the marginal utility school as being unsuitable for her purposes, all three
postwarr approaches explicitly aim to incorporate the complexities of human behavior in the
frameworkk of what was by then known as neo-classical demand theory. In fact, in their
famouss article 'De Gustibus Non Est Disputandum' George Stigler & Becker (1977: 76)
write:: 'we are proposing the hypothesis that widespread and/or persistent human behavior can
bee explained by a generalized calculus of utility-maximizing behavior, without introducing
thee qualification "tastes remaining the same'" (also see Becker 1996). Similarly, Lancaster
describess his theory as an 'explicit attempt to integrate the characteristics approach into the
centrall core of demand theory' (1971: 9-10). They manage to attain this aim, because, using
elaboratee 'production' or 'consumption technologies', all find ways to construct the common
denominatorr Kyrk did not and did not want to invent, and transform the characteristics or
commoditiess space into the space of goods and services. That is, wim quite a bit of ingenuity,
theyy need not start from scratch, but can keep themselves working within the formal
mathematicall framework with stable meta-preferences and budget constraints. De Gustibus
NonNon Est Disputandum, and the complexities of human behavior can be analyzed within the
usuall economic framework focused on instrumental questions as to how best to attain posited
ends. .
2.5.33

Kyrk and Becker's approach to human behavior

Oncee one looks past the obvious differences in terms of the language and format used, the
approachess of Kyrk and the new consumer theorists are not as different as they may seem at
first.. Nevertheless, there remain some crucial differences, and to illustrate these, I will
elaboratee somewhat on the above, and compare Kyrk's approach to that of Becker in his
AccountingAccountingfor Tastes (1996), because of the three new consumer theorists mentioned, Becker
iss undoubtedly the one who is said to have gone furthest with the integration of 'social
context'' in a neo-classical framework64.
Becker'ss approach starts from the basic assumption that people behave 'rationally'.
Thatt is:
[Individualss maximize welfare as they conceive it, whether they be selfish,
altruistic,, loyal, spiteful, or masochistic. Their behavior is forward-looking, and it
iss also assumed to be consistent over time. In particular, they try as best they can to
anticipatee the uncertain consequences of their actions. Forward-looking behavior,
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There are, of course, also differences between the new consumer theorists. On these, see for example
Pollakk & Wachter (1975) and Gronau (1986), who discuss their assumptions on 'jointness' in production.
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See especially chapter 1 of Accounting for Tastes. For a first comprehensive formulation, see Stigler &
Beckerr (1977).
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however,, m a y still be rooted in the past, for the past can exert a long shadow on
attitudess a n d values (as printed in Becker 1996: 140; emphasis as in original).

Andd it builds on two important concepts through which experiences and social forces are
incorporatedd into preferences, to wit, 'personal capital' and 'social capital'. Personal capital is
thee term used to denote 'relevant past consumption and other personal experiences that affect
currentt and future utilities'. It includes among other things 'habitual capital' and 'imagination
capital'.. Social capital denotes 'the influence of past actions by peers and others in an
individual'ss social network and control system', and includes 'cultural capital', which is made
upp of shared values and preferences handed down from generation to generation.
Thee assumption of rational behavior combined with the two capital concepts allows
Beckerr to model the complexities of human behavior in a neo-classical framework. In this
framework,, utility does not depend directly on goods and consumer capital stocks, but on
household-producedd 'commodities', such as health, social standing and reputation, and
pleasuress of the senses
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. These commodities have no market prices, but 'shadow' prices

determinedd by their costs of production, which depend on the prices of goods (including
time),, the productivity of consumer capital, and other variables. Experiences and social forces
influencee consumer behavior through capital stocks, which determine the productivity of
commodityy production. Given stable 'meta-preferences' for commodities, this in turn
determiness consumer choices for particular goods. For example, 'childhood abuse and other
experiencess may influence teenage and adult choices through affecting the accumulation of
capitall from childhood. Divorce, unemployment, advertising, and other experiences may also
helpp determine choices through affecting the accumulation of personal capital' (idem: 7). And
againn given stable meta-preferences, knowledge of the ways these experiences and social
forcess influence capital stocks can be used to steer consumer choices in a particular direction.
Orr as Becker formulates it:
Throughh its assumptions of forward-looking behavior, the economic point of view
impliess that parents try to anticipate the effect of what happens to children on their
attitudess and behavior when adults. These effects help determine the kind of care
parentss provide. For example, parents worried about old-age support may try to
instilll in their children feelings of guilt, obligation, duty, and filial love that
indirectly,, but still very effectively, can "commit" children to helping them out.
[...]] "Manipulating" the experiences of others to influence their preferences [for
goods,, not commodities, SvV] may appear to be inefficient and fraught with
uncertainty,, but it can be the most effective way available to obtain commitment
(idem:: 153)66.
655

Becker (1996) also discusses a 'less fundamental approach' which does not make use of the 'commodities'
concept,, but in which the utility function at any moment depends on both the different goods consumed as
welll as on the stock of personal and social capital at the moment.
666
There are other examples to be found throughout the book. For example, on using the force of habit:
'Obediencee to institutions often can be utilized in social decision making. The armed forces try to instill the
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Too be sure, however, in his model individual behavior is not predetermined by past
experiencess and social context, and there is room for individual choice. Individuals are not
spinelesss puppets with no choices left to make, because they are forward-looking and 'help
guidee their destinies by exercising control over future stocks of [...] capital that determine
futuree utilities and preferences' (idem: 9). For example, if they are 'unhappy' with the habits,
customs,, or norms they have 'inherited' from the past, people experiment and search for ways
too depreciate their inherited capital and invest in capital that increases their utility. Or in
Becker'ss own words:
Forr example, a woman who fears and loathes men, perhaps because she was
sexuallyy abused as a child, may try to change her attitudes toward men by
undergoingg psychotherapy treatment and by taking other actions, or she may decide
too accept these feelings and seek relations only with other women. In either case,
shee helps determine her future attitudes to men and women, conditional of course
onn the earlier sexual abuse and other childhood experiences (Becker 1996: 9).
Theyy also invest in 'imagination capital', capital which helps to overcome the tendency to
undervaluee future utilities, so that, for example, they can choose a social network which
benefitss rather than hurts themm (see especially Becker's chapter 1).
Thiss is really not very different from Kyrk's approach in that she also stresses the
importancee of evaluating one's existing standards and if necessary remake one's valuations.
Andd Kyrk also points out that people can reflect critically on expenditure and savings by a
carefull weighting of current needs and future ones (Kyrk 1923: 276; 1933: chapter 14).
However,, what is a crucial difference between Becker's approach and Kyrk's is that Becker
assumess that people behave as argued, i.e. that they behave 'rationally' as defined in his
approach67.. They are forward-looking, and recognize that their present choices and

habitt of obedience to commands during fighting by emphasizing military traditions, rigid rules, and response
too peer pressure. Young people asked to contribute heavily to social security may not have to worry that the
nextt generation will refuse to support them when they become elderly, even though it might appear in the
nextt generation's self-interest to do so. Indeed, this generation's support of the elderly may well strengthen
thee tradition-habit that will induce the next generation to support the elderly' (p. 131, emphasis as in original).
Andd on using norms: 'All classes can be made better off from the creation of norms that favor the upper class
iff the other class receive sufficient subsidies', such as 'sermons and other church activities' which 'help a
personn come to terms with eventual death, and they allow socializing with other families' (pp.227-228). And
againn on using habit: 'Suppose that whites initially suffer a big drop in utility from being forced to mix with
blackss in schools, on teams, in buses, and in other ways. Over time, however, they get habituated to
integrationn and eventually do not mind it very much, and may even prefer integration. (...) The legislation
helpss whites if their discounted utility increases, even though initially they hate integration' (p.20).
677
That is, Becker does of course acknowledge the fact that there are cognitive limits on individual
'rationality'' and also that these 'are sometimes important'. However, he argues that these cognitive limits
havee received 'excessive attention' in recent years at the expense of 'more significant weaknesses' in
standardd models, such as the assumptions that preferences do not depend on past experiences or social
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experiencess affect their capital in the future, and they do search for ways to improve their
capitall stock if they are not happy with it. Kyrk, on the other hand, seriously worries about the
possibilityy that people might not do this. If I may use Becker's terminology in a somewhat
anachronisticc manner: she wonders whether people actually engage in forward-looking
behaviorr and invest in 'imagination capital', whether they 'step back from their revealed
wants'' to ask themselves whether they are happy or unhappy with their stock of capital, and,
conditionall on that outcome, whether they search for ways to improve their personal and
sociall capital stock. In short, Kyrk doubts that people act 'rationally'. On the contrary, she
fearss people may not act as such, but instead base their choices on the standards - and thus on
theirr past experiences and social context - they bring with them into a specific situation,
withoutt critically examining them with reference to their future utilities and preferences.
AA second important difference between Becker and Kyrk's approach is related to their
conceptt of a welfare improvement. For Becker, a policy or experience which changes
householdd productivity and thus preferences for goods such that welfare as consumers
conceivee it increases, is a good policy or experience, regardless of the content of these
changedd preferences (see especially Becker 1996: pp.20-22). For Kyrk, on the other hand, a
policyy or experience which changes preferences such that welfare as consumers conceive it
increases,, is only good if the changed preferences are preferences for goods which are valued
becausee they are thought to contribute to the 'good life' and are seen as instrumental in
attainingg 'wise ends'. Thus, there is a clear ethical thrust in her evaluation of preferences
whichh is missing from Becker's approach, in which every kind of preference - whether
selfish,, altruistic, loyal, spiteful, or masochistic - is given the same weight. Becker's
approach,, in fact, can be described as what Cottingham (1998: 21-23) calls a 'thin' ethics,
'whichh defines right action in wholly instrumental terms, namely as that which maximizes
whateverr happens to be selected as a goal'. It leaves 'the grand issue of the recipe for the good
life'' to one side, and focuses attention on articulating the structure by which whatever goal
cann best be reached. Kyrk's approach, on the other hand, is more of a 'thick' ethics, which,
throughh an extension of the concept of 'waste', broadens her analysis to include questions as
too how to attain the good life, how to live well in a general way (compare Cottingham 1998:
43;; Welchman 1995: 217)
AA third important difference between Kyrk's and Becker's approach concerns their
methodologicall stance (cf. also Hirschfeld 1996). As indicated in the above, Becker uses his
modell not only to explain how consumer choices are affected by past experiences and social
interactions,, but also to discuss how 'outsiders' can use the insights to be gained from this
modell to efficiently steer consumer behavior towards a particular goal. As a matter of fact,
AccountingAccounting for Tastes can be read as providing information to altruistic or selfish parents, or
too benevolent or tyrannical rulers, as to how to direct the choices of their children or citizens
knowingg how experiences and social context affect these choices. Kyrk's approach also aims
interactions.. 'To highlight these neglected constraints, the book does not emphasize cognitive imperfections,
butt rather the influence of personal and social capital on choices' (Becker 1996: 22).
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too explain how consumer choices are affected by past experiences and social context. But
insteadd of then focusing on the question of how to prevent consumers from consuming one
goodd and to stimulate them to consume another, she focuses on how consumers themselves
cann select those goods which are instrumental in attaining the good life.
Noww of course, in conclusion, it may be argued that the difference between Kyrk's and
Becker'sBecker's approach is actually rather small as long as whoever sits at the controls is altruistic
andd has only thee 'ethically best' in mind for whatever rational consumer it is trying to control.
Actually,, however, also in this event the difference between the two approaches remains
ratherr large, essentially because in Kyrk's perspective the project of determining 'the good
life'' is intrinsically related to the question of who should determine this. According to Kyrk,
wee cannot determine for others how they can best attain the good life, simply because we do
nott all agree on what the good life is and even if we did we cannot tell others how to attain it
becausee we do not know how to, other than by tentatively groping around (see also section
2.3.11 in the above). The ends of life are not fixed, and consequently we cannot, as some sort
off outsider, provide an instrumental recipe for attaining these ends. Kyrk's pragmatic
approachh holds that life is a 'process of continuous change', and attaining the 'good life'
meanss nothing more or less than individuals themselves engaging in 'a life-long continuous
processs of learning how human personality seeks to express itself and what experiences,
activities,, and ends human beings seek' (Kyrk 1933:406).
Clearlyy then, despite many, somewhat hidden, similarities with Becker's approach and
withh those of the New Consumer Theorists in general, it is precisely because the New
Consumerr Theorists managed to incorporate the influence of the social context into a neoclassicall framework tiiat Kyrk's approach must be said to differ considerably. The difference
iss intentional, and the approaches of the postwar consumer economists can be seen as
exampless of the route explicitly avoided by Kyrk, who feared that these would in the end 'still
bee cast in the old terminology, even if newly defined, and would have the limited applicability
which,, it is believed, inheres in the old doctrine' (Kyrk 1923: 145). They would not allow her
too capture the dynamic aspects that she argues are essential elements of human choice
behavior,, nor would they allow her to address questions as to how to attain 'a higher level of
humann life'. Thus, Kyrk chooses a different route and starts de novo, building her own theory
off consumption using concepts derived from both the institutional as well as the philosophical
approaches. .
2.5.44

Kyrk and the Institutionalists of the early 1900s

Inn the first decades of the previous century, the institutional approach Kyrk borrowed from
wass the dominant approach of economic thought in the United States. At Chicago, its main
representativess were Thorstein Veblen, Wesley Mitchell, John M. Clark and James Laughlin,
twoo of whom, it will beremembered,were in Kyrk's prize committee (see section 2.2). Kyrk
sharess with them a preference for a reality-based approach, a focus on the endogeneity of
preferences,, skepticism regarding reliance on marginal utility approaches to explain economic
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behavior,, and an emphasis on the role of institutions as opposed to free markets in allocating
resourcess efficiently (cf. Reder 1982). She builds especially on the works of Veblen and
Mitchell. .
Withh Veblen, Kyrk shares an almost anthropological interest in the world behind the
demandd curve, i.e. in the nature of economic man and his 'rites' and 'rituals'. She frequently
referss to his A Theory of the Leisure Class, a book which, when published in 1899, became 'a
sensation',, and 'a vade mecum of the intelligentsia of the day' (Heilbroner 1980: 225). It
threww doubt on the view that consumer behavior could be interpreted as rational and
reasonablee behavior, and instead suggested that it was driven by social forces such as habit,
traditionn and norms which were far from rational and reasonable. Kyrk's fear of uncritical,
unintelligentt copying of the consumption standard of the upper class was no doubt inspired by
Veblen'ss argument that pecuniary emulation, or 'Keeping up with the Joneses', had become a
dominantt motive in society.
However,, Kyrk's work is not a mere copy of Veblen's work, and differs in at least two
respects.. First, more than Veblen, Kyrk is not only concerned with the question why
consumerss behave as they do, but also with how they should behave in order to attain the
goodd life. She uses his analysis as a starting point from which it becomes possible to point the
wayy to a reduction in the waste involved in thoughtless 'emulation of the rich'. Second, Kyrk
moree than Veblen accepts capitalism, and is not as antagonistic to business as Veblen is.
Whereass Veblen conceptualizes businessmen with their profit motive as the saboteurs of the
economicc system and suggests they should be replaced by disinterested, benevolent engineers,
Kyrkk views businessmen and the profit motive as essential forces in the productive process,
whichh in the proper institutional setting may be conductive to the generation of welfare:
Competingg producers' activities may be shown to expand the consumer's range of
choice,, and the producer's task may be interpreted as seeking and finding the
needs,, preferences, and standards of consumers rather than creating them (Kyrk
1923:: 105).
Herr rejection of social engineering, however, does not imply that she is a proponent of
laissez-faire,, and Kyrk does acknowledge that the profit motive can lead to misrepresentation,
deception,, and outright fraud if left unrestricted (see section 2.3.3). In this sense, Kyrk seems
too have more in common with another institutionalist, the non-Chicago-educated John
Commons68.. Although Kyrk does not refer to Commons in her own work, she shares with
Johnn Rogers Commons (1862-1945) was founder of the 'Wisconsin School' of institutional economics.
Seekingg to "make Capitalism good", Commons, individually or through his students, was instrumental in
designingg most of the social legislation passed in the United States during the New Deal era of the 1930s. He
didd his graduate work at Johns Hopkins University, but performed poorly and left the university without a
PhD,, which he never obtained. He did not obtain a steady teaching position until 1904, when the
aforementionedd Richard Ely, one of this teachers at Johns Hopkins, brought him to the University of
Wisconsin.. There, his career finally took off.
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himm the acceptance of capitalism, and the view that public policy can be a means to increase
thee effectiveness of individual action. Or in her own words, in a contribution to a discussion
off whether the American Home Economics Association, the AHEA, should abandon
legislativee work or not:
(S)ociall action does not imply a "hand-out"fromthe public treasury or interference
withh individual rights or abridgment of free enterprise. Both individual rights and
"freee enterprise" are the result of social action. In fact, most of the economic
measuress advocated by the AHEA have been designed to remove or prevent the
impositionn of market restrictions - to maintain or restore competition (Kyrk 1944:
563,, emphasis as in original).
Withh Mitchell, Kyrk shares an interest in the analysis of the specific characteristics of
consumptionn activities as compared to market production activities. For example, like
Mitchelll in The Backward Art of Spending Money (1912), Kyrk points to the typical family
organizationn of the household, to the slow development of scientific techniques which
prohibitt an efficient, Taylorlike organization of consumption, to the lack of a common
denominatorr to equate money costs and the ends of consumption, and to the lack of a clear
specificationn of these ends of consumption.
Again,, however, Kyrk does not simply summarize Mitchell's work or repeat it. Rather,
togetherr with her students, she extends it and provides a comprehensive, detailed survey of
thee many aspects of consumption and collects figures about consumption levels and family
expenditure.. In addition, she also offers a more optimistic vision, and goes on where Mitchell
stops.. Consider a quote - in my opinion often wrongly interpreted as 'women-unfriendly' fromfrom Mitchell's The Backward Art, the last sentences of his article:
Doubtlesss most women, like most men, will ever continue to accept uncritically the
scalee of conventional values which their day and generation provides ready-made
[...]] But to women of conscience and insight the ends of living will always be part
off the problem of spending money - the part which is most inspiring and most
baffling.. [...] There is a scheme of values embodied in every housewife's work,
whetherr she knows it or not, and this scheme affects for good or ill the health, the
tastes,, the character of those for whom she cares and those with whom she
associatess (Mitchell 1912: 281).
Kyrkk is concerned with mapping out this scheme of values, with conveying to everyone that it
exists,, and that it can be changed. Her contribution is that she indicates the starting point for
improvingg the backward art of consumption, not only by improving more technical aspects
relatedd to the consumption process, but by improving the quality of the 'experiment of life'.
Kyrk'ss A Theory thus ends more positively, and points the way to making consumption a field
wheree it can be 'the expression of individual interests and tastes', 'the tentative reaching out
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off new impulses for realization through economic goods' which may ultimately lead to a
'higherr level of human life' (Kyrk 1923:293; see also section 2.3.3 in the above).
2.5.55

Kyrk and Dewey's ethical thought

Kyrk'ss approach then, it can be argued, is perhaps even more philosophical than institutional,
andd it is because of her incorporation of Dewey's ethical thought that her theory stands out as
itt does. In particular, Kyrk's conceptualization of the valuation process, her focus on
experimentss as means to enhance welfare, her overall perspective of the importance of
effectivee freedom of choice, and her stress on consumer education are elements that make it
possiblee to interpret her theory as a pragmatist Deweyan approach to the consumption
process. .
Ass for Kyrk's conceptualization of the valuation process, it has already been pointed
outt above that Kyrk uses building blocks from the Deweyan school. Thus, Kyrk agrees with
Dewey'ss view on the instrumentality of values, on the impact of the social context on values,
andd on the temporality of values. And like Dewey, Kyrk argues that consumers do not simply
satisfyy given wants, but that they organize their lives around tentative working concepts of
whatt constitutes a high standard of living. Consumption is life and life is growth, or rather
'groping',, a tentative reaching out in a continuously changing environment for some new
definitionn of ends to better respond to an individual's living, creative capacities.
Kyrk'ss concomitant focus on the importance of experiments or 'the scientific spirit
appliedd to life' as ways to enhance me valuation process is also typically Deweyan (see 3.3.2). .
Compare,, for example, the following quote taken from Dewey's Middle Works:
Iff we can discover ethical principles, these ought to give some guidance for the
unsolvedd problems of life which continually present themselves for decision.
Whateverr may be true for other sciences, it would seem that ethics at least ought to
havee some practical value, 'in this theater of man's life it is reserved for God and
Angelss to be looked on." Man must act. ... If he has reflected, has considered his
conductt in tight of the general principles of human order and progress, he ought to
bee able to act more intelligently and freely, to achieve the satisfaction that always
attendss on scientific as compared with uncritical or rule-of-thumb practice (Dewey,
Middlee Works 5:10, as quoted in Welchman 1995: 176).
Kyrkk translates this Deweyan focus to the area of consumer behavior, and suggests that a
criticall examination of one's standards of consumption and an evaluation based on one's
conceptss of what is worthwhile doing, having, and being in life, is bound to lead to a higher
levell of life than old standards applied in a specific situation without critical examination and
evaluation.. Neither Dewey nor Kyrk is very specific as to what this application of the
scientificc method would entail. Both give hints, however, that suggest it involves an inventory
off possible responses to and objective consequences of a new choice situation - such as the
questionn of how to use an extra amount of money or time - as well as a formulation of
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hypothesess as to the sort of consumption standard one would attain and the sort of consumer
onee would become if one committed oneself to any of the responses which are prima facie
good.. Consumers also need to consider what consumption standard they have reason to think
iss desirable; and assuming the hypotheses are confirmed, they need to use this standard as
somee sort of reference point to determine which response it is best to pursue. In addition, they
shouldd try to confirm or reject the hypotheses, either by means of real-life experiment (trialand-error)) or by using background studies providing relevant empirical information that
consumerss themselves can apply in their evaluation - for example background studies with
informationn on how standards differ from time to time, place to place, and class to class 69 .
Similarly,, Kyrk's stress on the importance of effective freedom of choice and the
markett mechanism as a means to guarantee this freedom, is comparable to Dewey's stress on
thee importance of democracy to further human welfare. For Kyrk - it has already been noted effectivee freedom of choice can best be guaranteed in a market environment, because this
allowss consumers to experiment and work out their own concept of welfare (see in particular
sectionn 2.3.1 above). Compare this to how Welchman (1995: 197-8) describes Dewey's
perspectivee on freedom:
Iff we are as a group to achieve our goal of a richly fulfilling personal and social
life,, our principles of association, whatever they may be, must be principles freeing
uss to grow and develop, to educate ourselves in our own and our society's
possibilities.. Democratic principles of association maximize our freedom and our
opportunitiess to grow and develop. [...] Intellectual growth requires
experimentation.. So what we must want whatever else is freedom to experiment
withh our lives. And what we are due is whatever we must want everyone else to
havee whatever else they want. And that too is the freedom to experiment. If we
stuntt the freedom of one to innovate and experiment (beyond the limits necessary
too protect the freedom and safety or others), we stunt the growth and the
developmentt of the whole community. [...] So what we are each due is effective
freedom,, that is, the absence or removal of any legal or social obstacles to free
accesss to social participation and command of resources adequate to allow us to
participatee in meaningful ways.
Notee their joint two-step approach to the conceptualization of effective freedom as opposed to
formall freedom. Both Dewey and Kyrk argue that consumers or citizens need a command of
resourcess such that basic needs are met and all are able to lead civilized, healthy lives and
participatee in meaningful ways. Second, they argue that legal or social obstacles should be
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Neither Kyrk nor Dewey paid a lot of attention to the ways individuals might go about this in practical
terms.. Welchman (1995: 177ft) takes up the challenge and tries to spell out what procedures individuals
oughtt to use. On Kyrk's more practical attempts, see especially Economic Problems (p. 393 flf) in which
Kyrkk suggests - tentatively - wise uses of time and money, such as those which ensure health, secure social
intercourse,, fun or amusement, are conducive to new experiences, beauty of one's surroundings, etc.
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removedd to strengthen consumers' or citizens' effective freedom of choice, and suggest all
shouldd be educated such as to be able to freely grow and develop as human beings.
Thiss leads to a last major parallel between Dewey and Kyrk's approaches, to wit, the
emphasiss on the importance of education not as a simple passing on of knowledge, nor as a
lessonn in 'what's and how's', but as a lesson in how to learn, to find one's own solutions,
usingg one's own inventiveness and creativity. Both Kyrk and Dewey do not deny the
importancee of passing on knowledge, nor do they hold that any type of socialization is bad.
Onn the contrary, human beings are social animals, and it would be foolish to assume there are
suchh things are true, 'uncontaminated' individual preferences. Nevertheless, once consumers
havee received a basic stock of information to work with, a Deweyan type of education is an
importantt means toward a higher level of human welfare, because, according to Kyrk, it
enabless consumers to learn through experience, in free movement, and in communication
withh others. Both Kyrk and Dewey clearly denounce the concept of wise consumption or
educationn as something that can be taught in terms of do's and don'ts, as things that are to be
presentedd to the consumer or to the student, and instead favor an approach which allows
consumerss or students expenditure as the 'expression of individual interests and tastes, the
tentativee reaching out of new impulses for realization through economic goods' (1923: 293).
Educationn is life, and consumption is life. Or, as Richard Rorty describes a Deweyan vision of
wisee higher education in his recent Philosophy and Social Hope (1999: 124):
Wee Deweyans think that the social function of American colleges is to help the
studentss see that the national narrative around which their socialization has centred
iss an open-ended one. [...] This is done by helping students realize that, despite the
progresss that the present has made over the past, the good has once again become
thee enemy of the better. With a bit of help, the students will start noticing
everythingg that is paltry and mean and unfree in their surroundings. With luck, the
bestt of them will succeed in altering the conventional wisdom, so that the next
generationn is socialized in a somewhat different way than they themselves were
socialized. .
Too reiterate: for Kyrk, hope lies in the fact that, if people have thus learned to consult their
individuall needs, form their own judgments, and engage in expenditure as the expression of
theirr individual interests and tastes, many values now entrenched in their standards will
disappear.. Consumers will discover that these values imply waste, are based on errors of
judgment,, and contain outdated, pointless or even harmful values. They will tentatively reach
outt to discover better, wiser values, and guide the developing standard toward a higher level
off human life (see the end of section 2.3).
Summarizing,, it is in particular because of the weaving of Dewey's ethical thought into
consumerr economics that Kyrk's approach differs considerably from that of the New
Consumerr Theorists, and that it extends Veblen and Mitchell's institutional approaches.
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Kyrk'ss work, as far as I can judge, is important because Kyrk was one of the first, as an
economist,economist, to focus on consumer issues previously only focused on by home economists such
ass Beecher and Richards, but especially because Kyrk applies a Deweyan framework to the
fieldfield of consumption. The result is an approach to consumption which shares some elements
withh Knight's philosophical work in his 1922 Harvard Lectures. At the end of this section, let
mee devote some space to suggesting a connection between Kyrk and this more famous
economist,, both of whom more or less simultaneously appear to have been working on
similarr approaches to combining ethics and economics, without having been aware of each
other'ss efforts70. That is, without referring to each other's work, both use a similar concept of
thee valuation process as the basis for their analyses, and continue to ask similar questions,
althoughh Kyrk applies these questions to the consumption process, whereas Knight focuses
hiss attention on the production process.
Knight'ss approach is found in two related lectures, delivered at Harvard University in
Januaryy 1922 and published as 'Ethics and the economic interpretation' in 1922 and 'The
ethicss of competition' in 1923. In his first lecture, Knight suggests that if wants can be treated
ass given, economics does not need ethics. That is:
Inn so far as the ends are viewed as given, as data, then all activity is economic. [...]
Fromm this point of view the problem of life becomes simply the economic problem,
howw to employ the existing and available supplies of all sorts of resources, human
andd material, natural and artificial, in producing the maximum amount of wantsatisfactionsatisfaction [...]. The assumption that wants or ends are data reduces life to
economicss [...]' (1922: 472-473; emphasis as in orginal).
Hee continues, however, to state that wants in actual fact cannot be treated as data. Like Kyrk,
followingg a Deweyan approach to the valuation process, Knight holds that life is not
fundamentallyy a striving for ends, but rather for 'bases for further striving', and thus, from a
welfaree point of view, cannot suffice with a 'thin' ethics. He concludes:
Ourr values, our standards, are [...] not describable because not stable, growing and
changingg by necessity of their inner nature. This is, of course, intellectually
unsatisfactory.. The scientific mind can rest only in one of two extreme positions,
thatt there are absolute values, or that every individual desire is an absolute and one
ass "good" as another. But neither of these is true; we must learn to think in terms of
"value-standards"" which have validity of a more subtle kind. It is the higher goal of
conductt to test and try these values, to define and improve them, rather than to
acceptt and "satisfy" them. There are no rules forjudging values, and it is the worst
off errors to attempt to make rules - beyond the rule to "use good judgment"; but it
iss also most false to assert that one opinion is as good as another, that de gustibus
nonnon disputandum est. Professor Tufts has put the question in a neatly epigrammatic
700
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wayy which emphasizes its unsatisfactoriness from arational,scientific standpoint:
"Thee only test for goodness is that good persons on reflection approve and choose
itt -just as the test for good persons is that they choose and do the good" (Knight
1922:: 480; emphasis as in original).

Inn short, from a welfare point of view, economics needs ethics, and a 'Criticism of Values' to
helpp evaluate actual motives, to test the values included in our standards and to improve them.
Inn his second lecture, on 'The ethics of competition', Knight takes on the philosopher's
rolee pointed out in his first lecture, and engages in a 'Criticism of Values'. More specifically,
whereass Kyrk contributes to an analysis of the values embedded in consumption standards,
Knightt engages in a criticism of the values embedded in 'the standard of laissez-faire'. In
wayss which somewhat resemble Kyrk's approach in the first part of A Theory of
Consumption,Consumption, Knight does so first by focusing on the question of whether or not th
economicc system satisfies given consumer wants. The format he chooses is that of a
discussionn of the extent to which the postulates of 'theoretical individualism' coincide with
practicall laissez-faire. He concludes that the divergence of reality from postulates such freely
contractingg individuals, perfect knowledge, perfect rationality, free competition, etc. largely
discreditss practical laissez-faire as a policy to satisfy consumer wants and instead provides
enoughh arguments for policy interventions to, for example, control monopoly power,
incorporatee external effects, or prohibit gambling. 'Thus the competitive system, viewed
simplyy as a want-satisfying mechanism, falls far short of our highest ideals' (Knight 1923:
600). .
Next,, he embarks on the 'much harder task' of discovering, in Kyrk's words, 'the world
behindd the demand curve', or, in his words, of studying the 'value problems related to the
want-creatingg side of the system'. Again, this is akin to Kyrk's approach, although Kyrk
focusess on the consumer's role and Knight on the producer's role in the guidance of economic
activity.. For example, whereas Kyrk discusses consumption activities as ends in themselves,
andd suggests a critical evaluation of such activities as conspicuous consumption and
conspicuouss leisure in order to attain status, Knight analyzes the production process as an end
inn itself, and focuses on the economic power, opportunity and prestige that it generates, and its
appeall as a competitive game which satisfies a need for competition, a desire to win, to have
'success'. .
Thiss short and sketchy treatment of Knight's lectures no doubt does insufficient justice
too his work, but does, I hope, signal a perhaps interesting link between his work and that of
Kyrk.. A quick comparison suggests they may even constitute part of a small 'school of
thought'' built around a combination of economics and pragmatist ethics. Further research
shouldd clarify to what extent the approaches of Kyrk and Knight do indeed share common
ground,, and to what degreee their approaches can indeed be linked to Deweyan pragmatism.
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Conclusions

Att the end of this chapter, the question that remains is the one the chapter started with, i.e.
whyy is Kyrk's work not acknowledged, whereas that of Mitchell and Reid is. Let me suggest,
firstt of all, that it is not because Kyrk's contributions are not worthwhile mentioning, or no
longerr relevant.
Kyrkk contributed considerably to the development of the borderland between
economicss and home economics, and helped to broaden the scope of both disciplines. She
wass one of the first to study explicitly die concrete activities of consumers, such as purchasing
activities,, household production activities, and choice-making activities, at a time when these
weree hardly considered legitimate objects of study for economists. And today, her work in
thiss area is still interesting reading for those concerned with for example the concept of fullincome,, the difference between household production and market production, and consumer's
positionn in a market economy.
Inn addition, Kyrk, together with contemporaries such as Veblen, Mitchell, J.M. Clark
andd John Dewey, was among the first to argue for a broadening of the social and
psychologicall basis of consumer behavior, and extended her theoretical framework to give a
moree realistic account of human choice behavior. Today, Kyrk's observation that marginal
utilityy theory is based on demonstrably false ideas on human behavior and needs to take
seriouss notice of the advances in sister sciences such as psychology and other social sciences,
stilll rings familiar, despite the considerable advances in mainstream economics since the
1920s.. And in fact, her own approach to consumer theory may even regain importance. For in
aa recent issue of the Journal of Economic Perspectives containing reflections on the past and
futuree of economics at the turn of the millennium, Richard Thaler (2000) forecasts that
'Homoo Economicus will evolve into Homo Sapiens' in the third millennium. Economics, he
predicts,, will once again become more like a social science, reduce the focus on rational
behaviorr and base its models on richer characterizations of economic agents via a better
understandingg of human cognition. 'Homo economicus will begin losing IQ, reversing a 50yearr trend' which started witfi the mathematical revolution of the 1940s. This new trend may
leadd back to the institutionalist and Deweyan approaches to economics formulated at the
beginningg of the 20th century, which contain refreshing, 'new' statements of by now wellknownn phenomena such as habit formation, bounded rationality, cognitive dissonance, and
referencee drift which no doubt will have to be included in the evolving concept of Homo
Sapiens. .
Finally,, Kyrk also was among thefirst,if not the first, to explicitly formulate a theory of
consumptionn linking pragmatist ethical thought to economics, and, in ways somewhat similar
too Knight, argued that - in order to be able to make any welfare statements - economics needs
ann ethical underpinning. It is an approach which might, for example, be compared to the
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muchh more recent work of Chicago philosopher Martha Nussbaum , who builds on Amartya
Sen'ss capability concept, i.e. an individual's capability to lead a level of life he or she has
reasonn to value72. In her recent book on Women and Human Development (2000), Nussbaum
arguess for an ethical underpinning to all thought about development planning and public
policy.. In ways comparable to Kyrk's focus on 'a minimum of consumption requirements',
Nussbaumm focuses on 'basic human capabilities', a basic social minimum beneath which truly
humann functioning is not available to citizens. It is a universalistic approach, which, while
recognizingg how local particularities not only shape options but beliefs and preferences as
well,, stresses the need for universal norms at the basic level such as to allow each and every
individuall a civilized, healthy life.
Similarly,, Kyrk's pragmatist approach to consumer theory might be compared to recent
workk of economist Geoffrey Hodgson in Economics and Utopia (1999)73. In this book,
Hodgsonn tries to formulate a middle way between a statist paternalism, which assumes that all
needss can be known and evaluated by a central planning authority, and a classic liberalism,
whichh assumes that because individuals remain the best judge of their welfare, a policy of
laissez-fairee is optimal. His third way pictures an Utopia of 'a learning economy' which, when
inn the right institutional setting, progressively develops towards a higher level of human
welfaree via a Deweyan type of education in combination with the fulfillment of prior social
physiologicall and psychological needs to safeguard and develop human capabilities:
Thee progressive development of the learning economy requires both a social
culturee and a set of social institutions that are infused with a democratic and open
spirit,, sustaining dialogue on the nature and extent of individual rights and duties,
andd fostering experimentation and careful evaluation of many new procedures and
organisationall forms. The guiding principles are the satisfaction of human need and
thee enlargement of human potential (Hodgson 1999: 261-262).
Givenn these contributions and the continued relevance of Kyrk's work for questions we still
ponderr upon today, why is Kyrk's work forgotten, or remembered by so few? In her
explanationn of the tardiness of recognition for Margaret Reid's contribution to economics,
Yun-Aee Yi points among other things to the American Economic Association's shift away
fromfrom its original sympathy for 'critics of laissez-faire' and institutionalist approaches towards
scientificc objectivity, detachment from practical issues, and a promotion of quantitative
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analyses.. Yi (19%: 30) suggests that '[t]his shift in fundamental principles and the subsequent
heavyy emphasis on mathematical economics partly explain the underappreciation of Reid's
contributionss that were holistic in nature and, going beyond econometric modeling or
scientificc theory building, accommodated historic, anthropological and social perspectives'.
Thiss may very well explain the lack of attention for Kyrk's work, which, as Hirschfeld (19%)
pointss out, can indeed be similarly characterized as vague as opposed to precise, nonscientificc as opposed to scientific, verbal as opposed to mathematical, and particular as
opposedd to general. Due to Kyrk's explicit incorporation of ethical issues and her refusal to
tryy to incorporate relevant aspects of human behavior in a mathematical framework, her
approachh does not fit in easily with the still dominant neo-classical approaches to consumer
theory. .
However,, such an explanation obviously does not clarify why Mitchell and Reid's
contributionss are acknowledged, whereas Kyrk's contribution is not, because of the simple
factt that Mitchell and Reid in ways similar to Kyrk stress the vague, non-scientific, verbal,
andd particular character of their approach to consumption. What it does do, however, is
suggestt a slightly different formulation of the question which started this chapter, i.e. not why
Kyrk'ss contribution is not acknowledged, given that Mitchell and Reid's contributions are,
butt rather why Mitchell and Reid's contributions are acknowledged, given that Kyrk's
contributionn is not. In the light of the previous discussion of Kyrk's work and its relation to
thatt of Mitchell and Reid, how obvious or reasonable are the frequent references to Mitchell
andd Reid's work as antecedents of the new consumer theory? In answer to this question, let us
considerr what I believe is usually the source of the references to Mitchell and Reid, i.e.
Michaell & Becker's discussion on the antecedents of the new consumer theory (1973, as
reproducedd in Becker 1976: 138):
Anotherr antecedent is the effort to analyze and quantify the extent of production of
goodss and services within the home. Reid's 1934 volume of Economics of
HouseholdHousehold Production exemplifies this effort. Reid discusses changes over time in
thee nature and methods of household production (defined as unpaid activities
carriedd on by and for household members but which could be replaced by market
goodss and services). Both Reid and Mitchell emphasize the importance of good
decisionn making in the managerial role in household production and both point out
thee difficulty in wide-spread application of "scientific management" in the
household.. The household production function approach to consumer behavior
adoptss the notion of production in the home but extends it to incorporate all
nonmarketnonmarket activities and places greater emphasis on technical aspects of multicommodityy production (emphasis added, SvV).
Now,, at first sight, this quote suggests that Kyrk's work could just as well have been
mentionedd as an antecedent of the new consumer theory as well, because in ways similar to
Mitchelll and Reid, Kyrk analyzes and discusses ways to quantify the extent of production of
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goodss and services within the home, and emphasizes the importance of good decision making
inn the managerial role in household production.
Onn second thoughts, however, the quote is confusing and raises the question of how
appropriatee the reference to Mitchell and Reid's work as antecendental is. To me, what
Michaell & Becker label an extension of Mitchell and Reid's work, cannot in retrospect be
labeledd as such and is more fundamental than just that. For the extension that results in the
householdd production function approach implies an extension of the definition of household
productionn beyond the third-person-criterion to cover all nonmarket activities. That is, to
includee also those activities that cannot be delegated in the sense implied by Reid's original
definitionn and which in Mitchell and Kyrk's approach are clearly related to ethical issues as
welll as to economic issues74. This extension conflicts with the intention behind the thirdpersonn criterion to clearly distinguish household production from consumption issues because
itt reduces ethical questions to the 'thin ethics' of instrumental questions75. Mitchell, Kyrk and
Reidd did not believe it possible nor desirable to construct a common denominator such that
thee vague ends consumers strive for can be incorporated in a mathematical framework with
stablee preferences and budget constraints. In fact, they try to avoid this, and it is therefore
somewhatt confusing to refer to their work, or at least Mitchell and Reid's work, as
antecedentss of the new consumer theorists (see section 2.5.3 in the above).
Ultimately,, then, the question that remains to be answered is why Mitchell and Reid's
contributionss are acknowledged as they are, given that Kyrk's contribution is not. To me, the
mostt likely explanation is related to their respective attitudes towards mainstream economics.
Mitchell,, who is described by Mark Blaug (1986: 168) as having 'little inclination for
methodologicall attacks on the preconceptions of orthodox economics and even less for
interdisciplinaryy forays into psychology, sociology, and anthropology', seems to have
remainedd in closer contact with mainstream economics than Kyrk did. He also spent a
considerablee part of his career, almost without interruption from 1913 to 1944, at Columbia
University,, where Becker conceived his 'A theory of the allocation of time' at the beginning
off the 1960s. Reid, in ways similar to Kyrk, engaged in policy related work and was active in
thee home economics reform movement in the 1930s and the 1940s. However, at about the
samee time Kyrk retired from the university, in the 1950s, Reid moved back to the University
off Chicago and shifted her research towards mainstream economics, adopting its language
744
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andd its techniques (cf. Yi 19%: 19; section 2.4 in the above). As a result, by the time the new
consumerr theorists started work on their theories, both Mitchell and Reid's names were
knownn and respected by most, and their work was referred to in order to provide some
empiricall support for die theories developed in their papers76.
Kyrk,, on the other hand, never made this shift towards mainstream economics, or was
neverr able to do so, being too heavily involved with policy-oriented work in the Depression
yearss and the period around World War 2. And whether her policy work in the eyes of many
disqualifiedd her as an economist or whether it simply made her earlier, more academic work
moree easily and more quickly invisible, whatever the reason, her work was neglected. The
answerr to the question may thus be as simple as this: Mitchell's and Reid's contributions are
referredd to because their other work was known, and Kyrk's contributions are not referred to
becausee she did not have similar 'other work'. Both Mitchell, in spirit, and Reid, literally,
weree 'good neighbors' of the new consumer theorists. The new consumer theorists were able
too become acquainted with them and their more empirical work, and, via this more empirical
work,, also with their earlier, less orthodox work on consumer theory and the economics of
householdd production. Kyrk never got around to more mainstream academic work, and
insteadd focused all her energy and time in the later years of her career on policy-related work.
Consequently,, her name and her work were forgotten by most.
Thosee who knew Hazel Kyrk and her contributions to economics remember her as a 'pioneer'
andd 'a wonderful person' who contributed greatly to economics. At the end of this chapter,
considerr two personal recollections of Kyrk. The first one is from her most well-known
student,, Margaret Reid.
Hazell Kyrk was a notable scholar, teacher and humanist. Above all, she was a
wonderfull person. Her interest in people and the warmth of her personality made
herr the center of a large group of persons ranging widely in interest and from
knowingg Hazel gained greatly a breadth of sympathy and insights in social
situationss (Reid 1972: 186).
Thee second is from a less well-known student of Kyrk, Josephine Staab, one of Kyrk's
doctorall students from 1945-1947. When interviewed in 1994, she remembered Kyrk as
AA pleasant person, a person that was easy to talk with and encouraging in terms of
helpingg you plan your work. First of all she tried to educate you ... So that you had
aa background of information to deal with. Then she tried to stimulate your thinking
andd serve as a catalyst to bring you into experimenting on something new. But she
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alsoo had very firm standards. She was assertive. She challenged. She accepted no
foolishnesss (quoted in Beller and Kiss 1999: 11).

Thiss description, it seems to me, is especially apt as a characterization of not only Kyrk's
approachh to teaching, but of her work as well. For it uses only a few sentences to name the
centrall ingredients of Kyrk's recipe for both good teaching and the good life in general that
makee her approach to consumer theory especially worthwhile: education, critical thinking,
experimentationn and high standards. Let me end with the suggestion that it is these
constitutingg elements of Kyrk's Theory of Consumption that deserve further, serious
consideration,, both in relation to their place in the history of economics, as well as in relation
too more contemporary work in ethics and economics on the quest for the good life.

CHAPTERR 3

Investingg for the greater good; an experimental
studyy of bargaining with endogenous pie size and
disagreementt payoffs

3.11

Introduction

Thiss chapter reports on an alternating offer bargaining experiment designed to investigate
bargainingg behavior when the size of the gains to be distributed and the disagreement payoffs
aree determined endogenously. One of two players chooses whether both will subsequently
bargainn over the division of a large 'pie' or a small 'pie'. Choosing the large pie enlarges the
surpluss to be divided, but deteriorates the chooser's payoffs in the event of disagreement
duringg the bargaining stage. This simple setup resembles the choice between general
investmentss and relationship-specific investments in a bargaining context. Compared to a
generall investment, a specific investment creates a higher joint surplus but lowers an
investor'ss disagreement payoffs, making him or her more vulnerable to opportunistic
bargainingg behavior on the part of the other bargainer. In the absence of a priori agreements
overr the division of the gains from the investment, a choice for a specific investment may
resultt in the non-investor 'holding-up' or exploiting the investor during bargaining, such that
thee latter looses instead of gains from the investment. Anticipating this, bargainers may
underinvestt in specific assets because investment decisions gain a strategic aspect in addition
too an efficiency aspect. The experiment presented in this chapter seeks to address the question
off whether this actually happens in an experimental setting. Specifically, two main research
questionss are addressed. First, under what conditions is a player prepared to choose a large
pie?? Second, does it matter for the bargaining process whether a player or the experimenter
hass 'chosen' a large pie, i.e. does endogeneity matter?
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3.22

Background to the study

3.2.11

Theoretical background

Thee design of our experiment is such as to study the trade-off between efficiency and
strategicc aspects of relationship-specific and general investment decisions in bargaining
settings.. A prime example of such a trade-off is found in the literature on the economics of
householdd behavior. A classic result in this literature is that, given the existence of an a priori
agreementt on the division of gains from co-operation, a couple - even if it consists of two
intrinsicallyy identical individuals - can increase efficiency to the benefit of both through
specializationn and exchange, turning from Jacks-and-Jills-of-all-trades into more specialized
workers1.. Instead of both allocating time to, for example, market work and household work,
onee partner can specialize in market work and invest more in 'market-specific' human
capital,, such as training and education, while the other partner can specialize in household
workk and invest more in 'marital-specific' human capital, such as 'classes in child care,
cookingg or art history' (Becker, 1991: 27). However, if no a priori agreement on the division
off gains can be assumed, this result no longer follows and time allocation and investment
decisionss gain a strategic aspect in addition to an efficiency aspect. The reason why is that
thesee decisions involve different degrees of relationship specificity2.
Inn the context of the economics of household behavior, the case of fertility decisions is
especiallyy illustrative (on this specific example, see Ott 1995). Suppose that a child increases
thee utility of both partners and that the decision to have a child would result in a net welfare
gainn for the household. Traditional frameworks which assume an a priori agreement over the
divisionn of this welfare gain would predict a positive decision for a child because changes in
bargainingg power resulting from a birth are not considered. When no a priori agreement can
bee assumed, however, this is no longer necessarily the case. Consider a situation where the
wishh for a child can be realized only by a disruption in the working life of one partner, say,
thee woman. In such a case, a decision to continue to work enables this woman to increase or
maintainn her individual earning power that can be utilized independent of her relationship
withh her current partner. A decision to disrupt her working life, on the other hand, implies a
renunciationn of more general, 'market-specific' human capital and consequently a loss in
earningg power. It also implies the acquisition of relationship-specific skills in household
production.. The problem with these latter skills, however, is that utilization of them is limited
too the household. If this woman's relationship ends, any skills pertaining specifically to
havingg a relationship in general fall in value until she enters a new relationship, and any
11
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whichh pertain specifically to her relationship with her present partner vanish. Clearly, if a
post-investmentt bargaining situation arises, a choice for a relationship-specific investment
willl have put her at a disadvantage compared to her partner with more general investments
becausee the latter is less dependent on the continuation of the relationship. In the absence of
ann a priori agreement on the division of gains, the relevant question faced by a woman in this
situationn is whether to disrupt her working life in order to realize the desire for a child, or
whetherr to forego the joint welfare gains this would entail and continue her working life.
Thee design of our experiment is relevant outside the context of the economics of
householdd behavior as well. We give two more examples. First, take two firms, firm A and
firmm B. When firm A has to replace its old machinery, it can choose between two types of
machines.. One type can be used to serve many different firms, while the other type is targeted
towardss the specific requirements of the particular firm B, a firm with which firm A has
establishedd a close working relationship. In the absence of an a priori agreement on the
divisionn of gains between firm A and firm B, the relevant question faced by firm A is which
typee of new machine to buy. Choosing the machinery targeted to the needs of firm B creates
aa larger surplus, but at the same time reduces firm A's outside opportunities, because it is
moree difficult to switch to other trading partners. Or take a worker and his employer. When a
workerr buys a new house, he can choose between a house nearby his workplace or a house
furtherr from the location of his current employer but close to alternative employers'
locations.. Having a house nearby the workplace reduces wasteful commuting time and
thereforee increases the surplus created by the relation. However, when the worker and
employerr cannot agree on the division of this surplus, unless transaction costs associated with
movingg house are negligible the worker is likely to be worse off than if he had chosen to
residee close to alternative employers3.
Whateverr the specific context, the common ground shared by these three examples
(andd the one covered in our experiment) is that parties have to bargain over the division of
gainss after investments choices have been made. Because of this, a party may be reluctant to
choosee relationship-specific investments which create a higher joint surplus but decrease his
orr her bargaining position. The seriousness of this problem depends on the expectations the
investingg party has about the bargaining behavior of the other party. In the bargaining
literaturee the division of gains is assumed to depend on the post-investment bargaining
strengths.. Because the sizes of these bargaining strengths depend on the investment choices
made,, this opens up the possibility of 'hold-up' or exploitation. That is, a choice for a
relationship-specificc investment will allow the non-investing party to 'hold-up' the weakened
investingg party and confiscate not only the surplus generated by the investment but more,
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(Hirschmann 1980 [1943]: vii). Also see Hart (1995) for a more extensive treatment of the importance of
relationship-specificc investments and the hold-up problem in the context of contract relations between firms.
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suchh that the investing party looses instead of gains from the investment choice4. Bargaining
theoryy predicts that in the absence of a priori agreements individuals, when given a choice
betweenn a relationship-specific investment and a general investment, will only opt for the
relationship-specificc investment if the expected payoff exceeds the expected payoff related to
aa choice for a more general investment. That is, anticipating exploitation in the bargaining
stage,, investors will often choose relatively non-specific investments and forego the
possibilityy to create a joint surplus. Thus, the woman will opt for a career and will forego
childbirth,, firm A will decide to buy machines suitable for all firms instead of only for firm
B,, and the worker will decide to buy a new house relatively close to alternative employers
andd consequently will spend relatively many hours commuting.
3.2.22

An experimental test

Off course, although fully exploiting one's bargaining position is completely instrumentally
rational,, it is an empirical question whether parties indeed do not care about the past when
theyy bargain, and whether prospective investors anticipate this and refrain from making
relationship-specificc investments. Unfortunately, empirically it is difficult to prove that
underinvestmentt would really occur without proper arrangements being made and, if so,
whetherr hold-up is causing it. For instance, in the literature on intra-household bargaining in
generall and on dynamic models in particular, despite the existence of some empirical work a
clearr theory-data gap still exists. The lack of good-quality, intra-household data on, e.g.
individuall consumption, endowments and disagreement points effectively prohibits any
thoroughh testing of the models developed so far5. Likewise, in the context of employment
relations,, James Malcomson (1997, Section 2) presents results about earnings patterns that
cann be considered indirect, and circumstantial evidence that employment contracts have some
characteristicss predicted by the hold-up literature. He does not present any direct evidence
aboutt employment contracts having features to escape the hold-up problem. And more
importantly,, even if the indirect evidence convincingly indicates that employment contracts
aree designed to solve the hold-up problem, there is no proof that without these contracts
partiess would actually have been held up.
Inn such cases where there is a gap between theoretical predictions and empirical
evidence,, laboratory experiments can provide useful contributions. Not as substitutes for
empiricall evidence, but as complements which - in the absence of sufficient high-quality
real-worldd data - allow us to examine whether the game-theoretical predictions hold in a
laboratoryy environment constructed to give the theory a fair trial (cf. Loomis 1999). The
purposee of the experiment reported in this chapter is to provide such a complementary
contribution.. Subjects (player 1 and player 2) play an alternating offer bargaining game in
whichh they divide ten equally sized pies. The parties have a total of ten rounds to reach an
44

On the hold-up problem, see e.g. Hart (1995), Malcomson (1997), Teulings & Hartog (1998).
On the theory-data problem in the economics of household behavior, see e.g. Kooreman & Kapteyn (1990),
McElroyy (1990), Kapteyn & Kooreman (1992), Behrman (1997), Bergstrom (1997).
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agreement,, but for each round they delay agreement one of the pies vanishes. Hence, there
aree fixed joint costs of disagreement. Before the players start bargaining, player 2 has to
choosee whether they divide ten small pies or ten large pies. If small pies are chosen, both
playerss have the same positive disagreement payoffs. Consequently, the choice for a small
piee can be interpreted as a more general investment which does not create a higher surplus for
thee two players to bargain about, but which does limit player 2's vulnerability to
opportunisticc bargaining behavior on the part of player 1 and guarantees at least some
positivee disagreement payoffs. If large pies are chosen, player 2 has a disagreement payoff
equall to zero, while player 1 's disagreement payoff is at least as good as it would have been
hadd a small pie been chosen. Consequently, the choice for a large pie can be interpreted as a
relationship-specificc investment which creates a higher joint surplus but which also weakens
playerr 2's absolute and relative bargaining position6.
Theree are three different treatments, which we label Low, Middle and High, referring to
thee size of the disagreement payoff player 1 gets when the pies are large. The exact values of
thesee disagreement payoffs have been chosen in such a way that they differentiate between
threee types of bargaining behavior. According to the 'split-the-difference' solution, player 2
willl only choose the large pies in the Low treatment. According to the so-called 'deal-meout'' solution, player 2 chooses the large pies in the Low as well as in the Middle treatments.
Finally,, the so-called 'equal-split' solution predicts player 2 to choose the large pie in all
threee treatments.7 In addition to these three treatments, we have run three other treatments
whichh are exact copies of the first three treatments except that the experimenters, rather than
playerr 2, determine the size of the pie. This experimental design seeks to address two main
researchh questions. First, under which conditions is player 2 prepared to choose the large pie?
Second,, does it matter for the bargaining process whether player 2 or the experimenter has
'chosen'' the large pie, i.e.. does endogeneity matter?
3.2.33

Related experimental studies

Experimentall studies related to the analyses presented fall in two categories. The first are
studiess which deal with bargaining games with unequal disagreement points - but without an
investmentt choice stage. Examples include Barry Sopher (1990), Robert Forsythe et al
(1991),, Amnon Rapoport et al (1990), and Lawrence Kahn & Keith Murnighan (1993). In the
66

The theoretical literature about intra-household bargaining makes the distinction between disagreement
pointss and outside options. In the former case, rejecting an offer has consequences for just one round (only
onee pie vanishes), whereas in the next round negotiations continue. In the latter case, rejecting a proposal is
forever:: the rejecting party opts out and will never return to the negotiation table. In the context of household
decisions,, opting out by one of the parties is equal to divorce, while disagreement for just one round is
referredd to as a situation with 'burnt toast' (cf. Bergstrom 1997: 44) In order to keep the experimental design
ass simple as possible, we make no distinction between these two possibilities. A player who wants to be and
stayy divorced has to make unacceptable offers each round he or she has to make an offer and reject the other
player'ss offer in all other rounds.
77
The three bargaining types are described in detail in Section 4.
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contextt of labor economics the experiments relating to the duration of strikes are interesting.
Sopherr (1990) uses an experimental design to test the predictions of the joint-cost theory of
strikes.. This theory predicts that strikes are less frequent and/or shorter when the joint costs
off the firm and the union are higher. The experiment in this chapter can be seen as an
extensionn of Sopher's framework, because it adds a stage in which the firm (or the worker)
firstt makes a specific investment. Our results show how such an investment choice stage
affectss the duration of strikes.
Secondly,, there are numerous studies on the effects of norms of fairness and
reciprocity.. For example, in dictator games (and ultimatum bargaining) there is a tendency to
splitt cakes evenly (for an overview see Roth 1995). The question is whether someone can and
willl rely on the fairness norms of others. This is studied in trust games. In a typical trust game
playerr 2 can decide to play if safe and stop the game, in which case both players get a payoff
off s, or to continue. If the game is continued and player 2 decides to trust player 1, the second
playerr decides between rewarding trust (both players get a payoff of t) or exploiting player 2
(payofff 0 for player 2 and r for player 1), with 0<y</<r. Studies by Joyce Berg et al (1995),
Chriss Snijders (1996), and Werner Güth et al (1997) find that subjects are inclined to invest
evenn if they are completely dependent on their opponents' generosity to earn a positive
return.. In these studies, the bargaining stage takes the form of a dictator game in which player
11 has maximum possibility to, as it were, 'hold-up' player 2, exploit his or her trust, and keep
aa maximum payoff for him/herself. A common finding in the experimental economics
literaturee is that bargaining in such simplified games is likely to produce insights different
fromfrom those gained from more extensive bargaining experiments like the one presented in this
chapterr (see e.g. Binmore et al, 1985).
Twoo studies by Steven Hackett (1993, 1994) merge the investment and bargaining
stages.. Following a model developed by Jean Tirole (1988), a seller and a buyer each have to
decidee how much they invest. The larger the investment each party makes, the larger the
expectedd value of the joint surplus they have to divide in the bargaining stage. The results
indicatee that the bargaining outcomes are influenced by the relative levels of sunk,
relationship-specificc investment and that this is especially the case if investment levels are
observable.. These findings support the view that social norms of equity are important for
relationall exchange. Hackett's experimental design differs in a number of important respects
fromfrom ours. First, Hackett follows closely the prototypical hold-up problem which involves
upfrontt costs that are sunk at the time of the bargaining. While this is the appropriate setting
forr many applications, we believe that in several important applications including that of the
intra-householdd division of labor, the relevant choice involves the degree of specificity of the
investmentt rather than the investment per se. In our experiment, this choice is incorporated as
aa choice between a large pie coupled to asymmetric disagreement payoffs, and a small pie
coupledd to symmetric disagreement payoffs. Second, in Hackett's papers both parties have to
makee an investment decision, while in our design only one party has to make an investment
choice.. In the latter case it is clearer which party plays which role. Third, in Hackett's design
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thee amount of the surplus created by the investment is uncertain. Instead of creating a surplus
off a certain amount (as in our experiment), investments raise the expected value of the
surplus.. The disadvantage of that approach is that the effects of the subsequent bargaining
stagee on the investment level cannot be distinguished from the effects of risk aversion.
Finally,, in Hackett's experimental design the effects of the investment choice stage on the
bargainingg stage are identified by varying investment incentives. Although this is perfectly
legitimate,, we think that identification is even stronger with control treatments in which the
investmentt choice stage is omitted altogether. Our design includes three control treatments
whichh have the implicit aim of contrasting the bargaining cum investment outcomes to
bargainingg outcomes when there is no investment choice stage, i.e. when players need not
choosee between a greater good but asymmetric disagreement payoffs or a smaller good but
symmetricc disagreement payoffs but are simply told the size of the pie and their disagreement
payoffs. .
Thee remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.3 starts with a
descriptionn of the experimental design. Section 3.4 elaborates on the research questions and
formulatess hypotheses. Section 3.5 presents and discusses the results. Section 3.6 concludes.

3.33

Design

AA total of 120 subjects participated in a total of six sessions. The subject pool was the student
populationn of the University of Amsterdam*. A majority of 61 percent of those who
participatedd majored in economics9. Eighty percent of the subjects were male. They earned on
averagee 47.49 Dutch guilders (approximately 24 US dollars) in about two hours.
Inn each session twenty subjects played ten bargaining games against ten different
anonymouss opponents. In every game a subject was teamed up with a subject whom he or
shee had not met before in the session. Nor had the second subject met someone with whom
thee first subject had bargained before. Hence, subjects always were 'perfect strangers' when
theyy interacted. This property of the rotation scheme was known to the participants. In five
outt often games subjects were player 1, i.e. the one who makes the first proposal. In the other
halff of the games they were player 2, i.e. the one who - in the experimental treatments determiness the size of the pie. Subjects interacted with each other through a computer
network,, and did not know with which other participants they were connected. Subjects were
placedd in cubicles so that they could not observe or talk to other participants.
3.3.11

Treatments

Thee design of the experiment covers six treatments: three experimental and three control
treatments.. Each treatment corresponds with one experimental session. In the first
** The experiments took place in the laboratory of the CREED research center in Amsterdam, the
Netherlands. .
** We tested whether differences between economics students and students in other disciplines affected our
findings,, and concluded that this was not the case.
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experimentall treatment player 2 had to choose between small pies of 1000 points coupled to
disagreementt payoffs (250,250) for player 1 and player 2 respectively, and large pies of 1500
pointss coupled to disagreement payoffs (250,0). The second and third experimental
treatmentss are exactly the same except that the disagreement payoffs with the large pies are
evenn more asymmetric and equal (750,0) and (1250,0) respectively. Thus, the three
experimentall treatments differ only in the amount of player 1's disagreement payoff when the
piess are large. We refer to these treatments as Low, Middle and High. In the three control
treatments,, in which the investment choice stages were omitted, subjects could not influence
thee size of the pies (nor the size of the disagreement payoffs). They were informed about the
possiblee pie-sizes and were also told that the actual pie-sizes were determined beforehand by
thee experimenter. In fact, the pie-sizes in the control treatments are based upon the choices
madee by the subjects in the experimental treatments (e.g. subject 14 in the control Middle
treatmentt encounters the same sequence of 10 pie sizes and corresponding disagreementpayoffss as subject 14 in the experimental Middle condition). This is done to ensure that
differencess in bargaining behavior between experimental and control treatments cannot be
causedd by different histories of bargaining situations. In the remainder of this chapter we refer
too the six different treatments by the following acronyms: ExpLow (for Experimental Low
treatment),, ConLow (for Control Low treatment), ExpMid (for Experimental Middle
treatment),, ConMid (for Control Middle treatment), ExpHigh (for Experimental High
treatment)) and ConHigh (for Control High treatment). Table 3.1 summarizes the six
treatments. .
Tablee 3.1: Summary of the treatments
PossiblePossible pie sizes and
WhoWho
disagreementdisagreement payoffs
(DP) determines pie size?
Treatment Treatment
Pie=1000,, DP=(250,250) or Playerr 2 determines pie size
ExpLow w
Pie=l500,, DP=( 250,0)
Pie=1000,, DP=(250,250) or Experimenterr determines pie
ConLow w
size e
Pie=1500,DP=(( 250,0)
Pie=1000,, DP=(250,250) or Playerr 2 determines pie size
ExpMid d
Pie=ll 500, DP=( 750,0)
Pie=1000,, DP=(250,250) or Experimenterr determines pie
ConMid d
size e
Pie=1500,DP=(( 750,0)
Pie=1000,, DP=(250,250) or Playerr 2 determines pie size
ExpHigh h
Pie=1500,, DP=( 1250,0)
Pie=1000,, DP=(250,250) or Experimenterr determines pie
ConHigh h
Pie=1500,, DP=( 1250,0)
size e

3.3.22

TotalTotal no.
ofof games
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0

Procedure

Thee experiment is computerized. Subjects start with on-screen instructions. All subjects have
too answer some questions correctly before the experiment starts. For example, they have to
calculatee the earnings of subjects for some hypothetical bargaining outcomes. Subjects also
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receivee a summary of the instructions on paper. A translated copy of this hand-out is attached
ass Appendix 3.1. The instructions and the experiment are worded as neutrally as possible;
wordss like opponent, game, and player are avoided.
Att the start of a game all subjects receive a message which informs them about their
rolee in that particular game. In the control treatments the subjects are informed about the pie
sizee and the disagreement payoffs. In the experimental treatments player 2 first makes a
decisionn concerning the size of the pie and the associated disagreement points. Once he or she
hass made a choice, player 1 is informed about this choice.
Thee bargaining procedure is the same in all treatments. Player 1 starts and proposes a
divisionn of the ten equally sized pies of that game. If player 2 accepts this proposal, all ten
piess are divided as proposed and the game ends. If player 2 rejects the proposal, the first pie
vanishess and both players receive their disagreement payoffs. Player 2 then formulates a
counterproposal.. If player 1 accepts this proposal, the remaining nine pies are divided
accordingly.. If player 1 rejects the proposal, the second pie also disappears and again both
playerss receive their disagreement payoff. This process continues until the players reach an
agreementt or until all ten pies have disappeared due to disagreement. The costs of
disagreementt are the same for each round and equal to the sum of the costs the players incur,
i.e.. one pie minus the sum of the two disagreement payoffs. Thus, there are fixed joint costs
off bargaining.
Figuree 3.1: Example of a computer screen during bargaining
R e s u l t ss of this e x p e r i m e n t
Period::

Experiment:: 4

Totall earnings:

Thee choice in p a r t

3

1: ft

17200 0
Proposal: :
You: Other:

Period::
Sizee Pie: 1500
Disagreementt pag-off:
You:: 7 5 0 , Other:
0

II

1|

11

21

Status:

Earnings:

| 12501 1 2501 1 r e i e c t e d l 1 7501
1 7501 I

11 3l
411

1

II
II

750|

1

II
II

reiectedl I

750|

II
II

1
1

Yourr proposal:
Forr gou:|

11000 |

Forr the other:[

1——
1 15000
Typee your proposal
andd press Enter.

I

r*

11 6]

[

||

II

II

1

r~5ii

r~

ii

ii

ii

i

II

II

11 si
[_9]]

1

|

H I I
1 |
II

rjTóii

|

n

II
II

I
1

i

Earningss this e x p e r i m e n t : 1500

Note:: The screen shows information shown to a player 1 in the ExpMid treatment. Translated from Dutch. The
screenn in the control condition differs slightly (e.g. instead of'The choice in Part 1' in the right hand window it
sayss 'The situation').

Figuree 3.1 shows a typical computer screen. The figure shows information provided to a
playerr 1 in the Experimental Middle treatment. The information given indicates that player 2
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hass already made a choice for the large pie with disagreements (750, 0) in the investment
choicee stage ('part 1'). The players are now in the process of bargaining over the division of
thee 10 large pies. In mis bargaining stage of the game, the negotiations have already reached
thee third round (or 'period' on the screen). In the first round, player 1 proposed a division of
thee ten pies such that 1250 points of each pie are allocated to him/herself, and 250 to player 2.
Playerr 2 rejected this offer. Thus, the first pie vanished, and player 1 and player 2 only
receivedd their disagreement payoffs of 750 and zero respectively. In round 2, player 2
proposedd a 750-750 division for the nine remaining pies. This time, player 1 rejected the
offer.. Thus, the second pie vanished as well again leaving both players with their
disagreementt payoffs only. The screen shows the state of affairs in round 3, when player 1
oncee again proposed a division for the eight remaining pies, this time a 1100-400 division.
Afterr the subjects have played ten games, they fill out a short questionnaire. At the end
off the experiment the experimental points earned are exchanged for money at a rate of 1200
points=ll Dutch guilder. Subjects are paid individually and separately from the other
participants. .

3.44

Hypotheses

Thee experiment presented in this chapter is designed to address two issues in particular: 1)
thee conditions under which a player 2 is prepared to choose the relation-specific investment
optionn and 2) whether and how the bargaining process and outcomes depend on the inclusion
off an investment choice stage. In this section we spell out more precisely the hypotheses that
willl be tested in the empirical section. This section starts with a description of the gametheoreticall predictions for the outcomes of the different treatments of the game. Next, we
formulatee competing hypotheses concerning the choice between a large pie and a small pie.
Finally,, hypotheses are formulated regarding the bargaining process and the bargaining
outcomes. .
3.4.11

Backwards induction outcomes

Thee bargaining literature on alternating offer games assumes that players' bargaining
behaviorr is based on sequential reasoning of backwards induction and on common
knowledgee of rationality10. In these games, the only rational strategy for player 1 is to make a
firstt offer equal to the backwards induction outcome, which is the subgame-perfect Nash
equilibriumm and the resultant of backward induction reasoning with expected offers equal to
(alsoo sub-game perfect) Nash equilibria in every round or 'subgame'. The only rational
strategyy for player 2 is to immediately accept this first offer. Figure 3.2 displays the equilibria
forr different pie sizes and different disagreement payoffs, and shows them to be equal to

100
Common knowledge of rationality, loosely formulated, means that each person is assumed to be
instrumentallyy rational and that each person is assumed to know that each person is instrumentatly rational
Seee for a more detailed discussion, Hargreaves Heap & Varoufakis (1995).
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Figuree 3.2: Subgame-perfect Nash-equilibria

NEE 1000

NELoww 1500
NEE Middle 1500
NEHighh 1500

8755

5000
1125 1375

P]a er]

y

Note:: On the horizontal axis player 1, on the vertical axis player 2. The open circle (250, 250) indicates the
disagreementt payoffs in the case of a pie of 1000, the solid circles are the disagreement payoffs in the case of a
1500-piee in the different treatments.

eachh player receiving his or her disagreement payoff and half of the remaining surplus (see
alsoo Table 3.2)". If the pie size equals 1000, the maximum earnings players can achieve are
locatedd on the lowest of the two downward sloping lines12. Both players then have
disagreementt payoffs equal to 250, indicated by the open circle. In the subgame-perfect Nash
equilibriumm player 1 proposes a division of 500-500 (indicated by NE 1000) which player 2
accepts.. If the pie is 1500 and disagreement payoffs equal 250 and 0 (the left solid circle on
thee horizontal axis), the backwards induction outcome is that player 1 proposes a 875-625
splitt (indicated by NE Low 1500) which player 2 accepts11. The disagreement payoffs for the
"" Note that these outcomes are equal to Nash's axiomatic solutions to the bargaining problem (1950, 1953).
Seee Rubinstein (1982), which shows how in the limit these non-cooperative bargaining solutions are
equivalentt to Nash's solutions. Also see e.g. Hargreaves-Heap & Varoufakis (1995) and Gibbons (1992) for
aa discussion of these bargaining solutions.
122
Remember that in each game the players can divide at most ten pies; with a pie size equal to 1000, this
givess them a maximum joint payoff equal to 10,000.
133
To understand this outcome and the others presented, consider for illustrative purposes what will happen
duringg round 10 if the negotiations last that long (also see Table 3.2). Then, player 2 gets to propose a
divisionn of the pie. The only rational offer to make, it is assumed, is to offer 251 points to player 1 and keep
12499 points him/herself. A rational player 1 accepts this offer, as it is 1 point more than he or she would
receivee in case of disagreement. Now, put backward induction to work and go back to round 9. Then, player
11 gets to propose a division of the pie. This time, the only rational offer to make is to offer 625 points to
playerr 2, and keep 875. A rational player 2 accepts this offer, because 625 points in round 9 and 625 in round
100 is 1 point more than the 1249 he or she would receive in case of disagreement in round 9 and agreement
onlyy in round 10. This leaves player 1 with a total of 1750 points for round 9 and 10 combined (2 times 875).
Finally,, consider what happens if round 8 of the game is reached and player 2 gets to make an offer. The
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Middlee and High treatments are indicated by the middle and right solid circles on the
horizontall axis. Here the backwards induction outcomes are for player 1 to propose 1125-375
(NEE Middle 1500) and 1375-125 (NE High 1500) respectively, which in both cases player 2
willl accept. Incidentally, note that these subgame-perfect Nash equilibria are independent of
thee way the size of the pie and the disagreement payoffs were determined (by player 2's
choicee or by the experimenter).
Itt is interesting also to look at the Nash equilibria of the subgames. Table 3.2 shows the
backwardss induction proposals if a certain round of the game is reached. With fixed
disagreementt payoffs and an even number of maximum proposals (10), the backwards
inductionn proposals of player 1 are independent of the bargaining round reached (i.e.
independentt of the length of the negotiations). This is an attractive feature of the design, as
wee are especially interested in player 1 's responses to player 2's choice for a large pie.
Tablee 3.2: Nash equilibria of the subgames
High h
Middle e
Low w
Pie=1500 0
Pie=1500 0
Pie=1500 0
Pie=1000 0
DP=(( 1250,0)
DP=(750,0) )
DP=(250,0) )
DP=(250,250) )
Playerr 1 Player 2
Round RoundPlayerr 1 Player 2
Playerr 1 Player 2
Playerr 1 Player 2
Number Number
pl-p22 | pl-p2
pl- P 22 [ pl-p2
pl-p22 | pl- P 2
pl-p22 | pl-p2
1375-125 5
875-625 5
1125-375 5
500-500 0
11
1362-138 8
806-694 4
1084-416 6
473-527 7
22
1375-125 5
875-625 5
1125-375 5
500-500 0
33
1358-142 2
44
1072-428 8
786-714 4
465-535 5
1375-125 5
55
1125-375 5
875-625 5
500-500 0
66
1050-450 0
1350-150 0
450-550 0
750-750 0
77
1125-375 5
1375-125 5
500-500 0
875-625 5
88
1334-166 6
1000-500 0
417-583 3
667-833 3
99
1375-125 5
1125-375 5
500-500 0
875-625 5
10 0
751-749 9
1251-249 9
251-749 9
251-1249 9
Note:: the n-th row displays the proposal to be made (and to be accepted by the other player) if the first n-l proposals are
rejected.. The notation pl-p2 means that player I gets pi and player 2 gets p2. In uneven rounds proposals are made by
playerr 1; in even rounds by player 2.

3.4.22

Choice between the small and large pie

Thee first issue is to what extent the choice for either the small or the large pie is related to the
locationn of the disagreement points. This depends on player 2's expectations about player 1 's
bargainingg behavior. We consider three possibilities.
First,, player 2 may expect that the subsequent bargaining game will result in the
subgame-perfectt Nash equilibrium associated with backwards induction. In that case the
onlyy rational offer player 2 can make is to offer player 1 a total of 2001 points (1750 plus 251) for rounds 8
too 10, that is, to offer 667 points to player 1 and keep 833 him/herself. Further backwards induction
unfoldingg back to round 1 of the game results in an offer of 875 points for player 1 and 625 points for player
2.. A rational player 2 immediately accepts this offer. Thus, an outcome of (875, 625) is the subgame-perfect
Nashh equilibrium.
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partiess receive their disagreement payoffs and split the remaining difference equally (cf. the
outcomess indicated in Figure 3.2). With a small pie and disagreement payoffs equal to 250
points,, this results in a solution where both parties receive 500 points. As for the large pie:
onlyy in the Low treatment will the earnings for player 2 be higher than if the small pie is
chosenn (625 points, 125 percent of 500 points). In the Middle and High treatments, on the
otherr hand, the earnings for player 2 will be lower if the large pie is chosen than if the small
piee is chosen (375 and 125 points, 75 and 25 percent of 500 points). Consequently, a player 2
whoo expects to end up with the split-the-difference payoff, will only opt for the large pie if
thee disagreement point is (250,0).
Thee second possibility is known as deal-me-out. In this case, parties split the pie
equallyy unless this gives one party less than his or her disagreement payoffs. Experimental
supportt for this bargaining approach is reported in Binmore et al (1989). In the treatments
underr consideration, deal-me-out predicts a bargaining outcome of 500 points for both
playerss if the pie is small. With a large pie, both players end up with 750 points in the Low
andd Middle treatments. In case of a large pie in the High treatment, deal-me-out predicts a
divisionn such that player 1 receives 1250 points (player 1 's disagreement payoff) and player 2
2500 points (pie size minus player 1's disagreement payoff). Hence, a player 2 who expects
thatt the bargaining outcome will result in deal-me-out payoffs will choose the large pie in the
Loww and Middle treatments and the small pie in the High treatment.
AA third possibility is that the parties divide the pie equally independent of the
disagreementt payoffs. With this equal-split, the large pie gives both players a payoff equal to
7500 points, while the small pie results for both players in payoffs of 500 points. Clearly, a
playerr 2 who expects to end up with an equal-split will always prefer the large pie over the
smalll pie.
Too summarize, we have three alternative hypotheses concerning the choice between a
largee and a small pie inn the experimental treatments:
H1AA (Split-the-difference): player 2 will choose the large pie only in the Low treatment;
H1BB (Deal-me-out): player 2 will choose the large pie in the Low and Middle treatment;
H1CC (Equal-split): player 2 will always choose the large pie.
3.4.33

The bargaining process

Playerr 2's choice for a large pie is conditional on player 2's beliefs about player 1's
bargainingg behavior. A clear indication of player 1 's intention in the bargaining stage is
playerr 1's first proposal. With the small pie, both players' disagreement payoffs equal 250.
Thee split-the-difference result, i.e. the backwards induction solution, is for player 1 to
proposee a (500,500>division in the first round, which is accepted by player 2. But equal-split
andd deal-me-out also predict that the first proposal equals (500,500), which is then accepted.
Consequentlyy any deviation from a (500,500) proposal by player 1 in the first round is hard to
interprett from the point of view of the three types of bargaining behavior.
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Withh the large pie, the split-the-difference predictions for player 1's first proposal are
(875,625),, (1125,375) and (1375,125) for the Low, Middle and High treatments respectively.
Equal-splitt predicts the first proposal to be (750,750) irrespective of the treatment. Deal-meoutt predicts first proposals equal to (750,750) in the Low and Middle treatments, and to
(1250,250)) in the High treatments. This translates into three hypotheses regarding player 1's
firstt proposal when the pie is large:
(Split-the-difference): in the first round player 1 proposes a division equal to backwards
inductionn outcome of (875,625) (Low treatments), (1125,375) (Middle treatments), or
(1375,125)) (High treatments);
H2BB (Deal-me-out): in thefirstround player 1 proposes (750,750) (Low and Middle treatments)
orr (1250,250) (High treatments);
H2CC (Equal-split): in thefirstround player 1 proposes (750,750) in all treatments.

H2AA

Fromm a backwards induction point of view, the way the pie-size and the disagreement payoffs
aree determined is irrelevant for the bargaining process. The same bargaining behavior is
expectedd in both the experimental and control treatments as 'bygones are bygones'. However,
theree is ample experimental evidence that considerations of fairness can play an important
role.. The choice for a large pie can be seen as an investment by player 2 such that the
potentiall payoffs for player 1 increase. Whatever the predicted outcome (deal-me-out; equalsplit;; split-the-difference), player 1 is clearly better off with a large pie than with a small pie.
Hence,, if player 2 chooses the large pie, player 1's position improves. Reciprocity then
predictss that player 1 will exploit his or her bargaining position to a lesser extent than would
havee been the case if the experimenter and not player 2 had generated the large pie.
Furthermore,, player 2 is only likely to choose the large pie if he or she expects a
bargainingg outcome which is more favorable compared to a scenario in which he or she
choosess the small pie. Proposals that give 500 points or 750 points to player 2 may therefore
bee relevant focal points when bargaining about the division of the large pie in experimental
treatments,, that is, they may be outcomes that can claim salience in the minds of the two
players.. The former is focal from an absolute point of view in that players 2 are likely to
demandd at least the same number of points - 500 - in the large pie case as they would have
demandedd in the small pie case. The proposal of a (750,750)-division is focal from a relative
pointt of view in that players 2 are likely to demand at least the same share of the pie as they
wouldd have demanded in the small pie case. In the control treatments no such focal points
existt simply because bargaining about the division of a small pie never was an option.
Thereforee in case of a large pie player 2 may be less inclined to accept proposals that give her
orr him less than 500 or 750 and more inclined to come up with a counter-proposal that gives
playerr 2 at least 500 or 750 in the experimental treatments than in the control treatments. This
discussionn is captured in the following hypotheses about bargaining behavior in case a large
piee is to be divided:
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H3AA (endogeneity does not matter): there will be no differences in bargaining behavior between
experimentall and control treatments;
H3BB (endogeneity does matter): bargaining behavior differs between experimental and control
treatmentss in the following directions:
ii (reciprocity): the first proposal of player 1 will be more generous towards player 2;
iii (focal point): player 2 is less likely to accept first proposals which give her or him less than
thee payoffs from the relevant focal point and more likely to demand at least the payoffs
associatedd with the relevant focal point in the experimental treatments than in the control
treatments. .
Thee two items of H3B point to potential conflicts that can arise during the bargaining stage in
thee experimental treatments. It is possible that H3B (i) is not true, but that H3B (ii) is. In that
case,, player 1's proposal is not more generous in experimental treatments than in control
treatments,, but player 2 is likely only to accept proposals that give at least the payoffs
associatedd with the relevant focal points. It is also possible for player 1 to make a proposal
thatt gives player 2 more than the backwards induction outcome (implying that player 1 is
reciprocal),, but that this proposal still gives player 2 less than the focal point payoff. In both
cases,, if both players only show scant willingness to overcome the resulting 'gap', players
willl not reach agreement soon. Efficiency losses are then likely to be larger in the
experimentall treatments than in the control treatments.

3.55

Results

3.5.11

Choice between the small and large pie, part I

Inn each of the three experimental treatments we observe 100 choices between large and small
pies14.. In the Low treatment a large pie is chosen 96 times, in the Middle treatment this
happenss 54 times, and in the High treatment only 7 times. These choice patterns are very
persistentt over the ten games subjects played. In the last two games of the Low treatment the
largee pie is chosen 19 out of 20 times, in the last two games of the Middle treatment this
happenss 9 times, and in the last two games of the High treatment only once. These results
clearlyy reject H1C (equal-split), which predicts that player 2 will always opt for the large pie
independentt of the disagreement payoffs because these play no role. The other two
hypothesess also have to be rejected in their pure forms. H1A (split-the-difference) predicts
thatt the large pie will be chosen in the Low treatment only, while H1B (deal-me-out) predicts
thiss to be the case in both the Low and Middle treatments. Neither one of the two hypotheses
explainss why the large pie is chosen in the Middle treatment in about 50 per cent of the cases.
Wee will return to this issue after we have presented the results of the bargaining process.

144

Remember that in each of the three experimental treatments (Low, Middle, and High) 20 subjects are
askedd to choose between a small and a large pie five times, i.e. are player 2 five times (also see section 3).
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Thee results indicate that in the Middle and High treatments, the fear of players 2 that players
11 will 'hold them up' and will engage in opportunistic bargaining causes a very substantial
efficiencyy loss. In the ExpHigh treatment, 93 out of 100 choices are for the small rather than
thee larger pie. This leads to a social loss of 465,000 points, which is 31 percent of the
maximumm feasible sum of earnings. In the ExpMid treatment, the loss equals 230,000 points,
whichh equals 15 percent of the maximum feasible sum of earnings15.
3.5.22

The bargaining process

Nextt we turn to the results for the bargaining stage to see how realistic the different
expectationss about the outcomes of the bargaining process actually are. Since we only
observee 7 choices for the large pie in ExpHigh, and because the outcomes of bargaining over
smalll pies are only of interest to us in relation to the outcomes of bargaining over large pies,
thiss section will sometimes ignore the results for the ExpHigh and ConHigh treatments.
Earnings s
Relevantt information about the players' earnings is summarized in Figure 3.3. For each
combinationn of treatment and pie size this figure contains one bar. The size of a bar equals
thee size often pies (10,000 or 15,000 points). Each bar is divided into five parts.
1.. Pie player 1: a part earned by player 1 after the parties reached agreement. The size of this part is
determinedd by the amount player 1 receives in the agreement times the number of pies to which
thiss agreement applies.
2.. Pie player 2: a similarly defined part for player 2;
3.. Disagreement player 1: a part earned by player 1 before the parties reached agreement. The size
off this part is determined by player I's disagreement payoff times the number of rounds before
agreementt is reached;
4.. Disagreement player 2: a similarly defined part for player 2;
5.. Inefficiency: the amount that has been wasted because the parties did not reach agreement
immediately.. The size of this part is determined by the difference between the pie size and the
summ of the players' disagreement payoffs times the number of rounds before agreement is
reached. .
Thee division of the bars into five parts is based on the average division of the relevant pies in
thee different treatments. This figure illustrates the following results.
Firstly,, in the Low treatments, mean earnings for player 2 are higher with a large pie
thann with a small pie, while in the Middle and High treatments the reverse holds. This
explainss why in so few instances in the ExpHigh treatment does player 2 choose the large pie.
Itt does not explain why in the ExpMid treatment many players 2 choose the large pie.
Apparently,, players 2 expect that players 1 will not use their bargaining power, or not to the full,
155

These social losses are calculated multiplying (15,000-10,000 points) by 93 and 46 respectively.
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Figuree 3.3: Mean earnings of players 1 and 2 and inefficiency costs, by treatment and
sizee of pie

pie player 1
aa disagr player 1
DD inefficiency
BB disagr player^
Qpiee player 2

Expp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con
Loww Low Low Low Mid Mid Mid Mid High High High High
N=544
N-93
N-7
N=46 6
N-96 6
N-4 4

whilee these players on average do so. The design of the experiment is such that each subject
hass the role of player 2 five times. Many subjects in ExpMid have chosen the large pie more
thann once. The question then arises why players 2 continue to choose the large pie even when
theyy can expect higher earnings from choosing the small pie. We return to this issue at the
endd of this section.
AA second thing to be observed from Figure 3.3 is that, in case a large pie is chosen,
playerss 2 earn on average more in ExpLow and ExpMid treatments than in the ConLow and
ConMidd treatments. The difference between ExpLow and ConLow is significant at the 1
percent-levell by a Mann-Whitney test; the difference between ExpMid and ConMid is,
however,, not significant at conventional levels. Hence, the results suggest that eventual
outcomess of the bargaining process are more favorable for player 2 when this player has been
ablee to choose the large pie him/herself than if the large pie has been selected by the
experimenter.. This indicates that it matters for the course of the bargaining process whether
orr not pie sizes and disagreement points are determined endogenously. This is not in
accordancee with H3A (endogeneity does not matter) and supports H3B (endogeneity does
matter).. We explore differences in the different stages of the bargaining process in more
detaill below.
AA third observation to be derived from Figure 3.3 relates to inefficiency. Inefficiency
cann be measured by the share of maximum feasible earnings that is wasted during the
bargainingg stage. With the small pie these shares are all fairly close to each other; inefficiency
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levelss are similar in these cases. The only deviating case is in the ExpLow treatment, but the
numberr of ob-servations is small here. Expressed relative to the maximum feasible sum of
earnings,, inefficiency levels with the small pie are between 4 and 7 percent (except in the
ExpLoww treatment where it is 11 percent). With the large pie, inefficiency is lower in
ExpLoww than in ConLow, whereas it is higher in ExpMid than in ConMid. It is also higher in
ExpHighh than in ConHigh, but there are only very few observations for the large pie in the
Highh treatments. Below we relate these results to the two parts of hypothesis H3B.
Firstt proposals
Thee results of the bargaining stage are determined by the players' bargaining behavior. In the
previouss section we presented three hypotheses concerning player 1 's first proposal when the
piee is large. For reasons given above, we focus on the results of the Low and Middle
treatmentss when the pie is large. Tables 3.3 and 3.4 give frequencies for different relevant
valuess offirstproposals.
Inn treatments ExpLow and ExpMid the means (and medians) of the first proposals give
playerr 1 less, and player 2 more, than predicted by the split-the-difference divisions of
(875,625)) and (1125,375) respectively. In ConLow and ConMid, on the other hand, the
meanss (and medians) of the first proposals are more favorable for player 1, and less favorable
forr player 2, than those predictions. Apparently, if player 2 has chosen the large pie, there is a
tendencyy for player 1 to claim less than is the case if there is no preceding choice stage16. This
iss also reflected in the frequencies of proposals that give player 1 less than the backwards
inductionn solution. In ExpMid, in 70 percent of the cases player 1 claims less than 1125, in
ConMidd this is only 26 percent. In ExpLow 90 percent of the first proposals is more
favorablee for player 2 than the split-the-difference solution. In ConMid this is true only in 47
percentt of the cases. Mann-Whitney tests reveal that differences are significant at the 1
percent-level.. These results provide strong support in favor of reciprocity (H3Bi) and against
hypothesiss H3A (endogeneity does not matter).
Furtherr inspection of Tables 3.3 and 3.4 shows that in only a few instances do the
actuall first proposals exactly equal one of the divisions predicted by hypotheses H2A, H2B or
H2C.. In the Low treatments only 2 percent of the first proposals equal the backwards
inductionn division of (875,625). In the Middle treatments (1125,375) is proposed only once.
Thee only case in which relatively many first proposals seems to coincide with one of the
divisionss predicted is that of the (750,750) proposals in ExpLow. Table 3.3 shows that for
ExpLoww there is a clear peak in the frequency distribution at this equal-split annex deal-meoutt proposal. In ConLow, the percentage of these (750,750) proposals is substantially lower,
i.e.. 10 percent instead of 29 percent. In the ExpMid treatment manyfirstproposals (26 percent)
166
Again results are very stable over the ten games subjects played. For instance, die mean value of the first
proposalss in the last two games of ExpLow equals 799, in the last two games of ConLow 923, in the last two
gamess of ExpMid 1089 and in the last two rounds of ConMid 1228. These are all quite close to the figures
presentedd in Tables 3 and 4.
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Tablee 3 3 : First proposal in Low-treatments with pie=1500, by type of session
InIn percentages of the total number of first proposals with pie=1500, N=96
Typee of session:
Amountt first proposal leaves:
ExpLow w ConLow w
Playerr 2
Playerr 1
20% %
0% %
<500
0
>1000 0
1% %
5% %
=500 0
=1000 0
7% %
25% %
500<p2<625 5
875<pl<1000 0
Spll it-the-difference
1% %
3% %
=625 5
=875 5
60% %
35% %
625<p2<750 0
750<pl<875 5
29% %
10% %
Equall split annex deal-me out
=750 0
=750 0
1%
%
1% %
>750
0
<750 0
802 2
934 4
Meann value
800 0
882 2
Mediann value
Note:: ExpLow is the experimental treatment with disagreement payoffs of 250 points to player 1 and zero to
playerr 2, player 2 determines the pie size. ConLow is the control treatment, which only differs from the
experimentall treatment in that the experimentators, and not player 2, determine the pie size.

Tablee 3.4: First proposal in Middle-treatments with pie=l 500, by type of session
InIn percentages of the total number of first proposals with pie=1500, N=54
Amountt first proposal leaves:

Type of session:
ExpMidd ConMid
30% %
72% %
0% %
2% %
24% %
13% %
26% %
2% %
19% %
11% %
0% %
0% %
2% %
0% %
1071 1
1197 7
1075 5
1225 5

Playerr 2
Playerr 1
<375 5
>1125 5
Split-the-difference e
=375 5
=1125 5
375<p2<500 0
1000<pl<1125 5
=500 0
=1000 0
500<p2<750 0
750<pl<1000 0
Equall split annex deal-me out
=750 0
=750 0
>750 0
<750 0
Meann value
Mediann value
Note:: ExpMid is the experimental treatment with disagreement payoffs of 750 points to player 1 and zero to
playerr 2, player 2 determines the pie size. ConMid is the control treatment, which only differs from the
experimentall treatment in that the experimentators, and not player 2, determine the pie size.
concentratee at the (1000,500)-division. Such a division is not predicted by one of the three
bargainingg possibilities, but is certainly an intuitive division. This proposal leaves 500 points
too player 2, which is exactly the amount player 2 was predicted to receive had he or she
chosenn the small pie. If this predicted outcome for player 2 in the small pie case is used as a
constraintt on the range of feasible first proposals, a proposal of (1000,500) is optimal for
playerr 1. Such a no-exploitation proposal, if accepted, gives player 1 the maximum amount of
pointss he or she can get without making player 2 worse off for choosing the large pie. That it
iss player 2's predicted payoff with the small pie which serves as a focal point in the ExpMid
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treatmentt is hinted at by the fact that in the ConMid treatment (where player 2 did not have
thee option of choosing a small pie), (1000,500) is proposed in only 2 percent of the cases.
Wee conclude that the frequent occurrence of proposals of a (750,750)-division in the
ExpLoww treatment and of a (1000,500)-division in the ExpMid treatment relative to the
occurrencee of these proposals in the ConLow and ConMid treatments provides support in
favorr of focal points (H3Bii) and against hypothesis H3A (endogeneity does not matter). This
suggestss that players 1 in the experimental sessions anticipate that players 2 may be less
inclinedd to accept proposals that give them less than 750 or 500.
Responsess to first proposals
Thee notion that in the experimental treatments player 2 needs to be compensated for choosing
thee large pie is not only relevant for understanding the first proposal by player 1, but also for
understandingg the subsequent responses by player 2. Further analysis of the acceptance rate
off first proposals and the type of counter-proposals in the second round of the bargaining
stagee reveals the following. In ExpLow 32 percent of thefirstproposals are rejected by player
2;; in ConLow this happens in 51 percent of the cases. The mean values of the rejected first
proposedd divisions is (840, 660) in ExpLow and (1038, 462) in ConLow. Hence players 2 in
ExpLoww reject higher earnings for themselves than players 2 in ConLow. Players 2 who did
nott accept player 1's first proposal, claim in the next bargaining round on average a larger
sharee in ExpLow than in ConLow. And in spite of the fact that this leaves less for player 1,
moree second proposals are accepted in ExpLow than in ConLow. In contrast to this, 72
percentt of the first proposals in ExpMid are rejected, against 78 percent in ConMid. The
meann values of the rejected proposed divisions by player 2 equal (1125, 375) in ExpMid and
(1259,, 241) in ConMid. Again, players 2 reject higher own earnings in the experimental
treatmentt than in the control treatment And also, players 2 who rejected player 1's first
proposall demand in the next bargaining round a larger share in ExpMid than in ConMid (on
averagee 614 points vs. 486 points). However, in this case players 1 do not accept these higher
demandss more easily; in ExpMid only 3 percent of the second round proposals are accepted
ass opposed to 25 percent in ConMid. These differences in acceptance behavior by players 1
betweenn ExpLow and ExpMid suggest that the more costly it is to them to delay agreement,
thee more likely players 1 are to accept a fair division. This explains why agreement is reached
soonerr in ExpLow than in ConLow, but later in ExpMid than in ConMid (see below). A
similarr conclusion is reached by Zwick and Chen (1997).
Wee also analyzed the percentages of accepted first proposals and counter-proposals in
roundd 2 that are below or at the two focal points formulated in hypothesis H3Bii. Are players
22 in the experimental sessions indeed, as hypothesized, less inclined to accept proposals that
givee them less than some relevant focal point than players 2 in the control sessions? In the
ExpLoww treatment, we observe a total of 53 percent of the accepted first proposals and
counter-proposalss which give player 2 at least 750 points. In the ConLow treatment, this
percentagee drops to 39 percent. When we analyze similar figures for the Middle-treatment
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groups,, we find that in this group the focal point of a (1000,500)-division enables us to
clearlyy distinguish between the experimental and the control group. In the ExpMid group, 96
percentt of the accepted first proposals and of the counter-proposals give player 2 at least 500.
Inn the ConMid group, this percentage drops to 48. We conclude that these results clearly
providee support in favor of focal points (H3BÜ) and against hypothesis H3A (endogeneity
doess not matter).
Durationn of the bargaining process
Whilee the share of earnings wasted during the bargaining stage can be used to compare
efficiencyy between experimental treatments and control treatments, it is not a sensible
measuree to compare inefficiency levels across Low, Middle, and High treatments. This is
becausee the joint costs of bargaining are five (three) times as expensive in the Low treatment
thann in the High (Middle) treatment. This brings us to the issue of the speed at which
agreementt is reached in the different treatments. Table 3.5 shows the average numbers of
roundss required to reach agreement.
Tablee 3.5: Average number of rounds required to reach agreement, by treatment
andd size of pie
Piee of 1500

Piee of 1000
Low w
(N=4) )

Middle e

High h

Low w

Middle e

High h

<N=46) )

(N=93) )

(N=96) )

(N=54) )

(N=7) )

7.57 7
4.31 1
2.44 4
1.58 8
2.26 6
3.14 4
3.80 0
2.88 8
1.96 6
2.06 6
1.75 5
Con n
Note:: a value of 11 was assigned when no agreement was reached at all. With a small pie this happened
twice,, with a large pie 12 times (3 in ExpMid, 4 in ConMid, 2 in ExpHigh, and 3 in ConLow).
Exp p

3.25 5

Withh the small pie, averages in all treatments are not significantly different. In about 50
percentt of the cases agreement is reached in the first round, and in a vast majority of cases
agreementt is reached before the fourth round. (This cannot be read from the table, but is
basedd on calculations not shown here.) The only exception is for the Low treatments but
thesee relate to 4 observations only. With the size of the pie equal to 1500, substantial
differencess are found across treatments. Agreement is reached fastest in the Low treatments,
followedd by the Middle treatments. It is slowest in ExpHigh (Kruskal-Wallis test for the
experimentall groups p=0.00; for the control groups p=0.05). Evidently, the fact that in the
Loww treatments players 1 stand to lose more from disagreement than those in the Middle and
Highh treatments speeds things up considerably. A similar result is reported by Sopher (1990)
whoo interprets rounds of disagreement as strike activity.
Focusingg on the large pie only and comparing across rows between ExpLow and
ConLoww and between ExpMid and ConMid again draws attention to the fact that in the Low
treatmentss agreement is reached sooner in the experimental session (Mann-Whitney U
p=0.00),, while in the Middle treatments this happens sooner in the control session (but this
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latterr difference is not significant)17. In terms of Sopher's (1990) analysis, this suggests that if
thee joint costs of disagreement are large - as in the case of relatively low disagreement
payoffss -, 'strike durations' are shorter or the number of rounds necessary to reach agreement
smallerr when one of the parties has made a relationship-specific investment.
3.5.33

Choice between the small and large pie, part II

Ann important finding in the experimental treatments is that in ExpLow almost all players 2
choosee the large pie, in ExpHigh almost all players 2 choose the small pie and in ExpMid
aboutt half of the times players choose the large pie and the small pie in the remaining cases.
Thiss last result is not in line with any of die hypotheses formulated in Section 3.3. Moreover,
onn average players 2 who chose the large pie in ExpMid earn less than players 2 who chose
thee small pie. One interpretation of these results is that players 2 initially overestimate the
extentt to which the other player is prepared not to exploit her or his bargaining position. The
problemm with this interpretation is that subjects in the experiment play the role of player 2
fivee times. On average each subject chooses 2.7 times for the large pie18, and - as reported in
thee above - the frequency of choosing the large pie remains around fifty percent even in the
lastt two rounds. The question then arises why subjects continue to choose a large pie even if
theyy experienced in previous games that they earned less than they could have earned had
theyy chosen the small pie?
AA first observation that may help to explain this phenomenon is that players 2 who
choosee the large pie the first and second time the game is played in the ExpMid session, earn
onn average 5067 points. This is more than they could reasonably expect to have earned had
theyy chosen the small pie. This explains why 7 of the 12 subjects who choose the large pie
thee first time they have to make the choice, opt for the large pie the second time as well. If
theyy then have low earnings the second time, it is not obvious why they should switch to a
smalll pie the third time. After all, one good and one bad experience makes the odds even. A
secondd observation is that those subjects who choose a small pie after a bad experience with a
largee pie may be a little disappointed with their earnings from this small pie. In the small pie
case,, the three bargaining approaches discussed in this chapter all predict earnings for player
22 equal to 5000. Yet, on average subjects in die ExpMid session who opt for the small pie
earnn 4679 points.
Subjectss are only asked to choose between a large and a small pie five times. Given the
favorablee first experience subjects may have had, and given possible lower than expected
earningss with the small pie, five games may simply be too few for subjects to figure out that
actuall earnings with the large pie are below actual earnings with the small pie. One might
arguee then that with enough games for subjects to gain experience, choices for the large pie in
177

Again, the results are very persistent during the ten games subjects played. For instance, during the last two
gamess and with the large pie agreement is reached on average in 1.16 rounds in ExpLow, 2.68 rounds in
ConLow,, 5.11 rounds in ExpMid, and 1.89 rounds in ConMid.
188
The exact distribution is as follows. 3 subjects never chose a large pie, 3 subjects did this once, 4 twice, 2
threee times, and 3 four times. 5 subjects chose the large pie on all five occasions.
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thee ExpMid treatment may disappear in later games. Such an argument has some merit, but is
nott especially relevant given the substantive background of this experiment (see section 3.2).
Manyy of the real-life situations in which people have to make this type of investment choices
doo not occur very frequently either, and thus offer often limited scope to gain experience (cf.
Loewensteinn 1999).

3.66

Conclusions

Subgame-perfectionn predicts that individuals, when given a choice between a relationshipspecificc investment and a general investment, will only opt for the relationship-specific
investmentt if the resulting backwards induction payoff exceeds the backwards induction
payofff related to a choice for a general investment. This is the essence of the hold-up
problem.. The experiment reported upon in this chapter was designed to provide some
experimentall evidence regarding this problem. We let subjects choose between two
investmentt opportunities: a relationship-specific investment and a general investment. The
designn ensured that a choice for a relationship-specific investment increased the surplus to be
sharedd but weakened the investor's bargaining position. In tfiree different treatments we
shiftedd the backwards induction payoff with the relationship-specific investment from 125
percentt to 75 percent to 25 percent of the backwards induction payoff from the alternative
opportunity. .
Thee first main question addressed in this chapter was under which conditions a player
iss prepared to choose the relationship-specific option. We find that with a predicted payoff of
1255 percent almost all players choose the relationship-specific alternative, whereas with 25
percentt almost none of the players do so. With the expected payoff of the relationshipspecificc choice being only 75 percent of the expected payoff from the alternative choice,
aboutt half of the players choose the relationship-specific alternative. This suggests that
somewheree between the extremes of 125 percent and 25 percent, players switch from the
relationship-specificc choice to the alternative option. Subgame-perfection predicts this to
happenn abruptly where the backwards induction payoff from the relationship-specific option
exactlyy equals the backwards induction payoff from the alternative option. A key finding of
ourr experiment is that this is not the case. We conclude that hold-up does occur - players do
underinvestt in relationship-specific assets - but not to the degree subgame-perfection predicts
thiss to happen. Thesefindingscorrespond in part with findings in trust games in which many
subjectss invest, regardless of the fact that the backwards induction payoff of an investment is
zeroo (cf. Berg et al, 1995; Güth et al 1997). In our study the second state of the game is a
multi-periodd bargaining game instead of the dictator game in trust games. In contrast with the
resultss in trust games, we find almost no relationship-specific choices in our High treatment
(255 percent backwards induction payoff). The Middle treatment (75 percent) is more in line
withh the results in trust games as in this treatment half of the subjects choose the relationshipspecificc option. And similar to the case of trust games, in most instances the return on this
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choicee was negative (as in Güth et al, 1997 and the baseline treatment in Berg et al 1995; see
sectionn 3.5.2).
Thee second main question addressed in this chapter asked whether bargainers do or do
nott care about the past when they bargain about the division of some payoffs. We conclude
thatt bargainers do care: endogeneity matters. Non-investing parties are less inclined to fully
exploitt their bargaining power if the other party has made a relationship-specific choice. In
addition,, those with a relatively weak bargaining position are less inclined to be exploited if
theirr bargaining position is weak as a result of relationship-specific choices they themselves
made.. These findings are compatible with the first finding because they help to explain why
relationship-specificc alternatives are chosen more often than economic theory predicts. They
aree also more than just a confirmation of earlier studies in the experimental bargaining
literaturee which reveal a systematic deviation from the split-the-difference division towards
moree equal divisions. Our findings add to this the finding that such deviations increase if the
piee size and the disagreement payoffs are determined endogenously. This is in accordance
withh results reported by Hackett (1993,1994).
Inn conclusion, we need to ask to what extent these experimental results have
implicationss for our understanding and modeling of real-life situations. In this respect it is
importantt to note that, in contrast to the wider world, subjects in the laboratory environment
aree completely anonymous. Hence, effects of reputation, personal affection, or interdependent
utilityy functions are suppressed or much more limited than in real-life situations. Our
experimentall results show that even under such conditions, we find reciprocity and trust to
operate.. In real-life situations, with reputation, affection and interdependence doing their
work,, it is likely that such mechanisms are even more powerful and the underinvestment in
relationship-specificc assets because of hold-up even more reduced. If anything therefore,
thesee results suggest that the theoretical models constructed to model economic behavior and
formm economic policy on questions related to marriage relations, firm relations, or labor
markett relations should be modified to take these effects into account.
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Appendixx 3.1: Translation of the summary of the instructions
Thee following summary of the instructions is a translated copy of the summary handed out to
participantss in session ExpMid. The instructions for the other two experimental sessions are
thee same, except for the size of the disagreement payoffs ('ground payments'). The
instructionss for the control sessions differ slightly because of the absence of a choice stage.
Summaryy of the instructions
AssignmentAssignment pairs
Duringg this session you participate in the same experiment ten times. Each time you are
pairedd with a different participant. Assignment in pairs is already determined before the
beginningg of this session. The design is such that you meet another participant at most once.
Youu cannot meet someone who has already encountered someone with whom you were
pairedd before.
PartPart 1: the choice between A andB
Eachh experiment consists of two parts. In the first part one participant per pair is asked to
makee a choice between two alternatives, alternative A and alternative B. In 5 out of the 10
experiments,, you will be the one making the choice between A and B. If this is the case, in
thee second part the other participant is the first to propose a division. The remaining 5 times
thee other participant chooses between A and B and you are the one who is the first to propose
aa division in the second part.
Thee choice between A and B determines both the size of the round amounts as well as the
sizee of the ground payments in part 2 in accordance with the following table:

Alternative e
AA
BB

Roundd amount
1500 0
1000 0

Ground dpayment t
Self f
00
250 0

Other r
750 0
250 0

Thee one that has to make a choice between A and B does so without consulting the other
participant.. As soon as the choice is made, however, the other participant gets to see this
choice.. For both of you the resulting round amounts and ground payments are also shown.
PartPart two: the division of the round amount
Inn the second part you and the participant with whom you are paired are asked to divide 10
roundd amounts between the two of you. All ten of these round amounts are of equal size. The
sizee of the round amounts is determined in the first stage.
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Youu and the other person alternately propose a division - once per round - until someone
acceptss a proposal. If a proposal for a division is not accepted, the round amount of that round
disappears.. In that case both of you receive a ground payment. The size of the ground
paymentss is determined in the first stage. The counter-proposal proposed in the next round
onlyy concerns the division of the round amounts from that round onwards. As soon as you
reachh an agreement, the division agreed on also applies to the round amounts of the
remainingg rounds.
PaymentPayment and exchange rate
Yourr earnings will be paid to you individually and separately from the other participants. The
amountt to be paid out to you eventually is determined by the number of points you earned
duringg the experiments. When you are paid you receive 1 guilder for every 1200 points.

CHAPTERR 4

Synchronizingg rhythms of work and leisure; an
analysiss of the timing of market work, household
work,, and leisure of dual-earner couples in the
Netherlands s

4.11

Introduction

Thee timing of work and leisure is a neglected field of study in economic research on the
divisionn of labor within the family. Although there are some exceptions, most research
focusess on what Daniel Hamermesh (1996) labels 'integrated' aspects of this division. These
studiess are based on time-use data integrated over a relatively long time interval of a day,
week,, or year and focus on questions such as 'how do couples divide market and household
work?',, 'what are the determinants of the amount of time allocated to market work,
householdd work, and leisure?', etc.. 'Instantaneous' aspects related to couples' time-use
duringg particular, narrow time intervals within the broader interval chosen are not usually
analyzed,, and questions such as 'to what particular times of day do couples allocate their
workk and leisure hours?' or 'do couples spend their leisure time together, and if so, when?'
aree not asked. The purpose of the present chapter is to fill part of this vacuum, and to analyze
timingg aspects of the division of labor of dual-earner couples in the Netherlands. It
specificallyy focuses on the daily rhythms of dual-earner couples and the degree of
synchronizationn in both partners' work and leisure time. The contribution of this chapter is
twofold.. By providing empirical evidence for the Netherlands using relatively little analyzed
time-budgett data produced by Statistics Netherlands, it complements the scarce quantitative
literaturee on timing aspects of work and leisure of dual-earner couples. In addition, it extends
thee literature and makes a distinction between 'leisure' broadly defined to include household
work,, and leisure as a complement of work broadly defined to include household work as
welll as market work.
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4.22

Background to the study

Inn the Netherlands, as well as in most other industrialized countries, women's labor force
participationn rates have increased substantially in the last few decades1. This trend is mainly
duee to the growth of labor force participation rates among married women, and has given rise
too an increasing number of couples in which both partners engage in market activities, i.e. to
ann increasing number of 'dual-earner couples'2. Whereas working married women in most
countriess were a rare species in the 1960s, their number has been increasing steadily since,
leadingg to a change in the balance between traditional (male) one-earner couples on the one
handd and dual-earner couples on the other. Thus, to give some statistics for the Netherlands:
whereass dual-earner couples were an exception to the rule of one-earner couples in the 1960s,
thee percentage has gradually increased. In the early 1980s, their number was still significantly
smallerr than that of one-earner couples, but they did already constitute about one third of all
coupless with at least one partner working. In 1990, this percentage had increased to 43
percent,, only to increase even more and led to a definitive change in the balance between
one-earnerr and dual-earner couples. Today, those in traditional male breadwinner families
mustt be counted among the minority of couples, a minority which is increasingly being
outnumberedd by dual-earners3.
Researcherss have been closely watching this increase in female labor force
participationn and the concomitant increase in the number of dual-earner couples, and have
beenn exploring its many determinants and effects. Most of these studies focus on integrated
aspectss of (the change in) the number of hours worked, and study a host of different questions
relatedd to the determinants and effects of participation in paid work and household work, as
welll as of the division of both paid and unpaid labor between partners (see, for examples of
studiess of the Dutch situation, Van der Lippe 1993, Maassen van den Brink 1994, Mertens
1998,, Vlasblom 1998). However, instantaneous aspects related to the question of how the
increasingg body of dual-earner couples time their activities are seldom addressed (see also the
reviewss of Kooreman & Wunderink 1996, Gershuny & Sullivan 1998, Klevmarken 1999).
Thee few exceptions to this rule are mainly studies in a non-Dutch context. Harriet Presser
(1987)) and Geraldine Pratt & Susan Hanson (1991) study US dual-earners and their work
shifts,, Sara Horrell et al (1994) analyze, among other things, UK dual-earners and their
11

Dutch female labor force participation rates are still, however, relatively low. At the end of the nineties, the
remarkk made by Hartog & Theeuwes (1985: S236) is still valid: 'Compared with participation rates in similar
industrializedd countries, this rate is still low; compared with their position right after the war, Dutch wives
havee come a long way'. See Niphuis-Nell & De Beer (1997: 48), who conclude that although by 1995 Dutch
women'ss participation rates may have reached the level of the EU average, they are still relatively low when
comparedd to a broader range of Western industrialized countries.
22
The term 'dual-earner couples' is known to be somewhat of a misnomer, as technically speaking it also
includess those earning income from other sources than employment, such as those on welfare or pensions.
Here,, the term refers to couples in which both partners are engaged in market activities.
33
See for figures on the Netherlands e.g. Niphuis-Nell & De Beer (1997) and Hooghiemstra (1997). For
internationall comparisons on the increasing number of working women, see e.g. Pott-Buter (1993).
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workingg time patterns, Hamermesh (1996) compares US and German dual-earner couples'
timingg of work and leisure and Hamermesh (2000) analyzes the impact of child birth on US
couples'' synchronous consumption of leisure. In the Dutch context, the only study I know of
iss a more qualitative, social geographic study by Joos Droogleever Fortuijn (1993), which
emphasizess the diversity in household arrangements of work and care and time-space
synchronizationn problems in particular4.
Thee virtual absence of empirical literature on instantaneous aspects of dual-earners'
time-usee is accompanied by a lack of attention given to timing aspects in more formal
theoreticall work on the intra-household allocation of time so far5. The theoretical frameworks
developed,, whether they are based on standard labor-leisure models or more elaborate
householdd production models in the tradition of Gary Becker (1965, 1991 [1981]) and
Reubenn Gronau (1977,, 1986), all model the household as maximizing a utility function which
incorporatess integrations of couples' time-use, and do not allow for a distinction between
differentt times at which specific activities are undertaken6. Time allocated is included in units
integratedd over some period of time, and timing aspects such as the sequence of activities or
thee synchronization of activities with those of others within that period are not considered.
Thus,, up to now most existing empirical and theoretical research on dual-earner
coupless is either explicitly or implicitly based on the assumption that differences in time-use
scheduless can be ignored, presumably because virtually all dual-earners have similar
scheduless (i.e. there are no differences in time-use schedules) or because these differences,
evenn if they exist, are irrelevant because they do not affect utility levels (i.e. couples are
indifferentt with respect to differences in work and leisure schedules). Whatever the reason,
thee motivation behind this chapter is that where this may have been a rather unproblematic
assumptionn in earlier days, this is no longer the case.
Withh the increase in female labor force participation rates and the growing dominance
off dual-earner families, assumptions of homogeneous work and leisure schedules or
44
Increasingly, however, there are some more descriptive studies appearing which do focus on the timejugglingg aspects of dual-earner couples' time-use. Examples are Van den Broek et al (1999), SZW/CBS
(1998)) and reports commissioned by the Dutch Commission for the Schedule of the Day (Commissie
Dagindeling),, a commission set up by the Dutch Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment to find solutions
forr time-space synchronization problems (e.g. Droogleever Fortuijn & Langemeijer s.a.; Spaans & Van der
Werff 1996). In addition, ongoing research by Huysmans (forthcoming) on media use and the temporal
structuringg of households' daily lives focuses in a more general way on couples' timing of activities.
ss
Also more generally speaking the more formal theoretical analyses of time-use at particular instances of
timee have been sparse. Exceptions are Winston (1982), Weiss (1996) and Hamermesh (1996, 1998, 1999),
whoo builds on Winston.
66

In its simplest form, the utility function looks something like U(X,Lf,Lm), where X denotes consumption of
markett goods or household products and Lf and Lm denote the amount of leisure time available to the wife
andd husband respectively. Such a formulation cannot distinguish between two couples with identical
preferencee orderings, endowments etc., but different work schedules. More complicated forms do distinguish
moree time budget categories (child care, household work, et cetera), but still lack a timing indicator. For
overviews,, see e.g. Gronau (1986; 1997), Cigno (1991), Kooreman & Wunderink (1996), and Klevmarken
(1999). .
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irrelevancee of heterogeneity in these schedules are no longer tenable. First, although stories
aboutt the advent of the 24-hour economy are closer to fairy tale than fact, and a large
proportionn of all work is still carried out from 9 to 5, the number of people involved in work
att unusual hours for at least part of their work time is clearly increasing (see Breedveld 1999,
chapterr 4). This fact, combined with the increase in female labor force participation rates and
thee resulting growth of dual-earner families, is quite likely to have led to an increasing
heterogeneityy in the timing of work and leisure in dual-earner families. Even without
establishedd facts about the heterogeneity of work schedules, it makes more sense to take this
heterogeneityy rather than its absence as an useful working assumption.
Second,, differences in work and leisure schedules are also unlikely to be irrelevant, and
itt seems quite implausible to assume that couples' timing of work and leisure activities does
nott affect utility levels. The discussion on the pros and cons of a 'collective rhythm', i.e. a
rhythmm which is followed by a large majority of people, suggests why this is the case (cf.
Breedveldd 1999; see for an early discussion on collective rhythms in a family context Moore
(1963,, p.76 ff.)). On the one hand, this discussion has provided arguments that
synchronizationn of work and leisure schedules facilitates not only planning and orientation in
time,, but also social interaction and social integration. In Hamermesh's words, 'dinner or sex
togetherr with one's spouse is in most cases more appealing than the same activity undertaken
alone'' (Hamermesh 1998: 321). Thus, couples may want to synchronize their work schedules
suchh that they can enjoy leisure together7. On the other hand, it also has suggested arguments
againstt a collective rhythm - and in favor of 'desynchronization'. More flexible time
scheduless allow individuals time sovereignty, and thus increase the scope for an efficient use
off time and space. If no flexibility in time schedules is allowed, the collective timing of work
andd leisure is likely to be one of the extra restrictions households are confronted with (cf.
Kooremann & Wunderink 1996: 123). Certainly dual-earner couples, particularly dual-earner
coupless with young children and a great need to reconcile the demands of their work and
familyy life, may value desynchronized work and leisure rhythms positively given the
restrictionss imposed for example by shop opening hours and school hours. Unlike a collective
workk rhythm which may frustrate attempts to somehow combine both market work,
householdd work and leisure, desynchronization can create greater opportunities, because it
allowss partners' rhythms to dovetail with the rhythms of their children and those of their
employers8. .
77

See for some empirical work on the evaluation of activities undertaken alone or with one's spouse and with
otherss in general e.g. Sullivan (1996) and Csikszentmihalyi (1997).
88
The debate on the pros and cons of a collective rhythm is an ongoing one. To give one example: in June
1998,, a Dutch archbishop and the Minister of Economic Affairs argued about how to evaluate the perceived
developmentt towards more heterogeneous working-time patterns. The archbishop, together with three-quarters
off a million people who signed a petition against 'the 24-hour economy' argued that it is a curse which leads to
ann increase in stress, a loss of social cohesion, and ultimately to growing economic problems. The Minister, in
linee with the official government view at that time, argued that it is a blessing. If supported by a suitable package
off government policies on e.g. child care, leave regulations and opening hours of shops and services, the current
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Thiss chapter aims to contribute to the literature on the time allocation of dual-earner couples
byy concentrating on timing issues, which up to now have been largely ignored in the
literature.. In order to add on to the few strands of literature that are available, the approach
chosenn resembles the one taken by Hamermesh (1996), who focuses on the degree of
synchronizationn of couples' activities - specifically the degree to which both work at unusual
hourss - and the determinants of their (asynchronized consumption of leisure. Hamermesh
presentss analyses for the US and former West Germany and finds that although couples tend
too work at the same time of day, 'young children break down this jointness', and increase the
likelihoodd of one partner working in the evening (idem: 22). His analyses show that in both
countriess 'the burden of this disproportionally falls on working mothers' who more often
workk at unusual hours (idem). In this chapter, similar analyses for Dutch dual-earner couples
aree presented.
Inn addition, the chapter extends Hamermesh's work and incorporates the distinction
betweenn household work and leisure into the analysis. Hamermesh, and more generally the
literaturee available on timing mentioned above, have so far focused mostly on the timing of
markett work and its complement, 'leisure', i.e. all time not allocated to market work.
However,, the literature on double burden and second shifts (see e.g. Hochschild 1989,
Canaryy & Emmers-Sommer 1997) suggests that this equating of non-market work time with
leisuree is inappropriate, and that results on the timing of market work do not tell the whole
storyy where the timing of leisure is concerned. This literature suggests that Jacob Mincer,
writingg as early as 1962, was right when he remarked that the frequently applied dichotomy
betweenn work and leisure is a false one, and that '(t)he logical complement to leisure is work
broadlyy constructed, whether it includes remunerative production in the market or work that
iss currently not paid for' (Mincerl962, reprint 1980: 43; also see Gronau 1977,1986). Often,
onee is unable to analyze what logic dictates due to a lack of appropriate data. The data used in
thiss chapter, however, are time-budget data which do allow for a disaggregation of 'leisure'
timee into unpaid household work and leisure. Thus, in this study, household work is included
ass a third category, and both the dichotomy of the standard labor-'leisure' type and the
dichotomyy hinted at by Mincer, i.e., the market and household work-leisure type are
analyzed. .
Thiss said, the two research questions of this study can be formulated as follows: 1. how
doo Dutch dual-earner couples time their work and leisure, and to what extent do their
activitiess overlap such that both work and enjoy leisure at the same time of day? and 2. how
doo differences in Dutch dual-earners' synchronization of work and leisure relate to
differencess in family situations when a. 'leisure' is broadly defined as household work and
leisuree combined, and 'work' is the complement of this and when b. 'work' is defined as
markett work and household work, and 'leisure' is its complement?
trendd enhances the individual's freedom to choose his or her most preferred combination of paid and unpaid
woikk and leisure (Cardinal A.J. Simonis, archbishop of Utrecht, and H. Wijers, Minister of Economic Affairs
betweenn 1994 and 1998, in NRC Handelsblad, June 24 1998).
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Thee rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.3 describes the data set and the
constructionn of the timing variables analyzed, and presents some descriptive statistics on the
timingg of work and leisure by Dutch dual-earner couples. Section 4.4 contains some remarks
onn the estimation procedure applied and gives more details on the variables included in the
analysis.. The results are presented in section 4.5. The chapter concludes with section 4.6.

4.33

Data and sample characteristics

4.3.11

Description of data set

Thee data used in the analysis are time-budget data, collected by Statistics Netherlands in their
Timee Budget Survey 1988. Although these data are not very current nor specifically collected
forr the study presented in this chapter, they are used because they contain time-diary data for
couples.. Furthermore, at the time this research was carried out, they were, as far as I knew,
thee only time-budget data available for the Netherlands that allow for the study of the degree
off synchronization of family time-use9. In this Time Budget Survey, the population consisted
off the resident, non-institutionalized population aged 12 years and over. All members of the
householdss included in the sample aged 12 or over were asked to keep a diary for two
consecutivee days. The data collected cover the entire year, from January to December 1988.
Respondentss were asked to register per fifteen-minute period what activity they engaged in.
Forr this purpose, they were given a pre-coded list of 106 activities which they were asked to
consultt when filling out their diaries. When they performed two activities at the same time,
theyy were asked to write down the productive activity (i.e. if they happened to eat while
working,, eating is not recorded). Every day started at 6 a.m. and lasted till 6 a.m. the next
morningg (see for further details CBS, 1991).
Thee sub-sample used in this chapter comprises only heterosexual married or
cohabitingg respondents aged 20-61 and their partners where both completed a diary and the
personall interview. Diaries with missing values and less than four different activities per day
listedd are excluded. In line with the practice of Statistics Netherlands, these diaries were
99

Statistics Netherlands also collected time-use data for 1987 which are similar to the ones used in this study.
Thee more frequently used time-diary data collected every fifth year since 1975 by the Social and Cultural
Planningg Bureau (SCP) are not particularly suitable for the study of intra-household time allocation issues
becausee only individual time-use is charted, not that of couples or complete households. An exception is the
19855 sample, which included household time-use data for a sub-sample of individuals. The number of usable
couple-diaryy data was 335, including both breadwinner and dual-earner couples. Grift et al (1989) use these
dataa for analyses of determinants of (weekly) time allocation of men and women. However, they do not
specificallyy focus on intra-household time allocation and do not address timing issues. As for more recent
data,, Statistics Netherlands has recently published the first results of the time-use data collection of 1997, as
partt of its Integrated System of Social Surveys (CBS 1999). These data, however, were not available at the
timee of this study and - more importantly -no longer contain information at household level. Finally, there is
ongoingg research by Huysmans (forthcoming) which makes use of self-collected time-diary information of
1366 households from Nijmegen, die Netherlands (including one-person households).
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consideredd to be unusable (see CBS 1991: 12). Weekend days and holidays are excluded10,
andd only one diary day per couple is selected. If couples provided diary information for two
regularr workdays (Mondays to Fridays), only the diary for the first of the two days is selected
inn the sample". To select dual-earner couples, only those with diaries with positive time
allocatedd to the category 'market activities' (as defined below) are selected.12 This results in a
sub-samplee of 402 dual-earner couples.
4.3.22

Sample characteristics of couples' daily time-use rhythms

Thee men of the dual-earner couples in the sample allocate on average some 13 hours to
leisure,, 9.5 to market work, and 1.5 hours to household work. Their partners allocate on
averagee about one hour more to leisure time (14 hours), work considerably fewer hours on
thee market (6 hours), and allocate considerably more time to household work (4 hours).
Figuree 4.1 and Figure 4.2 summarize how these men and women time these work and leisure
hourss (see Appendix 4.1 for more details).
First,, consider Figure 4.1, which gives a quarter-by-quarter profile of the time allocated
too market work, household work, and leisure for men and women separately13 and may be
interpretedd as giving information on the 'collective rhythm' of dual-earner couples, especially
wheree it concerns the collective rhythm of dual-earner men. Not surprisingly, the figure
showss that most of the market work is performed during the day, less in the evening, and
almostt none at night. Between midnight and 6 a.m., no more than 2 percent of the women
andd no more than 3.5 percent of the men perform market work. The largest percentage of
peoplee at work is found at the end of the morning. For women, the highest percentage is

100
Because the information available is on work hours per diary day, and the focus of this chapter is on the
timingg of work at usual and unusual times of the day, including work on days such as Saturdays and Sundays
onlyy complicates matters. Thus, only data which refer to usual work days, i.e. Mondays to Fridays, are
analyzed.. For the same reason, holidays are excluded from the sample.
"" A comparison with the not-representative couple sample statistics as published by Statistics Netherlands
(1990a,, Table 2), based on 1987 figures, suggests that also the sample used in this chapter is not fully
representative.. Couples with a youngest child between 6 and 12 are under-represented. For the selection of
dual-earnerr couples used in this study, this implies that the figures presented in section 4.3.2 are likely to
overestimatee the amount of women's time allocated to market work and somewhat underestimate the amount
off women's time allocated to household work.
122
Note that this definition implies that some of those who in the more established sense of the phrase are
labeledd dual-earners are not selected. The selection is based on time allocated to market work on a particular
dayy as opposed to time allocated to market work in, for example, a week. Because of part-time work, illness,
leavee or whatever other reason, not everyone who performs market work on a regular basis actually allocated
timee to market work on the particular day during which he or she participated in the time-diary research.
B
Thee category household work covers food preparation, housework, odd jobs about the house (including doit-yourselff activities), gardening, shopping, child care, plus domestic travel associated with these activities.
Thee category market work activities includes paid work, educational and job-search activities, as well as
travell associated with these activities. The category leisure, finally, includes both personal care activities
suchh as sleep and eating at home, as well as voluntary and community work, and socializing. Again travel
timee associated with any of these activities is included.
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foundd around quarter to eleven, when almost 64 percent of the women perform market work.
Thee highest percentage of men at work is 89, a high reached just before noon. Notice,
however,, that despite the fact that women on average perform relatively little market work
comparedd to their partners, their share of evening and night market work is relatively large. In
thesee dual-earner families, most household work - especially if performed by men - is on
averagee performed at the end of the afternoon and the early evening, thus clearly suggesting
thee reality of 'the second shift' (Hochschild 1989) which awaits dual-earners once they return
homee from their first one, their market work. After midnight, virtually no household work is
performedd and most of the couples in the sample jointly allocate time to leisure, i.e. mostly
sleep.. Additional calculations show that 32 percent of the women and 36 percent of the men
inn the sample do at least some of their market work at 'unusual times', i.e. between 7 p.m.
andd 6 a.m. Similarly, 73 percent of die women and 55 percent of the men do at least some
householdd work at these 'unusual' hours.
Thee figure also shows that at all times, except perhaps in thee small hours of the night,
moree men than women allocate time to market work; conversely, at all times except perhaps
att night, more women than men allocate time to household work. The largest differences
betweenn the patterns for women and men are found during the day, when a considerably
largerr percentage of men allocate time to market work and a considerably larger percentage
off women allocate time to household work. In the evenings, the differences between the
patternss of men and women are considerably less. The result of the patterns of household
workk and market work combined is that during most of the day, the percentage of men and
womenn who allocate time to leisure does not differ much. In the early mornings and from
aboutt nine at night onwards, the difference is negligible. From the end of the morning till the
endd of the afternoon, the percentage of women allocating their time to leisure exceeds the
percentagee of men, whereas in the early evening, the percentage of men allocating their time
too leisure exceeds that of women.
Thee graph provides information about the timing of men and women in dual-earner
couples,, but is not particularly suitable for an analysis of the synchronization of time-use.
Thiss dimension is highlighted in Figures 4.2A and 4.2B, which give some descriptive
statisticss relating to couples' time-use for the whole day as well as for different segments of
thee day: daytime (between 6 a.m. and 7 p.m.), evening (between 7 p.m. and midnight) and
nightt (between midnight and 6 a.m.)14. In order to generate these figures, I coded men's and
women'ss work and leisure interactively, and subdivided an activity by one partner by what
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In order to group the days in different time slots, I followed the practice of Statistics Netherlands and
Breedveldd (1999) and defined 'usual work hours' as work between 6 a.m. and 7 p.m. Evening work is
definedd as work between 7 p.m. and midnight, whereas night work is defined as work between midnight and
66 a.m. Of course this definition of time slots is rather arbitrary. Hamermesh (1996) defines evening work as
workk between 7 p.m. and 10 p.m., and night work as work between 10 p.m. and 6 a.m. I decided to follow
thee 'local' practice of the definitions of unusual work hours, but have also performed the analyses presented
beloww using different definitions. See section 4.5 of this chapter for further details.
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thee other partner is doing at the same time". Focusing on the labor/leisure distinction, this
expandedd the activity classification for each quarter of the day from two to four states, Üiat is,
1.. Both work (black segment); 2. Man work, Woman leisure (vertically striped segment); 3.
Womann work, Man leisure (horizontally striped segment); 4. Both leisure (white segment).
Too analyze the difference between various definitions of leisure, this classification was used
withh leisure broadly defined as household work and leisure (Figure 4.2A), and with leisure
definedd as a complement of market and household work (Figure 4.2B) (see Appendix 4.1 for
details). .
Thee figures show that die majority of time allocated by dual-earner couples is time
allocatedd jointly with one's partner (i.e. both work or both enjoy leisure at the same time).
Focusingg first on couples' time allocation averaged over the whole day (die upper lines in
bothh figures, the figures show that when 'leisure' is broadly defined to include household
workk as well as leisure, about three quarters of couples' time is jointly allocated to leisure (54
percent)) or work (19 percent). The remaining quarter of available time is asynchronized time,
mostt often time allocated to his market work and her leisure time (20 percent). When the
narroww definition of leisure is applied and work is taken to include household work, tiiis work
andd leisure asymmetry between me sexes not surprisingly more or less disappears. Then it
appearss that almost 80 percent of time is jointly allocated to either leisure (34 percent) or
workk (46 percent). The remaining 20 percent is asynchronized time, more or less divided
betweenn time allocated to his work and her leisure, and time allocated to her work and his
leisure. .
Movingg along and focusing on the different segments of the day depicted, the figures
showw that no matter whether one uses the broad or narrow definition of leisure, the proportion
off time in a particular segment jointly allocated to work decreases as the day grows older,
whilee the proportion of joint leisure time increases. The larger part of daytime is time jointly
allocatedd to work, whereas most to virtually all evening and night time is time jointly
allocatedd to leisure. Noteworthy is the relatively large amount of asynchronized work hours
inn these latter 'unusual work hours' segments. If part of couples' evening or night time is
allocatedd to work, this more often than not is work engaged in asynchronously by only one of
thee two partners. Especially at night, hardly any couple jointiy allocates time to work
(broadlyy or narrowly defined). In the evenings, time jointly allocated to work is somewhat
moree frequently observed but the majority of work time allocated in the evening is
asynchronizedd work time. Thus, for example, whereas couples on average allocate some 4
percentt of their evening time jointly to market work, an additional 11 and 8 percent is time
allocatedd to his market work and her leisure and her market work and his leisure respectively.
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Note that this implies that the data presented only allow one to analyze simultaneity of time-use or its
absence,, i.e. whether or not partners are engaged in a similar type of activity at the same time. Whether or
nott they actually interact with one another cannot be analyzed on the basis of the data. Thus, it is possible
andd in the case of market work even likely that partners 'allocate their time jointly' to the same activity, but,
forr example, at different places and in the company of different people (cf. also Sullivan 1996).
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Figuree 4.1: Men and women in dual-earner families engaged in market work,
householdd work, and leisure, by time of day
InIn percentages, figures based on Mondays to Fridays only, N=402
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Figuree 4.2: Couples' daily allocation of time to work and leisure, by segment of day
InIn percentages,figuresbased on Mondays to Fridays only, N=402
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Source:: own calculations based on Statistics Netherlands' Time Budget Survey 1988.
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Thee percentage of synchronized work hours including household work is larger (12 percent),
butt again a considerable additional amount of evening time is allocated to asynchronized
workk hours (12 percent for men and 14 percent for women).

4.44

Variable definitions and estimation procedure

Thee figures presented in section 4.3 concern sample averages only and do not distinguish
betweenn different types of dual-earner couples. Common sense combined with the standard
deviationss mentioned in Appendix 4.1, however, give some indication that couples do not all
followw the average, 'collective' rhythm, and that there are differences between different dualearnerr couples in their timing of work and leisure as well as in their time-uses. In order to
analyzee how these differences in the synchronization of work and leisure between dual-earner
coupless can be explained, the remainder of this chapter focuses in ways similar to
Hamermeshh (1996) on couples' timing of work and leisure at unusual work hours - i.e. the
eveningg - and analyzes how the amount of time allocated to leisure and work activities at
thesee unusual work hours is affected by family characteristics16. In the analyses, the two
differentt classifications of work and leisure mentioned in the above are applied: one in which
'work'' is narrowed down to market work, and 'leisure' is its well-known complement 'free
time'' (which includes household work), and one in which 'work' is defined as market work
andd household work combined, and 'leisure' is its complement.
4.4.11

Dependent variables

Inn ways similar to the interactive coding mentioned above, two sets of time-budget variables
weree created, one with leisure broadly defined as household work and leisure (set A), and one
withh leisure as a complement of market and household work (set B). Table 4.1 gives some
descriptivee statistics. Because the time-use data allow me to take into account not only
whetherr someone works in the evening or not, but also the duration of this work period, the
variabless constructed give information on the amount of evening time a couple allocates to
onee of the four possible combinations of a couple's work and leisure state17. Thus, for
example,, variable Al measures the amount of evening time a couple simultaneously allocates
too leisure time, whereas variable A2 measures the amount of evening time during which the
womann is engaged in market work, while her partner allocates his time to either household
workk or leisure. Variable B3 measures the amount of evening time during which the woman
iss engaged in either market or household work, while her partner allocates his time to leisure.
166

Because nightwork is very seldom observed, I did not run additional analyses to explain differences in
nightworkk between couples (but see section 4.5.2 on robustness checks).
177
Hamermesh (1996), who did not use time-diary data, restricted his analyses to whether or not people were
workingg in the evening or at night, and classified the couples analyzed into four categories: neither partner
workss in the evening; the woman does, but her partner does not; the man does but his partner does not; both
workk in the evening. Using multinomial logits, he then estimated how the four possible choices were affected
byy the presence of children and by family income.
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Thee table shows that, for example, on average couples allocate slightly more than three of the
fivefive evening hours jointly to leisure time (row Bl). The rest of the time is, again looking at
thee averages, more or less evenly divided between time during which one or both of the
partnerss perform market or household work. Some forty minutes per evening is on average
allocatedd to asynchronized leisure time during which one of the two partners enjoys leisure
timee while the other works (0.68 and 0.62 on rows B2 and B3). The table also shows that
theree are relatively large differences between dual-earner couples. The standard deviations of
alll the variables listed are large, and whereas some couples allocate none of their evening
timee to a specific time-budget, other couples sometimes allocate their whole evening time to
it.. As a result, if only couples with a positive observation in a specific time budget category
aree considered, the figures of asynchronized time-use given in the above increase to about
onee hour of time during which the woman works while her partner enjoys leisure (1.05 on
roww B2) and to about seventy minutes during which the man works while his partner enjoys
leisuree time (1.22 on row B3).
Tablee 4.1: Descriptive statistics of dependent variables; amount of evening time
betweenn 7 p.m. and midnight couples allocated to specific time-budget
Variablee name
I
II
HI
'Leisure'Leisure broadly defined' (including household work) against market work
All Both'leisure'
3.87
3.95
(1.46))
(1.36)
A22 Woman market work, man'leisure'
0.40
1.69
(0.92))
(1.18)
A33 Man market work, woman'leisure'
0.53
1.92
(1.11))
(1-34)
A44 Both market work
0.20
1.55
(0.67))
(1.20)
LeisureLeisure against 'work broadly defined' (household work and market work)
Bll Both leisure
3.12
3.18
(1.36))
(1.30)
B22 Woman work, man leisure
0.68
1.05
(0.86))
(0.87)
B33 Man work, woman leisure
0.62
1.22
(0.95))
(1.03)
B44 Both work
0.59
1.00
(0.81))
(0.84)

394(198)
96(2)
111 (4)
51(2)

394(31)
261(1)
203 (0)
236(2)

I:: Average amount of time allocated to category, all 402 couples (in hours, standard deviations in brackets)
II:: Average amount of time allocated to category by those with at least one fifteen minute period in category
(inn hours, standard deviations in brackets)
III:: Number of couples with at least one fifteen minute period in category (number of couples that allocate
wholee evening to category in brackets)
Source:: own calculations based on Statistics Netherlands' Time Budget Survey 1988.
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4.4.22

Estimation procedure

Thee dependent variables are time-budget variables, i.e. they indicate how much of the total
timee available on an evening is allocated to a specific combination of couples' work and
leisure.. These time-budget variables are similar to budget variables analyzed in consumer
expendituree studies, and share the censored features and the under-reporting that are
associatedd with these types of variables. In this study, the dependent variables are censored at
zeroo hours at the lower end and at five hours at the higher end. They are censored because
althoughh they all report some market and household work during the whole day, for the fivehourr period between 7 p.m. and midnight considered, many couples do not report any market
workk and some do not report any household work.
Thiss censoring can come about for two reasons. First, it can be the result of the
combinedd decisions of both partners to participate or not to participate in any evening work.
Onee or both partners may never perform any evening work and be (a) 'genuine' non-evening
orr daytime workers). Another reason for the censoring, however, it that one or both of the
partnerss usually do perform evening work, but happened not to do so on the day the diary
dataa were collected. Whatever the reason, this particular feature of censoring must be taken
intoo account, and a tobit-like estimation technique seems appropriate.
Inn this study, I opt for a quite simple specification, and estimate the model using a twolimitt tobit specification. This specification is quite restrictive, because it only models the
censoring,, and does not allow for a distinction between the participation decision to engage in
aa particular kind of activity (e.g., work at unusual hours) and the structural equation which
explainss the amount of time allocated to the activity, if it is engaged in at all. Although more
elaboratee specifications such as the generalized tobit and the double-hurdle model have been
developed,, I have not attempted to estimate these specifications. Both the specific nature of
time-usee data and the fact that there hardly is any research on timing of work and leisure in an
intra-householdd context make it less feasible to model the individual and joint decisions of
husbandss and wives such as to successfully distinguish between the participation decision
andd the structural relationship18.

188

Given the outcome of recent research by Flood & Grasjö (1998), it seems quite reasonable to opt for the
simplee tobit. Flood & Grasjö compare a tobit, generalized tobit, and double-hurdle specification in the
contextt of a labor supply study. They use time-use data similar to the ones used here. They find that it is very
difficultt to discriminate between the different statistical models, and suggest that 'the randomness that
characterizee time-use data' are a major cause. On the basis of a Monte-Carlo simulation, they conclude that
'aa simple tobit method can produce results that are similar and in some cases even better than the much more
sophisticatedd methods' and add that this is especially true if the participation decision is incorrectly specified.
Off course, the reasonableness of the simple tobit in the study reported on in this chapter should ideally be
demonstratedd by comparing, in ways similar to Flood & Grasjö, the results of different specifications. This is
leftt for further research.
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Thee model estimated is a two-limit tobit, which can be written in the following way:
y*y*

=

a+pXj-Hydi+SZj+Uj

L,,
yff

=

if

y{* < L,

y'

»f

Li<yi*

L 22

if

y;>L2

(1)
<L

2

wheree y* is the latent, non-observed endogenous variable (say, the desired or potential
eveningg time allocated to joint leisure) and y the corresponding observed variable, for
examplee the actual amount of evening time allocated to joint leisure. L, and L2 are,
respectively,, the lower limit of zero and upper limit of five and the u/s are the residuals
whichh are independently and normally distributed with a mean zero and a common variance
a22 (see for the likelihood, Maddala 1983: 161). The primary parameter of interest is the p\
whichh represents the marginal effect of family characteristics on the amount of 'potential'
eveningg time allocated to a specific category of couples' possible time-uses . Vector d is to
controll for total work effort, and z to control for the specific day of the diary.
Thee equation system given above is a model for one particular combination of partners'
time-usee in the evening. In total, a system of four equations has to be estimated. By
definition,, for each couple the total time allocated to these four combinations must add up to
fivefive hours. This puts a constraint on all combinations, in that if more time is allocated to one
combination,, less time is allocated to another combination. The consequence of this
interdependencee is that the disturbance terms are not independent across the four states, but
followw a four-variate normal distribution with mean 0 and covariance matrix Q. Only if the
equationss are estimated jointly will efficient estimates of the parameters be obtained.
Unfortunately,, it is rather tedious to try to estimate a four-variate density while taking into
accountt the tobit specification for each equation. Following e.g. Flood & Klevmarken (1992)
andd Grift (1998), rather than restricting the sample to observations within the lower and upper
limitt and then estimating the system as a seemingly unrelated regression model, I estimate
eachh equation separately as a tobit model and ignore the possible interactions between the
categoriess distinguished via unobserved variables.
4.4.33

Variable definitions

Thee dependent variables have already been discussed in section 4.1, which leave variables x,
d,, and z of equation (1) to discuss. There are five family types distinguished in x. The types
aree constructed such as to take account of the age of the youngest child, if any children are
presentt in the household, as well as of the age of the female partner. The categories are:
youngestt child under 6, youngest child between 6 and 12, youngest child over 12, no child in
householdd and woman under 35 (from here on 'young couples without children'), and no
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childd in household and woman 35 or over (from here on 'older couples without children').
Thee category young couples without children is the reference category in the analysis. The
controll variables in d are, in ways similar to the analysis in Hamermesh (1996), included to
bee able to focus on factors that affect patterns of instantaneous time use after accounting for
decisionss about total work effort19. Thus, I control for each partner's household work time,
leisuree time, and household income as a proxy for household consumption, all of which are
assumedd to be determined simultaneously by the interaction of the partners' market and nonmarkett productivities and unearned income with the couple's utility function20. The dummy
variabless for the day of the time-use interview, included in z, have been included in the model
too control for possible differences in the timing of activities of couples between workdays.
Tablee 4.2 gives the sample statistics.
Tablee 4.2: Sample statistics
Mean n

Standard d
deviation n

Variables s

Description n

Noo child at home, woman 34Youngestt child 0-5
Youngestt child 6-12
Youngestt child 13+
Noo child at home, woman 35+

Yes=l,No=0 0
Yes=l,No=0 0
Yes=l,No=0 0
Yes=l,No=0 0
Yes=l,No=0 0

0.428 8
0.164 4
0.159 9
0.142 2
0.107 7

n.a. .
n.a. .
n.a. .
n.a. .
n.a. .

402 2
402 2
402 2
402 2
402 2

Householdd income

NLGG per year,
net t

59,905 5

134,318 8

342 2

Woman'ss market hours
Woman'ss household hours
Woman'ss leisure
Man'ss market hours*
Man'ss household hours
Man'ss leisure

Hourss per day
Hourss per day
Hourss per day
Hourss per day
Hourss per day
Hourss per day

6.034 4
4.048 8
13.918 8
9.374 4
1.511 1
13.115 5

3.554 4
2.767 7
2.241 1
2.909 9
1.530 0
2.407 7

402 2
402 2
402 2
402 2
402 2
402 2

Monday y
Tuesday y
Wednesday y
Thursday y
Friday y

Yes=l,No=0 0
Yes=l,No=0 0
Yes=l,No=0 0
Yes=l,No=0 0
Yes=l,No=0 0

0.221 1
0.159 9
0.172 2
0.187 7
0.261 1

n.a. .
n.a. .
n.a. .
n.a. .
n.a. .

402 2
402 2
402 2
402 2
402 2

Validd N

**
Excluded category in the analysis
***
Missing values are replaced by the median of those observed.
Source:: own calculations based on Statistics Netherlands' Time Budget Survey 1988.
199

Note that this implies that decisions about total work effort are assumed to be taken prior to decisions
aboutt the timing of activities. A more general model would allow for a simultaneous modeling of effects
affectingg aggregates of work and leisure as well as the timing of work and leisure.
200
Hamermesh uses a standard labor-leisure framework and includes leisure (actually, market hours) and
consumptionn as controls. Here, the underlying framework is a household production one, and household
workk time is included as a control as well (see, e.g., Jenkins & O'Leary 1995).
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4.55

Empirical results

4.5.11

Evening time-budgets and family types
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First,, I estimated the time-budget equations timing of market work hours as specified in
sectionn 4.2 with as dependent variables A1,A2,A3,A4, with the focus on the timing of market
hours.. I then estimated similar time-budget equations, but now with as dependent variables
B1,B2,, B3, and B4, with a focus on the timing of leisure hours. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 report the
estimationn results21.
Considerr the effects of different family types on the degree of synchronization of work
andd leisure schedules of dual-earner couples. Table 4.3 presents the results for the timing of
markett work hours and their complement 'leisure', broadly defined to include household
work.. It shows, for example, that compared to a young couple with similar work and leisure
hourss but without children, couples with a child of five years or younger have approximately
244 minutes less synchronized 'leisure' time in the evening (coefficient of-0.419 in column
Al).. These figures suggest that, conditional on the total number of hours allocated to market
work,, household work, and leisure, the degree of synchronization of market work and
'leisure'' schedules is related to whether or not couples have dependent children. The table
showss statistically significant negative effects of the presence of dependent children on the
amountt of joint 'leisure' scheduled in die evening as well as statistically significant effects on
thee amount of asynchronized evening time. The latter effects are negative with respect to the
amountt of evening time men allocate to market work, while their partners allocate their time
toto 'leisure' (coefficient of-0.350 for couples with a child under six). They are positive with
respectt to the alternative, i.e. the amount of evening time women devote to market work,
whilee tiieir partners enjoy 'leisure' time (coefficient of 0.541). The presence of young
childrenn in particular is shown to have strong effects on the degree of synchronization: the
youngerr the age of the youngest child, the stronger the estimated effects22. The amount of
eveningg time both partners allocate to market work is not significantly affected by the
presencee of children in the household. Thus, compared to couples with similar work and
leisuree hours but without dependent children, couples with children appear to have relatively
211

The tobit analyses are performed using Stata, version 5.0, and the procedure dtobit2, statalist distribution
244 March 1998. Note that the coefficients given are not the tobit-coefficients mentioned in section 4.4.2 (the
P,Y,5's)) the marginal effects of a change in an independent variable - say, x - on the mean of the 'potential'
y's,, öE(y*ydx, Rather the tables show the marginal effects of a change in an independent variable on the
meann of all observed y's - limit and nonlimit observations - 5E(y)/öXj These marginal effects are defined as
dfyy\\ydx.dfyy\\ydx.kk = 3(Prob(L1 < y^ £ l^ ) (see for further details Greene 1993: 695). They are evaluated at the
observedd censoring rate of the dependent variable, i.e. at die proportion of couples which allocate positive
(butt not all) evening time to, for example, joint leisure.
222
The estimated effect in column A2 for couples with a child under 6 is found to be significantly larger than
thee estimated effect for couples with a child over 12 (p=0.069), as well as for older couples without children
(p=0.024).. The estimates for couples with a child under 6 and a youngest child between 6 and 12 do not
differr significantly (p=0.268). The differences between the estimated effects of the family types on the other
time-budgetss are not found to be statistically significant.
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Tablee 4.3: Results of tobit analysis explaining time between 19-24 (in hours)
allocatedd to specific time-budget, leisure broadly defined as a complement of
Markett work
Marginall effects on mean observed y (absolute t-values s
withinn brackets) with y equalto: :
WW market
work,, M
leisuree (A2)

WW leisure, M
markett work Bothh market
workk (A4)
(A3) )

-0.4199 *
(1.963) )
-0.3288 #
Youngestt child 6-12
(1.649) )
-0.199 9
Youngestt child 13+
(0.948) )
-0.208 8
Noo child at home, woman
(0.941) )
35+ +
Noo child at home, woman 34-(basee category)

0.5411 **
(3.935) )
0.3977 **
(3.092) )
0.2800 *
(2.074) )
0.159 9
(1.096) )

-0.3500 *
(2.244) )
-0.2355 #
(1.634) )
-0.130 0
(0.935) )
-0.116 6
(0.719) )

0.106 6
(1.101) )
0.132 2
(1.532) )
0.100 0
(1.121) )
0.119 9
(1.249) )

Householdd income (*10 -4 )

0.002 2
(0.383) )

-0.0355 *
(2.067) )

0.003 3
(1.040) )

-0.005 5
(0.646) )

Woman'ss household hours

0.027 7
(0.978) )
0.0833 *
(2.938) )
0.103* *
(2.446) )
0.189* *
(6.610) )

-0.0500 *
(2.781) )
-0.0899 *
(4.755) )
-0.024 4
(0.877) )
0.027 7
(1.573) )

0.0544 "
(2.707) )
0.0677 **
(3.314) )
-0.041 1
(1.375) )
-0.186*' '
(7.262) )

-0.015 5
(1.246) )
-0.0477 *
(3.580) )
-0.0588 *
(2.600) )
-0.0344 *
(2.922) )

-0.156 6
(0.813) )
-0.262 2
(1.277) )
-0.050 0
(0.243) )
0.277 7
(1.441) )

-0.153 3
(1.283) )
0.037 7
(0.304) )
-0.183 3
(1.412) )
-0.2544 *
(2.116) )

0.3433 *
(2.399) )
0.2877 #
(1.874) )
0.2855 #
(1.847) )
0.094 4
(0.644) )

0.021 1
(0.252) )
-0.002 2
(0.021) )
0.042 2
(0.477) )
-0.062 2
(0.710) )

402 2
-576.643 3
3.869 9

402 2
-335.967 7
0.404 4

402 2
-362.666 6
0.531 1

402 2
-205.240 0
0.197 7

Variables s

Bothh leisure
(Al) )

Youngestt child 0-5

Woman'ss leisure hours
Man'ss household hours
Man'ss leisure hours

Monday y
Tuesday y
Wednesday y
Friday y
Thursdayy (base category)
NN
Logg likelihood
Meann of dependent variable

*** significant at 1% level; * significant at 5 % level; # significant at 10% level.
Source:: own calculations based on Statistics Netherlands' Time Budget Survey 1988.
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feww synchronized work and leisure hours and relatively little evening time available for joint
'leisure'.. Women allocate relatively many of their market work hours to the evening and, as a
corollary,, relatively many of their 'leisure' hours to the daytime, i.e.. to that time of day which
iss associated with 'regular' office hours. Men do precisely the opposite and show a larger
overlapp with the collective rhythm. Relatively many of their 'leisure' hours are allocated to
thee evening, whereas relatively many of their work hours are hours allocated before 6 p.m..
Tablee 4.4 shows the marginal effects on the timing of leisure and its complement work,
noww broadly defined to include household work. Again, the results suggest that the presence
orr absence of dependent (and particularly young) children in the household is related to the
degreee of (a)synchronization of work and leisure. However, a comparison of the figures in
Tablee 4.3 and Table 4.4 shows the statistical significance of the estimates is reduced23. This
lackk of significance may in part be explained by the particularly idiosyncratic nature of
householdd work activities, which cannot be scheduled as easily as market work activities and
aree liable to interruption (cf. also Chapter 5, section 5.6 of this thesis). In addition, a
comparisonn between the tables shows that the estimated effects of family type in the latter
tablee in general are somewhat smaller than the comparable effects in the former. For
example,, compared to a young couple with similar work and leisure hours but without
children,, Table 4.4 shows that the presence of a child under six is estimated to increase by
aboutt one third of an hour (effect of 0.327) the average amount of evening time which
womenn allocate to work - whether market or household work - while their partners are
engagedd in leisure. Table 4.3, on the other hand, shows an increase of somewhat more than
halff an hour (effect of 0.541) in the average amount of evening time which women allocate to
markett work while their partners are engaged in either household work or leisure. This
suggestss that estimates on the timing of work and leisure based on information on market
workk hours and its complement of a rather broadly defined 'leisure' overestimate the effect of
differencess in family type on the amount of (asynchronized work and leisure schedules.
Tablee 4.5 suggests the mechanism behind this. The table presents the marginal effects
off the differences in family type on the disaggregated level of all nine possible combinations
off a couple's market work, household work, and leisure hours24. Again conditional on the
totall number of hours allocated to market work, household work, and leisure, family type is
shownn to be significantly related to the degree of synchronization of work and leisure
schedules.. Couples with young children in particular schedule their work and leisure hours
suchh that during a relatively large part of the evening, women allocate their time to market
work,, while their partners enjoy leisure time (coefficient of 0.413 for couples with a child

233

This is also true for the differences between the estimated effects of the family types. Although the
estimatedd effect in column B2 for couples with a child under 6 is still found to be significantly larger than the
estimatedd effect for couples without children (p=0.051), this is no longer the case for the estimated effects for
coupless whose youngest child is overr 12 (p=0.255).
244
Note mat the figures for joint leisure given in Table 4.5 correspond to those found under Bl in Table 4.4.
Similarly,, the figures for joint market work correspond to those found under A4 in Table 4.3.
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Tablee 4.4: Results of tobit analysis explaining time between 19-24 (in hours)
allocatedd to specific time-budget, leisure as a complement of work broadly
defined d
Marginall effects on mean observed y (absolute!! t-values
withinn brackets) with y equalto: :

Variables s

Bothh leisure
(Bl) )

-0.220 0
(1.127) )
-0.237 7
Youngestt child 6-12
(1.318) )
-0.035 5
Youngestt child 13+
(0.195) )
-0.079 9
Noo child at home, woman
(0.405) )
35+ +
Noo child at home, woman 34-(basee category)
Youngestt child 0-5

WW work, M WW leisure, M Bothh work
(B4) )
leisuree (B2) work(B3) )
0.3277 **
(2.628) )
0.257 7
(2.209) )
0.175 5
(1.500) )
0.028 8
(0.215) )

-0.171 1
(1.332) )
-0.136 6
(1.134) )
-0.2122 #
(1.754) )
-0.135 5
(1.019) )

0.115 5
(1.009) )
0.131 1
(1.216) )
-0.039 9
(0.343) )
0.080 0
(0.672) )

Householdd income (*10~4)

0.001 1
(0.124) )

-0.001 1
(0.462) )

0.004 4
(1.547) )

-0.015 5
(1.407) )

Woman'ss household hours

-0.0544 *
(2.143) )
0.1333 **
(5.148) )
-0.0844 *
(2.271) )
0.2355 **
(9.473) )

0.0422 **
(2.615) )
-0.140** *
(8.219) )
-0.033 3
(1.349) )
0.0688 **
(4.196) )

-0.000 0
(0.017) )
0.0933 **
(5.355) )
0.102** *
(4.211) )
-0.172** *
(9.865) )

0.016 6
(1.077) )
-0.0866 **
(5.461) )
0.0622 **
(2.836) )
-0.118** *
(7.761) )

-0.099 9
(0.561) )
-0.246 6
(1.295) )
-0.013 3
(0.070) )
0.208 8
(1.216) )

-0.073 3
(0.641) )
0.177 7
(1.454) )
-0.063 3
(0.518) )
-0.180 0
(1.623) )

0.172 2
(1.487) )
0.044 4
(0.348) )
0.068 8
(0.553) )
-0.002 2
(0.024) )

0.019 9
(0.184) )
0.102 2
(0.897) )
-0.008 8
(0.070) )
0.015 5
(0.141) )

402 2
-626.921 1
3.116 6

402 2
-482.485 5
0.682 2

402 2
-457.431 1
0.616 6

402 2
.446.443 3
0.586 6

Woman'ss leisure hours
Man'ss household hours
Man'ss leisure hours

Monday y
Tuesday y
Wednesday y
Friday y
Thursdayy (base category)
NN
Logg likelihood
Meann of dependent variable

*** significant at 1% level; * significant at 5 % level; # significant at 10% level.
Source:: own calculations based on Statistics Netherlands' Time Budget Survey 1988.
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beloww six years of age)25. To be sure, these couples also allocate a relatively large share of
theirr evening to joint work, with men allocating time to household work and women
allocatingg time to market work (coefficient of 0.183). However, this effect is smaller than the
effectt on asynchronized work and leisure time. Thus, the overall conclusion must be that the
presencee of young children is negatively related to the degree of synchronization of work and
leisuree schedules, although this effect is not as large as predicted when the difference between
householdd work and leisure is ignored. Couples with dependent children are found on
averagee to synchronize their work and leisure schedules less than young couples without
children,, but more than is implied by estimates based on the dichotomy of market work and
leisuree including household work. Not all the evening time women allocate to market work is
timee during which men 'asynchronously' enjoy leisure: part of it is allocated to household
work. .
Tablee 4.5 also shows that for couples with children over 12, a somewhat different
explanationn is required of the positive effect on couples' evening time asynchronously
allocatedd to her market work and his leisure time. In this case, the figures suggest that this
effectt comes about not so much because of differences in the scheduling of leisure time
betweenn couples, but because of differences in the scheduling of household work hours.
Especiallyy the amount of evening time jointly allocated to household work diminishes26. One
explanationn behind these effects may be that compared to couples without children and
coupless with relatively young children, couples with older children presumably are able to or
needd to schedule relatively much household work during the day.
Withh respect to the other variables included in the analysis, two findings are
noteworthy.. First, note the small but statistically significant negative effect of household
incomee on the amount of time she allocates to market work while he is engaged in 'leisure'
timee in Table 4.3, but not in Table 4.4 (see also Table 4.5). This suggests that women's
eveningg market work is inferior, but household evening work less so. Men's evening work
doess not seem to be affected. Second, note the statistically significant and positive effects of
thee first three weekday variables for the time men allocate to evening market work while their
partnerss allocate time either to household work or leisure (Table 4.3). Compared to those
whosee diaries relate to Thursdays and Fridays, those reporting on Mondays to Wednesday
allocatee on average about a third more time to this specific time budget. Combined with the
otherr effects in this group of variables which suggest that a relatively large amount of
Thursdayy evenings is time allocated to women's market work while their partners are
engagedd in leisure activities, this suggests that the amount of evening time jointly allocated to
2525

The estimated effect for the time-budget 'she M, he L' for couples with a child under 6 is found to be
significantlyy larger than the estimated effects for couples with a youngest child between 6 and 12 (p=0.065),
forr couples with a child over 12 (p=0.007), as well as for older couples without children (p=0.044).
266
The estimated effect for the time-budget 'both H' for couples with a youngest child over 12 is found to be
significantlyy larger than the estimated effects for couples with a youngest child between 6 and 12 (p=0.031).
However,, it is not found to differ significantlyfromthe estimated effects for couples with a child under 5
(p=0.277)) or older couples without children (p=0.337).
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thee evening is larger on Fridays than on any other weekday27. A finding that accords with
casuall observation.
Tablee 4.5: Results of tobit analysis explaining dual-earners' time between 19-24
(inn hours) allocated to specific time-budget, disaggregated for household work,
markett work, and leisure separately
WithWith H=household work, M=market work, L=leisure
Marginall effects (absolute t-values in brackets)
No o
Dependentt
Child
Child
Child
child,
Variablee
0-5
6-12
13+
35+
Income -Log lik Mean
BothH H
Shee H, he M
Shee H, he L
Shee M, he H
BothM M
Shee M, he L
Shee L, he H
Shee L, he M
BothL L

-0.079 9 -0.019 9 -0.142** * -0.076 6
(1.615) ) (0.415) ) (2.770) ) (1.504) )
-0.081 1 -0.047 7 -0.022 2 -0.016 6
(1.542) ) (0.912) ) (0.435) ) (0.269) )
-0.065 5 -0.037 7 0.007 7 -0.085 5
(0.986) ) (0.601) ) (0.119) ) (1.200) )
0.183** * 0.104* * 0.023 3 0.071 1
(3.569) ) (2.222) ) (0.410) ) (1.422) )
0.119 9
0.106 6
0.132 2
0.100 0
(1.101) ) (1.532) ) (1.121) ) (1.249) )
0.413** * 0.300** * 0.216* * 0.105 5
(3.659) ) (2.876) ) (1.959) ) (0.894) )
0.004 4
0.017 7 -0.089 9 -0.048 8
(0.070) ) (0.308) ) (1.460) ) (0.768) )
-0.226# # -0.166 6 -0.122 2 -0.105 5
(1.798) ) (1.433) ) (1.088) ) (0.803) )
-0.220 0 -0.237 7 -0.035 5 -0.079 9

(1.127))

(1.318)

(0.195)

(0.405)

-0.002 2
(0.918) )
-0.003 3
(0.641) )
0.001 1
(0.857) )
-0.013# #
(1.629) )
-0.005 5
(0.646) )
-0.026# #
(1.885) )
0.000 0
(0.263) )
0.003 3
(1.268) )
0.001 1

257.4966

0.180

187.2022

0.127

333.1255

0.360

137.7377

0.082

205.2400

0.197

304.8777

0.322

283.8933

0.212

319.5999

0.404

626.9211

3.116

(0.124)

_NN

402

*** significant at 1% level; * significant at 5 % % level; # significant at 10% level.
NB:: Each partner's household work hours and leisure time on the day included in the analysis are
includedd in the estimation. In addition, controls are included for the type of weekday (cf. Tables 4.3 and 4.4).
Source:: own calculations based on Statistics Netherlands' Time Budget Survey 1988.

4.5.22

Robustness of findings

Inn order to test for the robustness of the findings presented in Table 4.3 to Table 4.5,1 ran,
firstfirst of all, the simple tobits for several slightly different specifications of the dependent
variables.. That is, I changed the definition of evening hours to time between 7 and 10 p.m.
(analogouss to Hamermesh (1996)) and to time between 6 p.m. and midnight. The substantive
conclusionss with respect to the marginal effects do not differ, and the precise estimates
277

See also Harvey et al (2000: 14) who, using SCP data for 1990 and 1995, find that on Fridays compared to
otherr workdays, a relatively large proportion of the Dutch workforce works only regular hours and finishes
beforee 6. Cf. Breedveld (1999: 140) who finds a similar result.
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changee only slightly. I also changed the definition to include night work, analyzing the time
budgetss between 7 p.m. and 6 the next morning. This does not notably change the effects for
womenn (i.e. the A2 and B2-columns), but does increase the negative effects for men (i.e. the
A33 and B3-columns), especially for households with children under six. Thus, I find that the
marginall effect of the presence of a child under six years of age decreases by somewhat more
thann half an hour (effect of-0.557, t=-2.901) the mean of the amount of evening time during
whichh men allocate time to market work while women allocate time to leisure or household
work.. The comparable coefficient estimate when only those hours between 7 p.m. and
midnightt are concerned, is smaller by some ten minutes (effect of --0.350, t=-2.244, see Table
4.3)28. .
Ass a second test for me robustness of the findings reported, I ran a bootstrap of the
analysis.. Time-use data, as was already stressed in section 4.3, are quite sensitive to the
occurrencee of an a-typical event and it was possible that the coefficients in Table 4.3 to Table
4.55 are also sensitive to the specific composition of the sample. This happens not to be the
case.. The bootstrapped estimates of the confidence intervals of the coefficients lead to the
samee substantive conclusions as the ones reported in the above, and confirm the statistical
significancee or otherwise of the coefficients given.
AA final, admittedly somewhat crude test for the robustness of the findings involved the
estimationn of a model more similar to the one estimated by Hamermesh (1996), i.e. a
multinomiall logit model. Thus, I discarded of some of the information on the duration of the
activitiess undertaken at unusual work hours and dichotomized time allocated to a specific
activityy depending on whether someone did or did not allocate a certain amount of time to
workk or leisure at unusual work hours. Couples were divided into four categories: neither
partnerr working more than one hour in the evening (again defined as time between 7 p.m. and
midnight),, the woman working for more than one hour but the man not, the man working for
moree than one hour but the woman not, and neither one working for more than one hour in
thee evening. I then estimated two multinomial logits - one for leisure broadly defined and one
forr leisure more narrowly defined - with neither one at work in the evening as the reference
category.. The regressor variables included in these analyses were the same as the ones used
inn the tobit analyses. The results of these analyses are given in Appendix 4.2, and are in line
withh the conclusions based on the tobit analyses. The conclusion is that conditional on the
totall number of hours allocated to household work, market work, and leisure, the presence of
youngg children in particular increases the probability that women work in the evening while
theirr husbands enjoy leisure time relative to the probability that both enjoy leisure time. This
probabilityy is higher if work is defined as market work only and 'leisure' includes household
workk in addition to leisure activities, than if work is defined as household or market work,
withh leisure as the rest category. The statistically significant effect of household income on
244

The marginal effects for the other family categories are -0.394 (t=-1.694) for families with a youngest
childd between 6 and 12, -0.129 (t=-0.764) for families with a youngest child over 12, and -0.154 (t=-0.778)
forr older couples without children.
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women'ss evening time allocated to market work found in the tobit analyses is not found
usingg multinomial logits. However, the signs in both analyses point in a similar direction and
doo not contradict the negative effect found in Table 4.3.
4.5.33

Comparison with traditional one-earner couples

Thee focus in this chapter is on the timing of work and leisure of dual-earner couples. The aim
wass to ensure comparability with other literature on timing aspects of work and leisure in a
familyy context. However, the data used also allow for a comparison between the timing of
workk and leisure of dual-earner couples with that of traditional - i.e. male - one-earner
couples29.. Admittedly, given that families with young children are more often to be found
amongg one-earner couples than among dual-earner couples30, it is not surprising to find - as I
doo - that women in one-earner couples on average allocate more time to household work than
womenn in dual-earner families (see Appendix 4.3 for details). Thus, whereas dual-earner
womenn allocate about 6 hours to market work, 4 hours to household work, and 14 hours to
leisure,, women in (male) one-earner households allocate an average of 7.5 hours to
householdd work and 16.5 hours to leisure. Perhaps more surprising is the fact that men's time
allocationn hardly differs between one-earner and dual-earner families; the time-use of men in
one-earnerr couples is, on average over the whole day, very similar to that of men in dualearnerr couples. On average, men in one-earner couples allocate 9.4 hours to market work, 1.4
too household work, and 13.2 to leisure. The comparable figures for men in dual-earner
coupless are 9.4, 1.5 and 13.1 hours.
Thee question to be answered is whether family type influences the timing of work and
leisuree in one-earner families any differently than it does in dual-earner families. Table 4.6
givess the results for analyses similar to those presented in Table 4.5, but focuses on oneearnerr couples instead of dual-earners. A comparison between the figures in the two tables
showss that the estimated marginal effects of family type on work and leisure schedules are
smallerr in one-earner families than in dual-earner families. In addition, hardly any of the
coefficientss estimated is statistically significant. The effect of family type on the timing of
workk and leisure thus appears to have a considerably larger effect on the schedules of dualearnerss than it does on the schedules of one-earner couples. There is only one exception to
thiss general rule. Table 4.6 suggests that, compared to young couples with similar work hours
butt without children, couples with a youngest child under six allocate relatively much of their
eveningg time such that men engage in household work, while their partners engage in leisure.

299

One-earner couples are defined as those couples in which, on the time-diary day included in the sample,
thee man allocates a positive amount of time to market work, whereas his partner allocates zero hours to
markett work. The data used are taken from the same Time Budget Survey data as described in section 4.3.
300
In the data set analyzed, 38 percent of one-earner couples are couples with a youngest child under 6. 15
percentt are young couples without children, 18 percent couples with a youngest child between 6 and 12, 19
percentt couples with a youngest child of 13 or older, and 10 percent older couples without dependent
children. .
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Tablee 4.6: Results of tobit analysis explaining traditional one-earner couples'
timee between 19-24 (in hours) allocated to specific time-budget, disaggregated
forr household work, market work, and leisure separately
WithWith H=household work, M=market work, L=leisure
Marginall effects (absolute t-values in brackets)
Dependent t
Variable e

Child d
0-5 5

Child d
6-12 2

Child d
13+ +

No o
child, ,
35+ +

Income e -Logg lik

BothH H

0.064 4
(1.191) )
-0.049 9
(1.199) )
0.035 5
(0.508) )
0.117* *
(2.002) )
-0.046 6
(0.432) )
-0.084 4
(0.624) )

0.005 5
(0.091) )
-0.088# #
(1.901) )
-0.017 7
(0.238) )
0.094 4
(1.530) )
-0.042 2
(0.373) )
0.007 7
(0.048) )

0.004 4
(0.076) )
-0.085# #
(1.834) )
-0.022 2
(0.312) )
0.010 0
(0.167) )
0.017 7
(0.156) )
-0.028 8
(0.199) )

0.084 4
(1.264) )
-0.024 4
(0.453) )
-0.069 9
(0.810) )
-0.003 3
(0.045) )
-0.130 0
(0.942) )
0.074 4
(0.444) )

-0.001 1
(0.908) )
-0.001 1
(0.797) )
0.003** *
(4.288) )
0.001 1
(0.984) )
-0.001 1
(0.520) )
-0.004* *
(2.529) )

Shee H, he M
Shee H, he L
Shee L, he H
Shee L, he M
BothL L

_NN

Mean

-440.0622 0.264
-253.4144 0.125
-556.6599 0.447
-462.8999 0.296
-464.0511 0.367
-838.7499 3.501
591

*** significant at 1% level; * significant at 5 % level; # significant at 10% level.
NB:: Each partner's household work hours and leisure time on the day included in the analysis are
includedd in the estimation. In addition, controls are included for the type of weekday (cf. Tables 4.3 and 4.4).
Source:: own calculations based on Statistics Netherlands' Time Budget Survey 1988.
Itt is not very clear which time-budget they allocate relatively little time to, as no other
estimatedd coefficients turn out to be statistically significant. Overall however, the signs and
sizess of the other coefficients suggest that it is especially the timing of men's time-use that is
affectedd by the presence of young children, reducing the evening time he allocates to market
workk and increasing the timing he allocates to household work. The difference between dualearnerr men and breadwinner men is that whereas the partners of the former allocate their time
too market work, the partners of breadwinner men mostly enjoy leisure while they are engaged
inn household work.
Ass for the effect of income on the timing of work and leisure, Table 4.6 confirms the
earlierr finding that market evening work is not inferior where it concerns men's work hours.
Thee figures do indicate another small but significant effect, i.e. the larger the household's
income,, the smaller the amount of joint leisure and the larger the amount of eveningg time she
allocatess to household work while he engages in leisure activities. This effect did not show up
forr dual-earner couples. One explanation may be that women in one-earner couples have far
moree opportunity (i.e. far more leisure time) than women in dual-earner couples to spend
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money31.. Some of them, especially those in couples with a relatively high household income,
mayy use their day time to engage in perhaps costly, conspicuous consumption and may shift
partt of their household work to the evening to be able to do so.

4.66

Conclusions

Thee analyses presented in this chapter dealt with timing aspects of the division of labor of
dual-earnerr couples in the Netherlands. Specifically, the analyses focused on the following
questions:: 1. how do Dutch dual-earner couples time their work and leisure, and to what
extentt do their activities overlap such that both work and enjoy leisure at the same time of
day?? and 2. to what extent do differences in Dutch dual-earners' synchronization of work and
leisuree relate to differences in family type?
Ass to the first question, the results confirm for Dutch dual-earner couples in 1988 what
Koenn Breedveld (1999) concludes more generally, i.e. that 1. despite reports of a trend
towardss more flexible work hours, the majority of dual-earners work at 'usual', daytime
hourss instead of in the evening or at night and that 2. although not a lot of work is performed
inn the evenings and at night, quite a number of dual-earners perform some work at unusual
times.. In addition, they show that 3. on average men and women mostly tend to work and
enjoyy leisure at the same time of day (work in the daytime, leisure in the evening and at
night),, the more so if household work is included in the definition of work, and leisure is
analyzedd as a category separate from household work and that 4. evening and night work is
relativelyy asynchronized. Of the small amount of work that is performed at unusual work
hours,, partners perform a high percentage of it at times when the other partner is engaged in
leisure,, whether broadly or more narrowly defined.
Ass to the second question, one of the main conclusions to be derived from the above is
thatt there is indeed a relationship between synchronization of work and leisure and family
type.. Conditional on the total number of hours allocated to market work, household work,
andd leisure, whether or not couples have dependent children is found to be related to the
degreee of synchronization of work and leisure schedules. The presence of young children in
particularr is shown to have strong effects on the degree of synchronization. To a certain
extent,, these findings are in line with the findings of earlier studies focusing on other
countries.. Hamermesh (1996), as mentioned earlier, analyzes US and German dual-earner
dataa for 1991 and 1990 respectively. He finds that couples tend to work at the same time of
day,, but that young children break down this jointness, and increase the likelihood of one
partnerr working in the evening. Horrell et al (1994: 109ff) reach a similar conclusion
analyzingg UK couples. They find that female working times are often significantly related to
thee presence and age of dependent children. Presser (1987: 109), who analyzes US 1980 data
dual-earnerr couples in full-time work, also reaches this conclusion and finds thatt the number
311

Certainly in 1988, when opening hours were not as long as they are today, and most shopping needed to be

donee between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m..
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off children under 14 years of age has a positive effect on women's 'non-day' shift. The
differencee between these studies and the one presented here, however, is that whereas
Hamermeshh finds positive effects for both men and women32 and Presser and Horrell et al
findd positive effects for women but none for men, the analyses presented here suggest
oppositeopposite effects for men and women. Compared to young couples without children, dualearnerr men with young children appear to work schedules that tend to overlap more with the
collectivee rhythm than other men's schedules do. Dual-earner women with young children,
onn the other hand, appear to work relatively 'unusual' work hours and are found to allocate
relativelyy many of their market work hours to the evening.
AA second conclusion to be derived from the analyses is that the usual estimates on the
timingg of work and leisure based on information on market work hours and their complement
'leisure'' overestimate the effect of differences in family type on the amount of
(a)synchronizedd work and leisure schedules. The presence of fairly young children is
negativelyy related to the degree of synchronization of work and leisure schedules, but this
relationshipp is not as strong as predicted when the difference between household work and
leisuree is ignored. For, generally speaking, it ignores die time allocated to household work by
onee partner while the other is engaged in market work and vice versa. More specifically, not
alll the evening time women allocate to market work is time during which men
'asynchronously'' enjoy leisure. Part of it is found to be allocated to household work.
Thee overall picture to be derived from the estimates presented, is as follows. As far as
women'ss timing is concerned, compared to young couples with similar work hours but
withoutt children, dual-earner women with young children allocate relatively many of their
markett work hours to the evening. Many of their leisure hours are allocated to the daytime, at
thee expense of joint leisure time in the evening. The timing of women's household work is
nott found to be related to family type, a conclusion also valid for women in one-earner
couples.. As for men, their timing is also found to be related to family type. Both the estimates
forr dual-earners as well as the estimates for one-earner couples show that compared to men in
coupless with similar work hours but without children, men in families with relatively young
childrenn allocate their market work more often to the daytime. Contrary to the findings for
women,, the results show that for men the timing of household work is affected. Both their
leisuree time and their household work is scheduled more often in the evening. These results
aree found for both men in dual-earner families as well as - albeit to a lesser extent - for men
inn one-earner families. They suggest that the relationship between family type and men's
timingg of market work, household work and leisure is not specifically related to whether or
nott his partner is engaged in market work but rather something that is found independent of
theirr partner's employment status. And they are in line with Droogleever Fortuijn's (1993)
resultss for dual-earner families with young children who in the - low-income - majority want
122

To be sure, Hamermesh does find larger positive effects for women than for men. In the US in particular,
hee finds that women take on a disproportionate share of evening work. The difference also exists in
Germany,, but is not statistically significant.
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too ensure a fixed basis for family income via stable, regular jobs for men and characterize
women'ss market work as supplementary, the schedules of which are chosen such as to
dovetaill with the rhythms of their children, their employers and the size of household income.
Inn conclusion, it seems only fair to point out that it is unlikely that the results presented
forr dual-earners in 1988 can simply be extrapolated to today. For one thing, this is because
today,, even more so than in the 1980s, market work has assumed a more important place in
thee lives of women, and the number of dual-earner couples has risen to over fifty percent.
Similarly,, though to a lesser extent, household work has assumed an increasingly important
placee in the lives of men, and the amount of household work men engage in is gradually
increasing.. And although men still earn more, allocate more time to market work, and less to
householdd work than women, the overriding importance of men's market work is no longer
takenn for granted. The balance of all these changes, notes Pascale Peters (2000) in her recent
TheThe Vulnerable Hours of Leisure, is that leisure time appears to be the closing entry of men's
andd women's time accounts. In addition, however, compared to the 1980s, the 1990s were
characterizedd by an increasing amount of parental leave and child care facilities. These
facilities,, if available in sufficiently large amounts, in principle now allow those who can
affordd it to combine the rhythms of their children with that of their employers without having
too take the route of evening work. That is, if they choose to, they can now do so without
jeopardizingg the shared meal and other activities presumably enjoyed by other couples in the
evening.. In combination, these developments are likely to have affected the relation between
familyy type and degree of synchronization of work and leisure schedules. The ways in which
theyy have done so, however, are still relatively obscure. In view of the conclusions of the
Dutchh Commission for the Schedule of the Day that the collective rhythm of Dutch society is
farr from being optimally geared to the desired daily rhythms of the growing body of dualearners,, this is a worrying conclusion.
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Appendixx 4.1: Dual-earner couples' allocation of time by segment of day
Tablee A4.1: Dual-earners' allocation of time to household work, market work, and leisure, by
segmentt of day
InIn percentages

(standard deviations in brackets) (N-402)

Wholee day, from 6 a.m. to 6 a.m. the following morning
Men'ss time-use

Women'ss time-use
Householdd work
Markett work
Leisure Leisure
Columnn total

HmiwhnlH work
2.5 5
2.0 0
1.8 8
6.3 3

(3.3) )
(4.5) )
(2.7) )
(6.4) )

Market work—
10.3 3
18.7 7
10.1 1
39.1 1

(9.7) )
(14.0) )
(9.5) )
(12.1) )

II pi sure

4.1 1
4.5 5
46.0 0
54.6 6

R o ww total

(3.9) ) 16.99
(7.4) ) 25.11
(9.0) ) 58.00
(10.0) ) 100 0

(11.5)
(14.8)
(9.3)

Daytime:: from 6 a.m. too 7 p.m.
Women'ss time-use
Householdd work
Markett work
Leisure e
Columnn total

Householdd work
3.2 2
3.0 0
1.6 6
7.8 8

(5.0) )
(7.3) )
(3.4) )
(10.3) )

Men'ss time-use
Markett work
18.0 0
32.8 8
14.7 7
65.5 5

(17.3) )
(25.1) )
(13.4) )
(20.1) )

Leisure e
4.6 6
5.2 2
16.8 8
26.7 7

Roww total

(5.4) ) 25.88
(10.3) ) 41.00
(8.5) ) 33.11
(15.1) ) 100 0

(19.4)
(26.5)
(15.1)

Evenings:: from 7 p.m. to midnight
Men'ss time-us e

Women'ss time-use
Householdd work
Markett work
Leisure Leisure
Columnn total

Hnma»holHH worif

3.6 6
1.6 6
4.2 2
9.5 5

Markett wnrlf

(7.0) ) 2.5 5
(6.5) ) 3.9 9
(8.7) ) 8.1 1
(13.5) ) 14.6 6

(7.5) )
(13.3) )
(18.2) )
(25.8) )

'' g'sure

7.2 2
6.4 4
62.3 3
76.0 0

(9.3) )
(15.4) )
(27.2) )
(25.4) )

R o ww total

13.3 3
12.0 0
74.7 7
100 0

(13.9) )
(22.3) )
(23.0) )

Nighttime:: from midnight to 6 a.m.
Men'ss time-use
Women'ss time-use
Householdd work
Markett work
Leisure Leisure
Columnn total

Household work
0.0 0
0.0 0
0.2 2
0.3 3

(0.4) )
(0.0) )
(1.5) )
(L7) )

Market work
0.0 0
0.3 3
2.0 0
2.3 3

(0.0))
(5.1))
(12.6))
(13.6))

Leisure e
0.4
1.3
95.7
97.4

(2.0)
0.4
(11.0)
1.6
(17.4) 98.0
(13.6) 100

Source:: own calculations based on Statistics Netherlands' Time Budget Survey 1988
Note:: figures are based on data for Mondays to Fridays only.

Roww total

(2.0)
(12.1)
(12.2)
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Appendixx 4.2: Multinomial logit results
Tablee A4.2-a: Results of multinomial logit analysis explaining time between 19244 (in hours) allocated to specific time-budget, leisure broadly defined as a
complementt of market work
Multinomiall logitestimates,, absolute t-values in brackets:

Variables s

Womann market
work,, Man
'leisure' '

2.024(3.521)** *
Youngestt child 0-5
1.504(2.798)** *
Youngestt child 6-12
0.828(1.328) )
Youngestt child 13+
1.126(2.026)* *
Noo child at home, woman
35+ +
Noo child at home, woman 34-(basee category)
Householdd income (*10"4)
NN
Logg likelihood

-0.120(1.536) )
402 2
-334.111 1

Womann 'leisure',
Mann market work Bothh market work
-0.584(1.048) )
-0.2766 (0.528)
-0.139(0.268) )
-0.163(0.267) )

0.6011 (0.780)
0.863(1.250) )
1.132(1.641) )
0.967(1.242) )

0.010(0.969) )

-0.0622 (0.775)

Tablee A4.2-b Results of multinomial logit analysis explaining time between 19244 (in hours) allocated to specific time-budget, leisure as a complement of work
broadlyy defined
__^_
Multinomiall logit estimates, absolute t-values in brackets:

Variables s

Womann work,
Mann leisure

Youngestt child 0-5
1.736 (3.008)*
Youngestt child 6-12
1.608 (3.053)'
Youngestt child 13+
0.516 (0.985)
Noo child at home, woman
0.261 (0.475)
35+ +
Noo child at home, woman 34- (base category)

Womann leisure,
Mann work

Bothh work

-0.7311 (1.041)
0.296(0.531) )
-0.319(0.572) )
-0.553(0.816) )

0.2266 (0.393)
0.124(0.225) )
-0.2500 (0.469)
0.069(0.121) )

0.002(0.174) )
-0.0300 (0.833)
Householdd income (*10"4)
-0.0544 (0.936)
402 2
NN
-380.854 4
Logg likelihood
*** significant at 1% level; * significant at 5 % level; # significant at 10% level.
NB:: Each partner's household work hours and leisure time on the day included in the analysis are included in
thee estimation. In addition, controls are included for the type of weekday (cf. Tables 4.3 and 4.4)
Source:: own calculations based on Statistics Netherlands' Time Budget Survey 1988.
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Appendixx 4.3: One-earner couples' allocation of time by segment of day
Tablee A4.3: One-earner couples1 allocation of time to household work, market work,
andd leisure, by segment of day
InIn percentages (standard deviations in brackets) (N=591).
Wholee day, from 6 a.m. to 6 a.m. the following morning
Men'ss timf.iisc
Women'ss time-use
Household wr>Hc
Mark fit wnrk
Householdd work
Markett work
Leisuree
Columnn total

3.6
2.4
6.0

(4.5)

21.6
17.5
39.1

(3.5)
(6.4)

leisure

(9.6)
-

6.1
-

(9.3)
(10.3)

48.9
54.9

(5.3)
(8.2)
(9.2)

Rnwtntal
31.2
68.8
100

(10.5)
(10.5)

Daytime:: from 6 a.m. to 7 p.m.
M P T I ' QQ time-iKP

Women'ss time-use
Householdd work
Markett work
Leisuree
Columnn total

Hr.ti<»»hnlH wnA
4.6
2.1
6.7

Marknt wn rk

(7.0)

38.9
28.4
67.3

(4.2)
(9.4)

Leisure

(17.2)
-

7.4
-

(15.4)
(19.0)

18.5
26.0

Rnwtntal

(8.2) 50.9
(10.6) 49.1
(14.6) 100

(16.2)
(16.2)

Evenings:: from 7 p.m. to midnight
Women'ss time-use
Householdd work
Markett work
Leisuree
Columnn total

H™lgi»hrJH wmfr

Markfit wnrk

5.3
5.9

(9.8)

2.5

(11.4)

7.3

(18.8)

11.2

(16.2)

9.8

(22.7)

-

Leisure

(8.0)
-

8.9

Rnw total

70.0

(11.9)
(24.7)

16.7
83.3

79.0

(24.8)

100

-

-

(16.3)
(26.3)

Nighttime:: from midnight to 6 a.m.
Mpn'»:: timp-iKe

Women'ss time-use
Householdd work
Markett work
Leisuree
Columnn total

Hrai^hnlH wnA
0.0
0.2
0.2

.

Mark fit wnrk

(0.3)

0.0
(1.4)
2.1
(1.5) • 2.1

Leisure

(0.3)
-

0.6
-

(12.6) 97.1
. (12.6). 97.7

-

Rnwtntal

(2.6)
0.6
(12.9) 99.4
(12.7) 100

Source:: own calculations based on Statistics Netherlands' Time Budget Survey 1988
Note:: figures are based on data for Mondays to Fridays only.

(2.6)
(2.6)

CHAPTERR 5

Towardss a typology of couples' time-use
sequences:: an analysis of couples9 time-use using
Optimall Matching Analysis

5.11

Introduction

Thiss chapter presents an empirical typology of the way couples time their household work,
markett work, and leisure using time-diary data for couples in both the Netherlands and the
Unitedd Kingdom. The method employed to construct this empirical typology is Optimal Matchingg Analysis (OMA)1, a technique only recently imported into the social sciences from
molecularr biology and computer science. OMA is a heuristic, data-exploratory technique that
makess it possible to classify data expressed as sequential lists of events - such as DNA
moleculess or sentences, but also work histories or daily activity patterns - into different
clusters.. The analysis consists of two steps: a sequence alignment phase that produces
informationn about similarities and dissimilarities between pairs of sequences, and a clustering
phasee that generates an empirical grouping of the data into clusters. Because OMA does not
necessitatee the formulation of a priori criteria in order to group observations, it has been
shownn to be useful in exploratory phases of research on sequence issues. The question central
too the research reported upon in this chapter is whether OMA can also be successfully applied
inn exploratory research on timing aspects of couples' time-use.

5.22

Background to the study2

Althoughh in recent decades timing aspects of the intra-household division of labor appear to
havee grown in importance, there is hardly any empirical work on this subject. Changes in the
demandss of bom employers and employees have led to changes in the organization of work
scheduless and to changes in working time patterns. If a workforce made up of typical male
employeess with a nine-to-five workday and a partner who took care of dependants and
11

Alternatively, 'optimal string matching', 'sequence alignment', 'optimal alignment' or 'sequence analysis'
iss sometimes used to denote the same type of analysis.
22
See also chapter 4 of this thesis.
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houseworkk has in fact ever existed, surely the size of this typical workforce has substantially
decreased.. In the European Union and elsewhere, at the end of the nineties and the beginning
off the new century, 'the standard or typical labour market participant - a man in a full-time
permanentt job - is now out-numbered by other categories of labour market participants'
(Europeann Commission 1997: ii). This change in the composition of the workforce has had
obviouss effects on the interaction between family members and on social interaction in
general.. It has led to a substantial increase in the public and political awareness of timing
problemss of households, such as those associated with the synchronization of work and
leisuree schedules, as well as those linked with the opening hours of, for example shops,
publicc services, child care centers and schools. It has not, though, led to a substantial increase
inn empirical research on these issues.
AA short review of the empirical work that has focused on aspects of timing within a
divisionn of labor context points to what seems to be a major reason for the lack of
advancementt in the field: the absence of obvious ways to quantitatively analyze timing issues
withoutt throwing away a considerable amount of information3. There have been a number of
studiess which show how one can successfully study some aspects of timing in the context of
thee intra-household division of labor. Klas Rydenstam (1997) for example conducted a
hazardd type of analysis to study the risk of a leisure activity being replaced by another
activity,, notably household work or market work. Oriel Sullivan (1996, 1997) applied some
multivariatee analysis of variance to analyze the jointness of time and the fragmentation of
time,, while Harriet Presser (1987) and Daniel Hamermesh (1996) used a logit specification to
analyzee the determinants of the timing of joint labor supply. Most recently, Hamermesh
(2000)) has run Poisson regressions to estimate the effect of first births on spouses' work
scheduless and Chapter 4 of this thesis analyzes the determinants of the timing of joint leisure
andd labor using a tobit specification4.
Nonee of these studies, however, analyzes timing aspects in a more all-embracing way
andd simultaneously considers aspects of order, duration and fragmentation. Instead, all apply
somee type of conventional statistical technique which necessitates a standard representation
off timing aspects as input into the analysis (e.g. frequencies, indicators etc.). They lack
adequatee measures to summarize sequence information and, even if they are in fact based on
33

There are also a number of studies which use qualitative research methods to come to grips with the
complexityy of the timing dimension of the intra-household division of labor, such as Davies (1990),
Hochschildd & Machung (1989) and Droogleever-Fortuijn (1993). Except for the most intimate parts of daily
life,, it is hard to imagine that these studies missed many details of the order, transitions and context of the
activitiess that went on in the homes of the couples studied. A drawback of this type of research, however, is
thatt much of the information they provide concerns a small, selective group of households only. In order to
generalizee the findings of this qualitative research, more quantitative research on timing issues is needed.
Thee problems discussed in the main text deal with these quantitative types of research.
44
See also Bittman & Wajcman (1999), who focus on the duration and fragmentation of leisure time and its
overlapss with other activities comparing summary statistics for different groups of households, and
Huysmanss (forthcoming), who uses a multilevel analysis to analyze whether individual media use correlates
withh activities of others in the household.
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dataa of a very rich nature (such as tune-diary data), they are forced to ignore some of the
detailss of the order, duration and fragmentation of the activities (cf. Gershuny & Sullivan
1998).. Almost thirty years after Philip Stone's (1972a: 107)5 plea to 'not avoid sequence
issues,, but to develop more sophisticated ways of handling time', the state of the art is still
suchh that, as Anders Klevmarken notes in a recent review on microeconomic analyses of
time-usee data, information about 'the timing and spacing of activities (...) has hardly been
usedd at all' (Klevmarken 1999).
Thiss chapter aims to add a building block to the study of sequence issues and focuses
onn ways to identify, succinctly describe and understand these sequence aspects of the intrahouseholdd division of labor. As such, the research presented here is related to one of the very
feww studies on me intra-household division of labor which actually did zoom in on sequence
issues,, i.e. an early study by Richard & Sarah Berk on 'Labor and leisure at home; content
andd organization of the household day' (1979). In this study, Berk & Berk used means of
activityy starting and ending times to identify 'production genealogies' - sets of related steps
forr particular production processes - in housewives' and their partners' daily time-use. They
didd not manage to solve all the problems associated with the enormous richness of the data
andd complained at the end of their book that, due to the overwhelming amount of data, they
'foundd the analysis extremely taxing' (Idem: 224). Nevertheless, they were the first to
explicitlyy focus on the 'sequential content of everyday household life' (Idem: 10)6, and their
workk is a precursor of the work presented here.
Inn addition, the research can be traced back to Peter van der Heijden (1987), who
discussess the problems involved with graphical representations of aggregate sequence
statisticss and the scope to analyze sequence data provided by correspondence analysis.
Specifically,, he focuses, among other things, on the possibility of applying correspondence
analysiss to the analysis of time-budget data of couples and analyzes issues such as 'when is a
combinationn of activities typically engaged in?' and 'how do couples differ with respect to
theirr time-use sequence from the average time-use sequence?'. Most of all, however, the
researchh presented here is related to a recent study by Clarke Wilson (1998), which contains,
ass far as I know, the first application of OMA - or, as Wilson labels it, sequence alignment
analysiss - to time-use data. It is one of a small but increasing number of recent studies with
sociologicall applications of optimal matching analyses7. Wilson's study does not focus on
couples'' time-use, but discusses the basic concepts of optimal matching in terms of problems
55

Stone's article is part of the famous Szalai time-use study, 'The use of time: daily activities of urban and
suburbann population in twelve countries' (1972). Stone devotes some three pages to sequence issues,
mentioningg their importance while at the same time warning the reader that only a few sequence results
appearr in Szalai's over 800-page study.
** See also L. Nelson (1980), who focuses on charting the flow of activities as actually carried out in
sequencess of 19 Costa Rican homemakers.
77
Other sociological studies analyze, for example, musicians' careers (Abbott & Hrycak 1990), class careers
(Halpinn & Chan 1998) or, more generally, work histories (Erzberger & Prein 1997). See for an extensive
overvieww of social science applications Abbott (1995).
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off time-use research and illustrates the method by examining a small number (7 and 18) of
diaryy days from a time-use survey. Wilson argues that it appears to be 'a powerful technique
forr analysing the full richness of diary data, not discarding the details of episode ordering,
duration,, and transitions'.
Thee research presented in this chapter takes Wilson's work as its starting point, and
focusess on the question of whether OMA can be successfully applied in exploratory research
onn timing aspects of couples' time-use. It differs from it not only because of its focus on
intra-householdd time allocation issues, but also because it emphasizes both the sequence
alignmentt and clustering phase of the analysis, and moves beyond a study of similarities and
dissimilaritiess in sequences to the study of sequence classifications. In addition, it extends
thiss previous work because it applies OMA to two comparatively large data sets - one with
sequencee data for Dutch couples and one with sequence data for UK couples.
Thee remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.3 contains information
onn the selection of cases and construction of the data and gives some sample statistics on
sequencee aspects of couples' allocation of time. Section 5.4 discusses the principles of
Optimall Matching Analysis and presents some preliminary results. Section 5.5 gives the
resultss of OMA, i.e. the empirical typology of sequences of couples' time-use. This section
alsoo contains some additional methodological remarks which relate to the representation of
clusterss identified by OMA. The chapter ends with section 5.6, which contains conclusions
andd a discussion of the findings.
5.33

Data and sample characteristics

Thee data used to perform the optimal matching analysis are couple time-diary data for both
thee Netherlands and the United Kingdom. This section contains a short description of the data
setss used (section 5.3.1), a description of the selection of cases used in the analysis and the
constructionn of the sequences (section 5.3.2), and some sample statistics of the time-use
sequencess (section 5.3.3).
5.3.11

Description of data sets

Thee Dutch data are derived from the Time Budget Survey 1988, collected by Statistics
Netherlands.. The population consisted of the resident, non-institutionalized population aged
122 years and over. All members of the households included in the sample aged 12 or over
weree asked to keep a diary for two consecutive days. The data collected cover the entire year,
fromm January to December 1988. Respondents were asked to register per fifteen-minute
periodd what activity uiey engaged in. For this purpose, they were given a pre-coded list of
1066 activities which they were asked to consult when filling out their diaries. When they
performedd two activities at the same time, they were asked to write down the productive
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activityy (i.e. if they happened to eat while working, eating is not recorded) 8 . Every day started
att 6 a.m. and lasted till 6 a.m. the next morning. For the whole year 1988, the rate of response
wass 53 percent (see for further details CBS, 1991).
Thee UK data are derived from the Time Budget extension - collected by Jonathan
Gershuny,, then at the University of Bath - to the 1987 UK ESRC Social Change and
Economicc Life Initiative (SCELI) household survey (see for detailed information Gallie,
1994).. The population targeted in the main SCELI-survey was the non-institutionalized
populationn aged 20-60 (in 1986) from six local labor markets in the United Kingdom9. The
dataa available through this survey were extended through a linked time budget survey. The
diariess were designed to cover a full week starting from the day following the household
interview,, held between the 2nd of March and the 13th of July. They required naturallanguagee descriptions of the diarist's sequences of activities for the whole week to be kept on
aa fifteen-minute grid. These descriptions were subsequently allocated to a coding frame of
almostt two hundred activities. Every day started at 4 a.m. and lasted till 4 a.m. the next day.
Iff respondents were married or cohabiting, their partners were also asked to complete a diary.
444 percent of those eligible completed usable diaries for the whole week10.
5.3.22

Selection of cases and construction of sequences

Too increase comparability of the two files, the sub-samples used in this chapter comprise only
opposite-sexx married or cohabiting respondents aged 20-61 and their partner if both
completedd a diary. Only those with no missing values in their time-use diary who listed at
leastt four different activities per day and who completed a personal interview are included. In
addition,, because of oversampling of the unemployed in the UK sample but not in the Dutch
sample,, those unemployed or those with an unemployed spouse are deleted from the sample.
AA final selection is that of diaries which concern one particular day of the week only. Because
off differences in data collection, it is impossible to compare data which cover the whole
week.. Therefore, the samples on which the analyses in this chapter are based consist of
couplee diaries covering one day only, i.e. a Thursday from 6 a.m. in the morning to 6 a.m. the
followingg morning' 1 . The resulting sample sizes are 391 couple diaries for the Netherlands,
andd 341 for the UK.
** That is, for every 15-minute period, respondents were asked to indicate what their primary activity was, i.e.
whichh activity took up most of their time within the 15-minute period. If two activities were engaged in
simultaneouslyy for the whole period, respondents were asked to write down the more productive activity.
99

The areas focused on are Aberdeen, Coventry, Kirkcaldy, Northhampton, Rochdale and Swindon. In the
remainderr of this chapter, I use the shorthand 'UK' to denote the areas included in the sample.
100
This low rate of response (especially given the fact that the respondents had participated in the interview
precedingg the self-completion part) raised the issue of the extent of the non-response biases. Research carried
outt to analyze this possible problem indicated very little difference between the responses of those who did
andd those who did not complete their diaries (Gershuny 1990, cf. Sullivan 1997).
"" Initially, I opted for an analysis of both a 'regular workday', in this case Thursday, as well as a weekend
day,, Saturday. I also performed an optimal matching analysis on this second day. This analysis resulted in 3
umbrellaa clusters and 18 clusters for the Netherlands, and 4 umbrella clusters and 18 clusters for the United
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Thee sequences used as input in the OMA are constructed on the basis of these three hundredoddd couple diaries. The conversion of the raw time-diary data to the sequences consisted of
twoo steps. First, in order to make the level of detail in the classification of time-use activities
manageablee and comparable between the two samples, I recoded the information on time
allocatedd to primary activities in the diaries in such a way that three broadly defined activities
resulted:: household work activities (H), market work activities (M), and leisure activities
(L)12.. Thus, in short, I excluded information at a more disaggregated activity level, as well as
informationn on for example density (number of activities engaged in at a particular time),
locationn (e.g. at home, at work, on the road), type of remuneration (e.g. none, monetary, in
kind)) and social context of activities (e.g. whether activities were engaged in together with
partner,, with children, friends, alone)13.
Second,, in order to focus explicitly on the timing of activities at couple level, I coded
alll three activities interactively and subdivided an activity of one partner by what the other
partnerr is doing at the same time. Thus, market work is subdivided into 1. market work while
partnerr allocates time to household work, 2. market work while partner simultaneously
allocatess time to market work, and 3. market work while partner engages in leisure activities.
Thiss expands the activity classification to nine states, which can be represented as: HH, HM,
HL,, MH, MM, ML, LH, LM, LL, where H stands for household work, M for market work,
andd L for leisure, and where the first letter refers to the time-use of women, whereas the
secondd letter refers to the time-use of men. What results are couple diaries represented as
sequencess S of states of events, ordered along a time axis of length 96, i.e. 96 periods of
fifteenn minutes from 6 a.m. Thursday to 6 a.m. the following morning:
Sii

=

y,i ,y 2i ,..., y w

withh y e {HH, HM, HL, MH, MM, ML, LH, LM, LL}, and i= 1,...,N, where N is equal to
thee sample size.

Kingdomm (on these terms, see section 5.4.3). I decided against presenting the full results of this analysis in
thiss chapter to prevent an information overload.
122
The category household work covers food preparation, housework, odd jobs about the house (including
do-it-yourselff activities), gardening, shopping, child care, plus some domestic travel associated with the
activities.. The category market work activities includes paid work, educational and job-search activities as
welll as travel associated with these activities. The category leisure includes both personal care activities such
ass sleep and eating at home, as well as voluntary and community work and socializing. Again travel time
associatedd with these activities is included.
133
This latter type of information on density, location and social context is unavailable for the Netherlands
(density,, social context) or for the UK (type of remuneration) or is only to a limited extent comparable
betweenn the two data sets (location). However, note that - in principle - these aspects can be incorporated
intoo an OMA analysis (see Wilson 1998; also Harvey 1999: 41), even though such analyses may turn out to
bee (too) demanding.
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Sample characteristics of couples' time-use sequences

Tablee 5.1 presents, in a format similar to one used by Van der Heijden (1987 & Chapter 4 of
thiss thesis), some summary statistics of the two samples. The row totals contain information
onn the average amount of time allocated to household work, market work and leisure on a
Thursdayy by women. The column totals contain similar information for men. The remaining
cellss contain information on the percentage of time allocated to a particular type of activity
controlledd for the other partner's time-use.
Tablee 5.1: Couples' allocation of time to household work, market work, and leisure, per
country y
InIn percentages (standard deviations in brackets) and hours: minutes; Thursdays only
Thee Netherlands (N=391)

Men Men
Women Women
Householdd work
Markett work
Leisure e
Columnn total

Householdd work
In% % Timee
5.0 0
(6.4) )
1.2 2
(3.9) )
2.9 9
(4.2) )
9.1 1
(9.9) )

Market work
In %
Time

13.1 1
(12.0) )
7.3 3
0:17 7
(13.2) )
11.4 4
0:42 2
(10.9) )
2:11 1 31.8 8
(18.0) )
1:12 2

Leisure e
In %
Time

Roww total
In %
Time

24.3 3
5:50 0
(12.8) )
10.8 8 2:36 6
0:33 3
1:45 5
(16.3) )
(5.8) )
50.6 6 12:09 9 64.9 9 15:35 5
2:44 4
(12.0) )
(11.0) )
24:00 0
7:38 8 59.2 2 14:12 2 100 0
(13.1) )
3:09 9

6.3 3
(5.5) )
2.3 3

1:31 1

Thee United Kingdom (N=341)
Women Women
Householdd work
Markett work
Leisure e
Columnn total

Men Men
Leisure e
Roww total
Householdd work Markett work
Time Inn %
Time
Time Inn %
Inn %
Time Inn %
3.5 5
(5.3) )
1.9 9
(5.7) )
3.0 0
(3.5) )
8.4 4
(9.4) )

0:50 0
0:27 7
0:43 3

2:01 1

11.9 9
(10.9) )
11.2 2
(14.1) )
10.8 8
(10.1) )
33.9 9
(16.6) )

1:266
21.4
5:08 8
6.0 0
(11.6) )
(5.4) )
3:52 2
0:455
16.1
3.1 1
2:41 1
(16.8) )
(7.3) )
62.5 15:00 0
2:36 6 48.6 6 11:400
(11.0) )
(11.1) )
24:00 0
100
8:08 8 57.7 7 13:511
(11.8) )
2:51 1

Source:: own calculations based on Statistics Netherlands' Time Budget Survey 1988 and UK ESRC
SCELII Time Budget Survey 1987.
Thee row and column totals are in line with well-known facts about the gendered division of
laborr between men and women as well as about country differences in the organization of
workk into market work and non-market work. As to the first, the figures suggest that in both
countriess men allocate on average more time to market work than to household work,
whereass women - in the Netherlands even more so than in the UK - allocate on average more
timee to household work than to market work. These differences do not add up to equal total
workk loads for men and women. Both in the Dutch as well as in the UK sample, men allocate
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onn average 1 hour and twenty minutes more time to work than their partners14. As to the
latter,, the figures are in line with findings on different degrees of 'monetarization' in the
Netherlandss and the UK. Couples in the UK sample allocate about one hour and 45 minutes
moree to market work than Dutch couples, whereas the latter allocate about one hour more to
householdd work. As a corollary, Dutch couples have somewhat more leisure time available
thann UK couples15.
Thee remaining cells of Table 5.1 provide some less well-known figures related to the
degreee of synchronization of couples' work and leisure schedules. Thesefiguresshow, first of
all,, that whereas couples' work and leisure schedules clearly do not overlap completely, the
degreee of joint leisure and work is considerably more than would result if couples were to
schedulee their work and leisure as asynchronously as possible. Although, given the row and
columnn totals and a finite day length of 24 hours, a minimum of on average 5:47 or 4:51
hourss must jointly be allocated to leisure, the actual amount of joint leisure is 12:09 hours in
thee Netherlands and 11:40 hours in the UK16. In total, including time allocated to household
workk and market work, some 63 percent of the sequence-length, i.e. 15 hours, is allocated to
fullyy synchronized time (i.e. HH, MM, LL). At other times, couples' time is most often
allocatedd to HM or LM. That is, when couples are not engaged in the same activity, it is most
likelyy that he is engaged in market work while she is engaged in household work (13.1 and
11.99 percent of time) or leisure (11.4 or 10.8 percent of time). The remainder of time is
allocatedd to HL (6 percent) or, even less often, to the time budgets ML (2 or 3 percent), LH (3
percent),, or MH (1.2 or 1.9 percent).
Anotherr way to summarize the information in the two samples is by means of a
graphicall representation of the data which preserves the information on the timing of the
activities.. Figure 5.1 provides such information. This figure shows some sample statistics on
howw men and women time their household, market, and leisure activities over the course of
thee day, in this case, a Thursday17. The graphs show time - from 6 a.m. on Thursday to 6 a.m.

144

See e.g. Gershuny & Robinson 1988, Juster & Stafford 1991, United Nations 1995, Bitman & Wajcman
19999 for comparable figures on industrialized countries.
155
E.g. Goldschmidt-Clermont & Pagnossin-Aligisakis 1995, table D.
166
If the sum of partners' time allocated to leisure exceeds 24 hours or a hundred percent, it is impossible to
schedulee work and leisure such that partners' leisure times do not overlap to some degree. Thus, for example,
iff one partner allocated 15:35 hours to leisure and the other 14:12 hours, a minimum of 5:47 has to be
allocatedd to leisure jointly. This percentage would result if partners scheduled their work and leisure hours as
asynchronouslyy as possible and if, for example, one partner allocated all working hours to the beginning of
thee day (from 6 a.m. to 3:48 p.m.), while the other partner allocated all working hours to the end of the time
periodd considered and worked from 9:34 p.m. to 6 a.m. the next day. The time between 3:48 p.m. and 9:34
p.m.,, some 5 hours and 47 minutes, would then necessarily be joint leisure.
' 77 See for similar figures, e.g. Raaijmakers (1998) and Van den Broek et al (1999, chapter 5) for the
Netherlandss and Sullivan (1996) for the UK. De Grazia (1962 [1954]) and Stone (1972b) are examples of
earlyy versions of similar analyses.
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thee following morning - on the horizontal axis. The vertical axis gives the proportions of
womenn and men engaged in either household work, market work, and leisure at each 15minutee period across the 24 hours of the day. The top two graphs give the data for men in the
Netherlandss and the UK, while the bottom two graphs give the data for women18.
Thee main difference between the four graphs is the difference between those of the
womenn and those of the men, although again the country difference in time allocated to
markett work and household work emerges as well. At most times of the day, the activity
patternss of Dutch and UK men can be relatively simply summarized as conforming to
standardd eight- or nine-to-five work patterns. Although there is clearly some variation in
individuall rhythms underlying the average daily rhythms represented in the graphs, it seems
fairr to say that the typical sequence of leisure-work-leisure still represents the sequences of a
largee majority of the men in the two samples. Some men do engage in household work - in
bomm countries especially at the beginning of the evening - but the majority of men either
allocatee their time to market work or leisure. The graphs for the women are not as easily
describedd in terms of a typical sequence. Although it is clear that most women enjoy leisure
inn the early morning and late in the evening, what they 'typically' do during the day is less
easyy to ascertain on the basis of the graphs. Between eight and five, none of the three
activitiess of household work, market work, or leisure clearly dominates the picture. In several
instances,, the three lines representing the percentage of women engaged in one of the three
activitiess even cluster together around the 33 percent level. At those times, a third of the
womenn in the sample allocate time to household work, another third allocate time to market
work,, while the remaining third allocate time to leisure. As there is no way of knowing
whetherr the 33 percent engaged in market work in the morning do or do not overlap to a large
degreee with the 33 percent engaged in market work in the afternoon, it is much trickier to
formulatee a convincing 'typical sequence' in these aggregated statistics for women than it is
forr men.

5.44

Procedure and preliminary results of OMA

Givenn the difficulty of establishing typical sequences particularly for women's time-use
patternss (cf. Figure 5.1) and the relatively large standard deviations in Table 5.1, the question
iss how one is to analyze the differences in couples' time-use sequences. One obvious solution
iss to disaggregate on the basis of a priori criteria and analyze the data for different subgroups
off couples. This is what is done in, for example, CBS (1990b), in which there are a total of
1444 graphs of daily time-use for men and women separately, for different age groups, and for

111
Note that the representation in Figure 5.1 does not preserve information on the jointness of time as found
inn Table 5.1, but could have. It is relatively straightforward to graph similar figures for the timing of
combinationss of men's and women's time-use. However, these graphs are not especially easy to read and
makee it more difficult to detect any 'typical' male and female schedules.
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employedd and non-employed people". There is, however, a limit to this method of
disaggregation.. Such a breakdown of the aggregate statistics may work satisfactorily if the
validityy of the criteria used for the breakdown can be substantiated by prior theoretical
knowledge.. However, as already pointed out by Van der Heijden (1987), if a priori criteria
forr a grouping of the data are absent, the number of tables or figures to be studied rapidly
becomess either very large or very haphazard. Even more important, the resulting groupings
mayy still conceal important differences in time-use patterns between cases because unless the
aa priori groupings are very homogeneous in terms of their sequence aspects, subsample
statisticss such as those in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1 may still conceal important differences
betweenn different groups of couples. Interpretation then becomes very cumbersome, and it
becomess necessary to apply a method which allows one to disaggregate without imposing a
prioripriori criteria. In order to study relatively little analyzed sequence aspects of couples' timeusee data, therefore, it seems that precisely such an exploratory method is needed. Before we
imposee our own criteria based on variables we think are important, it is desirable to let the
dataa speak for themselves and arrive heuristically at different sequence patterns. OMA, a
clusteringg method for sequential data, is such a method. In the remainder of this chapter I
reportt on an application of this method to couples' time-use sequences and discuss the results
inn terms of the differences in the time-use sequences distinguished.
5.4.11

Sequence alignment procedure20

Inn this study, the input for the sequence alignment analyses consists of information on both
partners'' time-use every fifteen minutes on a Thursday. Sequences for couple A and couple B
cann be defined as:
AA

=

y u » y2a>

BB

=

ylb, y2b,..... y-n,

> YTa

wheree ytt is a state at time t for couple A and ytb is a state at time t for couple B. Y is one of
thee nine states discussed in section 5.3.2, i.e. y e {HH, HM, HL, MH, MM, ML, LH, LM,
LL}.. Because I have excluded cases with missing values in the diaries, the sequence length T
iss always equal to 96, i.e. 24 times 4 15-minute periods per hour. The basic idea of optimal
matchingg is to define some elementary operations which can be used to sequentially
transformm one sequence until it becomes equal to another one. There are three possible
operationss to consider: insertion of a state, deletion of a state and substitution of one state for
199
For other work on sequence aspects of time-use which uses similar descriptive analyses but other data, see
e.g.. the early study by Knuist & Schoonderwoerd (1983, chapter 6) which focuses on the congruence
betweenn individual rhythms and store opening hours, school hours etc. for different groups of respondents.
Moree recent work is found in SZW/CBS (1998) which shows the daily rhythms of time allocated to
householdd work, child care and daily shopping for different groups of respondents.
MM
Sankoff & Kruskal (1983) is the standard reference on the subject. Abbott (e.g. 1995) is the standard
referencee where it concerns sociological applications.
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anotherr one. These elementary operations can be sequentially applied to a given sequence.
Lett A[w,,w2,....,wk] denote the new sequence resulting from A by applying first operation w,,
thenn w2, and so on until wk. Then, given two sequences A and B we can ask for a sequence of
elementaryy operations which transforms A into B. In general, there will be many such
sequencess of elementary operations. For example, it is always possible to first delete all
elementss in A and then insert 96 new elements equal to those in B. Given that there is at least
somee overlap between two sequences, this is, however, obviously a rather inefficient
alignment;; by attaching a cost to each insertion, deletion or substitution it is possible to
distinguishh between the many possible ways to align A and B. In this study, the definition of
costss used is very straightforward: a cost of 1 for insertion or deletion of states ('indel' costs),
andd a cost of 2 for substitution21. The intuitive idea for developing a distance or dissimilarity
measuree for sequences is to look for the 'cheapest way' to transform A into B and define the
minimumm number of indel operations necessary to transform one sequence into the other as
'thee distance'. If few operations are necessary, then two sequences are said to be similar. If
moree operations are needed, two sequences are less similar. The minimum distance between
twoo sequences equals zero, the maximum distance equals 192 (i.e. 2 times 96). A value like
thiss is found whenever one sequence has no single state in common with another sequence,
andd 96 delete and 96 insert operations are necessary to align the two sequences. Appendix 5.1
givess more information on the alignment procedure22.
5.4.22

Preliminary results of sequence analysis

II performed two sequence alignments, one using the Dutch data and one using the UK data.
Thee output of these two analyses consisted of two files with distance measures for every pair

211

Thus, I do not differentiate between different insertions, deletions and substitutions. In many applications,
considerablee effort is put into defining the costs of the different operations. For example, in modeling career
histories,, the difference between senior executive and line worker is greater than the difference between firstlevell supervisor and line worker. Thus, it makes sense to somehow differentiate the costs of substitution in
thesee cases. However, the issue is not quite as clear with respect to the costs of substitution in the application
presentedd in this chapter. It is, for example not very easy to say whether or not a substitution of leisure for
markett work should be valued differently than a substitution of leisure for household work. Some would
arguee that household work is closer to leisure than market work is and point to the process benefits derived
from,from, e.g. child care. Others, however, would argue that there is also considerable evidence that the process
benefitss of market work are even larger than those of household work. In the same vein, there is no clear
answerr as to whether substitution of household work for market work should be more or less costly than
substitutionn of household work for leisure. Economics textbooks focusing on income to be derived from
workk would suggest household work is more similar to leisure than it is to market work. Others, however, for
examplee who focus on productivity aspects of activities, would argue that work is work. Consequently, they
wouldd define a substitution of market work for leisure to be more costly than a substitution of market work
forr household work. For now, I opt not to differentiate between the different substitutions, and only remark
thatt it may be interesting in future work to experiment with different indel and substitution costs.
222

See also Abbott & Hrycak (1990, appendix) or Rohwer (1997, chapter 8).
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off couple's time-use sequences in the sample23. These files were then transformed into two
matricess of N*N, where N is the number of couples in the sample studied, 391 for the
Netherlandss and 341 for the UK. An example based on a fictitious data set of diary
informationn of five couples is given in the matrix below. The upper and lower triangles
containn identical information; in effect only half of the matrix is used as input in the second
stepp of the analysis. The diagonal contains zeros only: the minimum distance of a couple's
time-usee sequence to its own sequence is zero. These matrices were used as input into the
secondd step of OMA, the cluster analysis phase, necessary to generate an empirical grouping
off the sequences.
Figuree 5.2: Fictitious
sequencee distances
A A
0 0
A A
20 0
B B
10 0
C C
120 0
D D
100 0
E E

example of matrix with
B
20
0
20
100
80

B
0
0
0
0
0

C
10
20
0
110
90

C
0
0
0
0
0

D
120
100
110
0
20

D
0
0
0
0
0

E
100
80
90
20
0

E
0
0
0
0
0

N=5,, group 1 includes A,B,C; group 2 includes D,E

Beforee moving on to the outcome of these cluster analyses, however, it is worthwhile to take
aa somewhat closer look at the distances computed in the alignment procedure and compute
somee descriptive statistics. This shows that on average about 80 insertions or deletions are
necessaryy to align two sequences in both data sets24. None of the sequences are exactly alike:
thee minimum cost for aligning Dutch sequences amounts to 8 indels, whereas the minimum
forr UK sequences equals 12. And none of the alignments need the maximum number of 192
operationss necessary if two sequences have no states in common. The maximum of insertions
orr deletions needed equals 180 for the Netherlands and 188 for the UK. As for the
distributionn of the distances computed: for both data sets, these look somewhat like a normal
distribution,, with a rather thin, longright-handtail and a dent somewhat to the left of the top
off the distribution (see Figure 5.3 below).
Thee dent suggests there are indeed different clusters to be detected in the samples. In
addition,, the relatively small number of zero or close to zero distances suggest that these
differentt clusters are not especially homogeneous. The long right-hand tails in turn suggest
thatt there are also only a few sequences which show little to no overlap with the other

233

The program used to calculate the distances between the sequences is TDA (version 6.1), a program
developedd by Götz Rohwer to analyze Transitional Data. See Rohwer (1997) for details.
244
The average of all Dutch distances equals 79.5 indels (standard deviation 22.8), whereas the average of all
UKK distances equals 81.7 (standard deviation 24.9).
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Figuree 5.3: Distribution of Dutch and UK distances
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sequencess in the sample25. The most relevant range of distances for the Netherlands is
betweenn 46 and 112 indels. 90 percent of all sequence alignments fall between these values,
withh a peak at 92 indels. The remaining ten percent of all sequences fall in either one of the
twoo tails. Similarly, the most relevant range of distances for the UK is between 40 and 120
indels,, as 90 percent of the values fall within this range. The peak for the UK distribution of
distancess is at 90 indels, again followed by a rather long right-hand tail between 122 and 188
indels,, covering 5 percent of the alignments.
Usingg the information in the matrices it is alsoo possible to single out the couple with the
lowestt column (or row) total, i.e. the couple on average closest to all other couples. This
couple'ss time-use pattern may be said to represent the 'typical' daily rhythm of a couple on,
forr example, a Thursday in the UK, as it is the time-use pattern of this couple that is the most
centrallyy located, compared to those of other couples. Figure 5.4 shows the sequences of
thesee two typical Dutch and UK couples. For ease of interpretation, the figure shows the
individuall level sequences, i.e. the sequences for men and women separately. Each sequence
iss represented by a bar graph, the horizontal axis of which represents time from 6 a.m. until
midnight26.. Morning, afternoon, and evening are separated from each other by short vertical
liness crossing the bar graphs and dividing them in three equally sized segments. Time
allocatedd to market work is represented by the gray areas, whereas time allocated to
householdd work is represented by the black areas. The white areas represent time allocated to
leisure. .

255

To understand this specific shape of the distribution, it is useful to compare it with an extreme distribution
foundd if we had clustered, say, 10 sequences consisting of two groups: 5 sequences of couples engaged in
nothingg else but leisure and 5 sequences of couples who allocated all their time to market work. Then, the
distributionn will be one of more or less equally sized extremes at the zero and 192 point. If the clusters are
smallerr and more numerous (i.e. if there are more - distinctly different from another - types represented in
thee ten sequences), the differences between the number of minimum and maximum scores will be larger. If
thee sequences are not fully identical, but similar, the distances will be relatively close to zero, whereas they
willl be relatively close to 192 if they are relatively dissimilar.
266
These bar graphs, and the ones to follow, only run till midnight because all time allocation patterns
depictedd are such that all time between midnight and 6 a.m. is allocated to leisure.
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Figuree 5.4: Timing of household work, market work & leisure of typical couples
Thee Netherlands
man n
woman n
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Thee United Kingdom

man n

11 .
Householdd work
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i %

(TÏÏTÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÜ] Market work

Leisure e

Inn part, these sequences give information similar to the information contained in Table 5.1
andd Figure 5.1 (see section 5.3). For example, a comparison of the two sequences for men
showss that the typical man's time-use pattern in both countries is quite similar and simple:
bothh the typical British man and the typical Dutch man work on the labor market at relatively
standard,, regular hours during the day, and both spend most of the remaining time of their
dayss on leisure activities. The previously noted difference in time allocated to household
workk and market work between Dutch and UK women also re-emerges: the typical British
womann works part-time on her Thursday morning, whereas the typical Dutch woman
performss no market work. However, other information to be derived from the typical
sequencess cannot be read off from the more standard presentations in section 5.3. Thus, for
example,, the couples singled out by the optimal matching analyses as having the most
'typical'' time-use sequence are couples in which women's time-use is considerably more
fragmentedd than their partner's time-use. The UK couple illustrates this difference best. As it
happens,, both UK partners report exactly the same amount of leisure time in their diaries, i.e.
155 hours. However, her leisure time is spread out over 8 periods, whereas his leisure time is
spreadd out over 3 periods: one in the morning before he goes to work, one in the afternoon
rightright after work and one after a short period of household work. An instructive outcome,
whichh stresses the importance of a focus that goes beyond aggregate statistics. In the face of
empiricall evidence (such as shown in Table 5.1) that women allocate more time to leisure
thann men do, reports of women's 'dual burden' and 'second shift' can only be understood if
wee shift our focus towards sequence issues of time-use, such as the fragmentation of time. As
Michaell Bittman & Judy Wajcman (1999: 9) remark: 'two people can experience the same
aggregatee of leisure time but those with more fragmented leisure, consisting of a greater
numberr of leisure episodes of shorter duration, may justifiably feel more rushed'.
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An empirical typology of sequences of couples' time-use

Inn order to develop an empirical typology of couples' time-use patterns, the dissimilarity
measuress generated in the sequence alignment phase need to be grouped in some way. In this
research,, I use an agglomerative hierarchical clustering method to arrive at an empirical
classificationn (see Appendix 5.2 for details). This results in 16 distinct clusters plus a residual
forr the Dutch Thursdays. These clusters can be grouped into 5 umbrella clusters. Similarly,
thee procedure results in 18 distinct clusters plus a residual for the UK Thursdays. These 18
clusterss also combine into 5 umbrella clusters. This section presents the empirical typology
whichh thus resulted. After some methodological remarks in section 5.5.2, the main results are
discussedd in section 5.5.3. First, however, in order to give an initial impression of the type of
groupingss which result from the cluster analyses, section 5.5.1 presents some summary
statistics. .
5.5.11
Preliminary results of cluster analysis
Tablee 5.2 provides summary information on couples' allocation of time on household work,
markett work and leisure for the umbrella clusters27. The upper part of this table provides
figuress for the Dutch sample, whereas the lower part provides figures for the UK sample. The
figuresfigures suggest that - at least at the umbrella level - the empirical groupings generated by the
OMAA make some sense from a division of labor perspective. Based on the aggregate
statistics,, it is not difficult to label the couples grouped together in the five clusters as
belongingg to either one of the following categories: dual-earners, male breadwinners, noearnerss and - not often mentioned in the literature but clearly detected by the clustering
proceduree - female breadwinners28.
Thee dual-earner cluster, the first umbrella cluster, covers twenty percent of the
sequencess in the Dutch sample and almost twice as many in the British sample. The
aggregatedd time-use statistics differ somewhat between the Netherlands and the UK, with
Dutchh women on average allocating more time to market work than their UK counterparts.
However,, the overall picture is quite similar and familiar. On average, women and men
allocatee some 54 to 57 percent of their time to leisure. Both partners allocate most of the
remainingg time to market work, although men allocate more time to this than women. The

"" In order to prevent an information overload, Table 5.2 only shows the aggregate figures for men and
womenn separately (cf. the row and column totals of Table 5.1). The information on synchronization of
activitiess is not discussed until section 5.5.3. See Appendix 5.3 for more detailed figures.
2
** I make use of the breadwinner and dual-earner labels, even though the use of these labels may be
somewhatt misleading as they here refer to patterns in the division of labor during a day, and not, as is more
common,, during a week, a month or even a year. This implies, e.g. that it is not likely that all dual-earner
coupless in the more established sense of the phrase are clustered together in the dual-earner cluster. Because
off part-time work, illness, leave or whatever other reason, not everyone who performs market work on a
regularr basis actually worked on the Thursday of the diary entries. Consequently, they may be clustered as
breadwinnerr families or no-earner couples.
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averagee percentage of time allocated to household work is relatively small in this cluster,
althoughh not as small for women as it is for men.
Thee second umbrella cluster groups together the male breadwinner families. It is by far
thee largest cluster in the Dutch data set, and covers almost fifty percent of the sample. It does
nott differ much between the two countries. On average men spend some 41 percent of their
timee on market work and four to five percent of their time on household work. Women
allocatee some thirty percent of time to household work and only one percent to market work.
Comparedd to the time-use of couples grouped together in the dual-earners cluster, it is clearly
women'ss time-use patterns which make die difference. Whereas on average men's time-use is
moree or less the same in both clusters, women in the male breadwinner cluster spend considerablyy more time on household work than those in dual-earner couples. However, this increase
inn household work is not as large as the decrease in market work. As a result, their total work
loadd is less than that of women in dual-earner couples (and less than that of their partner).
Thee third umbrella cluster, the no-earner cluster, covers 18 percent of the sequences in
thee Dutch sample, and 11 percent of the UK sample. Again the aggregate time-use statistics
aree quite similar between the two countries. The cluster has as its main characteristic that
hardlyy anyone performs any market work activities. In addition, men allocate considerably
moree time to household activities than their counterparts in most of the other clusters.
However,, even though men in this cluster engage in household work relatively often
comparedd to other men, women on average still undertake more household activities. As a
result,, women in this cluster have less leisure time available than their partners.
Thee fourth umbrella cluster is a small one, and comprises only 2 percent of all Dutch
sequencess and only 5 percent of all UK sequences. It groups together diose couples that
followw what we may label a female breadwinner pattern: the woman and not the man is the
onlyy one allocating time to market work. In this case, the aggregate time-use statistics do
differr between the two countries, especially men's time-use patterns. Where men in the UK
allocatee more than 6 and a half hours to household work, their Dutch counterparts allocate
onlyy about 2 hours and 45 minutes to household work. Consequently, it seems fair to say that
whereass perhaps the UK cluster can be described as a more or less role-reversed version of
thee average male breadwinner cluster, due to men's relatively low work load this is certainly
nott true for the Dutch cluster.
Thee fifth and last umbrella cluster, umbrella cluster 5, differs considerably between the
twoo countries. The fifth Dutch cluster is a specific version of a male breadwinner pattern, and
coverss slightly more than three percent of the sequences. The fifth UK cluster is a specific
versionn of a dual-earner pattern, and covers slightly more than 2 percent of the sequences.
Becausee it is not immediately clear why the sequences in these fifth clusters are so clearly
distinguishedd from the sequences in the male breadwinner and dual-earner clusters, I shall
leavee discussion of these two patterns too the next section.
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Tablee 5.2: Couples* allocation of time to household work, market work, and leisure,
perr country and per umbrella cluster
InIn percentages (standard deviations in brackets) and hours: minutes; Thursdays only
Thee Netherlands (N=391)
Markett work
Householdd work
Time e
Time e
In% %
In% %
Men'sMen's time-use
9:24 4
39.2 2
1:18 8
5.4 4
Umbrellaa cluster 1
(6.6) )
(4.8) )
9:46 6
1:15 5
Umbrellaa cluster 2
40.7 7
5.2 2
(7.1) )
(5.1) )
0:17 7
1.2 2
4:35 5
19.1 1
Umbrellaa cluster 3
(4.8) )
(10.5) )
0:42 2
2:46 6
2.9 9
11.5 5
Umbrellaa cluster 4
(4.5) )
(8.3) )
12:00 0
1:41 1
50.0 0
7.0 0
Umbrellaa cluster 5
(12.6) )
(7.2) )
Women'sWomen's time-use
8:20 0
2:44 4
34.7 7
Umbrellaa cluster 1
11.4 4
(9.9) )
(8.3) )
0:22 2
7:24 4
1.5 5
30.8 8
Umbrellaa cluster 2
(3.7) )
(10.7) )
0:13 3
0.9 9
6:09 9
25.6 6
Umbrellaa cluster 3
(3.4) )
(8.9) )
8:53 3
37.0 0
1:13 3
5.1 1
Umbrellaa cluster 4
(7.5) )
(4.6) )
0:32 2
2.2 2
6:27 7
26.9 9
Umbrellaa cluster 5
(4.5) )
(9.2) )
Nott clustered
Thee United Kingdom(N=341) )
Markett work
Householdd work
Time e
In% %
In% %
Time e
Men'sMen's time-use
40.8 8
9:48 8
1:18 8
5.4 4
Umbrellaa cluster 1
(8.6) )
(4.6) )
9:43 3
40.5 5
1:03 3
4.4 4
Umbrellaa cluster 2
(6.1) )
(4.0) )
0:26 6
1.8 8
4:52 2
20.3 3
Umbrellaa cluster 3
(4.9) )
(9.7) )
0:17 7
1.2 2
6:37 7
27.6 6
Umbrellaa cluster 4
(3.5) )
(15.0) )
9.13 3
38.4 4
2:33 3
10.6 6
Umbrellaa cluster 5
(2.5) )
(6.7) )
Women'sWomen's time-use
7:06 6
29.6 6
3:20 0
13.9 9
Umbrellaa cluster 1
(10.5) )
(7.5) )
0:10 0
0.7 7
7:15 5
30.2 2
Umbrellaa cluster 2
(2.2) )
(8.5) )
0:27 7
5:59 9
1.9 9
24.9 9
Umbrellaa cluster 3
(4.4) )
(10.0) )
9:23 3
2:04 4
39.1 1
8.6 6
Umbrellaa cluster 4
(10.4) )
(7.5) )
5:23 3
22.4 4
4:49 9
20.1 1
Umbrellaa cluster 5
(8.1) )
(6.6) )
Nott clustered
Source:: own calculations based on Statistics Netherlands' Time Budget Survey
Timee Budgett Survey 1987.

Leisure e
Time e
In% %
55.4 4
(5.8) )
54.1 1
(6.9) )
79.7 7
(9.8) )
85.7 7
(8.1) )
43.0 0
(8.0) )
53.9 9
(6.4) )
67.7 7
(10.9) )
73.6 6
(8.6) )
57.9 9
(5.7) )
70.9 9
(7.4) )

NN

13.18 8 78 8
12:59 9 189 9
19:08 8 70 0
20:34 4

88

10:19 9 13 3
12:56 6 78 8
16:15 5 189 9
17:40 0 70 0
13:54 4

88

17:01 1 13 3
33 3

Leisure e
In% %
Time e

NN

53.8 8
(7.3) )
55.1 1
(6.9) )
77.9 9
(9.8) )
71.2 2
(13.9) )
51.0 0
(6.3) )

12:55 5 132 2

56.5 5
(7.3) )
69.0 0
(8.5) )
73.3 3
(9.5) )
52.3 3
(8.3) )
57.5 5
(6.8) )

13:34 4 132 2

13:13 3 117 7
18:42 2 38 8
17:05 5

18 8

12:14 4

88

16:34 4 117 7
17:36 6 38 8
12:33 3 18 8
13:48 8

88

28 8
1988 and UK's ESRC SCELI
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Summarizing sequence information

Havingg established that the sequences in the 16 Dutch and 18 UK clusters can in the main be
characterizedd as sequences of either dual-earner couples, breadwinner couples, or no-earner
couples,, the question is what distinguishes the clusters within these familiar groupings from
onee another. What do these clusters, these groups of sequences, represent? Do they in fact
differr from each other in terms of their sequence characteristics and if so, how? Or does there
seemm to be no obvious reason as to why the sequences are grouped together as they are?
Inn order to answer these questions, let me start by elaborating a little on the ways of
summarizingg sequence characteristics. After all, it is not especially obvious how to typify the
clusterss in terms of their sequence characteristics. In part, this is a general problem associated
withh cluster analyses that result in polythetic groups, i.e. groups which contain cases that are
groupedd together on the basis of similarity, and not on the basis of equality (cf. Bailey, 1994:
7).. In the present study, however, the problem is exaggerated because there is no standard
terminologyy available to describe differences in the sequence of activities. Aggregated
summaryy statistics on the allocation of time by men and women such as those presented in
Tablee 5.1 and Table 5.2 are illustrative and helpful, but cannot fully describe the
differences29. .
AA useful tiling one can do, is make a visual analysis of the clusters on the basis of a
colorr coding of the sequences, and derive the typical characteristics of the sequences of each
clusterr by inspection. Figure 5.5 provides an example of such a color coding of sequences, for
economicall reasons reproduced here as a symbol coding30. The figure contains all sequences
clusteredd together into the second cluster of the UK dual-earner (umbrella) cluster. It
representss the time-diaries of the couples in this cluster as sequences of 96 episodes, where
eachh episode can be one of nine states {HH, HM, HL, MH, MM, ML, LH, LM, IX}. In this
particularr example, the states are distinguished from one another by symbols. The precise
meaningg of the different symbols is not of importance here (a description of this cluster is
givenn in section 5.5.3). What does matter is the pattern that can be detected in the sequences
onn the basis of the codings. Clearly, the (color or symbol) coding helps to get some general
understandingg of the outcome of the clustering procedure. However, a disadvantage of an
analysiss solely based on color or symbol codings is that with the exception of very tightly
definedd clusters, the outcome depends to a considerable extent on the judgement of individual
researchers.. It may lead to rather haphazard descriptions, especially if the number of cases
includedd in the analysis is relatively large.
Ann alternative method is one suggested by Andrew Abbott & Alexandra Hrycak
(1990),, i.e. a description of clusters in terms of the 'typical sequence', defined as the sequence
att the smallest distance, on average, from all other sequences in the cluster (see also 5.4.2).
299

If they could, there would be no reason to perform the sequence alignment in the first place. In that case,
integratedd statistics would have been sufficient to fully describe the differences between clusters, and the
clusterr analysis could have been performed using several different time-use variables as inputs.
300
The order of the sequences is as determined by Ward's clustering method (see Appendix 5.2).
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Figuree 5.5: Fragment of UK color coding (reproduced as symbol coding)
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Thiss procedure has the advantage that it is relatively simple and does not require too many
additionall computations. In order to determine the typical sequence one simply calculates the
columnn or row totals of the matrix of n/*n,, where n/ is the number of couples in cluster i. It
also,, arguably, has the advantage that it results in a typical sequence which is not a
hypotheticall one, but one that can actually be found in the data. However, this method only
makess sense if the clustering procedure generated relatively separate groupings of sequences.
Iff the clusters do not differ a lot from one another, the significance of a concept such as 'the
typicall sequence' declines as there is no guarantee that sequences grouped in one particular
clusterr are indeed closest to their own typical sequence instead of to any of the other typical
sequences. .
Tabless 5.3A and 5.3B provide some information as to the usefulness of describing
'typicall sequences' at the cluster level. They give information on the percentage of sequences
inn a particular cluster that is best represented by each of the 16 or 18 typical sequences
distinguished.. The clusters are ordered according to their size within each umbrella cluster,
wheree the typical sequences of the fifth Dutch and UK umbrella clusters are added to the
malee breadwinner clusters and dual-earner clusters respectively, as male breadwinner cluster
88 and dual-earner cluster 8. The conclusion to be drawn from these tables is that,first,the
groupingss into umbrella clusters are quite distinct from one another. This was already hinted
att by the very large differences in aggregated time-use discussed in the previous section. With
feww exceptions, all sequences turn out to be best represented by typical sequences within their
ownn umbrella cluster. The most notable exceptions are sequences grouped in the dual-earner
clusters.. As will be shown in section 5.5.3, in both samples the cluster 'responsible' for this
relativelyy low percentage is a cluster which groups one-and-a-half earner sequences.
Apparently,, the time-use patterns of some of the women of these couples resembles that of
womenn in the male breadwinner clusters more than that of women in dual-earner clusters.
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AA second conclusion is that the distinctiveness of the groupings at the cluster level differs
considerably.. To be sure, as is indicated by some relatively high percentages on the diagonal
andd many low percentages on the off-diagonal, there are a substantial number of clusters
whosee typical sequence is indeed 'typical' for a relatively high percentage of sequences.
However,, there are also clusters whose typical sequence is only typical of a small percentage
off sequences within the cluster. The tables show that especially the clustering of those
sequencess grouped into both the Dutch and the UK male breadwinner cluster as well as in the
UKK dual-earner cluster raises questions as to the usefulness of the chosen level of
disaggregation.. Whereas some of the clusters appear to be quite well represented by their
typicall sequences, others - such as cluster 2 in the Dutch male breadwinner cluster and cluster
11 in the UK male breadwinner cluster - are clearly not. In these latter cases, only about half of
alll sequences in the cluster are closer (or as close) to their own cluster's typical sequence than
too any other typical sequence. This information, combined with the information in the color
codings,, suggests that in some cases, the level of disaggregation is too high and the number
off clusters too large.
5.533

Empirical typology of Dutch and UK couples1 time-use sequences

Inn what follows, the typology generated is described in terms of the sequence characteristics
off the different clusters. Clearly, the above findings suggest caution with respect to the use of
thee information provided in the typical sequences. Therefore, to avoid drawing the wrong
conclusionss from typical sequences which are not that 'typical', the verbal descriptions found
inn this section are based on three sources of information: the typical sequences presented in
Figuress 5.6 to 5.9, summary statistics per segment of the day (found in Appendix 5.4) and the
colorr plots (not reproduced here).
Empiricall typology of dual-earner sequences
First,, consider the sequence characteristics of the different dual-earner clusters (see also
Appendixx 5.4). Figure 5.6 presents the typical sequences of the 12 dual-earner clusters
generated.. The format used to represent the sequences is the same as the format used in
Figuree 5.4. The bar graphs represent for men and women separately the sequence of their
activitiess from 6 a.m. to midnight. The typical sequence representing the most prevalent
cluster,, i.e. the one with the largest number of cases, is shown first.
DutchDutch dual-earner sequences
Thee sequence typical for the first cluster of Dutch sequences can best be described as a
'normal'' dual-earner sequence. It is the most prevalent sequence pattern of Dutch dualearners,, and is characterized by relatively symmetrical working time hours for both men and
women.. Both partners spend an about equal amount of time on market work at roughly the
same,, 'normal' work hours. Women following this typical sequence perform slightly more
householdd work than their partners. The difference, however, is not large and does not disturb
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thee relatively symmetrical picture to any great extent. The small amount of household work
thatt is engaged in is typically performed after market work hours, mostly at the end of the
afternoonn and the beginning of the evening.
Thee sequence which best describes the sequences in the second cluster is one which
showss women leaving their market work relatively early to engage in some household work
activityy and which shows a relatively low degree of synchronized leisure time, especially in
thee evening31. Typically, it is women who draw the short straw, as they have on average
considerablyy less leisure time in the evening than their partners. In quite a number of
sequencess grouped in this cluster, they are either engaged in more household work or go to
workk again, perhaps moonlighting or returning to their day jobs. Because the women in this
clusterr are found to allocate considerably more time to household work than their partners,
andd because they allocate a considerable amount of time to market work, they can be said to
carryy a 'dual burden' or work 'second shifts'.
Ass for the third cluster, the sequences it groups together can best be distinguished from
thee 'normal' dual-earner sequences because of the asynchronous starting and ending times of
thee partners' market work hours in combination with specific timing of household work
activities.. In this cluster, couples allocate somewhat more time to household work and
somewhatt less to market work than couples in cluster 1. Their average time-uses are
relativelyy symmetrical, but asynchronously timed over the day. In the typical household
shownn in Figure 5.6 (and on average, cf. Appendix 5.4), the woman performs some
householdd work before she starts her market work episode. She returns 'home' relatively late,
i.e.. after her partner, who by then has already finished his market work episode and is
engagedd in some household work activity.
Thee sequences in the last Dutch dual-earner cluster are those of one-and-a-half earners.
Womenn are engaged in part-time work. They start their market work synchronously with
theirr partner - in the morning. However, they return home early and do a reasonable amount
off household work in the afternoon whilst their partner remains at his job. Remember that the
typicall sequence of this cluster was found to be relatively unrepresentative of the sequences
groupedd together in this cluster. The dominance of part-time work in this cluster explains this,
andd helps us understand why many of the sequences in this cluster were also found to be
similarr to typical sequences of male breadwinner clusters.
UKUK dual-earner sequences
Forr the UK, the clusters are in part fairly similar to the ones found in the Dutch sample.
Roughlyy speaking, cluster 1 is similar to the cluster with the 'normal' dual-earner sequences,
andd cluster 2 is similar to the cluster grouping one-and-a-half earner sequences in the
Netherlands.. The typical sequence of cluster 8, identified as a separate cluster in the UK data,
"" Additional calculations show that, on average, couples allocate only 43 percent of their evening time to
jointt leisure, whereas the corresponding percentages for the other three dual-earner clusters are 70 percent or
more. .
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Figuree 5.6: Typical s e q u e n c e s of dual-earner clusters
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resembless the asynchronous work schedules typical of the sequences in the third Dutch
clusterr and may be interpreted as a much more extreme version of this Dutch pattern. In fact,
itt comes close to what Sara Horrell et al (1994) have labeled a 'non-overlapping' work
systemm of start and finish times so that one partner is available to deal with household
responsibilitiess at either end of the day.
Off the remaining five UK clusters, four are clusters whose typical sequences appear
lesss typical, as they are similar only to a relatively low percentage of sequences in their
clusterss (cf. section 5.4.2, Table 5.3B). As it turns out, they can all be interpreted as variations
off patterns already discussed. Thus, clusters 3 and 7 are found to consist mainly of one-and-ahalf-earnerr couples, with sequences similar to those in cluster 2 as well as to those in the male
breadwinnerr clusters. The sequences grouped in cluster 3 differ mainly from those in cluster
22 in terms of the timing of women's market work (in the afternoon as opposed to the
morning).. The sequences in cluster 7 are a bit more difficult to describe. After inspection of
thee color plot, what appears to distinguish the sequences clustered in cluster 7 from other
sequencess are his relatively long work hours: his work day not only ends long after her
markett work day ends, but also begins before she engages in market work. Cluster 7's typical
mann works more unusual hours than the typical man in the second cluster and allocates much
workk to the morning and evening.
Thee sequences grouped in cluster 4 and 5 are like the 'normal' dual-earner sequences in
thatt both partners start and end their workdays at about similar times and that most household
workk is performed after the market work episode. The typical sequence of cluster 4 differs
fromm the normal dual-earner partem because of 'the gap'. What turns out to be decisive for
clusteringg these particular sequences is the gap in the sequences between two episodes of
jointt market work. In all sequences, either one of the two partners temporarily disrupts his or
herr market work to - temporarily - engage in either leisure or household work. The typical
sequencee of cluster 5 differs from the normal sequence because it is a more work-intensive
versionn for both partners. Both partners allocate quite a lot of time to market work and are left
withh relatively little joint leisure time, especially at the end of the day.
Thee sequences grouped in the remaining cluster, cluster 6, are not as easily described in
termss of the sequences discussed above. Admittedly, these sequences resemble somewhat the
oness clustered in the Dutch dual-earner cluster (cluster 2). Both clusters group sequences with
quitee a lot of HM episodes after the joint market work episodes. However, the UK sequences
cannott be described in terms of dual-burden or second shifts: women do not return to their
jobb later in the evening, nor do they engage in many household work activities in addition to
theirr market work. Compared to their partners, these women do engage in more household
work,, but not in more total work than their partners do. Thus, this sequence can perhaps be
bestt labeled as a one-and-three-quarter-earner sequence.
Tablee 5.4 summarizes the most important findings.
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Tablee 5.4: Empirical typology of dual-earner sequences
11 NL 1 Normal sequence: begins with LL, then MM at normal work hours, a little HH, HL,
UKK 1 LH after market work, rest LL.
22 NL 2 Dual burden sequence: she quits market work earlier than he does, mostly to
engagee in household work (relatively many HM after MM). Relatively little LL in
evening. .
33 NL 3 Staggered sequence: he starts before her and finishes after she does to engage in
UKK 8 household work; she engages in household work before she engages in market
work;; typical order of episodes- ignoring duration - is LM, HM, MM, ML, MH,
LL. .
44 NL4 One-and-a-half-earner sequence 1: both start market work synchronously, she
UKK 2 quits earlier to engage in household work.
55 UK 3 One-and-a-half-earner sequence 2: she starts work period with household work;
onlyy engages in market work after long episode of household work
66 UK 7 One-and-a-half-earner sequence 3: similar to first one-and-a-half-earner-sequence,
exceptt for early start of his work day (early in sequence: LM)
77 UK 4 Gap sequence: sequence similar to normal sequence except for 'the gap',
connectingg two joint market work periods during which either one of the two
partnerss is engaged in either leisure or household work.
88 UK 5 The long-day sequence: sequence similar to normal sequence except for the long
workk hours. Characteristic is the shortness of the joint leisure episode LL at the end
off the day
99 UK 6 One-and-three-quarter-earner sequence: Relatively many HM after MM. She does
moree household work than he does, but total work load does not differ much.
Empiricall typology of male breadwinner sequences
Turningg to the breadwinner typology, a quick glance at Figure 5.7 immediately gives a clue
ass to why OMA had some difficulties grouping breadwinner sequences as tightly as dualearnerr sequences (cf. section 5.5.2). Compared to the typical sequences of dual-earner
coupless shown in Figure 5.6, the sequences depicted in Figure 5.7 are much more
fragmented.. The difference between the sequences in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 are mainly
causedd by differences in women's time-use patterns. Whereas the patterns of dual-earner
womenn are relatively neat and can be characterized by relatively little state changes, the
patternss of women in the male breadwinner clusters show many state changes from
householdd work to leisure, and back again. Given the haphazard patterns which result, it is no
wonderr that OMA found it difficult to return very tight clusters. Nevertheless, aided by the
colorr plot, some summary statistics and the typical sequences, it is possible to point at some
typicall features and to describe the (sometimes fuzzy) differences between the sequences.
DutchDutch male breadwinner sequences
Againn I start with the Dutch clusters. The first male breadwinner cluster is by far the largest
Dutchh male breadwinner cluster and the largest cluster in general. The sequence typical of the
sequencess in this cluster can, like the typical sequence of the first dual-earner cluster, be
labeledd the 'normal' male breadwinner sequence. Although this pattern is obviously
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asymmetricc in terms of gender roles, both partners work more or less at the same time regularr hours - and enjoy leisure at about the same time - mostly in the evening.
Thee sequences grouped together in the second Dutch cluster are characterized mainly
byy a large degree of fragmentation. As was shown in section 5.5.2, the typical sequence
depictedd in Figure 5.7 is the typical sequence least representative of all typical sequences
distinguished.. More often than not, sequences clustered together in cluster 2 are closer to
typicall sequences of other clusters than to their own typical sequence32. The fact that it is
indeedd fragmentation that is characteristic of the sequences in this second cluster sheds some
lightt on this low degree of representation. After all, deleting or inserting a couple of states
mayy be sufficient to turn one sequence from cluster 2 into another one to be found in, say,
clusterr 6.
Mostt sequences in the third cluster differ from the 'normal' sequence mainly because
typicallyy the woman has a relatively long leisure episode before she starts to engage in
householdd work (i.e. relatively many LMs before HMs). Thus, the typical woman's sequence
startss with a fair degree of leisure, and most household work is performed in the afternoon or
earlyy evening. Some cases in this cluster, however, differ from the normal sequence in a
slightlyy different way. Inspection of the color plot shows that cluster 3 also includes some
sequencess which depart from the normal sequence because men's working hours start
relativelyy early. Women's household work hours start at the usual time, similar to the starting
timess of women in cluster 1. These sequences are clustered together with the other sequences
becausee apart from timing differences they are all characterized by relatively long stretches of f
LMM episodes preceding HM episodes.
Thee sequences grouped together in the next two clusters, clusters 4 and 5, are
characterizedd by relatively long work hours and little joint leisure for partners. The typical
characteristicc of the sequences in the fourth cluster is the period at the beginning, i.e. the
episodess during which he is already engaged in market work while she is still enjoying
leisure,, as well as the period at the end, i.e. the episodes during which either she alone or both
aree engaged in household work. Men in this cluster start their market work day early and
engagee in relatively many household work activities after this day ends. Women in this
clusterr also allocate relatively much time to household work. Their evenings in particular are
ratherr busy, with an average of forty percent allocated to household work. The typical aspect
off the sequences (loosely) grouped together in cluster 533 is that either both (as in the typical
sequencee depicted) or the husband alone ends market work relatively late, which
consequentlyy allows for little joint evening leisure.

322

See Table 5.3A, which shows that only 44 percent of the cases in cluster 2 are best represented by the

typicall sequence.
333
Table 5.3A indicated a relatively low representativeness of the typical sequence of cluster 5, and a
relativelyy large overlap with other clusters.
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Thee sequences in cluster 6 and 7, on the other hand, are clearly clustered together because of
thee leisure-intensity where women's sequences are concerned. The sixth sequence can best be
characterizedd by her long leisure episode in the afternoon, while he is engaged in market
workk (cf. typical sequence 3). The seventh cluster can best be characterized by the sheer
absencee of any work activity in women's sequences.
Thee eight and last Dutch male breadwinner cluster to be discussed is the separate
umbrellaa grouping already presented in section 5.5.1. The most notable difference between
thee sequences in this cluster and the others discussed is the long work day of the typical man.
Hiss market work episode only ends late in the evening and the joint leisure time episode at
thee end of the sequence is consequently very short. Because he either works very long hours
onn the job or because he precedes his otherwise regular-length market work day with a
considerablee period of household work, the typical pattern characterizing the sequences in
thiss cluster may be labeled the long (dual) burden sequence.
UKUK male breadwinner sequences
Inn part, in ways similar to UK dual-earner sequences, the UK male breadwinner sequences
resemblee the sequences described for Dutch data. Thus in the UK data too one can detect
somethingg like a 'normal' male breadwinner pattern (typical sequence 3). In addition, the
typicall sequence where the woman's day starts with a fair amount of leisure time can also
Tablee 5.5: Empirical typology of male breadwinner sequences
11
NL 1 Normal sequence: both mostly work during regular work hours, although she has
UKK 3 slightly less leisure in the evening than he does. Long stretch of joint leisure at
endd ofsequence.
22
NL 2 Fragmented sequence: typical characteristic of the sequences is high degree of
fragmentation n
33
NL 3 Woman's leisure morning: similar to normal sequence, except for woman's
UKK 2 relatively long leisure-intensive episode before she engages in household work
(LL,, LM, HM, LL)
44
NL 4 Staggered, little joint leisure sequence: typical is the beginning of the sequence
UKK 4 when she enjoys leisure whilee he engages in market work (ML), as well as the
endd when either she or both are engaged in household work (HL, HH). Relatively
littlee joint leisure at beginning and at end of sequence.
55
NL 5 The long-day sequence: typical is men's relatively long work hours. Very little
UKK 5 joint leisure (LL) at end of sequence
66
NL 6 Woman's leisure afternoon: similar to normal sequence, except for her relatively
UKK 1 long leisure-intensive episode following household work (LL, HM, LM, LL)
77
NL 7 Woman's leisure day: typical is the sheer absence of women's work. Men work
regularr hours
88
NL 8 The long (dual) burden sequence: relatively many LMs and little joint leisure
(LL)) at end of sequence. Some sequences also have an episode of HHs preceding
HMss in morning/afternoon.
99
UK 6 Woman's leisure afternoon 2: similar to sequence 6 except for the more frequent
householdd work episodes (HL or HM) in the evening
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bee found in the data (typical sequence 2), as can the sequence with a relatively long leisure
spelll in the afternoon (typical sequence 1) and the long-day sequence (typical sequence 5).
Thee remaining two typical sequences have quite a bit in common with the normal male
breadwinnerr pattern, especially the relatively large amount of household work performed.
Theree are, nevertheless, some differences. Thus, the sequences in the fourth cluster are
distinguishedd in similar ways to the sequences in the Dutch fourth cluster by relatively early
workk periods for him while she is still engaged in leisure. The extra time allocated to
householdd work at the end of the day does not show up as clearly as in the Dutch sequences,
however.. The sixth typical sequence, finally, is somewhat similar to the sequences clustered
inn Dutch cluster 6 and in UK cluster 1 because of women's relatively long leisure episode in
thee afternoon in between HM episodes. Compared to these sequences, though, the UK
sequencess in cluster 6 are characterized by quite a lot more household work episodes,
especiallyy in the evening. Table 5.5 summarizes the most important findings.
Otherr typical sequences
Thee last typical sequences to discuss are those of the no-earner clusters (Figure 5.8) and of
thee female breadwinner clusters (Figure 5.9). As for the no-earner clusters, a point to note is
thatt the difference between the clusters appears mainly to be a difference of work-intensity.
Thee first Dutch sequence and the second UK sequence are on the leisure-intensive side, both
withh relatively long spells of joint leisure time in the afternoon. The third Dutch and first UK
sequencee are on the work-intensive side, with household work in the morning, afternoon, and
earlyy evening. Other information, such as that women in all five sequences distinguished
performm more household work than their partners was already reported in Table 5.2.
Ass for the three female breadwinner sequences, Figure 5.9 shows that the typical Dutch
femalee breadwinner allocates most of her daytime to market work while her partner allocates
somee of his time to household work and most of it to leisure. In the evening, she has
somewhatt less leisure time available than he does because she is either engaged in market
workk or in household work. As for the UK, the two clusters differ mainly in terms of the
amountt of household work performed by the husband, where the first is less work-intensive
thann the second. The first sequence is similar to the Dutch female breadwinner sequence,
exceptt for the fact that the UK man seems to engage in slightly more household work than his
Dutchh counterpart does. The second sequence is comparable to male breadwinner sequence 4,
inn that she starts her market work before he starts his household work episode, and because
theyy both end their work day more or less simultaneously with a work episode (a household
workk episode in the typical case depicted). Note, in addition, that in both sequences, the
typicall woman engages in some household work activity immediately following a market
workk episode. This is a clear difference with the sequence of activities of most of the typical
malee breadwinners, but something these women have in common with the typical women in
thee dual-earner clusters.
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Figuree 5.8: Typical sequences of no-earner clusters
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Some concluding general remarks

Followingg the description of the typical sequence characteristics of the different clusters
givenn above, some general remarks remain to be made that relate not so much to the
differencess between the clusters but to the broader picture to be derived from the clustering
outcome.. A first remark concerns not so much the presence of certain typical sequences but
ratherr the absence of some of mem. For example, night work clearly is absent among the
manyy typical sequence features discussed. Of course, this does not imply that no one in the
sampless studied is engaged in some night work activity. Rather, the problem is the small
samplee size in both the Dutch and UK cases. Because the number of sequences with night
workk episodes is relatively small in the Dutch and UK samples, these sequences - which are
easilyy recognized in the color codings - are not numerous enough to be grouped together in
distinctivee clusters and instead are allocated to the rest category. Similarly, the fact that the
clusterr procedure returns a one-and-a-half-earner cluster with women working part-time in
thee afternoons for the UK (UK dual-earner cluster 3) but not for the Netherlands, does not
implyy that there are no such one-and-a-half-eamer couples to be found in the Dutch data set,
butt simply that the sequences which are typical in that manner are not frequently found.
AA second general remark relates not to the differences but to some notable similarities
betweenn the typical couple sequences graphed, i.e. those related to the differences in the order
ass well as in the fragmentation of men's and women's activities. There appear to be some
distinctt gender differences in the time-use sequences studied. As for the order of activities, a
quickk glance at Figures 5.6 to 5.9 shows that whereas 12 of the 15 typical women engaged in
markett work start their work day with a household work episode before they engage in
markett work, this is true for only 5 of the 26 typical men engaged in market work. Most
typicall men start their work day immediately with a market work activity. In addition, 12 out
off the 15 typical women engage in some household work activity immediately following
theirr market work episode, whereas only 3 of the 26 men do so. A simple count of the state
changess in the two data sets confirm these fmdings in a more general way. In the Dutch case,
somee 40 percent of women's market work episodes are directly preceded by a household
workk episode, whereas this is the case in only 16 percent of men's transitions to work.
Similarly,, some 45 percent of women's transitions from market work are transitions to a
householdd work episode. In men's case, the comparable figure is 18 percent. The figures for
thee UK are similar, and show that whereas some 35 percent of women's market work
episodess are directly preceded by a household work episode, this is the case in only 24
percentt of men's transitions to market work. Similarly, 48 percent of women's transitions
fromfrom market work are transitions to household work, whereas for men the comparable figure
iss 26 percent34.

344

In three out of four cases the absolute figures for transitions to or from household work are also higher for
womenn than for men. Denoting the transition from, for example, household work to market work as HM, the
absolutee figures for Dutch women are HM=99 and MH=113 (and LM=154, ML=138). For men the
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Ass to the fragmentation of time, i.e. the number of times men and women interrupt one
activityy to engage in another, again there are clear gender differences. In almost all typical
sequencess depicted, women's time-use is more fragmented than men's is. This is especially
thee case when lots of household work is performed. Thus, whereas most of the sequences of
thee typical men in the male breadwinner umbrella cluster contain one long episode of market
work,, one or two episodes of household work, and relatively long, uninterrupted periods of
leisure,, the sequences of the typical women in the breadwinner clusters are usually made up
off relatively short household work and leisure episodes35. These findings also extend beyond
thee level of the typical sequences shown. At the sample level, some additional calculations
showw that women's time-use is clearly more fragmented than men's time-use. Thus, Dutch
womenn have on average 6.8 leisure episodes, with an average duration of 2:20 hours, whereas
Dutchh men have 4.2 leisure episodes, with an average duration of 3:21 hours. Similarly, UK
womenn have on average 6.1 leisure episodes with an average duration of 2:29 hours, whereas
UKK men have an average of 4.0 leisure periods, with an average duration of 3:28 hours.
Thesee gender differences in the fragmentation of time remain at the cluster level. For
example,, whereas Dutch couples in the dual-earner umbrella cluster have on average about
thee same amount of leisure time, women's leisure time is more often interrupted than men's
leisuree time (5.7 times versus 3.3). And whereas women in Dutch male breadwinner couples
doo not have twice as much leisure time as their partners, their leisure time is more than twice
ass often interrupted (6.5 times for women versus 2.9 times for men).

5.66

Conclusions

Thee aim of this chapter was to add a building block to the study of sequence issues. It focused
onn the question of whether optimal matching analysis, a heuristic, data-exploratory technique,
cann be successfully applied in exploratory research on timing aspects of couples' time-use,
andd emphasized both the sequence alignment and clustering phase of the analysis. The key
questionn to be answered in this final section is whether the results of the analyses allow us to
labell OMA 'successful'. Do the empirical groupings generated in the clustering phase of the
analysess facilitate the identification and description of sequence aspects of patterns of the
intra-householdd division of labor and do they make any sense from a substantive point of
view? ?
Theree are several grounds justifying an affirmative answer to this question. For one,
well-knownn patterns such as the dual-earner pattern and the male breadwinner pattern show
upp in the results. This may seem very obvious. However, it is in no way self-evident that the

correspondingg figures are 77 and 87 (and 408,409). For UK women the figures are HM=95 and MH=133
(andd LM=175, ML=144). For men the corresponding figures are 102 and 111 (328,323).
355
This finding on thee gendered nature of thefragmentationof leisure time corresponds with similar findings
off Rydenstam (1997), Gershuny & Sullivan (1998), and Sullivan (1997).
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alignmentt and clustering procedures return dual-earner, breadwinner and no-earner clusters.
Thee fact that they do is quite comforting from a data exploratory point of view.
Equallyy comforting is the result that the analyses detect these familiar patterns in both
thee Dutch and the UK data sets. The integrated statistics given for the different umbrella
clusterss are quite similar for both countries (see section 5.4.3), a result which suggests the
methodd is robust when applied to time-use data. The fact that the analyses result in more
diversityy within an umbrella cluster in one data set than in another, certainly does not weaken
thiss conclusion. Given that, at the end of the 1980s, the number of dual-earner families in the
UKK far outweighed the number of such families in the Netherlands, with the reverse applying
too male breadwinner families, it should come as no surprise to find relatively much diversity
inn dual-earner patterns in die UK, and relatively much diversity in breadwinner patterns in the
Netherlands. .
Third,, the empirical typology which results points to a wide variety in the daily
rhythmss of couples' division of labor, related to differences in the order of activities, the
synchronizationn of episodes, the fragmentation of sequences as well as to more conventional
characteristicss such as the amount of work and leisure time available and the gendered nature
off die division of labor. OMA has relatively few difficulties in distinguishing between
differentt types of sequences within an (umbrella) cluster of - when using more traditional
researchh tools - seemingly quite similar sequences. Thus, for example, OMA groups together
'normal'' dual-earner sequences which are characterized by relatively unfiragmented,
synchronizedd work schedules at normal work hours and distinguishes this grouping clearly
fromm other groupings, such as a that of sequences with almost non-overlapping work
scheduless and relatively little joint leisure time. Unless one can successfully argue that the
differencess detected are not materially important and, for example, do not influence choice
behavior,, OMA suggests that these aspects should be considered in both empirical and
theoreticall work on the intra-household division of labor.
Clearly,, however, the analyses presented have not as yet resulted in a definite typology
off couples' time-use sequences. Before any such typology can be used as a dependent or
independentt variable in research dealing with intra-household division of labor issues, more
workk is needed. A first necessary step towards a more definite typology of couples' time-use
sequencess is die application of OMA to considerably larger samples tiian the ones used for
thee research presented here. An obvious limitation of the study is the small size of the
sampless used. Although the sample sizes are large compared to those used in related research,
thee number of observations is still too small to allow for the clustering of several 'a-typical'
workk schedules (also see section 5.5.4). Inspection of the color codings shows that many of
thee sequences not clustered but allocated to the rest category are sequences of well-known 'atypical'' patterns, such as those of night workers and those of people who work extremely
longg days. An additional important drawback of the small sample size is that it precluded me
fromfrom any rigorous statistical testing of the sequence characteristics detected and from
performingg extensive analyses on the relationship between cluster membership and
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exogenouss variables36. Because the research presented is experimental and explores the
possibilitiess of OMA in time-use research, this drawback is not too severe. It should be
evident,, however, that once a more definite typology is established, a main topic for future
researchh is whether differences between sequences can be explained by differences in
exogenouss variables or whether they in turn explain differences in endogenous variables.
Oncee time-use sequence patterns are firmly established, the question is how they and the lack
off potential for communication and synchronization relate to family characteristics, job
characteristicss such as travel time, job satisfaction and the like, income variables, and
physicall and mental health indicators related to the benefits derived from social interaction37.
AA second extension of the research concerns a broadening of the time span of the
sequencess studied. In this chapter, the analysis focused on the timing of activities in the
coursee of one day only. This is problematic for two reasons. First, this focus causes problems
withh right and left censoring. In some cases the diary day may begin or end with, say, only
halff an hour of market work, and we are unable to say whether these thirty minutes represent
thee end or beginning of a whole night of work, or just a short work period after or before a
goodd night's sleep. Or, in the words of Andrew Harvey et al (2000: 31), we are unable to say
'whetherr paid employment constitutes the end of a ten hour shift, or a half hour session
duringg which someone wrote down a good idea which occurred to him during sleep'. Second,
thiss focus does not allow for an analysis of weekly, monthly, or yearly cycles. The daily
perspectivee was chosen in order to allow for comparisons of the results of OMA on two
differentt data sets, and thus to say something about the robustness of the findings.
Unfortunately,, this choice implies that it is impossible to say anything definite about couples'
weeklyy schedules of time. If one assumes that all weekdays are structured in similar ways,
thiss is not a sizeable problem. However, this assumption does not seem tenable. In actual fact,
'virtuallyy every aspect of life in industrial societies, from school hours, opening times of
governmentt and regulatory agencies, scheduling of television and radio programmes, opening
hourss of restaurants, libraries, or theatres, scheduling of sporting events, and standard
employmentt contracts work on weekly cycles' (idem). In order to capture all the
heterogeneityy in work schedules which arises because of differences in couples' scheduling
off workdays over the week or even over the month or year, future research should try to
incorporatee longer time spans of sequences.

16

11 did run some analyses, but these only allow for some conclusions at the level of the three large umbrella
clusters,, conclusions which are already well known or could have been reached using non-sequence data as
well.. For example, I find that the relationship between a family type variable (constructed such as to take
accountt of the age of the youngest child and the age of the female partner) and umbrella cluster membership
iss stronger for the Netherlands than it is for the UK. Thus, for example, couples with children are clearly
underrepresentedd in the Dutch dual-earner cluster. In the UK two-thirds of those in dual-earner couples are
coupless with children. The more interesting findings are likely to be found at the cluster level, but at that
levell most clusters did not contain more than twenty sequences.
377
See Weiss (1996) for a formal, theoretical discussion on timing issues.
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Third,, and most important, more work needs to be done to strengthen the substantive content
off the empirical typologies. Those acquainted with cluster analyses know that such analyses
invariablyy result in one typology or another. This typology is not always of substantive
interest.. The topic I see as most important to follow-up research is related to the conclusion
thatt whereas OMA seems to handle diversity in time-use sequences of dual-earner couples
fairlyy well, it appears to have considerably more problems with the identification of separate
groupingss of breadwinner couples and no-earner groupings. Thus, for example, although the
analysess result in quite a number of clusters within the umbrella cluster of breadwinner
couples,, it is not very clear on what basis the sequences are grouped together. In some
instancess the groupings identified by the clustering procedure do make sense from an intrahouseholdd division of labor point of view. In many instances, however, there is no clear
reasonn why the sequences grouped together are grouped together as they are. As color
codingss clearly show differences in the ordering of episodes within these clusters, the only
reasonn why these sequences are grouped together appears to be differences in the amount of
couples'' combinations of household work, market work and leisure time and nothing else.
Thee differences in outcomes for dual-earner sequences on the one hand and for other
sequencess on the other, I suggest, are related to differences in clock-oriented and taskorientedd time-use and the meaning of'leisure' in a clock-oriented or a task-oriented context38.
Thee notion of clock-oriented time is associated with industrialization and the production of
relativelyy homogenous goods via large-scale production and the specialization of labor and
capital.. Today, although perhaps decreasingly so, most market time can still be labeled clockoriented.. It 'comes in finite units, a uniform and abstract time that can be measured,
quantitativelyy evaluated, controlled, and exchanged for money, accumulated for 'time out',
andd delimited against leisure time' (Adam 1995: 95). The notion of task-oriented time, on the
otherr hand, is associated with work which is highly diversified, unspecialized, small-scale
andd which demands many switches between tasks during the day. Most household work, and
somee (post-industrial) market work, is task-oriented, 'some of which are urgent and cannot be
putt aside, like a crying baby. Rest periods are thus not assured and regular, and the work
cannott in fact be done at one's own pace' (Hartmann 1974: 224)39. In the first, clock-oriented
context,, the leisure of those mainly engaged in market work is to be used at their own
discretion,, being their 'free' time. For the second, task-oriented context leisure is a
combinationn of both discretionary and non-discretionary time, i.e. what is left over after the
timee devoted to (irregular) household work activities is deducted (cf. Moore 1963: 35)40. For
thee sequences with at least one partner relatively often engaged in household work, the task388

See Thompson 1965 (cited in Gershuny & Sullivan 1998), Hartmann 1972, and more recently Adam 1995.
In fact, it is argued, precisely those goods which are less suitable for market production and are of a more
orr less heterogeneous nature, are the ones that have stayed in the home.
400
Adam (1995: 96) goes as far as to say that outside the framework of 'economic time' the idea of 'free
time'' must remain relatively meaningless since its very definition is tied to the history of paid employment.
Whenn individuals are not in paid employment, therefore, she suggests it makes little sense to speak of their
'freee time'.
399
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orientedd context - often in combination with a clock-oriented context - is the relevant one to
consider.. Because of the susceptibility to interruption and idiosyncrasies in this context, it
comess as no surprise that it is difficult to detect many habitual, fixed time-use patterns in the
sequences.. And in a sense, the problems experienced in summarizing the sequence aspects of
thee typical patterns of breadwinner and no-earner clusters are in fact excellent illustrations of
thee lack of habit and fixed rhythms in household work and, vice versa, of the structuring
effectss of paid employment.
Givenn these differences, follow-up research can go one of several ways. For those who
wantt to analyze the interactions between market work and household work in families, the
roadd ahead might be a rough one. Because, as Jonathan Gershuny & Oriel Sullivan (1998)
observe,, many of the contemporary difficulties of dual-earner families are 'precisely about
tryingg to reconcile two very different scales of time', such further research on sequence issues
off the intra-household allocation of time cannot ignore the contextual differences and should
concentratee on how to adequately deal with discretionary and non-discretionary aspects of
leisuree time. Although the OMA results did point at some remarkable sequence differences
betweenn men and women's time-use apparently related to the interactions between market
workk and household work (see section 5.5.4), the clustering presented cannot yet be labeled
successfull in any substantive sense. It leaves open too many questions as to why certain
sequencess are grouped in one cluster as opposed to another, and does not facilitate a
substantivee interpretation of family rhythms and the way families deal with both clock and
task-scaless of time. One suggestion for further research is to simplify the analyses presented
heree in one respect so as to focus more specifically on the complexity of the interactions
betweenn household work, market work and leisure. For example, one may be better able to
interprett the clustering outcomes when the analyses are at individual level instead of at
couplee level. In addition, it may be helpful to start with more local analyses of the sequences
andd focus on local similarities in sub-sequences, instead of global, whole-sequence analyses
(seee Wilson 1998).
AA more straightforward solution is simply to discard the distinction between household
workk and leisure, and study sequences of market work and its complement 'leisure' in a
labor-leisuree type of framework. Obviously this solution will not do if one is interested in
wayss of reconciling the different time scales of market work and household work. However,
otherr research issues related to the increasing heterogeneity in market work schedules may
welll be served with this simplification. The results of the analyses presented here suggest it
wouldd be relatively straightforward to perform an OMA on such sequences. Given the
increasingg diversity in work schedules and the little quantitative research available to study its
consequences,, this road seems worth taking. There are a number of interesting time-use data
setss available which contain a sufficient number of cases to study and which allow for the
studyy of weekly cycles. For the Netherlands, the time-diary data of the Social and Cultural
Planningg Bureau, collected every fifth year since 1975 for different samples of individuals of
122 years of age or older, seem especially suited to follow-up research along the lines
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suggested,, even though these data have unfortunately been collected at individual rather than
householdd level. These time-diary data are excellent examples of the richness which
characterizess most time-diary data sets. Although the Dutch SCP time-diary data have
alreadyy often been analyzed in both national and international time-use studies, they are still
underutilizedd with respect to the sequence information they contain. The lack of adequate
measuress to summarize sequence information undoubtedly is a major reason for this neglect.
Itt seems appropriate to end this chapter by repeating Stone's plea 'not to avoid
sequencee issues, but to develop more sophisticated ways of handling time'. Almost thirty
yearss after these words were first written down, and now that rich time-use data-sets have
becomee available, computing possibilities have improved, and techniques like optimal
matchingg analysis have been introduced into the social sciences, it would be a waste not to
followw Stone's lead. Sequence issues - this chapter has proved that much - are still
complicatedd and perplexing. They are not, however, impossible to study and there is no need
too avoid them. In actual fact, given the increasing public and scientific awareness of the
importancee of sequence issues, I would say today even more so than thirty years ago there is
aa pressing need to study them.
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Appendixx 5.1: Sequence alignment procedure
Inn order to illustrate the method of sequence alignment, consider the time-use patterns of two
Britishh couples, couple A and couple B, on a Thursday. Below, the somewhat crude
representationn of these two couples' time-use in fifteen minute periods from 6 a.m. to 6 a.m.
thee following morning shows that they are spending their time in fairly, but not exactly,
similarr ways. Again, leisure time is denoted as L, household work H, and market work M.
Thee first letter refers to the time-use of women, whereas the second letter refers to the timeusee of men.
A::
B::

LL LL LL HL LL HH HM MM ... MM ML ML LL HL ... HL HL LL
LL HL LL LL LL HL HL MM ... MM MM MM ML HL ... HL LL LL

... LL
... LL

Bothh partners in both couples work on the labor market, mostly at similar times (MM)
althoughh they do not start and end exactly at the same time (HM, ML). After market work
hours,, in both households the woman takes care of the housework, while the man allocates
timee to leisure (HL). In the evening, all the work is done: both sequences end with periods of
jointt leisure (LL). As it turns out, using the indel costs mentioned, the time-use patterns of
thesee two couples happen to be the two most similar time-use patterns in this sample of
couples'' time-use on British Thursdays. The distance measured is 12. That is, in order to
alignn these two sequences only twelve insertions or deletions are necessary. Below this
distancee is computed using the dynamic programming algorithm, but with this simple
examplee it is also possible to compute the distance by inspection. To do this, first take the
firstt part of the sequences, up to the time slot where both couples go to work (MM ... MM).
A::
B::

(|> $ LL LL LL HL LL HH HM MM ... MM
LL HL LL LL LL HL <|l $ HL MM ... MM

Deletingg the two time slots at the beginning, then inserting two time slots with states LL and
HH,, and finally substituting HM for HL results in an alignment of the two 'sub-sequences'41.
Thee costs of doing so add up to 6. Note that there are several other ways of aligning these two
sub-sequencess such that the costs add up to 6. For example, instead of deleting the first half
hourr of the second couple, we may opt to delete the second quarter and delete the third, fourth
orr fifth quarter to align the beginning of the sequences. Whatever alignment we choose,
however,, the minimum costs involved are 6.
Addd to this subtotal the minimum costs of aligning the second part of the sequences:

411

Note that this last step is equivalent to deleting HL and inserting HM. The equivalence is due to the
definitionn of indel and substitution costs.
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A::
B::

<)> <|> M L M L LL H L
MM M M M L <f <f H L

... H L $ H L LL
... H L LL <|> LL
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... LL
... LL

Again,, here the minimum costs are 6, deleting MM, MM and LL, and inserting ML LL and
HL.. The total costs of aligning these two sequences, and thus the distance between the two
sequences,, amounts to 12. This is slightly more than six percent of the maximum possible
distancee between two sequences (192 indel operations).
Itt might be instructive to compare the distance measure thus computed to a more
straightforwardd one, which compares two sequences analyzing whether the activity
mentionedd in a specific 15 minute period in one sequence differs from the activity mentioned
inn the same 15 minute period in other sequence (see Van den Broek et al 1999, pp. 150-153).
Thiss latter measure of difference runs from zero (no difference between the two sequences) to
966 (none of the 96 15-minute periods are die same). Applied to the sequences given in the
above,, the measure is equal to 8 or 8.3 percent of the possible 96 units, which is rather similar
too the sequence alignment method.
However,, the difference between the two measures grows larger if, for illustrative
reasons,, one were to take the following two sequences:
A:: LL HL LL HL LL HL
B:: HL LL HL LL HL LL

... LL HL LL HL LL HL
... HL LL HL LL HL LL

Thee sequence alignment measure of this pairwise comparison is equal to 2, one deletion (for
examplee LL at the beginning of sequence A) and one insertion (for example LL at me end of
sequencee A). The difference measure comparing specific 15-minute periods is equal to 96.
Thee first measure captures the similarities between the two time-use patterns after accounting
forr the slightly different starting times. The second one stresses the differences between the
twoo time-use patterns, ignoring the similar patterns and focusing on the fact that the time-uses
off the couples represented by sequence A and B differ at every single 15-minute period.
Whenn the exact timing of an activity matters, this may be a useful measure in some cases. In
manyy instances, however, and especially when quite short time-periods such as 15-minute
periodss are considered, OMA may be more instructive.
Off course, a visual inspection is not always sufficient to align pairs of sequences. In OMA the
problemm of minimizing intersequence distance is solved by an iterative minimization
procedure42.. The matrix below illustrates the alignment of part of sequence A and B (to
preventt extremely large matrices, only the first part of the sequences is shown). One
sequence,, by convention die top one in an alignment (here sequence A) spans the columns of

4242

What follows is an adapted version of Abbott & Hrycak 1990, Appendix, pp.178-181.
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thee matrix, leaving the first column without a label. The other sequence (here sequence B)
spanss the rows, leaving the first row without a label.
Too create the minimum cost alignment we move through this matrix downwards and to
thee right. Moving right one column means 'adding an insertion' to the alignment. This means
puttingg the column label in top member, sequence A, and $ (for null) in the bottom member,
sequencee B. Moving down one row means 'adding a deletion', which conversely means
puttingg the row label in the bottom member of the alignment, sequence B, and <j) in the top
member,, sequence A. Moving down one row and to the right one column (i.e. diagonally
downwardd and to the right) means 'adding a substitution', putting the column label in the top
memberr of the alignment, sequence A, and the row label in the bottom member, sequence B.
Thee costs of these movements are recorded in the matrix: insertion costs are in the lower left
off each cell, deletion costs in the upper right, substitution costs in the upper left. Here,
insertionn and deletion costs are equal to 1, and substitution costs (one deletion and one
insertion)) to 243. The lower right element in each cell is the minimum cost of arriving there.
Thee cost at the start, in the upper left corner of the matrix, therefore, is zero. Since we move
too the right along the first row only by continuously 'inserting', there are only insertion costs
andd total costs in these border cells. Each additional column costs one, and we end up, at the
upperr right-hand corner, with a cost of 8; we now have sequence A at the top in the alignment
433

Unless, of course, the column label and the row label are identical. Then, the costs are zero as no real

substitutionn takes place.
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andd a row of 4>'s at the bottom. Similarly, since we move down the first column only by
continuouss 'deletion', each additional row costs us one, and we end up at the lower left
comerr with a cost of 8; here we have sequence B at the bottom of the alignment, and 8 <|>'s at
thee top.
Sincee we wish to arrive at a full alignment of both sequences, we must arrive at the
lowerr right corner. Note that any interior cell can be entered three ways: from the left (by
insertion),, from above (by deletion) and diagonally from left above (by substitution).
Assumingg we have already calculated the minimum costs of arriving at these prior cells, we
simplyy add these prior costs to the cost of entering the present cell from each of those cells
andd choose the minimum of these sums for the lower right of the present cell. Thus we first
calculatee the uppermost left interior cell. We can enter from the left at the cost of one or from
abovee at the cost of one. In each case, the prior cost was one and the cost of entry is one, with
totall cost of two. We can also enter diagonally, with prior cost zero and entry cost zero (as no
substitutionn is necessary). Clearly 0 is the minimum total cost Thus, this becomes the lower
rightright entry of the cell. Each of the tree paths embodies a different alignment:
Fromm the left:
Fromm above:
Diagonally::

<J> LL Total costs 2
LLL 4>
LL $
Total costs 2
4>>
LL
LL
Total costs 0
LL L

Wee proceed similarly downward through the matrix. Again we can enter the second interior
celll (HL, LL) from the left at the cost of one. The prior cost was two, with total cost of three.
Wee can also enter from above at the cost of one, with prior costs of zero and thus a total cost
off one. Entering diagonally has prior costs one and entry costs 2 (now substitution is
necessary).. Clearly, 1 is the minimum total cost.
Fromm the left:
Fromm above:
Diagonally::

L
<f
^
LLL HL 4»
LL $
LLL LL
<fr LL
LLL HL

Total costs 3
Total costs '
Total costs 3

Wee proceed similarly through the matrix to reach a full alignment of both sequences at a cost
off 6. This result can be reached in a number of different ways. The different pathways are
indicatedd by the arrows in the table.
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Appendixx 5.2: Cluster analysis procedure
Inn agglomerative hierarchical clustering, clusters are formed by grouping sequences into
biggerr and bigger clusters until all sequences are members of a single cluster - here, the
'superclusters'' of the Dutch and UK samples. Each sequence begins as a cluster by itself. The
twoo closest clusters are merged to form a new cluster that replaces the two old clusters.
Mergingg of the two closest clusters is repeated until only one cluster is left. The methods used
too cluster the cases are mostly heuristic methods, rules of thumb which in most cases are not
supportedd by an extensive body of statistical reasoning. Depending on the specific method
used,, one can also arrive at quite different clusters. Because of the exploratory nature of this
analysis,, I clustered the sequences using two clustering methods: average linkage between
groupss and Ward's minimum variance method44.
Thee purpose of the clustering is to place the sequences into clusters suggested by the
data,, rather than defined a priori, so that the sequences in a given cluster tend to be similar to
eachh other in some sense, and the ones in different clusters tend to be dissimilar. The tricky
thingg is to determine the appropriate level of (dis)aggregation, i.e. to determine the number of
clusters.. Only in very special circumstances will the clusters that emerge be clearly
identifiable45.. In most cases, however, it is not immediately obvious where in the cluster
hierarchyy the grouping of cases into one and the same cluster should stop. The fact that the
numberr and the different sizes of the clusters identified can differ greatly depending on the
specificc method used does not make things easier.
II decided to use a simple two-step rule of thumb to determine the number of clusters
andd analyzed the two dendrograms that result from the clustering procedure using Ward's
methodd and average linkage (see Halpin & Chan, 1998, who use a similar but not identical
procedure).. First, on bom dendrograms I drew a horizontal line halfway between the top of
thee diagram (indicating the distance between the final two clusters) and the bottom
(indicatingg the distance between identical data points (i.e. zero)). Clusters are identified
countingg the vertical lines crossing this horizontal line, treating each one as the root of a
cluster.. The problem, of course, is that the number of clusters now differs depending on
whetherr I base the classification on one or the other dendrogram. Therefore, the second step
iss to opt for the largest number of clusters thus determined - this is the number of clusters
foundd when using average linkage - and move the horizontal line on the other dendrogram usingg Ward's method - such that the same number of clusters results. A simple cross444
The cluster analyses are performed using SPSS for Unix (Release 6.1). In average linkage, the distance
betweenn two clusters is the average distance between pairs of sequences, one in each cluster. Using Ward's
minimumm variance method, the criterion for combination is that the within-cluster variation as measured by
thee sum of the within-cluster deviation from cluster means is minimized. See for details, e.g. Aldenderfer &
Blashfield(1984). .
455
For example, a clustering on the basis of a single dichotomous variable will result in two clearly
identifiablee clusters. These clusters could, of course, also have been identified without the clustering
procedure. .
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tabulationn of cases by clusters shows that in most of the cases the clusters identified by
averagee linkage can be interpreted as 'umbrella clusters' encompassing the clusters identified
byy Ward's method. In this paper, clusters are defined as those cases which both are identified
ass belonging to the same cluster according to Ward's method and average linkage, and
consistt of more than two percent of the total sample.
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Appendixx 5.3: Couples' allocation of time to household work, market
work,, and leisure
Tablee A5.3-a: Dutch couples' allocation of time to household work, market work, and
leisure,, per country and per umbrella cluster
InIn percentages, standard deviations in brackets, and hows: minutes; Thursdays only
Dual-earnerr cluster (N=78)
WomenWomen
Householdd work
Markett work
Leisure e

Men Men
Roww total
Leisure e
Markett work
Household work
Time
In% % Time e Inn %
Inn %
Time
Inn %
Time
2.55 (3.1) 0:36 5.11 (6.0) 1:13 3.99 (4.0) 0:56 6 11.44 (8.3) 2:44
1.44 (3.1) 0:20 29.66 (8.8) 7:06 3.77 (4.3) 0:53 334.77 (9.9) 8:20
1.66 (2.1) 0:23 4.55 (4.4) 1:05 47.99 (5.2) 11:30 053.99 (6.4) 12:56

24:00
Columnn total
5.44 (4.8) 1:18 39.22 (6.6) 9:24 55.44 (5.8) 13:18 8 1000
Malee breadwinner cluster (N=189)
Men Men
Roww total
Leisure e
WomenWomen
Household work
Markett work
Time
Inn %
Time
In% % Time e Inn %
Inn %
Time
Householdd work 2.99 (3.4) 0:42 22.33 (9.1) 5:21 5.66 (4.1) 1:21 1 30.88 (10.7) 7:24
0.11 (0.9) 0:01 1.00 (3.0) 0:14 0.44 (1.3) 0:06 6 1.55 (3.7) 0:22
Markett work
2.22 (2.9) 0:32 17.44 (8.3) 4:11 48.11 (6.6) 11:33 367.7(10.9)) 16:15
Leisure e
5.22 (5.1)
Columnn total
No-earnerr cluster (N=70)

1:15 40.77 (7.1)

9:46 54.11 (6.9) 12:59 9 1000

24:00

Men Men
Roww total
Leisure e
Household work
Markett work
Inn %
Time
Time
In% % rime e Inn %
Inn %
Time
Householdd work 12.77 (8.4) 3:03 0.55 (1.7) 0:07 12.44 (6.7) 2:59 9 25.66 (8.9) 6:09
0.66 (2.0) 0:09 0.00 (0.0) 0:00 0.33 (1.8) 0:04 4 0.99 (3.4) 0:13
Markett work
5.88 (5.7) 1:24 0.88 (3.2) 0:12 67.00 (8.2) 16:05 5 73.66 (8.6) 17:40
Leisure e
WomenWomen

19.11 (10.5) 4:35
Columnn total
Femalee breadwinner cluster (N=8)
WomenWomen
Householdd work
Markett work
Leisure e

1.22 (4.8)

0:17 79.77 (9.8) 19:08 8 1000

24:00

Men Men
Roww total
Leisure e
Household work
Markett work
Time
In% % rime e Inn %
Inn %
Time
Inn %
Time
1.44 (2.5) 0:20 0.00 (0.0) 0:00 3.66 (3.2) 0:52 2 5.11 (4.6) 1:13
8.22 (6.3) 1:58 2.99 (4.5) 0:42 25.99 (5.4) 6:13 3 37.00 (7.5) 18:53
1.88 (3.6) 0:26 0.00 (0.0) 0:00 56.11 (6.2) 13:28 8 57.99 (5.7) 13:54

24:00
11.55 (8.3) 2:46 2.99 (4.5) 0:42 85.77 (8.1)20:34 4 1000
Columnn total
Malee breadwinner cluster (2) (N=l 3)
Men Men
Roww total
Leisure e
Householdd work
Markett work
Time
Women Women
Inn %
Time
In% % Time e Inn %
Inn %
Time
Householdd work 5.88 (6.2) 1:24 16.77 (6.3) 4:00 4.55 (3.8) 1:05 5 26.99 (9.2) 6:27
0.00 (0.0) 0:00 1.88 (3.4) 0:26 0.44 (1.4) 0:06 6 2.22 (4.5) 0:32
Markett work
1.22 (1.3) 0:17 31.6(11.5)) 7:35 38.11 (6.1) 9:09 9 70.99 (7.4) 17:01
Leisure e
Columnn total

7.00 (7.2)

1:41 50.0(12.6)) 12:00 43.00 (8.0) 10:19 9 1000

Source:: own calculations based on Statistics Netherlands' Time Budget Survey 1988.

24:00
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Tablee A53-b: UK couples' allocation of time to household work, market work, and
leisure,, per country and umbrella cluster
InIn percentages, standard deviations in brackets, and hours: minutes; Thursdays only
Dual-earnerr cluster (N=l 32)
Men Men
Women Women Householdd work
Markett work
Leisure e
Roww total
In% % Time e In% % Time e In% % Time e
In% % Time e
Householdd work 1.9 9 (2.3) ) 0:27 7 7.5 5 (6.5) ) 1:48 8 4.5 5 (3.9) ) 1:05 5 13.99 (7.5) 3:20
Markett work
1.2 2 (2.4) ) 0:17 7 26.7 7 (9.6) ) 6:24 4 1.7 7 (2.9) ) 0:24 4 29.6(10.5)) 7:06
Leisure e
2.4 4 (2.7) ) 0:35 5 6.6 6 (6.2) ) 1:35 5 47.5 5 (6.6) ) 11:24 4 56.55 (7.3) 13:34
Columnn total
5.4 4 (4.6) ) 1:18 8 40.8 8 (8.6) ) 9:48 8
Malee breadwinner cluster (N=l 17)
Men Men
Women Women Householdd work
Markett work
In% % Time e In% % Time e
Householdd work 1.9 9 (2.6) ) 0:27 7 22.8 8 (8.2) ) 5:28 8
0.1 1 (0.5) ) 0:01 1 0.5 5 (1.8) ) 0:07 7
Markett work
2.55 (2.7) 0:36 17.3 (7.6) 4:09
Leisure e
Columnn total
4.44 (4.9)
No-earnerr cluster (N=38)

1:03

40.5 (6.1) 9:43

53.8 8 (7.3) ) 12:55 5 1000

24:00

Leisure e
Roww total
In% % Time e In% % Time e
5.6 6 (4.3) ) 1:21 1 30.2 2 (8.5) ) 7:15 5
0.2 2 (1.0) ) 0:03 3 0.7 7 (2.2) ) 0:10 0
49.3 (6.2) 11:50 69.0 (8.5) 16:34
55.1 (6.9) 13:13

100

24:00 0

Men Men
Women Women Householdd work
Leisure e
Roww total
Markett work
In% % Time e In% % Time e In% % Time e In% % Time e
Householdd work 13.1 1 (8.0) ) 3:09 9 0.7 7 (2.0) ) 0:10 0 11.1 1 (7.0) ) 2:40 0 24.99 (10.0) 5:59 9
Markett work
0.6 6 (1.9) ) 0:09 9 0.1 1 (0.8) ) 0:01 1 1.2 2 (2.7) ) 0:17 7 1.99 (4.4) 0:27 7
Leisure e
6.66 (5.3) 1:35
1.0 (3.9) 0:14 65.6(10.6)15:45 73.3 (9.5)17:36
Columnn total
20.33 (9.7) 4:52
Femalee breadwinner cluster (N=18)

1.8 (4.9) 0:26

77.9 (9.8) 18:42

100

24:00 0

Men Men
Women Women Householdd work
Roww total
Markett work
Leisure e
In% % Time e
In% % Time e In% % Time e
In% % Time e
Householdd work 4.00 (4.7) 0:58 8 0.0 0 (0.0) ) 0:00 0 4.5 5 (4.2) ) 1:05 5 8.66 (7.5) 2:04 4
Markett work
20.55 (13.4) 4:55 5 1.1 1 (3.1) ) 0:16 6 17.5 5 (9.5) ) 4:12 2 39.11 (10.4) 9:23 3
Leisure e
3.11 (2.9) 0:45
0.1 (0.5) 0:01 49.1 (9.3) 11:47 52.3 (8.3) 12:33
Columnn total
27.66 (15.0)
Dual-earnerr cluster (2) (N=8)
WomenWomen
Householdd work
Markett work
Leisuree
Columnn total

6:37

1.2 (3.5) 0:17

71.2(13.9)17:05

100

24:00 0

Men Men
Markett work
Leisure e
Roww total
Household work
In% % Time e In% % Time e In% % Time e In% % Time e
1.6 (1.9) 0:23 17.1 (7.4) 4:06
1.4 (1.8) 0:20 20.1 (6.6) 4:49
4.6 (3.4) 1:06
5.5 (5.6) 1:19 12.4 (3.6) 2:59 22.4 (8.1) 5:23
4.4 (4.0) 1:03 15.9 (3.6) 3:49 37.2 (4.5) 8:56 57.5 (6.80 13:48
10.66 (6.7)

2:33

38.4 (2.5) 9:13

51.0 (6.3) 12:14

Source:: own calculations based on UK ESRC SCELI Time Budget Survey 1987.

100

24:00 0
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Appendixx 5.4 Summary statistics by segment of day
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CHAPTERR 6

Summaryy of this thesis

Thiss thesis groups together four essays as Supplements to the Economics of Household
Behavior.Behavior. These four essays address quite diverse topics. The first essay deals with consumer
theory,, the second with a bargaining experiment, the third with timing aspects of the intrahouseholdd allocation of time, and the fourth with an optimal matching analysis of these same
timingg aspects. Still, diverse as these essays are, they are all somehow related. Chapter 1 of
thiss thesis sets out to explain how, and briefly discusses a school of thought which is not dealt
withh extensively in the rest of this thesis, but which has played an important if not decisive
rolee in determining its content: the theory of household production and its application to the
intra-householdd allocation of time as developed by Gary Becker.
Inn 1965, Becker wrote his by now seminal article on 'A theory of the allocation of time', the
essentialss of which are said to have originated in the earlier work of Wesley Mitchell (1912)
andd Margaret Reid (1934). With this article, and with a later extension to multi-person
householdss in his A Treatise on the Family (1981), Becker provided a new 'household
production'' foundation for the theory of household behavior and extended the traditional
approachh to consumer theory in two ways. First, he viewed goods and services no longer as
directt sources of utility, but as instrumental in the production of 'commodities', a rather
abstractt concept which is used to refer to e.g. a meal or a trip, or, in later work, to children,
healthh and prestige. Households cannot buy these commodities on the market, but have to
producee them 'in house' using market goods and services, and time as inputs in the
productionn process. Second, following Jacob Mincer (1962), Becker explicitly broadened the
sett of inputs available to households to include time inputs in addition to market goods and
services. .
Withh this household production approach, Becker laid the foundations for a
comprehensivee neo-classical approach to the study of both market and non-market activities,
andd earned himself the title of founding father of 'new home economics', a field studying
householdd issues which up till Becker's pioneering work had hardly ever been considered as
issuess worthy of economists' attention. At least three lines of research in the economics of
householdd behavior can be said to have resulted trom this approach, either as an extension of
it,, or in response to criticism related to for example Becker's conceptualization of the
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householdd as a homogeneous decision-making unit or in response to criticism on the difficult
empiricall applicability of his framework. These are, first, historical work on the antecedents
off Becker's work, second, bargaining work on intra-household interactions, and third,
empiricall work on the intra-household allocation of time. The four essays presented in this
thesiss have in common that they all in one way or another supplement the literature in one of
thesee three research areas.
Chapterr 2 of this thesis can be interpreted as a supplement to the literature on the antecedents
off Becker's work and discusses 'The consumer and the good life: Hazel Kyrk's approach to
consumerr theory'. Using archive material and biographical references, and reviewing
contributionss to consumer theory, the chapter focuses on the work and life of Hazel Kyrk, a
previouslyy fairly little-known Chicago-economist writing as early as the 1920s and 1930s.
Thee original motivation behind this chapter is derived from the observation that it seems
somewhatt odd that Kyrk's work on consumer theory and household behavior is not
acknowledgedd as one of the antecedents to Becker's 'new home economics', whereas that of
Mitchelll and Reid - which shows important overlaps with that of Kyrk - is. The research
presentedd in this chapter is an elaboration of an attempt to answer the question why this might
bee the case and aims to contribute to a discussion of Hazel Kyrk's work and life by presenting
aa more comprehensive discussion than hitherto can be found in the few references to Kyrk.
Too accomplish this, the chapter contains a biographical sketch as well as a synopsis of Kyrk's
mainn theoretical contribution, A Theory of Consumption (1923), which focuses around the
conceptt of the good life, and combines ethics and economics in the study of consumer
behavior.. The chapter discusses the historical context in which Kyrk formulated her approach,
andd compares it to other approaches to consumer behavior, to wit, those of the early home
economists,, the new consumer theorists, Becker's household production approach, the old
institutionalistt school, and to John Dewey's pragmatic ethical thought.
Thee chapter concludes that Kyrk contributed considerably to the development of the
borderlandd between economics and home economics, and helped to broaden the scope of both
disciplines.. She was one of the first economists to study explicitly the concrete purchasing,
householdd production, and choice-making activities of consumers at a time when these were
hardlyy considered legitimate objects of study for economists. In addition, Kyrk, together with
contemporariess such as Thorstein Veblen, Wesley Mitchell, John Maurice Clark and John
Dewey,, was among the first to argue for a broadening of the social and psychological basis of
thee theory of consumer behavior, and extended her theoretical framework to give a more
realisticc account of human choice behavior. Finally, Kyrk also was among the first, if not the
first,, to explicitly formulate a theory of consumption linking Dewey's pragmatist ethical
thoughtt to economics. In particular, Kyrk's conceptualization of the valuation process, her
focuss on experiments as means to enhance welfare, her overall perspective focused on the
importancee of effective freedom of choice, and her stress on consumer education are elements
thatt make it possible to interpret her theory as a pragmatist Deweyan approach to the
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consumptionn process. As to the question of non-acknowledgement, the chapter suggests that
thee answer may be as simple as this: both Mitchell and Reid remained in closer contact with
mainstreamm economics than Kyrk did, and at one time or another produced a considerable
amountt of empirical work which was known to and referred to by the new consumer theorists.
Becausee of this, the new consumer theorists - among which Becker - also got acquainted with
theirr earlier, less orthodox work on consumer theory and the economics of household
production.. Kyrk never got around to more mainstream academic work, and instead focused
alll her energy and time in the later years of her career on policy-related work. Consequently,
herr name and her work were forgotten by most.
Chapterr 3 of this thesis, 'Investing for the greater good; an experimental study of bargaining
withh endogenous pie size and disagreement payoffs', can be interpreted as a supplement to the
bargainingg literature on intra-household decision-making. The original motivation behind this
chapterr is the wish to fill part of the gap between the often highly elaborated theoretical
bargainingg models developed and the empirical work available. More specifically, the chapter
aimss to experimentally test theoretical bargaining models such as those developed by
Notburgaa Ott (1993) and Kai Konrad & Kjell-Erik Lommerud (1995, 1996), which study the
trade-offf between efficiency and strategic aspects of relationship-specific and general
investmentt decisions in bargaining settings. That is, it aims to test whether parties are indeed
reluctantt to choose ex-ante relationship-specific investments which create a relatively high
jointjoint surplus but decrease their bargaining position vis-a-vis a non-investing bargaining party.
Thee bargaining experiment reported upon in this chapter was carried out at the CREEDlaboratoryy of the University of Amsterdam together with Joep Sonnemans and Hessel
Oosterbeek.. It is designed to provide some experimental evidence regarding this investment
problemm and investigates bargaining behavior when the size of the gains to be distributed and
thee disagreement payoffs are determined endogenously. One of two players chooses whether
bothh will subsequently bargain over the division of a large 'pie' or a small 'pie'. Choosing the
largee pie deteriorates the chooser's payoffs in the event of disagreement during the bargaining
stage.. The choice to be made in this simple setup resembles the choice between relationshipspecificc investments and general investments in a bargaining context. The choice for a small
piee can be interpreted as a more general investment which does not create a higher surplus for
thee two players to bargain about, but which does limit the chooser's vulnerability to
opportunisticc bargaining behavior on the part of the other player. The choice for a large pie
cann be interpreted as a relationship-specific investment which creates a higher joint surplus
butt which also weakens the chooser's absolute and relative bargaining position.
Thee first main question this chapter addresses is under which conditions a player is
preparedd to choose the relationship-specific option. To investigate this, in three experimental
differentt treatments we shifted the theoretical prediction with the relationship-specific
investmentt from 125 percent to 75 percent to 25 percent of the backwards induction payoff
fromfrom the alternative opportunity. We found that with a predicted payoff of 125 percent almost
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alll players choose the relationship-specific alternative, whereas with 25 percent almost none
off the players do so. With the expected payoff of the relationship-specific choice being only
755 percent of the expected payoff from the alternative choice, about half of the players choose
thee relationship-specific alternative. This suggests that somewhere between the extremes of
1255 percent and 25 percent, players switch from the relationship-specific choice to the
alternativee option. Subgame-perfection predicts this to happen abruptly where the backwards
inductionn payoff from the relationship-specific option exactly equals the backwards induction
payofff from the alternative option. A key finding of our experiment is that this is not the case.
Wee conclude that players do underinvest in relationship-specific assets but not to the degree
subgame-perfectionn predicts this to happen.
Thee second main question this chapter addresses asks whether it matters for the
bargainingg process whether a player has chosen the size of the pie of whether the
experimenterss have. That is, we asked whether endogeneity matters. Comparing the results of
threee experimental treatments with those of three control treatments which were exact copies
off the experimental treatments, except that the experimenters rather than a player determined
thee size of the pie, we conclude that it does. Non-investing parties are less inclined to fully
exploitt their bargaining power if the other party has made a relationship-specific choice. In
addition,, those with a relatively weak bargaining position are less inclined to be exploited if
theirr bargaining position is weak as a result of relationship-specific choices they themselves
made.. These findings are compatible with the first finding because they help to explain why
relationship-specificc alternatives are chosen more often than bargaining theory predicts. They
aree also more than just a confirmation of earlier studies in the experimental bargaining
literaturee which reveal a systematic deviation from the backwards induction division towards
moree equal divisions. Our findings add to this the finding that such deviations increase if the
piee size and the disagreement payoffs are determined endogenously.
Thee chapter concludes that the bargaining models failed our experimental test. The data
generatedd provided some insights into where their weaknesses may lie, and how the theory
mightt be usefully modified or developed. If anything, our results suggest that for our
understandingg and modeling of real-life situations related to household behavior, firm
behavior,, or labor markets, the theoretical models constructed should be modified to take the
followingg into account: endogeneity matters.
Chapterss 4 and 5 of this thesis can be understood as supplements to the empirical work on the
intra-householdd allocation of time. However, these two essays are not firmly based in the
householdd production framework, but instead aim to contribute with more exploratory
analysess of issues not usually dealt with in the empirical and theoretical literature on the intrahouseholdd allocation of time, i.e., timing issues.
Chapterr 4 of this thesis, 'Synchronizing rhythms of work and leisure; an analysis of the
timingg of market work, household work, and leisure of dual-earner couples in the
Netherlands'' follows Daniel Hamermesh's (e.g. 1996,2000) recent work on timing issues and
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analyzess timing aspects of the division of labor of dual-earner couples in the Netherlands.
Specifically,, it focuses on the relationship between couples' work and leisure schedules and
familyy type. The contribution of this chapter is twofold. By providing empirical evidence for
thee Netherlands using relatively little analyzed time-budget data produced by Statistics
Netherlandss in 1988, it complements the scarce quantitative literature on timing aspects of
workk and leisure of dual-earner couples. In addition, following Jacob Mincer (1962) and
Reubenn Gronau (1977), it extends the timing literature that is available and makes a
distinctionn between 'leisure' broadly defined to include household work, and leisure as a
complementt of'work' broadly defined to include household work as well as market work.
Onee of the main conclusions to be derived from the analyses is that there is indeed a
relationshipp between synchronization of work and leisure and family type. The presence of
youngg children in particular is shown to be clearly related to the degree of (a)synchronization.
Too a certain extent, this result is in line with the findings of earlier studies focusing on other
countries.. However, the difference between these studies and the one presented in Chapter 4
iss that these studies find positive effects of the presence of young children on men's and
women'ss atypical working hours, whereas the analyses presented in Chapter 4 suggest
oppositee effects for men and women. Compared to young couples without children, dualearnerr men with young children appear to work schedules that tend to overlap more with the
collectivee rhythm than other men's schedules do. Dual-earner women with young children, on
thee other hand, appear to work relatively 'unusual' work hours and are found to allocate
relativelyy many of their market work hours to the evening.
AA second conclusion to be derived from the analyses is that the usual estimates on the
timingg of work and leisure based on information on market work hours and their complement
'leisure'' overestimate the effect of differences in family type on the amount of
(a)synchronizedd work and leisure schedules. The presence of relatively young children is
negativelyy related to the degree of synchronization of work and leisure schedules, but this
relationshipp is not as strong as predicted when the difference between household work and
leisuree is ignored. For, generally speaking, it ignores the time allocated to household work by
onee partner while the other is engaged in market work and vice versa. More specifically, not
alll the evening time women allocate to market work is time during which their partners
'asynchronously'' enjoy leisure. Part of it is found to be 'synchronously' allocated to
householdd work.
Thee final essay in this thesis, 'Towards a typology of couples' time-use sequences: an analysis
off couples' time-use using Optimal Matching Analysis', continues the study of timing aspects
off the intra-household division of labor, but moves even further away from more standard
methodss of analysis. In fact, chapter 5 can truthfully be characterized as 'measurement
withoutt theory', and tries to come to grips with the complexities of sequence characteristics
off time-use using a data-exploratory method called Optimal Matching Analysis (OMA).
OMA,, a technique only recently imported into the social sciences from molecular biology and
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computerr science, is a heuristic, data-exploratory technique that makes it possible to classify
dataa expressed as sequential lists of events - such as DNA molecules or sentences, but also
workk histories or daily activity patterns - into different clusters. The analysis consists of two
steps:: a sequence alignment phase that produces information about similarities and
dissimilaritiess between pairs of sequences, and a clustering phase that generates an empirical
groupingg of the data into clusters. Because OMA does not necessitate the formulation of a
priorii criteria to group observations, it has been shown to be useful in exploratory phases of
researchh on sequence issues.
Thee research presented in chapter 5 focuses on the question whether OMA can also
successfullyy be used in research on couple's time-use. It presents an OMA-generated
empiricall typology of the way couples time their household work, market work, and leisure
usingg couple time-diary data for the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. The results
providee several grounds justifying an affirmative answer to this question. For one, wellknownn patterns such as the dual-earner pattern and the male breadwinner pattern show up in
thee results. Equally comforting is the result that the analyses detect these familiar patterns in
bothh the Dutch and the UK data sets. Third, the empirical typology which results points to a
widee variety in the daily rhythms of couples' division of labor, related to differences in the
orderr of activities, the synchronization of certain activities, the fragmentation of sequences as
welll as to more conventional characteristics such as the amount of work and leisure time
availablee and the gendered nature of the division of labor. Unless one can successfully argue
thatt the differences detected are not materially important and, for example, do not influence
choicee behavior, the results suggests thatt these aspects should be considered in both empirical
andd theoretical work on the intra-household division of labor.
Thee chapter concludes, however, arguing that the analyses presented have not as yet
resultedd in a definite typology of couples' time-use sequences. Further research is needed. For
thosee who want to analyze the interactions between market work and household work in
families,, this research should focus on ways to deal with the idiosyncrasies and interruptions
off household work activities. One suggestion is to simplify the analyses presented in one
respectt so as to focus more specifically on the complexity of the interactions between
householdd work, market work and leisure. For example, one may be better able to interpret
thee clustering outcomes when the analyses are at individual level instead of at couple level. In
addition,, it may be helpful to start with more local analyses of the sequences and focus on
locall similarities in sub-sequences, instead of global, whole-sequence analyses.
AA more straightforward topic for further research is simply to discard the distinction
betweenn household work and leisure, and study sequences of market work and its
complementt 'leisure' in a labor-leisure type of framework. Obviously this suggestion is of no
usee if one is interested in ways of reconciling the different time scales of market work and
householdd work. However, other research issues related to the increasing heterogeneity in
markett work schedules may well be served with this simplification. The results of the
analysess presented suggest it would be relatively straightforward to perform an OMA on such
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sequences.. Given the increasing diversity in work schedules and the little quantitative
researchh available to study its consequences, this road seems worth taking.
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Nederlandsee samenvatting (Summary in Dutch)

Ditt proefschrift, getiteld Supplements to the Economics of Household Behavior
(Supplementenn op de Economie van het Huishoudelijk Gedrag) omvat vier essays. Deze vier
essayss behandelen tamelijk uiteenlopende onderwerpen. Het eerste essay gaat over de theorie
vann het consumentengedrag, het tweede over een onderhandelingsexperiment, het derde over
timingg aspecten van de allocatie van tijd binnen huishoudens, en het vierde over een
zogenaamdee Optimal Matching Analysis van deze zelfde timing aspecten. Niettemin, hoe
uiteenlopendd de in dit proefschrift verzamelde essays ook zijn, ze hebben wel iets met elkaar
gemeen.. Hoofdstuk 1 van dit proefschrift geeft aan wat. Dit hoofdstuk behandelt beknopt een
stromingg die in de rest van het proefschrift niet uitgebreid aan bod komt, maar die wel een
belangrijke,, zo niet doorslaggevende rol heeft gepeeld bij het bepalen van de inhoud van dit
proefschrift:: de door Gary Becker ontwikkelde theorie van de huishoudelijke productie en de
toepassingtoepassing daarvan op de verdeling van de arbeid binnen huishoudens.
Inn 1965 schreef Becker zijn achteraf bijzonder invloedrijk gebleken artikel lA theory of the
allocationallocation of time' (Een theorie over de allocatie van tijd), de essentie waarvan, zo wordt wel
gezegd,, kan worden teruggeleid tot het eerdere werk van Wesley Mitchell (1912) en Margaret
Reidd (1934). Met dit artikel en met latere uitbreidingen van de daarin ontwikkelde theorie
naarr meerpersoonshuishoudens in zijn A Treatise on the Family (1981) (Een verhandeling
overr het gezin), leverde Becker een nieuwe 'huishoudproductie'-grondslag voor de theorie
vann het huishoudelijk gedrag en breidde hij de traditionele theorie van het consumentengedrag
inn tweeërlei opzichten uit. Ten eerste conceptualiseerde hij goederen en diensten niet langer
alss directe bronnen van nut, maar als instrumenteel in de productie van commodities, een
tamelijkk abstract concept dat wordt gebruikt om te verwijzen naar nut verschaffende
'eindproducten'' zoals een maaltijd of een uitje, of, in later werk, kinderen, gezondheid en
prestige.. Huishoudens kunnen deze eindproducten niet kopen, maar moeten ze 'in eigen huis
produceren'.. Input daarbij zijn naast goederen en diensten ook tijd, waarmee de tweede
uitbreidingg ten opzichte van de traditionele theorie van consumentengedrag kan worden
genoemd.. Voortbouwend op het werk van Jacob Mineer (1962) heeft Becker de voor het
huishoudenn beschikbare set met productiemiddelen expliciet uitgebreid met tijd, tezamen met
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goederenn en diensten te combineren tot een voor het huishouden optimale mix van inputs in
dee productie van de gewenste eindproducten.
Mett dit concept van huishoudelijke productie legde Becker de grondslag voor een
veelomvattendee neoklassieke benadering van de studie van zowel markt als niet-markt
activiteiten.. En hij verdiende voor zichzelf de titel van vader van de new home economics, een
stromingg die vraagstukken op het terrein van huishoudelijk gedrag bestudeert die vóór
Becker'ss pionierswerk door de meeste economen nauwelijks de moeite van het bestuderen
waardd werden geacht. Van ten minste drie onderzoekslijnen binnen de economie van het
huishoudelijkk gedrag kan worden gezegd dat zij voortvloeiden uit Becker's benadering, ofwel
alss uitbreiding daarvan, ofwel in antwoord op kritiek op bijvoorbeeld Becker's
conceptualiseringg van het huishouden als een homogene besluitvormingseenheid of op de
moeilijkee empirische toepasbaarheid van zijn benadering. Deze lijnen zijn, ten eerste,
historischh onderzoek naar de antecedenten van Becker's werk, ten tweede
onderhandelingsmodellenn toegepast op huishoudens, en ten derde empirisch werk naar de
allocatiee van tijd binnen huishoudens. De vier essays in dit proefschrift hebben met elkaar
gemeenn dat zij alle op de een of andere wijze de literatuur op een van de drie
onderzoeksterreinenn aanvullen.
Hoofdstukk 2 van dit proefschrift kan worden geïnterpreteerd als een supplement op de
literatuurr naar de antecedenten van Becker's werk en behandelt 'The consumer and the good
life:life: Hazel Kyrk's approach to consumer theory' (De consument en het goede leven: Hazel
Kyrk'ss behandeling van de theorie van het consumentengedrag). Het hoofdstuk maakt
gebruikk van archiefmateriaal en biografische referenties, en bespreekt verschillende bijdragen
aann de theorie van het consumentengedrag. Het focust op het werk en leven van Hazel Kyrk,
eenn tot op heden tamelijk onbekend gebleven Chicago econoom die reeds in de jaren twintig
enn dertig van de vorige eeuw publiceerde op het terrein van de economie van het
consumentengedragg en huishoudelijk gedrag. De originele motivatie achter dit hoofdstuk is
ontleendd aan de observatie dat het enigszins opmerkelijk is dat Kyrk's werk over de theorie
vann het consumentengedrag niet wordt erkend als een van de antecedenten van Becker's new
homehome economics, terwijl dat van Mitchell en Reid - werk dat in belangrijke mate
overeenkomstenn vertoont met dat van Kyrk - wel wordt erkend. Het onderzoek gepresenteerd
inn hoofdstuk 2 vloeit voort uit een poging de vraag waarom Kyrk's werk niet wordt erkend te
beantwoorden,, en beoogt een bijdrage te leveren aan de bespreking van Kyrk's werk en leven
doorr deze uitvoeriger dan totnogtoe in de literatuur is gedaan te behandelen. Om dit te
bereikenn bevat het hoofdstuk zowel een biografische beschrijving als een synopsis van Kyrk's
voornaamstee theoretische contributie, A Theory of Consumption (1923) (Een theorie over
consumptie),, een boek dat het onderwerp van consumentengedrag benadert door ethiek en
economiee te combineren. Het hoofdstuk bespreekt de historische context waarbinnen Kyrk
haarr theorie heeft geformuleerd, en vergelijkt haar benadering met andere theorieën over het
consumentengedrag,, te weten die van de zogenaamde vroege home economists, van de
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zogenaamdee 'nieuwe theoretici' van het consumentengedrag - waaronder Becker-, van de
zogenaamdee oude institutionalisten, en van John Dewey, de pragmatisch filosoof.
Hett hoofdstuk concludeert dat Kyrk een aanzienlijke bijdrage heeft geleverd aan de
ontwikkelingg van het grensgebied tussen de economie en het traditionele home economics, en
datt zij heeft bijgedragen aan het verbreden van beide disciplines. Zij was één van de eerste
economenn die expliciet aandacht schonk aan de concrete activiteiten gericht op het kopen van,
hett produceren van of het kiezen tussen (eind)producten in een tijd dat deze activiteiten door
dee meeste economen niet als legitieme studieobjecten werden beschouwd. Daarnaast was zij,
samenn met tijdgenoten zoals Thorstein Veblen, Wesley Mitchell, John Maurice Clark en John
Dewey,, een van de eersten om te pleiten voor een verbreding van de sociale en
psychologischee basis van de theorie van consumentengedrag, en verbreedde zij haar
theoretischee basis om een meer realistische verklaring van het menselijk keuzegedrag te
kunnenn geven. Tot slot was Kyrk een van de eersten, zo niet de eerste, die een theorie van het
consumentengedragg formuleerde waarin Dewey's pragmatisch-ethisch gedachtegoed werd
gekoppeldd aan het economisch gedachtegoed. Met name Kyrk's conceptualisering van de
wijzee waarop consumenten waarde toekennen aan (eind)producten, haar focus op
experimentenn om uit te vinden hoe welzijn het beste vergroot kan worden, haar aandacht voor
hett belang van effectieve keuzevrijheid, en haar nadruk op scholing van consumenten, zijn
allee elementen die het mogelijk maken haar theorie te interpreteren als een pragmatische,
Deweyaansee benadering van consumentengedrag. Wat betreft de vraag naar het waarom van
hett gebrek aan erkenning als voorloper van Becker, wordt in het hoofdstuk een vrij simpel
antwoordd als oplossing gesuggereerd. Zowel Mitchell als Reid onderhielden tenminste een
deell van hun carrière, meer dan Kyrk dat deed, nauwe banden met de mainstream binnen de
economie.. Beiden produceerden ook een aanzienlijke hoeveelheid empirisch werk dat bekend
wass bij en waaraan gerefereerd werd door de 'nieuwe theoretici' van het consumentengedrag,
waaronderr Becker. Deze nieuwe theoretici konden zodoende ook tamelijk eenvoudig de weg
naarr het eerdere, minder orthodoxe werk van Mitchell en Reid over de economie van het
consumentengedragg en het huishoudelijk gedrag vinden. Kyrk is nooit toegekomen aan het
meerr mainstream academische werk, en heeft in plaats daarvan de tweede helft van haar
carrière,, vanaf eind jaren dertig tot begin jaren vijftig, al haar energie en tijd gestoken in meer
beleidsgeoriènteerdd werk. Als gevolg hiervan zijn haar naam en haar werk in de vergetelheid
geraakt. .

Hoofdstukk 3 van dit proefschrift, 'Investing for the greater good; an experimental study of
bargainingbargaining with endogenous pie size and disagreement payoffs' (Investeren voor het groter
goed;; een experimentele studie naar onderhandelingsgedrag met endogeen bepaalde
koekomvangg en uitbetalingen in geval van gebrek aan overeenstemming), kan worden
geïnterpreteerdd als een supplement op de onderhandelingsliteratuur over besluitvorming
binnenn huishoudens, een literatuur die vooral is voortgekomen uit kritiek op Becker's
assumptiee dat het huishouden als een homogene beslissingseenheid kan worden opgevat. De
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oorspronkelijkee motivatie achter dit hoofdstuk is de wens om bij te dragen aan het
overbruggenn van de kloof tussen veelal in hoge mate complexe theoretische modellen en het
beschikbaree empirische materiaal in de literatuur over besluitvorming binnen huishoudens.
Meerr specifiek beoogt dit hoofdstuk om speltheoretische modellen van de afruil tussen
efficiencyy en strategische aspecten van enerzijds relatiespecifieke en anderzijds algemene
investeringenn in onderhandelingssituaties, te testen (zie bijvoorbeeld de modellen van
Notburgaa Ott (1993) en van Kai Konrad & Kjell-Erik Lommerud (1995, 1996)). Uit deze
modellenn volgt dat een speler in een onderhandelingssituatie tussen twee personen geen exantee relatiespecifieke investeringen zal maken die een relatief hoog gezamenlijk surplus
opleverenn als deze investeringen de onderhandelingspositie van de speler vis-a-vis zijn
tegenspelerr te zeer verzwakken. De vraag is of deze theoretische voorspelling met
experimenteell gegenereerde data gestaafd kan worden.
Hett onderhandelingsexperiment dat in dit hoofdstuk wordt besproken, ontwikkeld om
experimentelee data te genereren met betrekking tot het investeringsprobleem, is uitgevoerd
samenn met Joep Sonnemans en Hessel Oosterbeek en heeft plaatsgevonden in het CREEDlaboratoriumm van de Universiteit van Amsterdam. Het onderzoekt onderhandelingsgedrag in
situatiess waarin de omvang van een door twee spelers onderling te verdelen hoeveelheid geld
enn hun verdiensten in geval ze niet tot overeenstemming kunnen komen over deze verdeling,
endogeenn worden bepaald. Eén van de twee spelers, 'de kiezende speler', bepaalt of beiden
zullenn onderhandelen over de verdeling van een grote 'koek' of een kleine 'koek', dat is, over
meerr of minder geld. De keuze voor een grote koek ligt voor de hand, ware het niet dat een
dergelijkee keuze in het experiment tegelijkertijd een verzwakking van de
onderhandelingspositiee van de kiezende speler impliceert: als de twee spelers geen
overeenstemmingg over de verdeling van de grote koek bereiken, bedragen de verdiensten van
dee kiezende speler nul, terwijl zijn of haar tegenspeler een positief bedrag ontvangt. Een
keuzee voor een kleine koek impliceert gelijkwaardige onderhandelingsposities in de fase
waarinn overeenstemming over de verdeling van de koek moet worden bereikt. De te maken
keuzee in deze eenvoudige set-up is te vergelijken met een keuze tussen een relatiespecifieke
investeringg en een meer algemene investering in een onderhandelingssituatie. Een keuze voor
eenn kleine koek kan worden geïnterpreteerd als een keuze voor een meer algemene
investering.. Deze keuze levert geen groter surplus op om over te onderhandelen, maar maakt
dee kiezende speler wel minder kwetsbaar voor opportunistisch gedrag door de andere speler.
Eenn keuze voor een grote koek kan worden geïnterpreteerd als een relatiespecifieke
investering.. Deze keuze levert een groter gezamenlijk te delen surplus op, maar heeft ook een
slechteree onderhandelingspositie van de kiezende speler tot gevolg.
Dee eerste hoofdvraag die in dit hoofdstuk wordt behandeld is onder welke voorwaarden
eenn speler bereid is te kiezen voor een relatiespecifieke investering. Om dit te onderzoeken
analyseerdenn we keuzegedrag in drie verschillende experimentele settings, waarin we de
theoretischh voorspelde opbrengst van een relatiespecifieke investering voor de kiezende speler
verschovenn van 125 procent via 75 procent naar 25 procent van de opbrengst van een
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algemenee investering. Het blijkt dat bij een voorspelde opbrengst van 125 procent vrijwel alle
spelerss een keuze maken voor de relatiespecifieke investering, terwijl bij een voorspelde
opbrengstt van 25 procent vrijwel geen van de spelers deze keuze maken. In het geval van een
voorspeldee opbrengst van 75 procent van de alternatieve optie kiest ongeveer de helft van de
spelerss voor een relatiespecifieke investering. Deze uitkomsten suggereren dat ergens tussen
dee extremen van 125 procent en 25 procent spelers switchen van een relatiespeficieke keuze
naarr de alternatieve optie. De theoretische notie van 'subgame-perfectie' voorspelt dat dit
abruptt gebeurt wanneer de voorspelde opbrengst van een relatiespecifieke investering exact
gelijkk is aan die van een algemene investering. Een van de voornaamste bevindingen van ons
experimentt is dat dit niet het geval is. We concluderen dan ook dat er weliswaar sprake is van
eenn onderinvestering in relatiespecifieke investeringen, maar dat deze onderinvestering
kleinerr in omvang is dan 'subgame perfection' voorspelt.
Dee tweede hoofdvraag die in dit hoofdstuk wordt behandeld, is in hoeverre de uitkomst
vann de onderhandelingen afhangt van degene die de grootte van de te verdelen koek bepaalt:
dee kiezende speler of de experimentatoren. In dit laatste geval worden de grootte van de koek
enn de uitbetalingen in geval van gebrek aan overeenstemming voor de spelers feitelijk niet
endogeenn maar exogeen bepaald. Om deze vraag te beantwoorden vergeleken we de
uitkomstenn van de onderhandelingen in de drie experimentele groepen met die van drie
controlee groepen, waarin niet de spelers maar de experimentatoren de grootte van de koek
bepaalden.. Uit deze vergelijking concluderen we dat endogeniteit er toe doet. Nietinvesterendee spelers zijn minder geneigd om hun onderhandelingspositie volledig te
exploiterenn als de andere speler - en niet de experimentatoren - een relatiespecifieke keuze
heeftt gemaakt. Daarnaast blijken diegenen met een relatief zwakke onderhandelingspositie
minderr geneigd om geëxploiteerd te worden als hun zwakke onderhandelingspositie het
gevolgg is van hun eigen relatiespecifieke investering. Deze uitkomsten zijn verenigbaar met
hett antwoord op de eerste hoofdvraag omdat ze helpen verklaren waarom relatiespecifieke
alternatievenn vaker worden gekozen dan onderhandelingsmodellen voorspellen. De
uitkomstenn zijn ook meer dan slechts een bevestiging van eerdere studies in de experimentele
literatuurr over onderhandelingssituaties die een systematische afwijking van de theoretisch
voorspeldee verdeling naar meer gelijke verdelingen vinden. Onze bevindingen voegen hieraan
toee dat deze afwijking toeneemt als de grootte van de koek en de uitbetalingen in geval van
gebrekk aan overeenstemming endogeen worden bepaald.
Hett hoofdstuk concludeert dat de onderhandelingsmodellen onze experimentele test niet
hebbenn doorstaan. Onderinvesteringen in relatie specifiek kapitaal komen voor, maar minder
dann voorspeld. Het al dan niet endogeen bepalen van de grootte van het te verdelen surplus en
dee uitbetalingen in geval van gebrek aan overeenstemming blijkt een deel van de verklaring
hiervoorr te kunnen leveren. Als het experiment iets heeft opgeleverd, dan is het wel de
aanbevelingg dat voor ons begrip en het kunnen modelleren van realistische
onderhandelingssituatiess de theoretische modellen moeten worden aangepast om deze
uitkomstenn te kunnen accommoderen.
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Dee hoofdstukken 4 en 5 van dit proefschrift kunnen worden geïnterpreteerd als supplementen
opp het empirisch werk naar de allocatie van tijd binnen huishoudens. De twee hoofdstukken
zijn,, in tegenstelling tot het merendeel van deze empirische literatuur, echter niet gebaseerd
opp meer of minder aangepaste versies van Becker's huishoudproductiemodel. Ze hebben als
doell een bijdrage te leveren met behulp van meer verkennende analyses van onderwerpen die
gewoonlijkk niet worden behandeld in de empirische en theoretische literatuur over de allocatie
vann tijd binnen huishoudens, dat is, timing aspecten van de verdeling van de arbeid binnen
huishoudens. .
Hoofdstukk 4 van dit proefschrift, 'Synchronizing rhythms of work and leisure; an
analysisanalysis of the timing of market work, household work, and leisure of dual-earner couples in
thethe Netherlands'' (Het synchroniseren van ritmes van werk en vrije tijd; een analyse van de
timingg van marktarbeid, huishoudelijke arbeid, en vrije tijd van tweeverdieners in Nederland)
volgtt Daniel Hamermesh's (bijvoorbeeld 1996, 2000) recente werk over timing, en analyseert
timingg aspecten van de verdeling van de arbeid van tweeverdieners in Nederland. Het
hoofdstukk concentreert zich op de relatie tussen partners' tijdschema's van werk en vrije tijd
enn gezinstype. De bijdrage van dit hoofdstuk is tweeledig. Door empirisch materiaal voor
Nederlandd te gebruiken vult het de kleine hoeveelheid kwantitatieve literatuur over timing
aspectenn binnen tweeverdienershuishoudens aan. Daarnaast, voortbouwend op de traditie van
Jacobb Mineer (1962) en Reuben Gronau (1977), breidt het de bestaande timing literatuur uit
doorr expliciet onderscheid te maken tussen enerzijds 'vrije tijd', breed gedefinieerd als
huishoudelijkk werk omvattend, en anderzijds vrije tijd als complement van een brede definitie
vann 'werk', zowel marktarbeid als huishoudelijke arbeid omvattend.
Eenn van de belangrijkste conclusies uit de analyses van hoofdstuk 4 is dat er inderdaad
eenn verband is tussen de mate waarin partners hun werk en vrije tijd op elkaar aftemmen en
gezinstype.. Met name de aanwezigheid van jonge kinderen blijkt een sterke samenhang te
vertonenn met (een gebrek) aan synchronisatie. Tot op zekere hoogte komt deze conclusie
overeenn met de resultaten van eerdere studies, gebaseerd op data van andere landen. Een
verschill tussen de resultaten van deze eerdere studies en die gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 4, is
echterr dat de eerdere studies een positieve samenhang vinden tussen de aanwezigheid van
kinderenn en de mate waarin zowel mannen als vrouwen op a-typische uren werken. De
uitkomstenn van de analyses gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 4 duiden echter op tegengestelde
effectenn voor mannen en vrouwen. Vergeleken met jonge paren zonder kinderen blijken
mannenn uit tweeverdienersgezinnen met jonge kinderen relatief vaak op reguliere tijden tijdenn die overlappen met het zogenaamde 'collectieve ritme' van de samenleving - te
werken.. Vrouwen uit tweeverdienersgezinnen met jonge kinderen werken daarentegen juist
relatieff vaak op de meer ongebruikelijke arbeidstijden, en blijken relatief veel 's avonds te
werken. .
Eenn tweede conclusie die uit de analyses gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 4 kan worden
getrokken,, is dat de gebruikelijke schattingen gebaseerd op informatie over marktarbeid en
hett complement 'vrije tijd' (inclusief tijd besteed aan huishoudelijke arbeid) de mate van
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samenhangg tussen synchronisatie van werkschema's en gezinstype overschatten. De
aanwezigheidd van relatief jonge kinderen hangt negatief samen met de mate van
synchronisatiee van werkschema's, maar deze samenhang is niet zo sterk als schattingen op
basiss van empirisch materiaal dat het verschil tussen vrije tijd en huishoudelijke arbeid
negeert,, doen vermoeden. Niet alle avonduren die vrouwen aan marktarbeid besteden zijn
urenn waarop hun partners 'asynchroon' van hun vrije tijd genieten. In ieder geval een deel van
dee avondtijd die vrouwen aan marktarbeid besteden, wordt door hun partners 'synchroon' aan
huishoudelijkk werk besteed.
Hett laatste essay van dit proefschrift, 'Towards a typology of couples' time-use sequences: an
analysisanalysis of couples' time-use using Optimal Matching Analysis' (Naar een typologie van
sequentiess van tijdsbesteding: een analyse van de tijdsbesteding van paren met behulp van een
OptimalOptimal Matching Analysis), vervolgt de studie naar timing aspecten van de verdeling van de
arbeidd binnen huishoudens. De gebruikte methode in hoofdstuk 5 is echter nog verder
verwijderdd van de meer gebruikelijke methode toegepast in hoofdstuk 4. In feite kan
hoofdstukk 5 nog het beste worden gekarakteriseerd als 'een meting zonder theorie', omdat het
hoofdstukk grip probeert te krijgen op de complexiteiten van sequentie kenmerken van
tijdsbestedingsgegevenss door gebruik te maken van een data-exploratieve
onderzoeksmethode,, bekend als Optimal Matching Analysis (OMA). OMA, een methode nog
maarr tamelijk recent geïmporteerd vanuit de moleculaire biologie en de computer
wetenschappenn in de sociale wetenschappen, is een heuristische, dataverkennende methode
omm data die kunnen worden uitgedrukt als een sequentiële lijst van gebeurtenissen - zoals
DNA-moleculenn en zinnen, maar ook het arbeidsverleden van werknemers of de dagelijkse
tijdsbestedingg - te classificeren. De analyse bestaat uit twee fasen. In de eerste fase worden
overeenkomstenn en verschillen tussen paren van sequenties in kaart gebracht door paren
sequentiess met zo min mogelijk 'acties' aan elkaar gelijk te schakelen. De tweede fase is een
clusterr fase, waarin de sequenties empirisch worden geclusterd in verschillende groepen.
Omdatt het voor OMA niet noodzakelijk is om a-priori criteria te formuleren op basis waarvan
sequentiess gegroepeerd moeten worden, is de methode succesvol gebleken in verkennende
fasenn van onderzoek naar sequentie issues.
Hett onderzoek gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 5 richt zich op de vraag of OMA ook
succesvoll kan worden gebruikt in onderzoek naar detijdbestedingvan paren. Het hoofdstuk
presenteertt een door OMA gegenereerde empirische typologie van de verschillende wijzen
waaropp paren hun huishoudelijk werk, hun marktarbeid en hun vrije tijd timen, en maakt
gebruikk van Nederlandse en Britse tijdsbestedingsdata van paren. In zekere zin leiden de
uitkomstenn van het onderzoek tot een bevestigd antwoord op deze vraag. Allereerst blijken
welbekendee tijdsbestedingspatronen, zoals de patronen van tweeverdieners en die van
kostwinnersgezinnen,, tamelijk eenvoudig door de OMA geïdentificeerd en van elkaar
onderscheidenn te kunnen worden. Even geruststellend is het feit dat de analyse deze bekende
patronenn in zowel de Nederlandse als de Britse dataset goed herkent. Ten derde blijkt de
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gegenereerdee empirische typologie een grote variëteit aan dagelijkse tijdsbestedingspatronen
tee kunnen duiden. De gevonden groepen sequenties worden onderscheiden naar de volgorde
waarinn activiteiten in de verschillende huishoudens plaatsvinden, naar de mate van
synchronisatiee van bepaalde activiteiten, naar de fragmentatie in tijdsbesteding, als ook naar
meerr conventionele kenmerken, zoals de hoeveelheid werk en vrije tijd op een dag en de mate
waarinn paren hun tijdsbesteding sekse-stereotiep invullen. Tenzij men succesvol kan
beargumenterenn dat de verschillen die door de OMA worden uitgelicht niet wezenlijk van
belangg zijn, en dat de onderscheiden karakteristieken van tijdsbesteding het keuzegedrag van
mensenn niet beïnvloeden, suggereren de resultaten dat deze karakteristieken zouden moeten
wordenn meegenomen in zowel empirisch als meer theoretisch onderzoek naar de verdeling
vann de arbeid binnen huishoudens.
Hett hoofdstuk besluit met de opmerking dat de gepresenteerde analyses vooralsnog niet
hebbenn geresulteerd in een definitieve typologie van de tijdsbestedingssequenties van paren.
Naderr onderzoek is noodzakelijk. Voor wat betreft diegenen die met name zijn geïnteresseerd
inn de interacties tussen huishoudelijke arbeid, marktarbeid en vrije tijd binnen gezinnen, zou
ditt onderzoek zich moeten richten op de wijze waarop bij het doen van sequentieanalyses
moett worden omgegaan met het idiosyncratische karakter van huishoudelijk werk en met de
velee interrupties waardoor dit werk wordt gekenmerkt. Een suggestie is om de gepresenteerde
analysess op de een of andere wijze te simplificeren zodat het onderzoek zich volledig kan
concentrerenn op de complexiteit van de interacties tussen huishoudelijk werk, marktarbeid en
vrijee tijd. Hiertoe worden enkele voorstellen gedaan. Een minder gecompliceerd onderwerp
voorr toekomstig onderzoek vormt de studie naar sequenties van marktarbeid en het
complementt 'vrije tijd' (inclusief huishoudelijke arbeid) binnen een standaard 'labor-leisure''
raamwerk.. Het moge duidelijk zijn dat deze suggestie weinig zinvol is voor diegenen die
geïnteresseerdd zijn in de manieren waarop de verschillende tijdsschalen van marktarbeid en
huishoudelijkee arbeid met elkaar verzoend kunnen worden. Echter, onderzoek naar
bijvoorbeeldd de toenemende heterogeniteit in arbeidsmarktpatronen is wellicht wel gebaat
mett deze simplificatie. De resultaten van de gepresenteerde analyses suggereren dat het
relatieff ongecompliceerd is om een OMA te verrichten op dergelijke sequenties. Gegeven de
toenemendee diversiteit in arbeidsmarktpatronen en de geringe beschikbaarheid van
kwantitatieff materiaal om deze toenemende diversiteit en de consequenties daarvan te
bestuderen,, lijkt het inslaan van deze weg de moeite waard.
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Thee four essays collected in this book all in one way or another
supplementt the literature on the economics of household behavior.
Thee first essay supplements this literature focusing on its antecedents.
Itt discusses the work and life of Hazel Kyrk, a Chicago-economist who
iss said to have established Chicago as the premier university for the
studyy of family and consumer economics, but whose work nevertheless
appearss to have been forgotten by those working in the discipline. The
secondd essay supplements the bargaining literature on intra-household
decision-making.. It contains the results of a bargaining experiment
designedd to experimentally study the trade-off between efficiency and
strategicc aspects of relationship-specific and general investments in
bargainingg settings, a trade-off central to bargaining models describing
fertilityy decisions and decisions to interrupt working life. The last two
essaysessays supplement the empirical literature on the economics of
householdd behavior and focus on timing issues of the intra-household
divisionn of labor. Specifically, the third essay analyzes timing aspects
off the division of labor of dual-earner couples in the Netherlands.
Itt focuses on the degree to which couples synchronize their work
andd leisure schedules, and analyzes how children influence this
synchronization.. The fourth essay continues the study of timing
aspectss of the intra-household division of labor. It zooms in on
sequencee characteristics of couples' time-use, and generates an
empiricall typology of couples' time-use sequences using an Optimal
Matchingg Analysis, a data-exploratory method only recently imported
intoo the social sciences from molecular biology and computer science.
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